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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to examine my belief that
allowing young children time for free choice engagements and play
is not only appropriate but necessary for their development of
written literacy.

This teacher research study took place in my

kindergarten classroom.
Data was collected during a daily free choice time when
students had access to virtually all materials in the classroom and
were responsible for their own engagement decisions.

The primary

data consists of field notes of my observations while students were
involved in free choice engagements, a checklist of their
engagements, and artifacts of the written literacy that students
engaged in.
The data analysis led to the development of a description of
the types, functions, and contexts for how written language is
integrated into the free choice engagements of the kindergarten
students in my class.
in my classroom.

This analysis is from data on all the children

Case studies offered a portrayal of three

individual students' explorations of written language during free
choice. The case studies give background information about each
child, then describe the child as a player, and finally the child's
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literacy knowledge is described.
This study has allowed me to become more acutely aware of
what was happening during free choice time in my classroom.
Throughout this dissertation I have contended that children come to
school with a great deal of knowledge about literacy, and teachers
need to value the literacy knowledge that children already have.

The

same must hold true for play. No doubt children have learned to play
long before they come to school.

It is the teacher's responsibility to

close the gap between the two environments.
Teachers need to respect each child's literacy strengths and
motivations, and continue to offer invitations for engagements in
many functional literacy engagements.

I am confident that students

will engage in written literacy when they are ready and see the
engagements as meaningful and functional in their own lives.
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CHAPTER 1
LETTING THEM PLAY:
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
"Play is the highest expression of human development in
childhood for it alone is the free expression of what is in a child's
soul" (Frost, J. L. and Klein, B. L., 1979). Play has been considered an
integral part of early childhood for many decades.

During the

1960's, however, the Compensatory Education Movement challenged
the notion of play.

This movement and the "back to the basics"

movement of the 1970's lead educators to become more focused on
"products" of educational programs, namely test scores (Christie,
1980).

As a result, many educational programs for young children

were and still are becoming more skills oriented (Bredekamp, 1987).
This focus on skills means that young children are given less time
for play and free choice engagements, and more time for drills on
skills (Bergen, 1988).
The purpose of this study is to examine my belief that
allowing children time for play and for free choice engagements is
not only appropriate but necessary for their development.

This

teacher research study has enabled me to systematically study the
students in my kindergarten class, so that I could gain a better
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understanding of the literacy that was present and developing within
the realm of their play and free choice engagements.
I believe that if children are pushed into isolated skills
instruction they will lose their passion for learning, and will not
become independent learners.

Research shows that children who are

given ample time to play become independent learners who seek
answers to their own inquiries (Dodge and Phinney, 1990).

Young

children have a high motivation for play, and educators need to
capitalize on this through providing time for free choice
engagements in the kindergarten classroom.
There is a myth that preschoolers have short attention spans
because they are not usually willing to sit at a table and perform a
task assigned by the teacher. The same young child who had great
difficulty settling down and getting to "work" often has no
difficulty staying at the sand and water table, building with blocks,
or working on an art project for a sustained amount of time.
I have been a teacher for nine years. I have taught
kindergarten for seven years, and first grade for two.

In this brief

time, I have seen my school district change its perception of the
role of kindergarten. Some of this change has come about as the
result of the entire district adopting full day kindergarten programs.
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Along with this implementation, came a district-wide
kindergarten assessment program that is to be administered in the
fall and the spring (along with writing samples to be taken at those
times and midyear as well). Most of the items on the assessment
such as letter and numeral recognition are aligned with our
curriculum, however, other parts, such as a subtest which calls for
children to read 30 sight words from flash cards are not within the
guidelines of our curriculum, nor are they developmentally
appropriate.
According to the National Association for the Education of
Young Children (Bredekamp, 1987),
the concept of developmental appropriateness has two
dimensions: age appropriateness and individual
appropriateness. . . . Knowledge of typical development of
children within the age span. . . provides a framework from
which teachers prepare the learning environment and plan
appropriate experiences
Both the curriculum and adults'
interactions with children should be responsive to individual
differences. . . . Child-initiated, child-directed, teachersupported play is an essential component of developmentally
appropriate practice (p. 2-3).
Towards the end of the first year of the implementation of
this new district-initiated assessment device there was a districtwide meeting to discuss the assessment.

Teachers who asked for

the purpose of the assessment were told that this assessment
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device had been developed so that the district could show a
"quantifiable" benefit to kindergarten children attending school all
day. Many teachers wanted to know how the benefit could be proven
since the district has no assessment scores for students who did not
have the advantage of an all day program. The person responsible for
developing this assessment device explained that the new
assessment was only meant to show the growth of children from the
beginning to the ending of their kindergarten year.

It was not meant

to compare students in full day programs with students in half day
programs.
What is most disturbing to me is that some kindergarten
teachers are overly concerned about the "quantifiable benefit" that
the district is seeking, and so, in order to meet this expectation,
those teachers are becoming more focused on skills. One such
example is teachers who drill kids on the 30 sight words from the
assessment device so that their students will show "growth."
Another influence on the focus of skills was evident in the
voluntary inservices provided for teachers who were beginning to
teach in full day programs.

Several different workshops were

offered as part of the inservice program. I helped teach one
workshop focused on setting up an Outdoor Play program.

In other
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workshops the concepts of play, inquiry, or choice were rarely
addressed. Most of the other workshop sessions seemed highly
•"acadennic" (and not developmentally appropriate).

For example,

trained Reading Recovery teachers talked about teaching reading
strategies to kindergartners.

I am a trained Reading Recovery

teacher, and while the knowledge I gained about the reading process
has been useful in teaching my kindergarten classes, I remind myself
that Reading Recovery was designed, and is meant to be used, with
the lowest children in first grade.

It was not intended, nor is it

recommended, for use with all kindergartners (Clay, 1979).
I remember when I first became aware of the possibility of
teaching full day kindergarten, and I was excited to have the
opportunity for more play time.

In previous years, I was defensive

of comments from parents and other educators such as, "What could
you possibly do in two and a half hours?" I frequently assured
parents that much could be done, however, now that I have been
teaching in a full day setting, I don't know how I could ever go back
to that limited time.
I have always had an intuitive sense that children learn from
and need extended periods of time for play and free choice
engagements.

To me, the extra time allotted by the full day program
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meant that students would have more opportunities for free
exploration, and more opportunities to engage in activities for
extended periods of time.

This is why free choice time is written

into my daily curriculum.
The motivation for this study was to examine my belief that
free choice engagements are not only appropriate but necessary to
the development of a young child (specifically kindergartners).
Thus, I developed four research questions:
1. What are the types of written language that occur in the

free

choice

engagements

of

Icindergarten

students?

2. What are the functions of written language within the
free choice engagements of kindergarten students?
3.

How do kindergarten children integrate written
into their free choice engagements?

language

4.

What knowledge about literacy are kindergarten students
demonstrating/exploring through their free choice
engagements?
Defining Free Choice
Most free choice curriculum models are grounded in Piagetian

theory that children are active learners.

It is believed that within

these models, the teacher is responsible for providing a rich
learning environment, but the materials within the environment,
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rather than the teachers, provide the curriculum

"The child learns

as she acts upon objects in space and time. In this way it is the
'things' of the environment which play a major role in the child's
development"

(MacLachlan-Smith, 1991, p. 8).

Vygotsky (1978) placed more emphasis or social interaction as
a contributor to cognitive development, stating that

"Human

learning presupposes a specific social nature and a process by which
children grow into the intellectual life of those around them" (p.
88).

MacLachlan-Smith (1991) points out, however that the adult's

role in a child's play is to take the child from his or her present
level of development (what the child is able to do independently) to
his or her potential level of development (what the child is able to
do with collaboration of someone who is more accomplished).

The

distance between these two levels is what Vygotsky (1978) calls
the "zone of proximal development."

Scaffolding is the term

Vygotsky uses to describe the process by which a child's learning is
bridged so the child can achieve beyond the zone of proximal
development.
I view free choice time as a reconceptualization of the ideas
of these two theorists, using Piaget's provision for materials and
environment, and Vygotsky's notion of the scaffolded learning
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environment which depends on the support of an accomplished peer
or adult.
Bredekamp (1986) concurs that:
Children of all ages need uninterrupted periods of time to
become involved, investigate, select, and persist at activities.
The teacher's role in child-chosen activity is to prepare the
environment with stimulating, challenging activity choices and
then to facilitate children's engagement (p.7). . . . For children
to understand fully and remember what they have learned,
whether it is related to reading, mathematics, or other subject
matter areas, the information must be meaningful to the child
in context of the child's experience and development (p. 53).
Elkind (1974) uses the term "horizonal elaboration" to
describe children's need for repeated opportunities to apply newly
mastered concepts.

Piaget (1964) showed that a child's concept

development had to be directed internally rather than externally.
Children are not able to learn by passively receiving information.
Free choice time provides them with the opportunity to actively
engage in the experiences that interest them and are significant to
them.

Wakefield and Richards (1988) stress that:
The best teacher can not give her students this internal
challenge. However, the teacher can create an appropriate
setting for each student to use the cognitive conflict s/he is
experiencing in the most productive way.
By allowing the key
elements of free-choice, novelty, ample time, and horizonal
elaboration to function in the kindergarten environment, the
teacher is best able to enhance the development of the child
(p. 8).
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(n this study, I define free choice engagements as any type of
activity which children independently choose during the time period
that is labeled "free choice time" in my classroom.

Occasionally, I

offer invitations (suggestions) for activities, but there are never
required activities during this time.

During free choice time,

children are also encouraged and expected to make up their own
activities.

They are not restricted to only choosing form my

invitations.
For the purpose of this study, I focused on the engagements
during free choice time that related to written literacy.

Although I

recognize that oral language is crucial in the development of written
literacy, this study focused specifically on events when students
were physically reading or writing independently (without the help
of an adult).

Oral language was only considered when it related to

the specific content of a book or a particular language event (such as
children discussing a reading or writing event, even though they
were not actually engaged in the process of reading or writing).

The

free choice time in my classroom is described in detail in Chapter
Three.
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Defining Play
Because many of the free choice engagennents in my classroom
involved play, defining play is important to this study.

There are

numerous definitions of play and while many are quite diverse,
Mitchell and Mason (1934) point out a few areas where they believe
most educators would agree. These ideas were formulated over sixty
years ago, yet, they are consistent with current research.

It seems

that much of the contemporary literature has borrowed from these
sources, as Mitchell and Mason offer concepts that are quite
inclusive in regard to all areas of play.

They are clear and concise:

1. Play is an activity: it is not idleness, but is in contrast with
it.
2. Play is not limited to any particular form of activity: it may
be neuromuscular, sensory, mental, or a combination of all
three.
3. The value of play in education is due to its power to interest
the player, absorb his attention, and arouse him to
enthusiastic and persistent activity. Education must be
active rather than passive.
4. Whether an activity is play or not depends on the attitude of
mind of the doer toward the thing he is doing. . . . There is no
particular activity. . . that is always necessarily play:
neither can an activity be mentioned that may not under some
conditions be play. . . . We can never be sure that a certain
activity is play for a certain person unless we know his
mental attitude towards it while he actually engaged in it.
What is play one day may be drudgery another day, for mental
attitudes change with conditions..
5. . . . the play spirit is an attitude of the mind. . . the
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essential charactehstic of play is a satisfaction in the
activity itself . . . (p.88).
There are some who simply define play as activities which
promote pleasure.

Vygotsky (1978) points out that play cannot be

defined solely as an endeavor which gives pleasure because there are
activities such as sucking on a pacifier which provides great
pleasure, but are not surfeit.

Vygotsky believes that mental

attitudes have an important role in play, however, he points out that
children may play a competitive game, but not derive pleasure from
the experience, especially if they are not the winner.
I am including the following definitions of play because I think
that they encompass the notions of Mitchell and Mason, but go a
little further to describe the motivation for play.

"The only

difference between work and play is the spirit with which it is done.
Children's play today was the work of our ancestors.

Play is an

activity that we carry on for its own sake without any ulterior aim.
Play is its own reward" (Curtis, 1917, p 12).

Friedrich Froebel

(cited in Lilley, 1967) defined play rather similarly.

He stated that

play:
is the spontaneous expression of thought and feeling--an
expression which his inner life requires. That is the meaning
of the word 'play.' It is the purest creation of the child's mind
as it is also a pattern and copy of the natural life hidden in
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man and in all things. So it promotes enjoyment, satisfaction,
serenity, and constitutes the source of all that can benefit the
child (pp. 83-84).
Piaget (1974) makes a differentiation between constructive
play and random play, and he contends that children acquire skills as
the result of constructive play. He goes on to describe how a
students' skills are the result of constructive play which builds on
Itself, thus increasing the child's competence.

This competence

allows the child to have the confidence to attempt more creative
acts, thus forming a cycle.

As the cycle repeats itself, each new

creative act becomes yet another form of play at a higher level of
understanding.

Piaget describes this learning process as a spiral of

knowledge which moves upward by alternating play and skill.
The teacher provides a key role in this process by observing
children's play in order to shed light on their interests and
motivations so that curriculum can then be aligned accordingly.
Research Context
In order to describe how play and free choice engagements
facilitate my students' knowledge or explorations of written
language, I conducted this study in the kindergarten where I am
classroom teacher.

This study took place at Van Home Elementary

School in Tucson Unified School District, in Tucson Arizona.

The

school is situated in a middle class neighborhood, and the children's
ethnic background was predominately European American.
Defining Teacher Research
This research was designed as a naturalistic teacher research
study.

According to Patton (1985) naturalistic inquiry is an:

understanding [of] an end in itself, so that it is not attempting
to predict what may happen in the future necessarily, but to
understand the nature of that setting-what it means for
participants to be in that setting, what their lives are like,
what's going on for them, what their meanings are, what the
world looks like in that particular setting- and in the analysis
to be able to communicate that faithfully to others who are
interested in that setting (p.1).
Teacher research is founded upon "action research," although
it is not uncommon to see the terms teacher research and action
research used synonymously.
There is slight disagreement in the literature as to when
action research actually began.

Belanger (1992) states that action

research was founded in the 1950's and 60's, yet Calhoun (1993)
professes that in the 1940's and 50's, Kurt Lewin and his colleagues
developed action research as a way to help organizations solve
problems.

Regardless of when action research first began, most

seem to agree on its purpose:
Action research is characterized as systematic inquiry that is
collective, collaborative, self-reflective, critical, and
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undertaken by the participants in the inquiry. The goals of such
research are the understanding of practice and the articulation
of a rationale or philosophy of practice in order to improve
practice (McCutchin, 1990. p. 148).
McKernan (1987) similarly defines action research as "a form
of self-reflective problem solving which enables practitioners to
better understand and solve pressing problems in social settings" (p.
6).

Strickland (1988), and Calhoun (1993) concur that research that

takes place at the action level with the purpose of improving
practice is action research.

Two terms within these last two

definitions, "social settings" and "improving practice," seem to
point directly to the field of education which is perhaps the reason
why action research is readily used within the field of education.
Many researchers state that action research is inquiry that
teachers undertake to understand and improve their own practice
(Belanger, 1992; Calhoun, 1993; McCutchin, 1990; Strickland, 1988;
van Manen, 1990).

Rogers, Noblit, and Ferrell (1990) differ slightly

in their view that "... the importance of action research is not that it
will facilitate change, but that it creates conditions for developing
communicative competence and provides the opportunity for
teachers to better understand themselves, their colleagues, and
their practice" (p. 182). They go on to say, however, that as
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teachers increase their communicative competence, they will have
more confidence in having a voice to say what should or shouldn't be
changed within their practice.
Before the 1980's, educational research was evaluated
according to how it was done, but there has been a recent shift in
the evaluation of this research to look at why it was done (Belanger,
1992).

This is beneficial since most agree that action research does

not have standard research procedures or techniques (van Manen,
1990).

Regardless, "action research has a uniting characteristic: It

is done by teachers" (McCutchin. 1990, p. 150).

In addition, it is

research for education rather than research about education (Carson,
1990).
Action research/teacher research is on the rise, and is
developing into its own paradigm.

It borrows from the process-

product and the interpretive paradigms, yet it puts a stronger focus
on the teacher (Clark, 1988; & Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1990).

It

offers teachers new insights to improve their own teaching.
A common criticism of research on teaching has been that the
voices of teachers have not been included within these studies.
Teacher research addresses this issue because by definition, teacher
research is:

"systematic, intentional inquiry by teachers about their

own school work" (Lytle & Cochran-Smith, 1990, p. 84 ).
definition, systematic
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Within this

pertains to the gathering of data, and the

formulation of some kind of written record as a response to the
information that has been gathered.

Intentional means that the

study is carefully planned prior to the start of the research.

It is

important to note that teachers can gain important insight from
unplanned activities; however, for the purposes of teacher research 1
am referring only to specifically designed studies.

Inquiry

denotes

that questions are generated from everyday classroom practice, and
teacher research serves as a method of searching out the answers to
these questions.
Teacher Role Within Teacher Research
"Teaching and conducting research should be seen, not as
conflicting, or even different, but in fact, as part of the whole"
(Adier, 1993, p. 160).

Traditionally, teachers have been looked upon

as practitioners who get caught up in a routine, thus repeating the
same types of lessons day after day and year after year. This
continues partly because even though there is a great push to
improve schools, teachers have been bypassed in these efforts
(Carson, 1990).

Professionals within the field of education,

including teachers, need to view teacher research as a valid way for

teachers to come to know about teaching. Many teachers regularly
revise lessons, classroom practice, or teaching strategies as they
are involved with and try to improve the everyday practice of
teaching (Lytle & Cochran-Smith, 1992).

Teacher research provides

a systematic way for teachers to gain new information which often
causes a change in instructional practice.

Through research,

teachers begin to question educational assumptions, and as they
reflect on their teaching, they develop or refine theories about how
children learn (Queenan, 1988).

These theories are adopted through

experiential learning, that is, as teachers experiment with new
ideas in their day-to-day practice, they formulate theory and beliefs
(McCutchin 1990).

Belanger (1992) cautions, however that teachers

should engage in research to improve practice, not just create
theories.
Often teachers develop a theoretical framework as they are in
the midst of research.

McConaghy (1986) is a teacher researcher

who developed her theoretical framework in this way.
reflecting in a journal.

She began by

Within this journal, she made assumptions

about children's connections with literature based on her
experiences, and her assumptions were later supported (in her own
mind) when she read Rosenblatt's work on the transactional model.
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Teacher researchers seek insights that will help them
understand and improve practice (Bissex, 1986).

"Action research is

about teachers becoming more acutely aware of what is happening in
their classrooms and beyond" (Calhoun, 1990. p. 174). Teacher
researchers observe children differently than university-based
researchers who are just observing.

Teachers who are doing

research in their own classrooms are able to bring more depth to
their studies than university-based researchers because the
classroom teacher has more background information on the school,
the classroom, and the students.
"Teachers develop, through their observations and actions,
interrelated sets of beliefs and practices about matters such as how
students learn, what they should learn, and how motivation occurs.
These interrelated sets of beliefs and practices constitute personal
theories and practice" (McCutchin 1990, p. 144).

Good teaching is a

process in which teachers continually experiment with new methods
and materials which will enable students to learn.
Whatever the question, it should come from the teacher's own
practice (Glesne 1991 & Kutz, 1992).
"wonder drives research" (p. 22).

Belanger (1992) states that

He suggests that when teachers

are trying to formulate a research question, it is helpful to make a
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list of things that the teacher or students do in the classroom which
cause the teacher to wonder.

Teachers always have questions, but

good teachers seek answers to these questions (Kutz 1992).
Some researchers such as Applebee (1987), believe that
teachers are unable to do research on their own. He feels that
teachers should pose their own questions, but then they should hand
their questions over to a "qualified researcher" (more specifically,
a university researcher) who can better understand research
methodology, and is better prepared to handle the rigorous nature of
research.

I believe that it is patronizing to teacher researchers to

expect our research to be any less rigorous than other researcher's.
Strickland (1987) endorses the ^act that research done by teachers
in their own classrooms is just as rigorous as that done by
university-based researchers.
I truly believe that an effective teacher needs to continue to
be a learner.

Earlier in this chapter, I used Lytle & Cochran-Smith's

(1990) definition of teacher research as systematic intentional
inquiry.

It is the process of inquiry that keeps our ideas and

activities fresh.

It is the love of knowledge, content as well as

pedagogical, that allows us to continue to grow as professionals.
When we change our role to that of an inquirer, we become learners
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(Bissex, 1986).

It is important for teacher researchers to view

children as teachers as well (Glesne, 1991).

Teachers can learn

from children and teacher research helps teachers learn how to do
this (Queenan, 1988).
Impact of This Study
Lytle and Cochran-Smith (1990) assert that the primary focus
of teacher research should be to benefit the teacher who is actually
doing the research; however they recognize the potential of sharing
teacher research studies with other teachers and researchers.
Too often teachers read results of research studies and try to
figure out how the information can be related to their own
classroom practice.

As Patterson and Stansell (1987) say, we try to

transform it to meet our needs as teachers.

Sometimes the

relationship comes easily, but more frequently, this is a very
difficult connection to make.

Teacher research, on the other hand, is

"grounded in instructional experience so that there would be no need
to 'transform' it to apply to real classrooms" (p. 720).
My own teacher research provides an easy route to connections
because it relates to what I might encounter in my classroom.

It is

purposeful because it is derived from my personal questions.
Teacher research is becoming more and more accepted, and as more
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of this research is published, I feel that teachers as well as
researchers are beginning to recognize that many times teachers in
other classroom settings can use it to think about their own
teaching contexts.
Olsen (1990) believes that because teacher research evolves
from a question by a teacher in the classroom, the focus of the
teacher performing the study should be on his/her specific class, not
on using this information to think about other classrooms.

Bissex

(1986) expands on this by explaining that she feels that the purpose
of teacher research is to reflect on our own teaching in order to gain
insight and to improve, not to go into someone else's classroom to
prove something.

However, when the study is finished she also

hopes that "we share our meanings with each other [so] that the
meanings of one person's story will help others seek and find the
meanings of theirs" (p. 774).

Lytle and Cochran-Smith (1990) state

"that learning from teacher research is central not supplemental, to
[teacher's] work" (p. 101).
This study provides rich descriptions of the types and
functions of written literacy that occur during free choice
engagements as well as descriptions of how literacy is integrated
into children's play.

Information about students' knowledge about
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literacy Is included as well.

This study contributes to the growing

bodies of knowledge in the areas of play and early literacy.

Although

there has been considerable research in the fields of play and early
literacy, there is a need for greater exploration in how these two
fields influence one another.

There is very little research on free

choice time and the connections to children's play and literacy
growth.
This study is particular to my classroom, yet as more
information is acquired on the relationship between free choice play
and the development of written literacy, teachers will be better
equipped to develop curriculum which encourages and supports young
children as learners. They will also be able to use this research to
argue for the need for play and free choice time within school
districts and state curriculum guidelines.
Study Design
This study is a teacher research study which took place in my
kindergarten classroom, thus it reflects the characteristics
described earlier in this chapter related to the paradigm of teacher
research.
Within this study, I incorporated theoretical sampling.

Glaser

and Strauss (1967) familiarized others with this term in their book.
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The Discovety of Grounded Theory: "Theoretical sampling is the
process of data collection for generating theory whereby the analyst
jointly collects, codes, and analyzes his data and decides what data
to collect next and where to find them, in order to develop his theory
as it emerges" (p. 45).

Glaser (1978) explains: "The analyst who

uses theoretical sampling cannot know in advance precisely what to
sample for and where it will lead him. ... It is never clear cut for
what and to where discovery will lead.

It is ongoing" (p.37).

I

elected to use theoretical sampling because I believed this method
would allow the flexibility needed to modify my data collection
methods, however, it also allowed me the opportunity to analyze my
data as I collected it.

As Lincoln and Guba (1985) state, the data

"must emerge, develop, and unfold" (p. 225).
I also utilized theoretical sampling of the participants in my
study.

At the beginning of the study, I was not sure whether I would

do a case study on a few students in my class, or if I would describe
a portrait of the class as a whole.

As I continued to collect and

analyze the data, the decision of how to sample my students became
more evident.

I came to realize that the analysis of the data of the

class as a whole did not give a picture of what the findings meant
for one specific child, thus I decided that case studies were
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necessary to achieve this goal. I made a decision as to the sampling
of students at the end of March. I decided to do case studies on
three students who showed a range of literacy abilities.

I selected

two students who were often highly engaged in literacy activities,
as well as one student who generally did not engage in literacy
activities.

This diversity provided a range of behaviors in

relationship to the integration of play and literacy.
Data Collection Techniques
"The most important tool you have as a researcher is your eye
and your view of classroom life. You need to look hard and deeply at
yourself and your students at work" (Hubbard and Power, 1993, p.
10).

The following section describes, in detail, each of the data

sources I collected with a description of how each of the data was
used for analysis.

My primary data sources are field notes, audio

transcripts, collections of artifacts, and checklists of activities
that students engaged in. Secondary data sources are my lesson
plans, a district mandated assessment device, and a sociogram.
Detailed descriptions of the analysis techniques are described in
Chapters Four and Five.
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Field Notes
My primary resource, field notes, were written in a spiral
notebook. I recorded tfie date on the top of each page, and I wrote on
only half to two thirds of the left side of the paper.

These field

notes contained my observations of students as they engaged in free
choice time. I recorded the names of the children I was observing,
the activity they were engaged in, and the sequence of the events
that I observed.

I made an effort to record conversations between

children as verbatim as possible.

The right side of my field notes

was reserved for later comments. On the same day as I wrote the
notes, I reread them, and filled in missing information as well as
added my methodological notes (MN) and theoretical notes (TN)
(Corsaro, 1985).

The methodological notes described my reflections

of the techniques I was using for my data collection.

In addition, I

noted other activities that may have influenced the behavior of the
children.

Ideas for improvement in data collection and analysis

were also included.

The theoretical notes described questions and

hypotheses related to my observations of students engaged in free
choice time. I label my notes MN and TN, so that when I went back to
reread and analyze, I had this information right where it was needed.
The left margin of my field notes was designated as the place where
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I listed the categories that were identified within my notes.
When I began my formal analysis at the end of the school year,
I made several copies of my field notes so that I could analyze them
in greater detail.

The multiple copies were helpful so that I could

use a different set to categorize for each of the first three research
questions on a separate copy. I also used an additional copy to
separate the field note entries for each of the case study students.
One set of field notes became my "master set," and I devised a
coding system on this copy that incorporated the analysis of all my
questions, as well as other information.

For example, I highlighted

the sections relating to the case study participants with a different
color for each of the three case study participants.

The codes for

types of written language (question one) were recorded in the left
margin along with the codes for the functions (question two) coded
with a different color.

For question number three on the integration

of written language, I again used a color coding system, but made
notations in the right margin.
I compared student work samples to my field note entries,

in

my field notes, and on the artifacts, I made a check mark next to
description of each literacy event that I had a writing sample for.
Once the literacy event was written about in this dissertation, I put
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an "X" next to that example in my master field notes so that I could
keep track of which examples had been used, and which had not.
Audio and Video Transcripts
Transcripts were utilized when clarification was necessary,
or to site a specific example for categories being developed from
field notes.

At one point, early in my data collection, I attempted

setting up an audio tape recorder so that I could record and
transcribe conversations of children.

However, without actually

observing the children while the tape recorder was on, I had
difficulty interpreting the situation.

My goal was to be able to take

field notes in one area of the room, and record in another area of the
room so that I would have a greater opportunity of "catching"
children engaged in literacy.
I anticipated that the audio tapes would be an opportunity for
me to be in two places at one time.

This was not an effective

technique, however, because the children's talk on the tapes was not
clear enough to always know who was talking, and more importantly,
the conversation was not always parallel to what they were engaged
in during their work.

For example, one of the earlier tapes I listened

to contained a conversation of four children discussing what kind of
jobs their mothers had. Eddy said that his mother was a teacher.
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Benny stated that his monn's job was to take care of his little
brothers.

Dylan told them that his mom worked for people who sell

houses, and Michael announced that his mom worked in heaven.
During this conversation, I would have expected at least one child's
artifact to contain a picture or notation of a mother, however, the
artifacts I collected after this conversation had nothing to do with
mothers.

The closest was Dylan's piece, which pictured his family

and a label for each person in the picture. Eddy drew a picture of a
tiger, Michael drew a picture of a snake, and Benny drew a picture of
his dad and himself.
There were very few instances in which the tapes offered
insight into the children's process.

Because of this, I abandoned the

idea of recording conversations when I was not present.

Instead, I

elected to audio tape only when I was present. This way the tapes
served as a back-up to my field notes. If I needed a specific quote,
it was available, but most importantly, because of my presence, I
was aware of the context of the situation.
I tried setting up a video camera in the drama area, but found
that unless I sat at the camera, I was not able to keep it focused on
the children as they moved about in this area. Due to the space
confinements of my classroom, I was not able to position the camera
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in a place where I could have a full view of this entire area.

Also,

the background noise in other parts of the room made it difficult to
understand what the children in the video were saying. I abandoned
this method after just a few tries.
Collection of Artifacts
Student artifacts were another primary data source.

These

artifacts were categorized using the same categories as the field
notes.

Student artifacts were also used as specific examples of the

writing and drawing that children engaged in during their free choice
time.

I encouraged students to label all of their work with their

name and the date.

Throughout free choice time, I collected writing

samples as I observed children constructing the pieces.

They were

stored in a folder to be copied at some point in the day, before the
children went home.

At the end of the free choice time, I always

invited students to show me any writing samples that they had
constructed, but that 1 might not have already obtained.

After 1

made copies of student writing samples, I asked the children
whether 1 could keep the copy or the original. In most cases, the
children chose to keep their original pieces. One of the reasons that
I hypothesize that the children elected to keep the originals most
often is because the pieces they had constructed were usually
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written to or for someone.

In these cases, it was understandable

that the child would want the person for whom the piece was
composed to have the original.

In any case, I believe that it would

have been an imposition for me to try to persuade children to let me
have the originals.
My primary concern about having copies instead of original
pieces is the lack of color in the photocopies.

In addition, I was not

able to photocopy the three dimensional pieces that the children
constructed.

Another issue was that some activities such as

children writing on dry erase boards or the chalkboard could not be
photocopied.

The same issue applied to construction with blocks or

playdough. In these instances, I described the pieces as closely as
possible in my field notes.

I took some photographs, but most were

with a digital camera, and the quality of these prints often did not
show the complexity of the piece.
Each day's writing samples were paperclipped together, and
labeled on top with the date.

If I did not observe the child engaged

in the construction of the piece, or if I did not record it in my field
notes, I asked the child to tell me about the piece. If I had not
written about the piece in my field notes, I attached a post-it note
explaining the piece or transcribing the child's invented spelling.
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All of the writing samples were saved in chronological order so that
i could refer back and forth between my field notes and the writing
samples.
I collected field notes and artifacts on an average of three
times per week.

I was quite consistent with this routine.

Free

choice time was written into my curriculum planning and my lesson
plans.

Students had 40-75 minutes of free choice time in the

classroom each day.

As stated earlier in this chapter, I focused on

the daily morning free choice time that came after students
completed their center work.

(This is described in Chapter Three).

There were lots of other times in the day, when children were
engaged in literacy, but this is the only time of the day that I
collected data.
Data collection took place over a six month period, with the
bulk of my data collection occurring from the last week in October
to the first two weeks in April.

The last two weeks of April I was

only able to make a few entries into my field notes because I had to
complete the district assessment (discussed earlier in this chapter)
for each child in my classroom.

I utilized the children's free choice

time to do this because the children were used to working
independently, thus it gave me the opportunity to work individually
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with students.

During the month of May, which is our last two and

half weeks of school, I focused my data collection only on the three
students I had selected as case studies.
Checklist of Activities
Another method of data collection I utilized was a checklist of
the types of activities children were engaged in during free choice
time.

I made notations on a checklist, and I used this checklist to

tally on a master sheet which types of activities each child was
observed to be engaged in throughout my data collection.
The checklist listed each child's name on the left column, and
along the top the areas of engagement were listed. The areas were
identified by reviewing my field notes and making a list of the areas
of engagements that had already been represented.

For several

weeks I modified the checklist until I found that each activity that
children were engaging in could be recorded on the checklist.
In the beginning, I tried to record every activity that every
student engaged in, but found that this was tedious, and took away
from my field notes.

I had a student teacher during the second

semester, and eventually, I utilized her for recording, on the
checklist, the children's activities.

Children's first engagements

were recorded and then were again recorded at one or two other
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times at various intervals during free choice time.

This was

particularly useful in helping me to identify trends in the types of
activities that particular children engaged in.

These activities

included all types of engagements, not just reading and writing
events.

Children's building and exploring with manipulatives was

also noted.

Using this tally sheet, I was able to determine which

activities each child participated in most frequently.

Figure 1.1

shows a checklist which 1 used to tally all of the students' recorded
engagements.

I then ordered them according to the activities that

each child engaged in most frequently.
As I anticipated, there was great variation between the types
of activities for each child.

Most children seemed to have one

activity that they preferred, but almost all children were observed
in a variety of activities at some point during my data collection.
should be noted, however, that the activity that contained the most
participants, overall, was building with blocks.

There were 10 out

of 20 children who engaged in building more frequently than any
other activity.

It
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wanting Reading Drawing Art

Alicia

2

Alison

1
2

1
2
1

1
2
2

Farah

1
1

Janice

2

2

Joey

1
1

2

1

2
2

1

Mark

2

Michael

1

Ryan

2

Tye

1

2

Jacob

Shawna

1

2

Eddy

Laura

Puzzles Cmpute Math T

1
2

Danny

Karrisa

Games

2

Breven

Dylan

Drama

1

Benny

DalMsa

BIdg.

1
2
1

1

2
2

1

Figure 1.1 Checklist of Engagements. Students' first and second choices for
types of activities engaged in most frequently during free play time.
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We have a variety of blocks in the room, but the favorites were
the large wooden blocks.

Generally, the children added other props

such as miniature dinosaurs or farm animals to go along with the
structures they built.

They would then dramatize with the props

that had been added. There was a great deal of oral language that
took place in the block building area as children negotiated which
blocks to use, what kind of structure to make, who would build
which part, and then the type of situation in which to use the props.
Secondan/ Data Sources
A few other sources were used to supplement the primary data
that I had collected to provide a more detailed understanding of the
contexts for learning. One additional resource was my lesson plans.
On a few occasions when my methodological notes within my field
notes were scarce, I was able to refer to my lesson plans so that I
could articulate the engagements that were taking place within the
classroom that may have affected how a child chose to engage in a
particular activity during free choice time.
Another data source was the assessment device that was
mandated by my school district.

This device was designed to

evaluate children's kindergarten skills listed in the district
curriculum guide.
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One last source was a sociogram I did in order to evaluate the
children's social standing within the class,
informal.

the format was quite

Each child was individually asked to tell me the names of

three children they would like to sit and/or work with.

Then each

child was asked to name three children they would not like to sit
and/or work with.

The information from the assessment device and

the sociogram were used in writing the case studies.
Conclusion
I engaged in this study because I am a teacher and a
researcher, but first of all a teacher, who was interested in how
children integrate written language into their free choice
engagements.

I felt that this information would provide me with the

knowledge I needed to establish and sustain a curriculum and an
environment that would support children's literacy.
I believe that my classroom environment is an environment
that supports literacy learning.

It is my desire to research this

topic so that I can provide myself and others with evidence that
children learn a great deal through their free choice engagements.
Primarily, I wanted to inform my own teaching, but, I also hoped to
influence others who have not yet learned to trust children to learn.
This focus on students must not underestimate the learning that I
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expect to gain for myself.

As teachers, I believe that we should

expect to continue as learners.

My future curricuiar and

instructional decisions will be based on the information I glean from
this study.
Chapter Two is the review of literature related to the fields of
play and early literacy.

Chapter Three describes the students, the

environment, and the curriculum of my classroom, including free
choice time.

Chapter Four answers the first question of this study

related to the types of written language that occur in the free
choice engagements of my kindergarten students.

Chapter Five

answers the second question of this study describing the functions
of written language that occurred in the free choice engagements of
my kindergarten students.

There Is also a detailed description of

how literacy was integrated into the play of the students in my
classroom.
Chapter Six is the case studies of three students from my
classroom.

The case studies answer the fourth question of this

study by describing the knowledge about literacy that these three
students demonstrated/explored through their free choice
engagements. Chapter Seven summarizes the Findings and the
Implications for this study.
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CHAPTER 2
PLAY AND EARLY LITERACY:
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This chapter reviews related literature based on the questions
of this study.

The review is divided into two major sections.

The

first section is on play, and the second is on emergent literacy.

To

begin the section on play, I provide a theoretical explanation for play
by giving a brief history of the field of play.

Chapter One defined

play from the points of view of the leaders in the field, but this
chapter expands on this definition through discussion of the types of
play and the role of the adult during these types of play. I describe
the effects of play on cognitive growth, which leads into the second
major section on emergent literacy.

Again, I begin with a brief

history of emergent literacy, and then go on to define this term
according to the leaders In the field of early literacy.

I describe

factors which influence emergent literacy, and briefly explore oral
language as it relates to literacy and play.
Theoretical Explanations for Play
Play has been in existence since the beginning of time.

Curtis

(1917) declared that it must provide some great purpose in order to
have survived in our struggle for existence. There are many theories
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as to why play is necessary. Most of these theories have been the
object of severe criticism.

Mitchell and Mason (1934) caution

against criticizing the theories for validity or lack of truth.
contend that each theory builds on the previous.

They

If these theories

should come under scrutiny, it is because no theory is able to explain
all aspects of play.

The classical theories on play include the

surplus energy theory, the instinct-practice theory, and the
recapitulation theory (Curtis, 1917; Gulick, 1920; Mitchell and
Mason, 1934; McLellan, 1970; and Pepler and Rubin, 1982).
An early theory, the Surplus Energy Theory, simply states that
animals and humans play when their basic needs have been met, and
they have energy left over. Curtis (1917) and Mitchell and Mason
(1934) discount this theory.

They make reference to children who

continue to play long after they are exhausted. Joseph Lee says,
". . . the boy plays on account of surplus energy in the same way that
Raphael painted the Sistine Madonna because of surplus paint" (cited
in Curtis, 1917, p.3).
The Instinct-Practice Theory was defined by Karl Groos.

It is

also known as Play as a Method of Education. Groos held that play
was an instinct that came into the world to serve the purpose of
education. He states that animals do not play because they are
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young, rather they have this period of infancy and childhood so that
they may practice the activities they will engage in later in life. He
goes on to say.
In the lower forms of life the animal can do the first day of its
existence anything that the adult animal can do and among
these lower forms there is no play. As we go up the biological
scale, the conditions become more and more complex, and it
becomes impossible for the animal to do without training the
things that life requires; and whenever that occurs in the
animal series, their play comes in as the method of education
(cited in Curtis, 1917, p. 3).
Groos has been criticized for the notion that today's society
does not necessitate throwing, running, and jumping in order to
survive as primitive man did.

It is possible, however, that Groos

was referring to play as a way to master the physical self, and
perhaps he was referring to play as a way of offering coordination
that is definitely needed in most adult pursuits (Mitchell and Mason,
1934).
A later theory is G. Stanley Hall's emphasis on the
Recapitulation Theory.
that play is instinctive.

Hall has amplified Groos's theory by saying
He describes instinct as an activity which

has been practiced for generation after generation.

Hall goes on to

say that;
. . . the growing child passes through a series of stages which
recapitulate the "culture epochs" in the development of the
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race. Thus the child goes through, at certain sages, the animal,
savage, nomad, agricultural and tribal life stages (cited in
Mitchell and Mason, 1934, p. 59).
Hall states that all of the games we play today are remnants
of games played by our ancestors. Children learn to play the games
from their parents or older children. Schwartzman (cited in
Rooparine, J., Johnson, J., and Hooper, 1994) states that play is "both
a cause and an effect of culture. Play is an expression of a
particular culture; play is an important context or vehicle for
cultural learning/transmission, as well as an indicator and
reflection of child development" (p.5).
Gulick (1920) agrees with the notion that play is derived from
instinct and tradition and attempts to align his theory with
educational goals.

He describes how children's interests are carried

out in their play, and he stresses the importance of schools allowing
children free self-expression.

This does not mean that each child

would need to individually study his/her own topic.

He states that if

a group of children were playing together, you wouldn't see one
playing with blocks while another plays with animals, and another
engages in still a different activity.

He stresses the importance of

aligning school activities with children's interests in subjects
related to the actual abilities of the child.

The group requirements
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may quite easily furnish the actual social form which the subjects
will take, and will provide for many children studying the same
topic at the same time.

Gulick believes that play is part of the

process of living life; it is not just the preparation for life.
Consequently, he adds that school activities should reflect actual
life, and should be desirable themselves. In education, a great deal
of time is spent in attempting to transform information.

Gulick

argues we need to instead focus on arousing a desire for knowledge.
Gaplan and Gaplan (1973) state that it has been discovered
that by the age of four, children have already attained 50% of the
knowledge they will have by age 17, and by age 8, they will have
attained 80% of that knowledge.
support the importance of play.

They use these statistics to
They do not think it ironic that this

is the time when a vast amount of learning is taking place, rather
they see this as evidence that play does promote learning.
According to Piaget, it is through unstructured play,
interacting with the child's environment, and interacting with peers,
that children gain mature logical thought processes.

Piaget calls

this the "'accommodation process' in which a child's thinking
conforms to the outer reality.

The child discovers the environment

by a means of what he can do with it" (Gaplan, 1974, p.142-143).
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The child then incorporates this knowledge with his/her previous
knowledge, and so assimilates reality through this manipulation.
"Probably the most important element in Piaget's theory of
cognitive development is his conception of equilibrium or
equilibration. . . . Equilibrium is seen as a tendency to compensate
for environmental intrusions (Corsaro, 1985, p. 53-54 ).

In

describing the physical environment, Piaget states that the physical
features of the environment must contain a variety of novel objects
so that children's play may be stimulated and sustained.
Furthermore, the environment must be designed so that high levels
of social interaction can be expected (Gehlbach, 1991).
Vygotsky (1978) has a similar notion.

He states,

. . play is

not the predominant feature of childhood but it is a leading factor in
development"

(p.101).

Leont'ev (1977)

Vygotsky's students, Elkonin (1971) and

have stated that during the ages of three years to

six years, play is the most important activity a child can engage in.
They may benefit from other activities, but the benefits of play can
not be replicated.

Vygotsky goes on to say that academic activities

such as letter recognition are not as useful for determining future
school success in four-year-old children as is the child's ability to
play. Through observing a four year old in play, we can observe the
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child's attention span, and abilities for symbolizing and problem
solving (Bodrova and Leong, 1996).
Vygotsky does not believe that a child's play behavior Is the
same as behavior in everyday situations; in fact, he sees these two
instances to be in direct opposition to one another.

In play, meaning

dominates action whereas in real life, the meaning is subordinate to
the action. When children are playing, it is not imagination that
takes over, rather it is the child's memory of a person, place, or
event that enables the child to engage in an imaginary situation.
While there are many similarities between the theories of
Piaget and Vygotsky, there are some differences as well.

Piaget

focuses on the importance of the child's interactions with physical
objects in order to develop mature thought processes.

Vygotsky

emphasized the importance of interactions with other people.
Piaget views the child as an 'independent discoverer' who
learns about the world on his own. Vygotsky argues that there
is no such thing as completely independent discovery for
children who grow up in human society. Instead a child's
learning takes place In cultural context, and both things to be
discovered and the means of discovery are products of human
history and culture. . . .
The effect of learning on development is viewed
differently by Piaget and Vygotsky. For Piaget, a child's
current developmental status determines his ability to learn
and cannot be changed by the learning itself. Accordingly, all
teaching should be adjusted to the existing cognitive abilities
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of a child. For Vygotsky, the relationship between learning and
development is more complex. For certain knowledge or
content and for certain ages, one step in learning may mean two
steps in development. In other cases, learning and development
proceed at a more even pace. . . teaching should be always
aimed at the child's emerging skills not at the existing ones
(Bodrova, & Leong, 1996, 29).
Another theorist who recognized the value of play, and has had
a great impact in the development of early childhood programs is
Friedrich Froebel.

Froebel was a theorist who is known mostly

because he gave the name, kindergarten, to classes for young
children.

Perhaps his most notable accomplishment, however, was

his assertion that young children learn best from impromptu play
(McLellan, 1970).

Froebel was not concerned, as most other

theorists were, with why children play, as much as he felt that full
and harmonious development was dependent on a child's opportunity
to play. When Froebel developed kindergarten, he didn't plan to train
new teachers, he planned to teach mothers how to play games with
their children.

The changing times meant that many mothers were

entering the work force, thus numerous young children were being
placed into day cares.

Froebel felt it necessary to train these

caregivers in how to promote play with children.
Froebel agreed with many who assert that children who play
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hard will learn more easily than children who do not. He went on to
say,
Play, therefore, must not be left to chance. Just because he
learns through play a child learns willingly and learns much.
So play, like learning and activity, has its own definite period
of time and it must not be left out of the elementary
curriculum (cited in Lilley, 1967, p.167).
Gretchen Reynolds and Elizabeth Jones (1997) have coined the
term '"master player' to describe the competence that we observe
when a young child plays well" (p.1).
the misuse of the term.

They caution, however, against

It is not intended to be used as a label for

children who have reached a certain level of competency in their
play.

It is intended to focus on the quality of a child's play, but not

to compare it to a given criteria:
Play, however, is both developmentally appropriate and
culturally relevant for all young children, including those
regarded as at risk for school achievement. Direct teaching
and rote learning in early childhood fall to ensure lasting
school success, even when they produce temporary test
results, because they provide an inadequate base for the
higher-order thinking skills that are needed in later schooling
and in adult life. These skills have their foundation in play in initiative taking, problem solving, and Innovating within the
constraints of reality. (Reynolds, and Jones, 1997, p. 77).
Regardless of their orientation, theorists concur that play
occupies an important role In children's development.
Psychoanalysts believe it is necessary for mastering
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emotional traumas or disturbances; constructivists believe it
is necessary for cognitive growth; and maturationists believe
it is necessary for competence building and for socializing
functions in all cultures of the world. (Isenburg & Quisenberry
1988, p.138)
What has been portrayed here thus far is the theory behind
play, as well as the ramifications for allowing children more
opportunities for play within the school setting.

While several

theories have been defined, it is the constructivist theory that
relates most to this study.

Play is not only beneficial, but

necessary to a child's development.

This development includes the

academic skills needed for reading and writing.

The next section

will describe the types of play as seen in the literature.
Types Of Play
In the early 1930's, Parten (1932) completed the first known
research study related to play stages.
social play was identified.

A hierarchy of six types of

These were unoccupied behavior,

solitary, onlooker behavior, parallel, associative, and cooperative
play.

In this model, Parten considered solitary play to be the least

mature type of play and cooperative play was believed to be the
most mature type of play.
In 1951, Piaget identified three progressive stages which
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were practice play, symbolic play, and games with rules (Eddowes,
1991).

Smilansky (1968) based her stages of play on Piaget's work,

but separated practice play into two theories, thus she identified
one additional type of play. Over the years, she has refined her
definitions of the types of play.
physical play.

The first type is functional

This involves exploring functional properties such as

carrying blocks or feeling sand between your toes.

The second type

of play is constructive play in which children make something such
as drawing a picture or building a house with blocks.

The next type

of play she describes is games with rules such as board games, card
games, or P.E. games such as Duck, Duck, Goose. The last type of play
is pretend play and sociodramatic play.

"When such activity

involves the cooperation of at least two children and the play
proceeds on the basis of interaction between the players acting out
their roles, both verbally and in terms of acts performed, the
dramatic play is considered 'sociodramatic play'" (Smilansky. 1990,
p.19).
Smilansky (1990) defines fully developed sociodramatic play
as play that

which "contains the following six elements: (1) Role

play by imitation. ... (2) Make-believe with objects. ... (3) Makebelieve with actions and situations. ... (4) persistence in the role
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play. ... (5) Interaction. ... (6) Verbal communication. . . ." (p. 20).
Sociodramatic play is play at the cognitive level.

Dodge

(1996) states that when children are at this cognitive level, then
learning is a four stage process.

The first stage in this learning

process is awareness of what you're wanting to learn.

For example a

child who wants to learn to write may notice different forms of
writing around the house. The second stage is exploration such as
when children make scribbles on a page as they pretend they are
writing.

The third stage, called inquiry, is when a child may begin to

compare his/her own writing with that of another student or adult.
The child notices that what he/she does is different than what an
adult might do. Usually when a child reaches this stage, the
motivation to learn is quite high.

The last process is utilization in

which the child realizes that he/she is able to perform a given task,
such as writing in invented spelling.

Sociodramatic play is the play

which is seen to have the strongest influence on a child's early
literacy.
In sociodramatic play, children take on different roles which
involve learning about the relationship between context and
behavior. Corsaro (1985) studied the roles of children in their play,
and he notes that "In all the role play episodes, there were no
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violations of status expectations; that is, the baby never told the
mother what to do, the kitties never chased their masters from the
house, workers never gave orders to the boss" (p.97).
Joseph Lee said that if you want to know what a child is, you
should study his play; if you want to affect what he shall be, direct
the form of play (Guiick, 1920).

This notion has implications for

adult interaction in children's play activities.
Adult Interaction
Froebel believed that a major part of a teacher's role was to
guide children's play, and when needed, teach children how to play as
well (Lilley, 1967).

In an experimental study, Morrow and Rand

(1991a) investigated the effect of adult interaction with children
during play.

Paper and writing utensils were added to play areas to

see if children would increase their literacy behaviors.

Few

children used these materials when they were just placed in the play
areas.

However, when adults interacted with the children and

offered suggestions for how to use the materials, there was an
increase in literacy behaviors.

These researchers stressed the

importance of teachers interacting with the children during their
play. They concluded that one of a teacher's primary goals should be
for children to further their learning while engaging in literacy
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Thus it is the role of the teacher to offer suggestions to

activities.

students to show them how materials can be used in different ways.
I believe that part of this process involves interacting with and
questioning students.

We can't just sit in a chair off to the side and

be an observer, we must be participants as well.
Vukelich (1993) had the same findings in her study.

She notes

that adults provide the scaffolding needed to further a child's
learning. In addition, this study notes the impact of children's
collaboration.
each other.

Young children need the opportunity to interact with
It is through this interaction that a great deal of

literacy takes place.

"Teachers who wish to attempt to influence

the amount and quality of children's symbolic play with literacy
materials may do so by moving in and out of the play centers, by
making comments and suggestions, and by modeling role-appropriate
behaviors" (Schrader, 1991, p. 199).
When children are playing, an observer may notice that they
frequently stray from the topic of their play, however, what they are
most likely doing is exploring the topic of their play in relation to
their own cognizance, necessities, and talents.

Learning is

dependent on prior knowledge, and play serves as a source for new
learning.

Play offers children the opportunity to take risks.

As they
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take risks, children design their own learning and they take
initiative for their own learning as well.

"When we listen to

children's play in the classroom, what we hear are their designs for
education" (Daiute, 1992, p. 36).
Vygotsky sees learning as a highly social process, and he
provides theoretical support for adult interaction through his theory
on the "zone of proximal development." This theory states that you
can predict a child's future development by looking at what the child
can achieve with help from an adult or from another more capable
peer.

Vygotsky (1978) says, "What is in the zone of proximal

development today will be the actual developmental level tomorrowthat is, what a child can do with assistance today she will be able to
do by herself tomorrow" (p. 87).
While playing, children always play at a level that is beyond
themselves developmentally, thus a zone of proximal development is
created for the child.

While Vygotsky does advocate the teacher

assisting in play, he cautions against the teacher playing with the
children or directing their play.

Children will always take on the

subordinate role when a teacher is engaging in play, and if the
teacher remains a participant, then the child never has the
opportunity to initiate the play.

In addition, the teacher who is
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directly involved in play cannot be an observer.

"The teacher will

never be able to glimpse what lies within each child's zone of
proximal developmenf (Bodrova and Leong, 1996, p. 131).
Before the 1960's, many educators were under the impression
that if adults participated in children's play, then the adult would
disrupt the play.

As a result, teachers were encouraged to not

become actively involved in children's play.

This practice began to

change however, as a result of studies such as that by Smilansky
(1968) who investigated the effect of play training on lowsocioeconomic Israeli children.

Smilansky had noted that the low-

socioeconomic children exhibited less sociodramatic play than
middle-socioeconomic children, and she hypothesized that this
difference in play style directly related to cognitive development.
Smilansky found that when the teachers demonstrated play
techniques for children, there were a variety of gains including IQ
scores, creativity, ability to take another perspective, and language
development.
Vygotsky (1978) contends this to be true as well:
Children can imitate a variety of actions that go well beyond
the limits of their own capabilities. Using imitation, children
are capable of doing much more in collective activity or under
the guidance of adults. . . . Studies have established that
mentally retarded children are not very capable of abstract
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thinking. From this the pedagogy of the special school drew
the seemingly correct conclusion that all teaching of such
children should be based on the use of concrete, look-and-domethods. ... It turned out that a teaching system based solely
on concreteness- one that eliminated from teaching everything
associated with abstract thinking- not only failed to help
retarded children overcome their innate handicaps but also
reinforced their handicaps by accustoming children exclusively
to concrete thinking and thus suppressing the rudiments of any
abstract thought that such children still have. (pp. 88-89).
The teacher's role in enhancing play is compelling.

Teachers

who are sensitive to a child's needs can provide scaffolding which
increases the level of play in classrooms.

Teachers can utilize the

following techniques to assist play:
1. Make sure children have sufficient time for play.
2. Help children plan their play.
3. Monitor the progress of play.
4. Choose appropriate props and toys.
5. Provide themes that can be extended from one day to the
next.
6. Coach individuals who need help.
7. Suggest or model how themes can be woven together.
8. Model appropriate ways to solve disputes. (Bodrova &
Leong, 1996, p.132).
According to Davidson (1996), teachers can take on six
different roles in play.

The first of these Is observer.

While many

educators enjoy watching children play, it does take a great deal of
time and self discipline.

Observation time is crucial because it

supplies teachers with a great deal of information.
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Teachers need to

observe in order to know how to facilitate children's play.

It is

through observation that teachers learn what children's interests
and motivations are so that their needs can be evaluated, and
curriculum can be aligned as such.

Another benefit of observation is

that it enables a teacher to step into a situation that needs
mediating before it gets out of hand. Observation of

play can also

be used as an assessment device.
Each teacher must decide on his or her own technique for
observation.

Children's development can be observed in all areas:

social, emotional, cognitive, physical and language.

"Keeping a

record of children's play over time time will show how children are
developing" (Davidson, 1996, p. 49).

Depending on what information

they hope to gain about the child's development, teachers will have
to decide on the specific areas to observe.
Another role defined by Jones and Reynolds (1992) is the stage
manager. Just as the stage manager for a theater makes sure that
the needed props are available and set up appropriately, the stage
manager/teacher in a classroom has the same responsibilities for
making sure the environment is conducive to dramatic play.

There

needs to be adequate space for children to move freely, and the props
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need to be carefully placed. There should not be too many props so
that the area becomes cluttered, yet there needs to be enough props
that children don't have to stop their dramatization in order to wait
for a needed prop to become available. For younger children,
duplicates of the same prop should be available to allow for parallel
play, yet for older children, fewer and less realistic props should be
utilized in order to encourage negotiation and socialization.
Of course it is the teacher's observation that is going to define
what props need to be added or removed. Sometimes the teacher can
make a note to gather additional props for the following day, other
times the item might be available to be added right away.

Adding

another prop can often engage a child or group of children that were
otherwise being disruptive.

Van Hoorn et al. (1993) defines this

teacher role as the "artist apprentice" because the children are the
artists who are attempting to create a story and the teacher is
providing the needed materials so that the children will have the
opportunities to tell their stories.
Davidson (1996) offers the following story as an example of
how this role can be utilized. A classroom has been set up as a
restaurant and everything has been running smoothly.

On the third

day, two of the boys who have been customers in the restaurant
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decide to be wolves and steal the food.

The other children object,

and the disruptive boys decide to become robbers. One of the
disruptive children picks up the sink full of dishes and announces
that it is broken. He appears ready to drop it on the floor, and the
situation is on the verge of becoming out of hand, as the other
children begin yelling at him.

At this point, the teacher steps in and

asks if the boys are the mechanics who are there to fix the sink.

She

tells them how grateful she is that they are there because they have
been having a lot of trouble. The boys do not react as if they have
been reprimanded, but they do go along and agree to fix the sink. The
teacher provides them with some toy tools and they spend the
remainder of the time "fixing" everything in the restaurant.
In the previous example, the teacher became a participant in
the play in order to get the disruptive boys involved in play that was
more positive.
take.

Being a "player" is the next role that a teacher can

The teacher's role in the play will often depend on the

children's developmental level.

For example, teachers can parallel

play with a child in order to model behavior and encourage language
development. I often sit in the sand and begin playing next to
another child. I talk through what I am doing such as making a sand
castle or pretending that I am cooking.

Often the other children will
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follow my lead and begin the same kind of play.
Other times, teachers are co-players.

Last year when our

sociodramatic center was set up as a flower shop, I became a
customer who was ordering some flowers for my mother for her
birthday. The child at the counter took my order, and another child
received the order and made my arrangement. I paid the cashier and
took my arrangement. I returned a few other times to make
purchases when the children would ask me, "Don't you need more
flowers?" In this case, I had a minor role in the play. I did not alter
their play, but the children enjoyed my participation.
Sometimes the teacher takes on the role of the mediator.

In

this role, the teacher attempts to have the children solve their
problem on their own. She does not take on the role of the
disciplinarian.

Disciplining a child may stop the misbehavior, but it

also stops the play, and will not teach children how to resolve
conflicts.

Young children are egocentric (Piaget, 1974) and often

have difficulty explaining their point of view.
with this by becoming the interpreter.
teacher takes sides.

The teacher can help

This does not mean that the

Instead, the teacher encourages each child to

tell how the conflict can be resolved.

The ultimate goal is to get the

children to come to a resolution on their own, but when the children
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have opposing desires, the teacher can offer suggestions for how to
solve the problem.
Thus far, I have offered examples of how teachers can use
"teachable moments" to improve children's play, however, there are
times when children would benefit Martens from a preplanned "play
training" session (also known as "play therapy").
Johnson et al. (1987) states that there are times when
children need specific play training:
1. When children do not engage in make-believe play on their
own.
2. When children have difficulty playing with other children.
3. When children engage in make-believe play, but the play
becomes repetitious or appears ready to break down (p.41).
The following describes how a teacher can utilize play
training.

There is some overlap in the roles of the teacher in play

and play training, however I have purposely allowed the overlap
because I see the teacher's primary role as being spontaneous in
responding to children's play, whereas the following suggestions for
play training are engagements that are specifically planned to
improve the quality of a child's play.
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Play Training
Simply stated, teaching children to play is called "play
training."

It should be noted that I view the term "play training" as

problematic because its origins are in behavioral theory, but I use
the term here as it is used in the literature.
According to Christie (1980), "Play-training studies attempt
to increase the amount and quality of children's symbolic play by
teaching them to use specific symbolic play techniques (e.g. using
objects as symbols, role taking, simulating other people's voices)"
(p. 27). In addition, he explains:
Symbolic play is a special type of play behavior in which
objects, actions, and words are used as substitutes for other
objects, actions, and situations. For example, a child may
pretend that a block of wood is a telephone or use words to
create an imaginary situation, (e.g., 'Let's pretend we're at the
North Pole'). According to Piaget (1951) and Vygotsky (1976),
this particular type of play has a crucial role in the
development of abstract logical thought (P-27).
Hall (1991) explains that if a child is able to use objects as
symbols, this behavior will carry over in literacy "because literacy
means handling words in such a way as to represent objects, ideas,
or actions" (p. 9).

Christie (1985) believes that play training can

help facilitate this kind of symbolic play.
Christie (1980) has reviewed numerous studies on play.
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Through his thorough investigation he arrived at the following
conclusions;
1. Playfulness is a trait which is related to divergent, creative
thinking.
2. Allowing young children to play with objects can lead to
increased performance on problem solving and divergent
thinking tasks involving the same or similar objects.
3. Play training leads to short-term gains in young children's
cognitive performance ( p. 30).
The first conclusion has implications for parents and teachers.
We are reminded that it is important to encourage and reinforce
playful behavior.

The second conclusion is directly relates to school

instruction, especially in science and math.

As a kindergarten

teacher, I know that if I try to do a math or science activity
involving manipulatives without allowing children the opportunity to
play with the objects first, I will not have their attention.

They

will focus their attention on exploration of the manipulatives rather
than my instruction.

I always allow children to play with the

manipulatives first. My goal used to be to have them get the "play
out of their system" so that when I gave instructions, they would be
more attentive.

Now, I am coming to realize that allowing the time

for play is not just to get it out of their system, rather it prepares
them to use the materials in a way that will be more meaningful.
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Studies (Christie, 1980; and Caplan, 1974) have shown that
this play time is important for another reason.

If children have the

opportunity to play with the objects before being asked to perform a
task, they will be more creative and imaginative in their problem
solving abilities.
The last conclusion is one that Christie believes is most
significant, however he states that more research needs to be done
in this area.

He is specific about the type of research that he

believes needs to be done. He feels that there should be more
experimental research with extensive experimental controls in order
to isolate the part of play training that has the greatest impact on
cognitive abilities and academic achievement.

I concur that knowing

more about how play training increases cognitive ability and
academic achievement would validate the time allotted for play in
educational settings, but I don't believe that experimental studies
are the best way to gain this information.

Another concern is that in

describing a necessity for play training we are undervaluing
children's ability to play, and overfocusing on "school play.
In a review of several studies in which play training was
implemented, all showed that the quality of play was significantly
increased after play therapy (Christie, 1980).

Some (Rosen, 1973
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and Lovinger, 1974) have gone further and found that play therapy
can improve language usage as well. Others (Feitelson and Ross,
1973; Fink 1976; Saltz, Dixon, and Johnson, 1977; and Torrance,
1966) have shown that play therapy can result in higher concepts of
conservation and even higher IQ scores.
Imaginative Plav Training
This type of play training was developed by Dorothy and
Jerome Singer (1977).

The purpose is to encourage children's ability

to utilize make-believe play such as using a hair brush as a
microphone.

It is an attempt to get children to play more creatively

and imaginatively.

In this type of play training, the teacher presents

a situation or exercise, and asks the children how they might
respond.

For example, if the teacher wanted to focus on facial

expressions, she might say, "Show me what you would look like if
someone brought you a present and it wasn't even your birthday,"
"show me a mad face."

or

This type of play training is limited because

it does not utilize social interaction or any of the other play
elements.

The premise though, is that by improving their imaginary

skills, children will be ready for the more advanced play-training
sessions.
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Verbal Guidance
Smilansky (1968) describes this type of play training as the
teacher offering suggestions to help guide the play, but only giving
verbal suggestions and not becoming actively engaged in the play.
This is particularly useful when children have identified their role
in the pretend play, but they haven't identified a course of action.
For example, if a group of children have decided to be dogs, they
should be encouraged to do more than crawl around the room and
bark.

In this situation, the teacher might say, "Who is this dog's

owner, and what are you doing to take care of it."

Smilansky

suggests trying this method first so that children can retain as
much control as possible over the play situation, and only moving
toward the modeling if absolutely necessary.
Modeling
This is the other type of play training used by Smilansky(1968)
in which the teacher takes on an active role as a participant in the
children's play.

Actually modeling can be used to demonstrate all

five of the sociodramatic play elements.

For example, a teacher who

sees children who are in the housekeeping area, but are not engaging
in role playing can announce that she is the new cook for the
restaurant.

Children will then be encouraged to take on roles as

other restaurant workers.
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Next the teacher can demonstrate the use

of make believe transformations by using blocks as food and pretend
to be cooking dinner.

The children engage in social interaction as

they negotiate what will be cooked in the restaurant.

Verbal

communication will be used to describe the roles of the children, the
objects for the make-believe transformations, and to plan the
continuance of the play.

Finally, persistence could be encouraged by

modeling for children how a story line can be elaborated.

The

teacher might suggest that students visit other restaurants to
compare the different kinds of food.
Thematic-Fantasy Training
This type of training was established by Eli Saltz and James
Johnson (1974), and it involves having the children act out a
familiar fairy tale such as "The Three Bears."

The teacher reads the

story aloud to the children, and a discussion takes place. Next,
children are assigned roles, and the teacher serves as the narrator
to help facilitate the acting.

The children continue to exchange

roles and act out the story many times. The idea behind this is that
eventually children will engage in this type of dramatization
independently.
Klugman and Smilansky (1990) point out that it is imperative
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that teachers have an assessment device to enable them to evaluate
children's play.

They believe that without such an assessment,

teachers will not know the type of intervention that would most
benefit a child.

There are commercial assessment devices such as

the Westby model which evaluates a child's play by having an
evaluator observe a child's play, and then place the child on a scale
for development.
language.

The observer can also evaluate the child's

The child's play ability is then compared with the child's

language ability.

If the play ability is lagging behind, then they

believe it is possible that there is a language deficiency that should
be addressed (Weber, Behl, and Summers, 1994).
Effect of Play on Cognitive Growth
There is great debate about the relationship between learning
and development.

Some theorists, such as Piaget, believe that a

child cannot learn information which is presented at a level which is
higher than his/her developmental level.

For example, a child will

not be able to grasp logical concepts until he/she has mastered the
concrete operations stage.
Vygotsky believes that not only can development impact
learning, but learning can impact development. Bodrova & Leong
(1996) state that
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there is a complex, nonlinear relationship between learning and
development. . . . If we insist that development must come
first, we reduce teaching to presenting material that the child
already knows. . . We cannot make exact prescriptions that
produce developmental changes for every child since individual
differences are to be expected. . . . The exact relationship
between learning and development may be different for each
child and for different areas of development. Teachers must
constantly adjust their methods to accommodate the learning
and teaching process for each child (pp. 12-13).
While children may be motivated to practice skills by the use
of rewards and punishment (or positive and negative reinforcement),
they learn most effectively when they perceive the learning as
useful in their lives.

Jones and Reynolds (1992) go on to say that,

"Developmentally appropriate education builds on the intrinsic
motivation of the child. . . Kindergartens, preschools, and child care
centers need to be about play if they are to support growth rather
than impede it (pp.8-9).
I believe that children use play to prepare for cognitive
activities such as literacy.

It is the experiences in play which make

the literacy activities more useful (Hall, 1991).

Christie (1980) has

a very interesting literature review of selected research in which he
reviews three types of studies: (1) correlational studies,
(2) experimental studies, and (3) play-training studies.

Before these

reviews, however, Christie offers a rationale for the need for
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research on play. He cites Deutsch who felt that children who were
socio-economically disadvantaged could not benefit from play
because they had such severe language and conceptual deficits.
Deutsch felt that these children would benefit more from having
direct instruction, and that play should be replaced by academic
content-oriented activities.
this thinking.

Sadly, Duetsch was and is not alone in

Christie notes that if play is to continue to be part of

the curriculum for young children, then there needs to be empirical
evidence to show that play offers a significant benefit to cognitive
development.
benefit.

The studies Christie reviewed attempt to show this

While I would agree that early childhood educators need to

continue to do research to validate the use of play in our
curriculums, I believe that this data can be collected from anecdotal
records rather than relying on empirical evidence as Christie
suggests.
There have been several correlational studies which show that
"play is related to divergent thinking, [but] they do not show that
play causes or facilitates this type of thinking.

The two factors

may merely both be related to a third factor, such as intelligence"
(Christie, 1980, p. 28)

For example, Hutt (1977) offered children a

novel toy shaped like a box. It was red, and had several counters
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along with a buzzer and a bell.
children.

Hutt offered the toy to several

He observed their play with it, and then categorized the

children into one of three groups: nonexplorers, explorers, and
inventive explorers.

Four years later, Hutt and Bhavnani (cited in

Christie, 1980) evaluated these same children with a divergent
thinking test.

They concluded that play quality was correlated to

divergent thinking.
results

There have been other studies with similar

(see also Torrance, 1961; Wallach and Kogan, 1965; and

Lieberman, 1965, 1977).

While I place great value on these studies,

there are some in the research community who do not because these
studies do not show a direct cause/effect relationship.
Brian Sutton-Smith (1995) points out that there is a
relationship between play behavior and academic development.
Children who do not play well with others generally do not do well in
school.

The correlation is there, but again the causality of whether

play behavior effects academics or poor academics effects play
behavior is not known.
Debbie Rowe (1994) has used the phrase, "literate potential of
play," to describe the connections children make between their play
and fiction and nonfiction texts which include books, videos, and
oral storytelling.

In her study, Rowe points out that often play
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provides the opportunity to:
practice and explore the forms and functions of reading and
writing. This was a relatively minor part of literacy-related
play for children participating In this study —occurring only
occasionally as they played out the literature actions of
characters. Instead, these children played to understand -- to
come to grips with the worlds introduced in books. They
played to explore -- to come to grips with their own
perspectives and inquiries.
They also played to expand — to
risk making innovative connections in a context where they
invented the rules. Working from the perspective of sociocultural and semiotic theories of learning, I have hypothesized
that there are at least seven characteristics of play that
provide both motivation and opportunity for young children's
literacy learning: connection, ownership, openness, flexibility,
multiple sign systems, transmediation, and community (pp. 2223).
Connection is the relationship between texts and the children's
environment.

Play offers children the opportunity to make

connections between their own learning and books.
to the child's freedom to initiate their own learning.

Ownership refers
When children

were given the chance to direct and/or negotiate the course of play,
their connections between life and stories increased.

Openness

indicates that there are no established rules for the play.

Children

create and change the rules as needed. This openness allows
children to make connections between life experiences and stories
in books.

Flexibility is a "medium for learning about and from
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books" (Rowe, 1994, p. 23).
Multiple sign systems provide children with oral language,
gesture, movement, props, wardrobe and set design to give children
multiple ways to access book events.

"Transmediation created

anomalies, and anomalies motivated a shift of stance from
understanding books to reflecting on and reorganizing that
knowledge through the lens of a new sign system" (Rowe, 1994,
p.24).

Community is the last characteristic and describes

children's process of engaging others in their play.

In addition, the

community provided boundaries for play.
In another study, Rowe (1998) categorized the play events of
preschool children and identified six properties which describe the
nature of book-related play.

In her overall summary of the study,

she notes that "dramatic play served as a mode of inquiry and
expression for. . . young children" (p. 30).
Yetta Goodman (1990b) points out that children need to have
daily opportunities for engaging in legitimate and significant
literacy events.

Play provides such an opportunity:

There is much to play at in literacy learning. ... At the same
time that children play using reading and writing they
experiment with the forms of reading and writing itself: how
to form the letters, where the spaces go, and what purposes
conventional spelling and punctuation serve. This kind of
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playing with written language supports their developing
schenna about written language (p. 118).
Sylva, Bruner, and Genova (1976) also describe a relationship
between play and learning; however, their hypothesis contends that
play reduces the stress of anticipating success and failure.

Children

allowed play activities felt less stressed and demonstrated more
goal-directed behavior and an ability to proceed with less
frustration and fear of failure.
Another study by Sylva, Bruner, and Genova (cited in Christie,
1980) describes an experimental study in which children from 3 to 5
years of age were presented with a prize that was out of their reach.
In order to reach the prize, the children had to attach two sticks
together with a clamp, and then pull the object toward them with
the new longer stick.

Children were divided into five groups.

One

group was permitted to observe the complete solution. A second
group observed the parts of the solution.

A third group was

permitted to practice attaching the sticks with the clamp, while the
fourth group was allowed to play with the sticks and clamps, but
they were given no instructions.

The fifth group, the control group,

had no opportunity to interact with the materials.

The results

indicated that the "play" group was as successful in solving the
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problem as the group who was permitted to observe the complete
solution, and more successful than any of the other groups. "In
addition, the children in the play group engaged in more goaldirected activity and were more persistent than the children in the
other groups" (p. 26).
A study by Dansky and Silverman (cited in Christie, 1980), had
similar results and concluded that giving children the opportunity to
play with objects, prior to being asked to perform a task, helped to
increase their nonstandard responses.
Caplan (1974) states,
. . . in all true learning there are several stages. (1) First, there
is a playing-around period, a somewhat groping stage during
which situations are handled more or less randomly in the
course of the child's explorations. Enriched materials channel
the free play into purposeful 'games' which lead to heightened
awareness and interest. (2.) Then follows an intermediate,
more structured stage of play and learning. (3) This in turn,
leads to the child's promulgation of insights, accompanied by
his desire to use his ideas in many different situations. The
use of insight through analysis and practice will firmly anchor
the child's learning. (4) A wealth of concepts (or models) is
established, which a child can call upon at will. (5) The
concepts are then defined by words and/or symbols, and are
communicated by the child by letters, numbers, et cetera
(p.145).
Christie (1991) points out that most preschool and
kindergarten classrooms have numerous materials for constructive
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play (such as building with blocks), but he adds that while young
children need realistic props in order to engage in dramatic play,
four and five-year-olds demonstrate higher creativity when
presented with less realistic props.

For example, if a child is

playing with a toy fire truck that looks like a replica of a real fire
truck, the child will use this toy only as a fire truck in play.
However, if the child is presented a vehicle that resembles a piece
of wood with wheels, then the child can use this vehicle in play to
be a fire truck, a tow truck, a family car, or any vehicle with
wheels.

It should be noted, however, that four and five-year-olds

still prefer realistic toys.

These ideas should be kept in mind when

dramatic play areas are set up in a kindergarten classroom, and
perhaps this area could be equipped with some realistic props and
some low-structure props as well.
Christie also points out the importance of "theme-related
literacy materials" being placed in the dramatic play area.

Several

studies (see Hall, 1991; Morrow & Rand, 1991; Neuman & Roskos,
1991; Schrader, 1991; and Vukelich, 1991) found that children
engage in many diverse literacy activities when their environment is
rich with theme-related literacy activities.
When designing a sociodramatic theme that will encourage
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literacy, Davidson (1996) describes three characteristics to be
considered:
1. The importance of literacy to the overall play. . . .
2. Whether the use of literacy is child- or adult- initiated. . . .
3. Whether the use of literacy was planned or happened
spontaneously .... (p. 107)
There are four general modes of integration which emerge as
one examines the above mentioned factors of literacy in dramatic
play,
1. All-encompassing integration. . .
occurs when literacy is
the focus of the dramatic play theme. Newspaper play is a
good example of this mode of integration. The adult has
planned and initiated a dramatic play that revolves around a
theme dependent on written language.
2. Enrichment integration . . . occurs when the adult adds
written language to enrich a dramatic play theme that does
not center around literacy. A good example of this is a
restaurant dramatic play where the teacher adds menus and
note pads to the play. Restaurant play could occur without
these props, but the literacy props enrich the play. . . .
literacy is NOT central to the theme.
3. Incidental integration . . . occurs when the teacher initiates
literacy activities as spontaneous response to the unfolding
play. As a child is trying to settle down a doll at bedtime,
the adult might suggest getting a book from the library
corner to read to the baby.. This type of integration is not
preplanned. . . .This type of integration is not central to the
activity.
4. Child-initiated integration . . . occurs when children
spontaneously incorporate literacy into their play without
adult intervention. . . . reading the can label is a good
example of this. The use of literacy is unplanned, child-
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initiated, and not central to the play theme (Davidson, 1996,
p. 107).
After the appropriate environment has been set up, time to
engage in these activities is crucial.
light of the back to basics movement.

This is especially important in
Giffin (1984) studied play

duration and found that if students aren't given enough time to play,
they will not engage in sociodramatic play.

Instead they will resort

to functional or simple construction activities that don't take very
much time. Time is necessary because children who are going to
engage in sociodramatic play need to recruit other children to
participate.

Then they have to negotiate the theme or storyline of

their play. In addition they have to decide on the props along with
which roles to take on.

Glickman (1984) points out that it is not

uncommon to find kindergarten classes with as little as ten minutes
of free play time. Christie (1991) recommends that preschool and
kindergarten children be given at least 30 minutes a day of free play
time.
The History of Emergent Literacy
Though there is a vast amount literature available on emergent
literacy, this is a relatively new field of study.

Yetta Goodman

(1990a) points out that in the 1920s and 1930s, the child study
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movement took place, and during this time, researchers such as
Gesell and llg studied children's writing behaviors and book handling.
This is also the time period when Froebel was developing
kindergartens, and researchers agreed that this type of eariy
childhood education would serve to get children ready for reading
instruction.
Gesell (1925) viewed development as being controlled by
maturation. He stated that a child would be able to read at a certain
point in development, and that the time was dependent on neural
ripening.

The implications of this statement impacted educational

practice; parents whose children who did not appear to be ready for
school were encouraged to wait before sending them.

It was

believed that maturation could not be pushed, and that children
would develop at their own pace.

Durkin (1968) challenged this

theory when she wrote:
The literature still shows some remnants of the maturational
concept of readiness, but as a whole, articles and books are
now dominated by the opposite conception highlighting the
contribution of environmental factors. Or to put the
characterization of the current scene in the framework of the
nature-nurture debate, today the spotlight happens to be on
nurture (p.48).
A little later, studies of the orthography and strategies young
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children were using in their writing were developed, and in the
1960s reading readiness programs began (Goodman,Y., 1990a). These
programs became quite prevalent, and many of them are still being
used today.

The premise of these programs was that we mustn't just

sit back and wait until children are ready to read and write.

Instead

proponents of reading readiness programs felt it necessary to teach
children the isolated skills they thought essential in developing
reading readiness (Teale & Sulzby, 1986a).
However, it wasn't until the 1970s that researchers began to
study in great depth the variety of explicit and intuitive
concepts children had about the nature of reading and writing
systems and to document what functions young children
thought reading and writing served in their lives (Goodman, Y.,
1990a, p.2).
Teale and Sulzby (1986) contend that most researchers
believed that literacy learning did not take place until children were
engaged in formal schooling.

Ferreiro and Teberosky (1982), and

Goodman and Goodman (1979) pointed out, however, that children
know a great deal about literacy long before they come to school.
Defining Emergent Literacy
The developing knowledge about young children's acquisition of
literacy has been called "emergent literacy."

According to Teale and

Sulzby (1986) "emergent literacy" is a term that was developed by
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Marie Clay in her doctoral dissertation in 1966.

Teale and Sulzby

(1986) have adopted this term because they believe that each word
has a special significance in the process of children learning to read.
In defining the term "emergent," Teale (1987) suggests that a
child's literacy is continually expanding and never static.

According

to Teale (1987), "'emergent' suggests that growth in this period of
development occurs without necessity for an overriding emphasis on
formal teaching.

Instead, the young child develops literacy in the

everyday context of home and community" (p.47).
Teale and Sulzby (1986) go on to describe emergent as
something that is new for a given child.

"It emphasizes that in

development, children are learning- changing and refining their
motives and strategies and even developing new ones—but that
learning builds through processes of assimilation and
accommodation. . . . We see children in the process of becoming
literate, as the term emergent indicates" (p. xix-xx).
Literacy includes reading and writing, yet they point out that,
historically, within "literacy" there has been little research related
to children learning to write, but a great deal focused on learning to
read.

Teale and Sulzby (1986) state that the writing of preschool

children was neglected for many years, however they point out that
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one must understand writing before one can understand reading and
vice versa.:
In fact, we now have substantial evidence to indicate that
there exists a dynamic relation between writing and reading,
because each influences the other in the course of
development. . . , and that reading comprehension is engaged in
during writing (through reading one's own writing) .... Now
we know that we must understand both processes if we are
fully to understand written language development in the young
child, (p. xix).
According to Strickland (1990), emergent literacy is the idea
that children grow into reading and writing with no real beginning or
ending point, that reading and writing develop concurrently,
interrelatedly, and according to no one "right" sequence or order.
Young children learn about reading and writing simultaneously, with
each area building on the knowledge of the other (Teale, 1987).
Ferreiro (1990) identifies three "developmentally ordered
levels" that she believes children engage in as they learn to read and
write.

The first level is when children seek a way to differentiate

drawing and writing which are both basic modes of graphic
representation.

Once children are able to make the distinction

between drawing and writing, the next step is for them to identify
ways in which drawing and writing relate to each other.

Once

children understand these differences between drawing and writing.
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they move on to the next level. This second level leads children to
evaluate the differences in strings of letters. Grossi (1990) states
that children "may think that any graphic sign or set of letters
represents any word"

(p. 109).

In the third level, children begin to

see the letter/sound relationship of written words.

Ferreiro (1990)

is careful to point out that:
Literacy development is not a matter of sounding out the
letters, repeating again and again the same strings of letters
on a page, or applying a reading readiness test to assure that
literacy instruction begins with the guarantee of success.
When a teacher understands this they begin to think differently
and respond differently to children's answers, to children's
questions, to children's interactions, and to children's
productions (p. 23).
Clay (1975) agrees that the teacher needs to study each child's
writing development to try to understand the message that the child
is trying to convey.

Even the strings of random letters show the

process that the child is engaged in, and each attempt helps the
child to learn more about written language.
Teberosky (1990) goes on to say that written language can be
used to describe the graphic aspect and the linguistic content.
Children may have much to learn, but they all know something about
written language.

This is why it is critical that teachers consider

the knowledge that children already have about literacy before they
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come to school (Y. Goodman, 1990a). Classroom environments should
reflect the consideration that children need opportunities to engage
in authentic literacy events. Goodman and Goodman (1979) conclude
that learning to read is a natural process for children who come
from literate families, and given a literate environment in the
classroom, the process of learning to read becomes even less
difficult.
Martens (1994) identified a generative learning cycle which
she modeled after the inquiry cycle (Short, 1994), and the inventionconvention process (Goodman and Goodman, 1990). Within the
generative learning cycle the learner continually wanders through
her thinking, wonders about curiosities, and generates questions for
which she researches/invents personal solutions over and over again
(Martens, 1994).
experiences.

One key to this generative learning cycle is

Smith (1985) describes these experiences as creative

thoughts and hypotheses in addition to the physical happenings and
events. Martens has this to say about experiences:
Each experience lives on the next, either setting up
preferences or causing aversions; each provides more learning
to draw on in making sense of our current experiences. . . . The
process of experiencing, learning, and being transformed
through these experiences is the same for all of us regardless
of our ages. What varies is the amount and variety of
experience, and thus knowledge, we each have at a given time.
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It Is similar to reading a narrative. We don't understand much
after reading the first sentence, but through transacting with
the text, using our background knowledge and understandings
as we read, each paragraph and each page take on increasing
meaning for us (pp. 43-44 ).
There are researchers who see literacy as a series of stages
that all children progress through in a hierarchical manner (Chall,
1983).

According to Chall, the stage that a child is in determines

the instruction that the child should receive:
Those who prefer the hierarchical view of learning would teach
that knowledge and acquiring it are different at different
points, helping students see that up to a certain point they are
doing fine but that at a later point, they must move on, using
different strategy and approach. . . . The developmental view
tells the reader in essence that reading is one thing at one
time, and another thing at another (p.54).
I, along with most proponents of emergent literacy, would
argue that children's literacy cannot be sequenced into such
"invariant, hierarchically ordered stages" (Sulzby, 1990, p.85).
McGee (1996) states that children's literacy learning is
developmental, but not in the sense of proceeding in an irreversible,
step-by-step progression.

Each child discovers about and

experiments with literacy in their own way.

No two children's

literacy experiences can be exactly matched.
Martens (1994) suggests that literacy be viewed from a child's
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perspective.

She argues that "while the qualities, or

characteristics, of their literacy artifacts, or products, change over
time, the quality of their thinking, decision making, and strategies
does nof (p. 38).
Factors Which Influence Emergent Literacy
While not all children experience written literacy in the same
way, there are many factors which influence emergent literacy.

The

following sections focus on read-aloud experiences, oral language
development, and authentic learning environments which are the
areas of influence that I believe are most pertinent to this study.
Read-Aloud Experiences
One key to emergent literacy is read-aloud experiences.

Over

and over in research study after research study, children who have
been read to develop literacy skills much more naturally than
students who have not been read to (Fields, 1989; Holdaway, 1979;
Trelease, 1979).

The strongest indicator of a child's success in

school is the extent to which the child has been read to.
According to research on read-aloud, children should have
many experiences with many different kinds of stories including
pattern language and predictable stories. They should also have the
opportunity to hear the same stories read over and over to them.
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Children quickly learn that the language of stories is different from
that of spoken language, even though it is not uncommon to hear a
child using language from books in his/her spoken language. I
frequently hear echoes of the language from books I've read-aloud to
my four-year-old son, Jake, when he tells me his little brother,
Brett, has "fallen fast asleep."

Stories about adventures with his

imaginary friends often begin with, "One day long ago. . . ."
comparing sizes of objects, I hear the language of

When

"The Three

Bears" resonate as he describes the smallest object as the "wee
little" one.

His latest phrase from literature is, "Dead as a

doornail" which he got from the True Story of the Three Little Pios
(Scieszka, 1989).

He makes this announcement every time one of his

toy dinosaurs triumphs over another.
Children who hear lots of stories read-aloud to them begin to
associate reading with pleasure, and have the opportunity to
"discover" the relationship between print, spoken words, and
meaning. They do not have to be taught specific lessons on print
recognition or letter/sound relationships, instead, children who have
been read to often become readers and writers without direct
instruction.

In fact, intense focusing on print is unnecessary and

possibly detrimental to the reading process (Holdaway, 1979).
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Perhaps one of the easiest ways to identify the effects of
literature on children come from those who have studied their own
children's responses to literature as well as their children's
processes of emergent literacy (see Meyer, 1992; Wolf and Heath,
1992; and Martens, 1994).
Wolf and Heath (1992) do an excellent job of describing the
impact of reading aloud to children.

Their book, The Braid of

Literature: Children's Worlds of Readinc offers "a peephole view of
two children [Wolf's daughters] playing with their literate
experiences"

(p. 5-6).

They state.

It is true that a good deal of the justification for why young
children should read literature and have an early exposure to
oral and written stories has been based on arguments that
literature enhances the child's creativity or imagination and
gives pleasure. It is a truism that books and stories transport
us across time and space and let us enter, through imagination,
words that we can never know through immediate experience.
In so doing, books and parental readings can easily be seen as
guiding children to stages of moral understanding, competence
with language, and facility with literary language (p. 182).
Martens (1996) studied her daughter as well, and found that
literature had a transforming power over her:
Captivated by the power of literature, Sarah gained other
knowledge about life and literacy through her experiences with
it. She developed a 'global sense of what reading is all about
and what it feels like' (Bissex, 1980, p. 130). She learned to
differentiate between the linguistic message and the
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illustrations (Wells, 1985) and to use her knowledge of the
world to make sense of and respond to text (p. 14).
Oral Language Development.
Much of the research in the area of emergent literacy seems to
point back to the work of Holdaway (1979) and his analogy of the
relationship between learning to read and learning to speak.
Children grow into reading and writing in much the same way that
they develop oral language. When they are immersed in an
environment that requires, uses, and demonstrates the usefulness of
print, children explore, invent, and try out activities that involve the
use of print.
language.

Children learn to talk by actively experimenting with

Children mimic and experiment with language, and they

are encouraged with each grunt and each word. Just as parents don't
expect a child to be able to begin speaking using complete sentences,
we shouldn't expect them to learn the rules of grammar prior to
reading either. Language "is invented by each individual and in the
context of its social use it is adapted to the social conventions"
(Goodman, 1990a, p. 232).
"In the same way that children learn to speak, they should be
able to learn to read and write" (Vygotsky, 1978, p.118).

The

relationship between how children learn to talk and how they learn
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to read and write has important implications for parents and
teachers of young children.
According to Snow and Ninio (1993), however, children often
have difficulty developing knowledge about written language
because oral and written language use is not the same.
language is not just oral language written down.

Written

This is why, they

say, it is important for children to have opportunities to talk about
written and oral language.

Playing at reading and writing offers

children the opportunity to play at being a reader and a writer long
before they actually have the strategies they will need to perform
these tasks (McLane and McNamee, 1990).
Cambourne (1988) says:
Oral and written forms of the language are only superficially
different .... In terms of how the brain processes them, at the
deep level of production and comprehension, there are no
differences of great moment. Reading, writing, speaking, and
listening, while different in many respects, are but parallel
manifestations of the same vital human function - the mind's
effort to create meaning. The fact that speaking and listening
are tied to the production and/or comprehension of patterned
sequences of sound, while reading and writing are tied to the
reception/production of graphic marks, is not of such great
importance at the level of how the brain goes about creating
meaning with them. (p.29).
Ken Goodman (1986) goes on to say,
Oral and written language are two parallel language processes,
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different sets of language registers, which overlap to some
extent. If you are literate, that means that sometimes writing
Is a better way of achieving a particular purpose, sometimes
talking (p. 22). Language learning is learning how to mean: how
to make sense of the world in the context of how our parents,
families, and cultures make sense of it. Cognitive and
linguistic development are totally interdependent: thought
depends on language and language depends on thought (p. 26).
In families where reading and writing are a way of life,
something that children and adults are routinely engaged in, "it is
assumed that children will become literate, and so literacy
activities often are taken for granted or are backgrounded in
relation to the social functions and interactions in which they
occur" (Shieffelin & Cochran-Smith, 1984, p.10).
Whitmore (1992) points out that children come to understand
written language as a characteristic of reliable meaning in reading
the world.

She stresses that language and literacy development

progress on a continuum. "This continuum is accentuated by
developmental moments that may be captured, analyzed, and enjoyed
by parents and teachers alike" (p.31).

This notion is exemplified in a

description of my son, Jake's, recent revelation. My family has a
Sunday morning ritual of stopping on our way home from church to
buy Icees (a frozen drink).

As we get in the car in the church

parking lot, Jake invariably asks, "Are we going to get an Icee?"
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Recently as we were pulling into the parking lot of the convenience
store he said, "Look there's a K like in my name on that sign." I
responded by pointing out the circle around the K, and explaining that
this store is called "Circle K. . . ." Later that day, we pulled into a
Texaco gas station, and Jake said, "I know the name of this gas
station." This was not a station we usually used so I was
impressed. "What is the name of this gas station?" I asked him. He
replied, "Star T" (which like Circle K, shows a letter in the middle
of a shape). I continued to be impressed.
Goodman (1986) states that children do learn to speak rather
easily, but he points out that the primary reason that learning to
read does not come as easily is because, in an effort to make the
reading process easier, educators have broken down a whole
(natural) language into little pieces.

"Unfortunately, we also

postponed its natural purpose - the communication of meaning- and
turned it into a set of abstractions, unrelated to the needs and
experiences of the children we sought to help" (Goodman, 1986, p. 7).
Focusing on a child's play and language use can have
implications for a child's literacy development as well as language
development (Vukelich, 1992). K. Goodman and Y. Goodman (1990)
argue that "learners are not passively manipulated by their social
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experiences; they are actively seeking sense in the world.

The

individual and society both play strong roles in language
developmenf (p. 231).
Smith (1983) points out that "children do not learn language as
an abstract system but as something they can use and understand in
their interactions with the world around them. . . . The uses to which
language is put lie at the heart of language comprehension and
learning" (p.50).
Halliday (1973) extensively studied uses of language, and
identified a set of seven functions of oral language a child uses in
"learning how to mean;"
1. Instrumental ("I want"): satisfying material needs.
2. Regulatory (Do as I tell you"): controlling the behavior of
others.
3. Interactional ("Me and you"): getting along with other
people.
4. Personal ("Here 1 come"): identifying and expressing the
self.
5. Heuristic ("Tell me why"): exploring the world around the
inside one.
6. Imaginative ("let's pretend"): creating a world of one's own.
7. Informative ("I've got something to tell you"):
communicating new information (p. 37).
While Halliday contends that these are hierarchal functions,
others such as Carol Taylor Schrader (1991) have placed children's
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writing samples into these categories and found that the functions
are not sequential.

In her study, Schrader found that the students

she was studying skipped the Heuristic and Imaginative functions,
but they did have writings that were categorized as Informative.
Frank Smith (1983) utilized Halliday's descriptions of
language to discuss language uses along with nonlanguage
alternatives.

Smith states that:

Perhaps language should not be said to have functions at all in
the sense of having been designed or developed for specific
purposes: rather, it has persisted and developed over time for
the simple reason that it adapts to so many useful ends (p. 53).
Smith also provides a list of language uses which he agrees is
not original, as the first seven of his uses were taken directly form
Halliday.

The next, three, however, are Smith's:

Diversionary: "Enjoy this." (Puns, jokes, riddles.)
Authoritative/contractual:"How it must be." (Statutes, laws,
regulations, agreements, contracts).
Perpetuating:: "How it was." (Records, histories, diaries,
notes, scores.) (p.54).
Sometimes categories of functions are established to compare
studies:
In Ways With Words, Heath, ([1983]), presents an ethnographic
description and an analysis and explanation of literacy and
associated values in a "mainstream community". . . and tow
non-mainstream communities. . . . [Taylor, 1988] used the
primary categories that Heath defined in her study to establish
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table of the types and uses of reading and writing that have
been found in the three studies. . . . Additional primary
categories have also emerged. ... It is important to emphasize
that the categories Heath established and that we have used
and elaborated upon are useful for the purposes of coherence in
theoretical description. They do not necessarily reflect the
real world, nor do they reflect the (con)textual tying together
that takes place in everyday life (Taylor, 1988, p. 124).
Meyer (1992) utilized Smith's uses of language to identify the
functions of language his daughter Zoe engaged in as a writer in
school and at home.

His findings showed that "functions are related

to authenticity, purpose, and intention in writing" (p.51).
Martens (1992) notes that her daughter, Sarah, learned about
the nature and functions of language itself simultaneously.

Her

daughter's attitudes, understandings, and meanings differed
according to the context of the events.
Edelsky and Smith (1984) point out that much of the literacy
that takes place in school is done according to the teacher's
intentions rather than the child's.

Wortman (1990) acknowledges

the importance of having children write pieces that are authentic,
that are created for the child's purpose not the teacher's.
Owocki (1995) contends that, children are aware of the
functions of language in that they have definite purposes for the
pieces they create.

She also states that children need to initiate the
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topics which are familiar and in context.
Schrader (1991) states while sociodramatic centers offer
students opportunities for reading and writing for authentic
purposes, one caution is offered: Students who spend a great deal of
time in sociodramatic centers, and who engage in literacy activities
in these environments sometimes have difficulty with imaginative
writing because they have been so focused on writing for a real
purpose such as writing an order as a waitress in the restaurant
setting, or writing a check to pay for groceries in the grocery store.
"Literacy events in play are driven by function" (Owocki, 1997, p.
21).

This function is the same as that which it serves in real life.

Sociodramatic centers rarely offer students the opportunity or
necessity of writing imaginative pieces. They do offer, however, the
opportunity for increased oral language development.
Smith (1983) points out:
If it is the case that mastery of language uses depends on
familiarity with alternative means of achieving the same ends,
then indeed the only way to promote language skills in children
would be to foster their more general development, especially
their self-awareness, and to extend their interactions with
others and with the world. On the other hand, interference
with their language in any way would interfere with the
development of the children themselves. Where children
exhibit reluctance or apprehension about any aspect of
language learning or use, one should perhaps look for a failure
of education, an inhibition rather than an inability (p.58)
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(A more detailed description of functions of written language
can be found in Chapter Five of this study).
Isabell and Raines (1991) performed a comparison study of the
effects of three types of play centers on the oral language
production of young children.

The types of play centers were block

play, housekeeping, and a thematic play area (which was a flower
shop at the beginning of the study, and then became a space station
half way through the study).

All three areas were studied for

children's use of oral language fluency, communication units, mean
length of utterance, and vocabulary diversity.

The results indicated

that the block area showed the most verbal fluency and higher
vocabulary usage followed by the thematic center.

The housekeeping

area showed the least amount of language usage and diverse
vocabulary.

The analysis of the study suggests that it is the type of

the center that the child engages in that determines the type of
language that will take place.

The block play area was the most

open ended of the three centers. The setting, theme, roles, had to be
established by the children, thus it seems natural that this would be
the center with the most vocabulary usage.
I found this study to be very interesting because it has always
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seemed to me (though I have not systematically studied this) that
the developmentally young children
block center.

most frequently choose the

This study indicates, though, that perhaps the block

area is equally beneficial, or possibly an even better play area, for
the development of language in these children.

It is the

developmentally young child who needs the most opportunities for
positive language growth while socializing and interacting with
others (Isabell & Raines, 1991).
Halliday (1979) reminds us that oral language begins
developing long before a child begins school. He contends that there
are "three facets to language development: learning language,
learning through language, and learning about language" (p. 7). The
first facet, learning language begins at birth or some believe that it
may start even before birth.

Nonetheless, babies are learning

language from the minute they are born.

This facet was developed in

the mid-sixties, when everything was focused on syntactics.
Halliday began questioning the notion that language development was
a process of acquisition, and syntax. Instead, he saw language
development as a process of construction based on semantics where
children's language continues to develop as they have experiences
and engage in conversation.
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The next facet, "'Learning through language,' refers to
language in the construction of reality: how we use language to build
up a picture of the world in which we live.

This means the world

that is around us and also the world that is inside us, the world of
our consciousness and our imagination" (Halliday 1979, p. 13).

The

last type of language Halliday describes Is "learning about
language."

This is difficult to describe because it "is unconscious

understanding, in the same way that our knowledge of language is
unconscious knowledge" (p. 16).

The three learning experiences just

described are part of a continuous process.
Even the move into written language, which is often made to
seem as if it was a totally new experience unrelated to how
the child has already learned, is simply part of the same
massive project in which every child is engaged, the
construction of the ability to mean (Halliday, 1979, p. 19).
In order to continue to develop oral and written language
knowledge and skills in school. It Is important for children to be in
an educational setting that is conducive to such learning.

The

following section describes the type of environment that accepts
and appreciates the literacy skills that a child brings to school, and
allows children to expand this knowledge.
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Authentic Learning Environments
Wortman (1990) defined authenticity at the beginning and then
the end of his dissertation study.

In the beginning he defined it as,

"the degree to which the physical, social and emotional environment
supports a writer in creating purposeful text for a specific audience
(p. 311). By the end of his study, he had expanded his definition of
authenticity as, A "reflection] in the individuals' choice to create
and share meaningful and purposeful text for self-selected
audience" (p. 311).
play.

Again, this definition focuses on a benefit of

Ken Goodman lists the learning theories which support a whole

language philosophy.

First of all, he stresses the importance of not

chopping up the language into small bite-size pieces.

In order for

language to remain whole and functional, the learner must choose
when to use it.
of the language.

The desire to read or write must come from the user
Children will develop and come to understand skills

as they need them. There is no need to isolate skills for language
development.
Gordon Wells (1985) describes the active learning that
children engage in with or without their teacher:
Children are innately predisposed to make sense of their
experience, to pose problems for themselves and actively to
search for and achieve solutions. They also show considerable
perseverance in such activities when the challenge is of their
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own choosing. These qualities are very much in evidence in the
preschool years. Surely, therefore they should form the
foundation upon which the curriculum is constructed at school.
If we believe that language and learning continue to be
intimately related throughout the years of schooling-- and it
would be difficult to argue otherwise — a major principle in
planning and implementing the curriculum must be to ensure
that pupils are encouraged to pursue and extend their own
interests and given the opportunity. . . to share responsibility
for the formation, execution and evaluation of the learning
tasks in which they engage (p.169).
Cambourne (1988) says that in a whole language environment,
learners need the following:
a) immersion in appropriate texts.
b) appropriate demonstrations.
c) the responsibility for making some decisions about when,
how and what they read and write.
d) high expectations about themselves as potential readers and
writers.
e) high expectations about their abilities to complete the
reading and writing tasks they attempt.
f) freedom to approximate mature and/or 'ideal' forms of
reading and writing.
g) time to engage in the acts of reading and writing.
h) opportunities to employ developing reading and writing
skills and knowledge, in meaningful and purposeful contexts,
I) responses and feedback from knowledgeable others which
both support and inform their attempts at constructing
meaning using written language.
j) plenty of opportunities, with respect to the written form of
language to reflect upon and make explicit what they are
learning (p. 203).
All of the above appear to be accessible in a play-centered
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classroom, thus there seem to be some parallels between a whole
language classroom and a play-centered classroom.
As children begin to take chances and read and write for
themselves, they will be hesitant if they feel they will be
constantly corrected or criticized. It Is important that teachers and
parents encourage every step of reading and writing development
just as every step in language development was encouraged.
Children will benefit from these experiences because they will come
to understand the uses and purposes of literacy from a personal
perspective and will believe they are capable of being readers and
writers.

Positive experiences with reading and writing for real

purposes and opportunities to develop self-confidence are perhaps
the best things parents and teachers can offer children.
Students who come to school having never been read to are
definitely at a disadvantage in school, but they are not necessarily
lacking abilities.

Dyson (1990) questions "the value of seeking the

roots of literary understanding and of a love of literature only in
home book experiences" (p. 194).

She adds that this limited focus

disregards the potential of the child, and "does not celebrate the
variety of story-making resources that children bring to school and
from which we as teachers can build new possibilities" (Dyson,
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1990, p. 194).

Taylor (1988) goes on to stress the importance of

"recognizing the complex communicative abilities that are a part of
children's everyday lives, so that every child is given the
opportunity to experience a private sense of challenge and a

public

sense of achievement" (p. 210).
Taylor (1983) begins the preface of her book, Familv Literacv.
with the sentence: "From t-shirts to bubble gum wrappers, children
live in a world fashioned in print."

This book is an ethnographic

study of six families who have identified their children as being
successful readers and writers. Taylor attempts to identify
activities in family life that impact a child's ability to learn to read
and write.

In this study, Taylor went into the homes of the

participants on several occasions.

During these visits, she went on

"literacy searches" collecting samples of writings from parents and
children.

She noted that all of these homes were rich with print, and

that it was very difficult to collect all the writing that a child did
in a week.

She tells of instances where the children's interest in

writing was so brief that scraps of paper were found, but no one
knew when the child had written it.

"In this study, children actively

constructed the functions of literate language from a very young
age" (Taylor, 1983, p. 54).
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As a kindergarten teacher, I can assume that all children come
from a literate environment, regardless of whether they have been
read to. The most important thing I can do is provide as many
opportunities as possible for children to hear language through
listening to stories, and to experiment freely with reading and
writing in the same way this was achieved in many home settings.
Dyson (1990) contends that
'. . . stories in the head,' the stories of children's play, draw,
and tell, are critical to their understanding of the stories in
books. Having an opportunity to shape the grand themes of
one's own story is an essential part of truly appreciating
another's. Listeners and readers, like actors, discover the
emotional truth of others' stories by finding within themselves
memories of times when they shared with those others
particular feelings, particular emotional circumstances,
particular stories (pp. 192-193).
Curriculum needs to provide time for children to use play,
drawing, and oral language to share their stories.

The opportunity

for literacy activities is dependent upon curriculum, but it is also
greatly influenced by the physical arrangement of the classroom.
Vukelich (1993) describes a study in which a kindergarten classroom
was arranged with a "literacy-enriched play setting" according to
the recommendations offered by Neuman and Roskos (1991). In the
analysis, peers were observed engaging in three different types of

writing.
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The first was peers showing one another the functions of

writing. They used writing for many purposes within the different
settings, and they directed one another on how this should be done.
For example, one child told another child that he needed to write a
check to pay for the shoes in the shoe store setting.

Sometimes one

child then explained to the other how to perform the particular task.
When a peer explains the features of print to another peer, this is
the second type of writing.

For example, one child tells another

how to spell a name or how to form a particular letter.

Neuman and

Roskos (1991) caution that these interactions are often frustrating
if one child does not comprehend the instructions given by the child
"teacher."

When this happens, the play usually ends.

The last type

of writing which was observed rather infrequently was when peers
offered meanings for print.

This was usually initiated by one peer

asking another to read something in particular.

Usually though,

children gave an oral explanation when a written piece of material
was presented. For example, a child read the food order to the chef
when presenting an order. In this way, the peer did not have to
attempt to decipher the writing of another child.

The conclusion of

this study was that "play with peers in literacy-enriched settings
provides the conditions for young children to interact about the
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functions, features, and meaning of their writing, and these
interactions provide the potential for learning to occur" (Vukelich,
1993, p. 391).
Vygotsky (1978) contends that children's written language
should be developed through drawing and writing that is relevant to
real life.

Maria Montessori (in Vygotsky, 1978) agrees that "writing

should be 'cultivated' rather than 'imposed'" (p. 118).

Vygotsky goes

on to say ". . . the basic contradiction that appears in the teaching of
writing not only in Montessori's school but in most other schools. . .
[is] that writing is taught as a motor skill and not a complex
cultural activity (p. 117).
Children can develop the motor skill as they engage in writing
for authentic purposes. Yetta and Ken Goodman (1990) add that
"because they are 'only' playing, they are free to risk doing things
they are not yet confident they can do well" (p. 228). They go on to
say that children influence one another's learning through their
interactions.

These interactions are the oral language that is so

prevalent and meaningful in the play of young children.
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Conclusion
This chapter has provided a review of literature on play and
emergent literacy.

In reflecting on the theories presented here,

there are several concepts that I feel are important in regards to
emergent literacy and play.

The research presented overwhelmingly

supports the assumption that early literacy can be developed through
play, especially sociodramatic play.
The notion of sociodramatic play combined with theme related
literacy materials had a great influence on my thinking and planning
as a teacher.

The year of this study was the first year that I

regularly changed the sociodramatic setting to reflect the focus
study of the classroom.

The students engaged in brainstorming and

planning of each setting, and I believe that this added to their
excitement about the settings.
As I have reflected on the play training research, however, I
have come to realize that my students often identified a role (such
as a dog or a baby), but they didn't always role play. My task,
therefore, was to provide my students with demonstrations that
encouraged them to carry out their chosen roles in a productive
manner.

In the beginning of this study, I did not interact with the

children during play because I did not want to interfere with their
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play.

I wanted them to have the opportunity to decide their own

roles and scenarios without my interference or influence.

What I

learned, however, was that by occasionally participating in their
sociodramatic play, I helped children learn "how to play" or "how to
improve their play in a kindergarten context."

Peter Slade (1995)

says, " One of the great gifts of life is to know how to play" (p. 2).
Children can use their experience with talking, drawing, and
playing to build bridges to writing and reading.

Through play,

children can acquire a range of information and strategies related to
writing and reading, as well as feelings and expectations about
themselves as potential writers and readers.

This multifaceted

body of knowledge and attitudes constitutes 'early' or 'emergent'
literacy (McLane and McNamee, 1990, p. 142).
This early literacy knowledge will emerge if children are
provided with encouragement, materials, and the type of
environment described in this review of literature.
The pendulum swings back and forth in education.

It is my

hope that this swing toward skills-oriented kindergartens will end
soon, and the pendulum will swing back to more developmentally
appropriate classrooms for all young children.
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CHAPTER 3
A ROOM WITH NOT MUCH OF A VIEW, BUT GREAT VISION
Upon entering the room, a visitor would immediately notice the
number of children sprawled out on the floor, and in all areas of the
classroom.

There are only 20 children in this room, yet it seems

that almost every space in being used. Three children are at the
computers. One works alone, and two share a seat at a second
computer.

Four children are working together to design a castle

with a road surrounding it.

They have placed a variety of small

plastic farm animals and dinosaurs on different parts of the castle
and the road surrounding it. One child is painting at the easel behind
my desk. Four children are examining insects in our drama area
which at the present time is an "Insect Science Lab."

Two children

sit on the couch in the listening center. Each has a copy of the same
book, and they are reading aloud in chorus. Three children are laying
on the floor drawing and writing on dry erase boards.
together to make a book for one child's mother.

Two others sit

Another sits alone

drawing a picture of his family, labeling each person with their
name.
This study focuses on children's literacy engagements during
"free choice time."

Thus far I have provided a glimpse into the free
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choice time that children in my classroom engage in daily.

This

portrayal shows a moment in time, however it is expected that a
portrayal ten minutes later, five minutes later, or perhaps even one
minute later may be entirely different.
young child.

This is the nature of the

This is not to say, however, that young children are not

capable of staying engaged in a single activity for a sustained
amount of time. On a given day, a particular child may remain
engaged in a single activity for the duration of the free choice time,
or that same child may alternate to many different areas or
activities within the classroom.
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the school, the
students, the classroom and the curriculum so that the reader will
understand the context for the free choice time.

I begin by

describing the physical space of the classroom.

I then define the

school district's mandated curriculum along with my use of an
inquiry based curriculum.

I provide examples of my daily schedule

and the typical engagements that children may be involved in along
with details of the free choice activities and an explanation of my
role during the free choice time.

Finally, I describe the data

collection techniques utilized in this study during free choice time.
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Participants
This study took place in my kindergarten classroom at Van
Home Elementary School in Tucson Unified School District.

Van

Home is a small school of 370 students situated in a middle class
neighborhood in Tucson, Arizona. I came to this school the year
before this study after the school year had started.

At that time

there were only two kindergarten classes, but they each had 32
students.

The limit for our district is 26.

The school was just

remodeled and part of the remodeling included expanding the size of
two rooms (the kindergarten rooms) by 50%.

When the renovation

was planned, they did not anticipate such an influx of
kindergartners, thus, I am in a regular sized classroom.

Because of

the discrepancy in room size, the principal makes an effort to keep
my class size lower than the other two kindergarten classes.

During

this study, I was fortunate enough to have only 20 students in my
class.
The turnover rate at this school is low, but many new housing
subdivisions are being built within the school's boundaries, so the
school is expanding at a rather rapid rate.

Although many children

are moving into the boundaries, few are leaving the area.
The ethnic makeup of the total school population is similar to
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the ethnic makeup of the students in my classroom. Most students in
the school come from European American middle class families as do
the students in my class. I have 1 Native American child, 2 Hispanic
children, 3 African American children, and 14 European American
children.
I started the year with only 17 students.

Six of those were

girls, and 11 were boys. In November, one child moved with his
family to Colorado, and so before winter break, I had only 16
children.

On our first day back from the break, however, I received

two new students, and the child whose family had moved, returned
to my classroom. In February, I received one more new student, but
in March one of the children who came after the winter break moved
again.

Thus, I was left with 19 students again.

All 20 of the

students, who were members of our class for at least part of the
time, were participants in this study.
The students made up the pseudonyms used in this study, so
their confidentiality is maintained.

The parents of the students in

my class were notified about this study, and all agreed to allow
their children to be participants.

(See Appendix A for letter of

permission to participate in this study.)

Because students actual

names were not used, I changed their names on the artifacts to

reflect the pseudonym.
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In order to do this, I had the children write

their name and pseudonym on a sheet of paper. Most students were
not able to spell the pseudonym they had selected so I spelled it
aloud for each child so they could write it.

I did not write the name

and have them copy it because I wanted the children to use their own
letter formations rather than copying my style of writing.

I used

the children's pseudonym writing samples to change the artifacts.
Using a light table, I was able to erase (or white-out) the children's
actual names, and then trace the pseudonym as it had been written in
the child's handwriting.
The Physical Space of the Classroom
Seeing that children are engaged in activities throughout the
room helps me feel content because then I sense that the room
arrangement must be working. My goal Is to have all areas of the
room accessible to and usable by children.
however.

This is no easy feat,

Setting up the room has always been very difficult for me.

I always come to my classroom several days before the
official start day of school because it takes me at least three days,
and sometimes more, just to get the physical arrangement of the
furniture for the centers, the library corner, block play area, and the
drama area, etc. I have taught for nine years, and have moved

classrooms seven times.
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One would think that the process of setting

up a classroom would become easier with all of the practice I have
had, but every year it is a struggle. The few times that I have
stayed in the same room, I still arranged the room completely
differently the next year. Each year, I grow and change as a teacher,
and with each new group of students, I see the need for the
environment to change as well.

If I continue teaching 30 more years,

I anticipate that I will struggle 30 more times with setting up the
room. Figure 3.1 is a map of the classroom arrangement the year of
this study.
Furniture Arrangement
I have tried drawing maps to help design the room
arrangement, but I have found that what works best for me Is to just
start moving furniture.
room full of children.

As I move the furniture, I try to imagine the
I imagine them engaged in a variety of

activities, and I speculate whether one area of the room will be too
congested or too noisy.

I strive to make the environment flexible so

that students will be able to engage in activities such as reading or
writing in a variety of spaces (Wortman, 1990).

I don't want

students to feel that they can't engage in a writing activity because
the table where that is to be done is full.

I want an environment

that encourages reading and writing in a variety of places.
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Wortman

stresses the need for spaces where children can work alone, with a
partner, or in a small group.
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Figure 3.1 Map of the Classroom.
As I consider the different centers that will be utilized within
my classroom, I also surmise what materials will be needed for each
center. I want materials to be visible and accessible to children.
Visibility and accessibility are two factors that are of utmost
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importance in any classroom, but I think it even more compelling in
an early childhood classroom.

As I sit in the different areas of the

classroom, I gaze about the room to see if there are areas that are
hidden.

This is where my struggle comes in because I realize that

literacy is supported by children having an opportunity to work in s.
sheltered area away from others, yet at the same time, visibility of
all the materials in the room is also necessary.

Wortman (1990)

points out that students often use writing materials in close
vicinity to where the materials are stored.

In addition, however,

Loughlin and Martin (1987) point out that if there is no separation of
one group from another, then children are easily distracted and adult
supervision and direction becomes a necessity: whereas if furniture
is used to divide spaces and to define paths of movement, children
stay focused and sustained, and adult direction and supervision is
less of a necessity. This is a philosophy I adhere to in designing the
arrangement of my classroom.
The classroom arrangement also reflects my philosophy that
children should have freedom to move about and make choices within
the classroom.

The definition of spaces provides areas designated

for reading and writing, and thus children are drawn to these types
of activities by the nature of the environment (Loughlin & Martin,
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1987; Wortman, 1990).
Organization of Centers
In my classroom, I have five tables which are designated for
centers.

The centers that I utilize are listening, writing, art,

science, and math. In addition to these spaces, I also have a science
observation table, a library area, a drama area and an easel for
painting.

Fitting all these areas into a small classroom is a major

accomplishment. One thing I have done for the past few years is to
put the listening center In the library corner.

I have taken the legs

off of this table so that children can sit comfortably on the floor (or
on pillows), while still having a surface to hold their books.

Putting

the listening center in the library corner alleviates the need for
another separate area and another table for which there really is not
room.

Center tables are also used for work or play at other times of

the day.
The centers, or separate areas of the room, are isolated by
shelves and cubbies. These pieces of furniture are high enough that
when children are seated, they are not able to see into the other
areas, yet when standing all but a few of the smallest children are
able to see over the shelves, so they are aware of and have a visual
reminder of the other choices available in the room.

The only two
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tables which do not have a piece of furniture separating them are
the art and science tables, but because of the shape of the tables,
and the space between them, children are not distracted.
The center activities in our classroom are based on our theme
study.

The subject areas for the centers remains consistent.

Although I try to integrate our focus study into these areas, I do not
create a contrived activity just to make it fit the center or the
theme.

If the focus study does not lend itself to an activity in a

particular area, then I do not manipulate it to do so.
During center time, children are required to attend each of the
center areas at least once during the week. Which day they go to a
particular center is up to them, but they are aware of the
requirement of visiting each center at least once within the week.
The way we keep track of this is through a method I adapted from
Bobbi Fisher's Joyful Learning (1991). Each center is assigned
popsicle sticks painted a different color.

Before beginning centers,

we put four sticks of the appropriate color on each center table.
When students go to make their center choice, they take a stick from
the table of the center they would like to work at, and place it in the
pocket with their name on it on the pocket chart.

If there are no

more sticks on the table, that indicates that the center is full, and
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students will need to make another choice. This way, on any given
day, I can look at the pocket chart and know, for example, that a
particular student has a green, a blue, and a red stick which are for
science, math and writing.

The next time we do centers, that child

will need to choose the yellow or black sticks which are for
listening/computers and math.

The following section lists each

center, the corresponding color, and samples of center engagements.
For the purpose of the examples, I selected center engagements that
relate to a focus study on farm animals:
Writing = Red Make a book by using the rubber stamps to stamp a
picture of a farm animal.

Write or dictate (for those who

are not able to do their own writing) a story to go along
with the farm animal stamps.
Math = Blue Use the blocks to set up a farm or a ranch. Arrange the
plastic farm animal figures on the farm setting, and then
graph the number of each animal that was utilized.
Listening/Computers = Yellow

Listen to at least two farm animal

stories and follow along in your book.

Students who are

at this center also have the first opportunity to use one
of the two computers in our classroom.

If no one from

this center is interested in using the computers, then
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they are available to anyone in the class.
Science = Green Put a small amount of whipping cream into a small
jar (baby food jars work well).
until the cream turns Into butter.
crackers and taste.

Shake the jar vigorously
Spread the butter on

Compare with butter bought in a

store. Students sign their name on a graph to show
which kind of butter they like best.
Art = Black

Draw a pig using a directed drawing technique already
taught. Make "mud" by mixing red, yellow and blue paint.
Paint the mud on the pig.

Students are welcome to revisit a center they have already
done, however, the expectation is that each day, they will do
something new first.
than 30 minutes.

Centers are designed to be attended in less

At the beginning of the year, it is 10-20 minutes,

but as the year progresses, the "work time" is a little longer.
Materials and Supplies
Shelves near each center hold the supplies needed for that
center.

Books and writing supplies are arranged throughout the

room, but there is also a centralized location for these materials so
that children know where they can go to get materials if what they
want is not in the particular area where they are working.

For
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example, the drama area is usually set up with a theme that is
parallel to what we are studying, and literary props such as paper
and writing utensils are available whenever appropriate.

For

instance, when the drama area was set up as a pet store, we had sign
holders, paper, and markers for the signs. There were books about
pets for researching, browsing, and purchasing.

There were also

note pads to be used for receipts, labeling, or whatever children
were compelled to use them for.

Even though these materials were

available within a center, Joey went to another basket in the front
of the room that he knew contained a book about bunnies, so that he
could try to sell it to a customer in the pet store who wished to
purchase a bunny. Danny also left the area when he wanted fine
point markers rather than the broad tip markers that were there to
make a sign for one of the animal cages.
The only supplies that are in a closed closet are colored
construction paper and large (18" X 36") painting paper.

The

painting paper has to be in a cupboard because none of our shelves
are wide enough to hold the paper. The children know where this
paper is, however, and they are welcome to use it whenever they
choose.

The colored construction paper is in a closet so that it can

be monitored.

There are small pieces available at the art center, but
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I reserve the large pieces, because of their expense, for special
projects.

Children know this Is available to them If they are

working on a special project, and they don't hesitate to ask If they
feel they need It.

Students who make birthday cards for a family

member or a class member almost always will ask for permission to
use a large sheet of construction paper.

Scissors, glue, paint, scrap

paper, and other art materials are in a centralized location on the
art shelf near the sink.

In addition, this shelf contains baskets of

yarn, fabric scraps, and other recycled materials for use in
constructing art.
year.

The miscellaneous Items change throughout the

When I notice that materials are getting low, or when a child

points this out to me, I add new materials, but It is not uncommon
for a child to add supplies to this area as well.

Frequent donations

from the students include stickers, left over crepe paper or
wrapping paper from a birthday party, and recycled materials such
as egg cartons and toilet paper rolls. Earlier in the year, I added a
notation to the our weekly classroom newsletter asking for scraps,
etc. and several students regularly donated items to the class.
Books are on display and in baskets throughout the room. Our
classroom library Is well stocked with books at a range of
readability levels, and on many topics. The round book rack contains

baskets labeled with the first letter of the author's last name.
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For

example, books by Jan Brett are in a basket with a "B' on it. Books
by Eric Carle are contained in a basket with a "C" on it.

The letter

that the author's last name starts with is also written with a
permanent marker on the upper right hand corner of all books that
belong on this spinning rack.

This enables children to identify the

correct basket that the book goes in even though they may not be
able to read the author's name, or know which word on the cover is
the author's last name as opposed to the title or the illustrator's
name. There is a display bookshelf by the computers (near the drama
area), and there are baskets of books focusing on our theme study at
the front of the room or in the drama area depending on the focus of
the drama area. Big books are also displayed on the big book stand,
and in a storage unit directly behind the big book stand.
Chances to Environment
Perhaps the primary reason I labor so much over the physical
arrangement of the room is that once the year starts, I don't like to
rearrange unless necessary.

If the arrangement seems effective, I

leave it as is. The year of this research study, I did make one change
halfway through the year, and this came about as a request from
students. They were frustrated by the fact that they worked so hard
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each day building with blocks, and then when it was clean up time,
they had to stack all the blocks back on the shelf. The space where
they were building was also our meeting area, so there was no room
to leave their structures.

I had anticipated that this would be a

problem when I put the blocks in this area, but, at the time, I could
not find an alternative space. The only other area where there was
rug space seemed to be too close to the library area. I was
concerned that the noise of the blocks would disturb the children in
the library/listening corner, but, eventually I went ahead and made
the change.

As I reflected on the library corner, I decided that it

was isolated enough by the bookshelves, and so I moved the blocks.
No one in the library/listening center ever complained that it was
too noisy.

Actually the only objections from this move came from

children who were playing with the blocks.

They complained that

the children in the listening area had the tape recorder too loud.
Mandated Curriculum
My school district recently adopted a new core curriculum.
The goal of the district is to create a profile of what the twentyfirst century graduate will look like.
aligned with the state curriculum.

The new district curriculum is

Each content area is listed

separately along with strands for each of these content areas.

The
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state's Performance Objectives are listed after each subject area.
The strands include the competencies or skills and processes for
that particular content area.

Then, next to this information, there

are benchmarks of skills and knowledge that children are expected
to have accomplished at the completion of their level.

The

curriculum is not broken down by grade levels, rather it is separated
into three elementary levels, one middle school level, and one high
school level.

For elementary school, the readiness level is for

kindergarten, the foundations level is for grades one to three, and
the essentials level Is for grades four and five.
In addition to this curriculum guide, the school district has
provided a handbook for kindergarten teachers.

It is called a

K.l.T.E.S. Handbook (Kindergarten Instructional Team for Educational
Support) and was developed by and for teachers to offer support as
our kindergartens were being transformed from half day to full day
programs.

It is intended to aid in the implementation of the district

curriculum by incorporating current research and knowledge of
teaching practices, child development and learning processes.
While I find this handbook to be an excellent resource,
especially for teachers who are new to kindergarten, I also find it
interesting that there are descriptions of constructivism and
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behaviorism, and the two are even compared, but there is no
statement as to which of these views of learning are adopted by the
district.

One could infer from the information within the handbook

that the constructivist approach is the preferred method, but this is
never stated. Instead one has to make an inference from the
information contained in the handbook.
In terms of planning, there is a section on brain connpatible
learning, and it is suggested that the teacher plan lessons by
utilizing the seven ways of learning.

This section is followed by

sample lesson plans. One of these samples contains a time block
called "self selection."

Initially, I interpreted this as the time of

day when children have the freedom to make their own choices as to
what they will engage in (the time of day that I call "free choice"),
however, there is a section following the sample schedule entitled
"Self-Selection."

This section starts with the following statement,

"During self-selection the teacher may direct an activity, join
children in their activities, or work with an individual child"
(K.l.T.E.S. Handbook).

Another section stresses the importance of an

"Independent Practice Time:"
Personal reading, personal writing, and independent practice
are specifically scheduled so the children can try out the skills
they have seen modeled. Whole language teachers have been
quick to realize the importance of modeling, but many have not
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as readily recognized the need to give children the opportunity
to take control of their own reading and writing processes. We
want to stress the importance of this aspect of our program
(K.l.T.E.S. Handbook).
These are the closest statements related to allowing children
the opportunity to make their own choices, yet it is still not clear
whether it is expected that the children make their own choices in
the independent practice times, or whether the teacher decides on
the activities for the children.
Looking beyond free choice to general "play," the only place
where there is mention of play as part of the daily planning is in
relation to Outdoor Play.

I, along with two former colleagues, Jan

Ochoa and Becky Castrillo, wrote this section of the handbook, thus
we stressed the importance of play in the development of the young
child. We gave a rationale as well as many suggestions for how to
implement Outdoor Play into the curriculum.
I find it interesting that the handbook gives many suggestions
for balanced literacy components as part of planning.

To me, many

of these activities seem more appropriate for first grade, and
ironically, there is an article included in the Literacy section of the
handbook called "Literacy Development and Pre-First Grade"

This

article was written by the Early Childhood and Literacy Development

Committee of the International Reading Association (May, 1986).
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In

this article, there is a list of concerns related to literacy
instruction in pre-first grade classes.

Some of the concerns include:

1. Many pre-first grade children are subjected to rigid, formal
prereading programs with inappropriate expectations. . . .
2. Little attention is given to individual development or
individual learning styles.
3. The pressures of accelerated programs do not allow children
to be risk-takers. . . .
4. Too much attention is focused upon isolated skill
development or abstract parts of the reading process. . . .
5. Too little attention is placed upon reading for pleasure. . . .
6. Decisions related to reading programs are often based on
political and economic considerations rather than on
knowledge of how young children learn.
7. The pressures to achieve high scores on standardized tests
that frequently are not appropriate for the kindergarten
child has resulted in changes in the content of programs. . . .
(Young Children, 1986, p. 11).
These concerns are followed with concrete recommendations
about what is developmentally appropriate for a pre-first grade
program.

The recommendations focus on using children's prior

knowledge of reading, writing, and oral language in order to help
children feel successful in their early attempts with literacy.

The

notion of developmentally appropriate practices is highlighted, but
once again there is no emphasis placed on children's ability to make
their own choices, or the necessity of allowing children the
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opportunity to make independent choices.
Curriculum Based on Inquiry
Students in my classroom are active participants in designing
an inquiry based curriculum.

Paulo Freire (1985) stresses the

importance of students being problem posers rather than merely
problem solvers.

If students are to be problem posers, the teacher

can not predetermine what students will learn from a unit of study.
Instead, the children need to be active participants in this process.
In my classroom, we negotiate the themes in discussion groups, but I
also listen carefully to their talk throughout the day, so that I can
lead them into a focus study based on their interests. Pat Shannon
(1993) describes the necessity for a system of democracy in which
children are part of the decision making that goes on in the
classroom, rather than just being given a choice of options already
determined by the teacher.
Inquiry should not be viewed as an alternative to theme
studies or units.

It is not a methodology, rather, it is a philosophy

that permeates everything that takes place in the classroom (Short
& Harste, 1996). Short and Harste (1996) go on to say:
As we looked at young children, we were impressed with their
lives as inquirers. They live in a constant state of curiosity
and learning. For them, inquiry comes from exploring and being
interested in the world. Through their active explorations of
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their world, tensions arise and they ask questions about
aspects of the world that puzzle them. They then
systematically investigate those questions or tensions and
create new understanding, new questions, and issues that they
want to explore further (p.257).
In previous work with a collaborative research group I
discovered that I had been viewing inquiry too narrowly.

Other

teachers talked about how their students formed small inquiry
groups where students were developing questions, and working
together in these small groups to go through the inquiry process.

I

could not conceptualize a way for kindergartners to do this.
Eventually, however, I found that kindergartners could go through
this process; it just doesn't look the same.

To start with, most of

the inquiries that have taken place in my kindergarten classrooms
have been with the entire group, and with regards to children's
independent play rather than small groups.

"While older children

form groups and use a variety of references to investigate their
questions systematically, young children 'play' their way into
understanding" (Laird, 1996, p. 151).
Utilizino a Broad Concept
A key to inquiry is that curricular engagements are linked with
one another so that students have the opportunity to see beyond the
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individual units of study.

In my classroom, a broad concept was

determined before the children arrived in the classroom.

The

purpose of the broad concept is to provide a structure for the entire
year's themes, focus studies, topics, and ideas.

"By starting the

year with the broad concept, we were not determining the topics of
study, but we did provide a focus from which the class could begin
exploring together" (Short et al.,1996, p. 20).

The broad concept

keeps the focus studies from becoming unrelated or isolated units.
Instead, the different units are connected to one another naturally.
The broad concept I selected for the year of this study was
"Change." I chose this concept because it is one that can encompass
a wide range of themes or topics.

Secondly, all of the required

kindergarten curriculum could be connected to this concept.

Finally,

I chose change because of my experience with kindergarten students.
The previous year, I had chosen "Cycles" as the broad concept, and
from this as well as other previous concepts used, I am aware that
kindergarten students are intrigued with life cycles.

For many of

them, the notion of a human being starting as a baby, becoming a
child, and then becoming an adult who has another baby is a concept
which children, especially kindergarten children, find intriguing.
On the first day of school, I explained to the children that
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"Change" would be the concept that we would study throughout the
whole year. I told them that there were some areas of our
classroom that might change as the year progressed, and other areas
of the room that may not ever change. I invited children to wander
around the room to explore what they thought may or may not change.
After several minutes, I invited the children back to the rug area,
and we made a chart of things that may or may not change (See
figure 3.2).
Things that may change
plants
calendar
toilet paper
soap
paper towels
sponge by sink

Things that may not change
cubbies
markers
crayons
paper
blocks
games
kids
clock
paint
math tubs
chalk boards

scissors
windows
teacher
door
bathroom
computers
couch
books
ABC's

Figure 3.2. Chart of things in our classroom that may or may not
change.
An interesting discussion ensued because there was a lot of
disagreement about whether certain things would change.

Almost

every object in the room could be negotiated as to whether or not it
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would change. Thus, we started a new column in the middle of our
chart as a place to record those things which may or may not change.
For example, Farah said that crayons and markers may not change,
but Joey said they would change places when they were being used.
Eddy pointed out that, "Sometimes crayons break or get flat, and
markers get squishy or they dry out and don't work. That is a
change."
Karrisa said that the plants would change when they get
bigger, and Shawna said that they would change if they die.

In this

brief engagement, students were already realizing the vast options
that could go along with the theme of change. No one brought up the
notion of furniture being changed or rearranged, but I did explain my
vision of the housekeeping area (described later in this chapter)
being "changed" to go along with whatever we were studying.

Most

of the children, did not understand what I meant, and I put off this
part of the discussion for a few more weeks.
Negotiated Curriculum
Cook (1992) defines negotiation in education as the same as
negotiation in politics or industry where "the result of negotiation
may come to a meshing of mind, and interlocking of intentions, an
agreement about means and ends. . . . The focus is on bringing about
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the best possible learning for the learners (p.15).
Boomer (1992) says that in order for students to be interested
in what they are learning, they need to have a personal commitment
to it. This stems from an invitation to contribute to and modify the
educational program.

In this way students will have a genuine

investment in their learning process and outcomes.
As I stated earlier, students have an active role in developing
the curriculum in my classroom.

For example, in December, after we

finished a focus study on zoo animals, the children were working in
their writing notebooks, and I was seated at a table with one group
of children, observing and chatting with them as they worked.
Michael and Breven began talking about the kind of zoo animal they
would like to have as a pet. I imagine that this may have been
initiated by the fact that our local zoo has recently finished an
addition which includes several new species.

We took a field trip

there, and the group of students I chaperoned were particularly
fascinated by the jaguars (which was one of the new exhibits).

The

jaguars' exhibit contains lots of rocks and tree stumps that the boys
found appealing for climbing. When we were at the zoo, Michael
commented that he would like his backyard to look like this, and the
others in the group agreed that this domain would make an exciting
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play area. Back at school, a few days later, when the children were
writing, this discussion came up again, and three boys began
discussing whether they would want to have the jaguars as pets in
their backyards.

While they found the animals fascinating and

beautiful to watch, they came to the realization that they probably
would not make very good pets.
When students had finished writing and sharing, and we were
meeting as a group on the rug, I brought up the issue again. I asked
the students which zoo animals they thought would make good pets.
Laura said that she would like to have a monkey, and many others
agreed that a monkey would be a good pet. As our discussion
continued, I suggested that we continue our study on animals, but to
focus it more toward animals that might make good pets.
with an almost unanimous, "Yaagh!" (affirmative).

I was met

In this example, I

did not offer the children the choice of learning about pets or some
other unit, i offered pets as a focus study because it was an area
that I knew, from my observations, children were interested in
pursuing.

The themes we study come from class discussions,

observations of children's interests, or a combination of the two.
Because of my observations, I was rather confident that the
children would agree to the focus I was suggesting, but I think it is
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important to be willing to abandon an idea for a focus study if the
children are not interested in pursuing it.

In a chapter I wrote for

Learning through Inquiry: From Columbus to Integrated Curriculum
(Short, et al, 1996) I describe such an event. I had decided that we
were finished with a focus study on family, and I tried to push the
children into a text set on greed. As part of a collaborative group, I
had spent many hours developing lessons and text sets from
planning-to-plan sessions, and I wanted to start using the materials
that had been planned and even purchased. Through listening to my
students and reflecting on their literature discussions, I came to
realize that my students were not interested in the teacher-imposed
study, rather they were still interested in pursuing our study of self
and family.

The collaborative teacher research group that I was

involved in encouraged me to return to students' inquiries and
abandon the greed text set. I have added this brief vignette because
it represents the initiation of my willingness to listen to children's
interests and motivations, and to trust them in their desire to
pursue these interests and motivations.

This represents the type of

democracy that I am continually striving for in my classroom.
Once the focus of a study is decided, the questions to be
pursued come from the children, not from the teacher.

Schroeder
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(1997) points out that allowing for a negotiated curriculum is
sometimes difficult for teachers.

It requires that teachers "develop

a trust in their students as learners and contributors" (p. 283).
Crawford (1996) points out that negotiated curriculum is necessary,
however, because "students find a sense of ownership in the work
they do by negotiating the curriculum" (p. 43). Boomer (1992)
contends that "once teachers act upon the belief that students
should share with them a commitment to the curriculum ,
negotiation will follow naturally" (p.14).
This dissertation study does not focus on the issue of
negotiated curriculum, but this example makes it clear that my
students have input into the curriculum.
In the following sections, I describe the daily schedule (see
Figure 3.3), as well as the kinds of engagements that take place
throughout the day.
blocks of time.

My daily schedule is arranged into flexible

While there are separate time blocks for different

subject areas, each of the subject areas is integrated into the focus
study.

After the daily schedule, I describe a typical day in my

classroom.
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Daily

Schedule

7:55

Opening:

8:20-9:40

Centers — (Usually about 8:20 - 8:40)*
^Followed by "Free Choice" which is is
the time of day this study focuses on)

9:40-9:55

Snack/Recess

9:55-10:15

Reading Block

10:15-10:45

Writing Block

10:45-11:15

Math

11:20-12:00

Lunch

12:00-12:30

Rest

12:30-12:50

Group

12:50-1:45

Outdoor Play or Fine Arts

1:45-2:00

Shared

2:05

Dismissal

Block

Time/

Music

Appreciation

Time

Writing of

Daily

News

** We have no specialists for music, art or physical education.
These subjects are integrated into my daily schedule. Students do
visit the library and the computer lab weekly. I am responsible for
the lessons in the computer lab.
Figure 3.3. Sample of daily schedule.
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Opening. In the morning when students come into the room,
they check their backpacks first to see if they have any notes,
homework, lunch money etc. which need to be turned in to me. They
put their personal belongings in their cubbies. They turn over their
name cards on the attendance chart, and put in their "lunch stick"
for whether they are having a school lunch or a lunch from home.
The name cards have the student's names written in a different
color on each side of the card. The lunch sticks are tongue
depressors that are colored red on one side for "hot" or school lunch,
and blue on the other side for "cold" or lunch from home.

Students

place the stick with the appropriate side up in the pocket chart in
front of their name card. Because the pockets on the chart are clear,
the stick is visible. Next, they come to the rug and sit down. When
everyone is ready, we begin Headline News (Fisher, 1991).

During

Headline News, each students has the opportunity to share one quick
story similar to a news headline.

Students look forward to this

time, and most have something to share everyday.

Young children

always seem to have these burning issues (at least burning in their
minds) that they "need" to share.
demonstrate short headlines.

At the beginning of the year, I

I explained to the children that they

could say, "My dog had five puppies last night," but the details of the
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birth, and what the puppies looked like can be saved to share with
me or friends later. The helper of the day is chosen from the names
that hang on the ring on the chalkboard. I call out the letters in the
helper's name as a cheer, and the other children repeat. For example
a cheer done for a child named Joe would be. "Give me a 'J.'"
Students call back the letter after I say it. Give me an 'o.'"
an 'e.'

What's that spell?"

Give me

At this point they generally shout the

helper's name back to me, and the helper comes up to the front of the
class. The helper does attendance and lunch count. In doing
attendance, the helper points to the name cards that have not been
turned over. Others help to read the names of those who are absent.
Then, the helper leads the class through the Pledge of Allegiance,
and chooses the patriotic song that will be sung to complete our
opening meeting.
Centers. When the opening is completed, I review the center
activities that are available, and then I use the chooser cup to
decide who gets to go to their center first.

Using the technique

described earlier in this chapter, students take a colored stick from
the table they have chosen to work at, and they put the stick in the
pocket with their name on it in the pocket chart.

When students

complete their work, they move to free choice time which is
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explained in more detail later in this chapter.
Recess.

After free choice, students take a short break for

snack and recess outside.

A few times a week, I offer math snacks,

which the children or I donate to the class.

Typically math snacks

are small items like peanuts, goldfish, or pretzels.

I try to avoid

candy, but sometimes students bring things like candy hearts near
Valentine's Day. Before we go outside, I announce the number of
snacks they may have.

When we get outside, students who wish to

participate in math snacks line up.

When it is their turn, they tell

me how many snacks to put in each hand so that the combined total
will be the number I announced. Later in year, I ask them to also tell
me the "number sentence" that goes along with the number they are
requesting. For example, I might announce that they may have six
goldfish.
other.

A child might say, "I want four in this hand, and two in the

Later in the year, they will say that, and then they would say,

"4 + 2 = 6."
Read Aloud. When we return to the room, students engage in
read aloud and shared reading daily.

Some days students participate

in guided reading or independent reading.
Writing Block.

Often we engage in a short shared writing

activity so that I can demonstrate a specific writing strategy.
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Sometimes students engage in writing in their writing notebooks
which are used in a similar format to journals.
their own topics, and they draw and/or write.

Students select
Other times we may

work on a class book or some other writing activity.

At the end of

the writing block, time is saved for individual or groups of children
to share what they have written.
Math Block.

During math time, students have the opportunity

to use manipulatives. I sometimes do a directed lesson, but, more
often, students will play a game with a partner or a small group.
The purpose of the games is to reinforce the math concepts that
students are learning.

After math, we usually have time for a story

or songs as students wash hands and get ready for lunch.
Lunch and Rest Time. When students return from lunch, they
get towels from their cubbies, and all students lie down to rest.
During rest time, I play a variety of types of music, and after rest
time, we often discuss the type of music that the children were
listening to.
Group Activity.
activity.

Finally, the students engage in a short group

These group activities may include class discussions,

another read aloud story, literature discussions, partner reading, or
music.
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Outdoor Plav.

If the weather permits, we usually go outside

for Outdoor Play. Outdoor Play is more than recess.

The activities

are related to the focus study in which we are engaged.

Different

activities are set up, and children are free to chose from the
activities that are offered or they can make up their own.
no requirements for what has to be done.

There are

Examples of activities

that are included with a focus study on the farm include dried corn
or wheat in the sand/water table with an assortment of containers,
measuring cups and spoons, and funnels. There is a matate to grind
the corn or wheat. Stick horse relay races are set up in the grass. A
rug area contains Linclon Logs and large farm animals so that
children can create farms, rodeos, or ranches.

A large sheet of

butcher paper is hanging on the side of our shed, and students work
cooperatively on painting a farm mural.

Farm animal sand molds are

Included with the other sand toys.
If weather does not permit outdoor activity, then we do fine
arts, or children will have an additional free choice time.
Closing. The day ends with daily news. The helper of the day
gets to dictate what he/she did throughout the day.

We all repeat

the sentence together twice, counting the number of words in the
sentence. Then, I write the sentence on a piece of chart paper one
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word at a time. I demonstrate how to elongate a word before
writing it, to help students to hear the sounds in the word.

I elicit

help from students in counting syllables for long words, and in
voicing the sounds that they hear.

I write in conventional spelling,

pointing out when a word does not look like it sounds. When the
daily news is complete, students gather their things, and we all
walk out together at dismissal time.
The previous descriptions are typical for Monday through
Thursday. In addition, students have a scheduled library and
computer time once a week, and a counseling session once a month,
thus our schedule changes slightly to accommodate these classes.
The librarian teaches the lessons in the library, and the school
counselor facilitates the counseling session, however, I am
responsible for the lessons in the computer lab.

Fridays usually

reflect a different schedule as that day is usually reserved for
cooking activities and sharing.

Appendix B shows a sample of my

weekly lesson plan framework.
Free Choice Time
This study examines the events In which children self-select
the activities they engage in.

Individual student inquiry is often

implemented during free choice time.

Students generally have at
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least 40 minutes, and sometimes up to 75 minutes for free choice,
depending on how long it takes them to complete their center work.
In my classroom, children are encouraged to make their own
choices.

I expect children to share the responsibility for their

learning. This does not mean that I am not actively engaged, or that
I don't have teacher directed lessons.

There are times when these

types of lessons are appropriate, but they are not the primary type
of instruction.
exploration.
inquiries.

Young children need the opportunity for hands-on

They need to explore so that they can pursue their own

Free choice time offers such an opportunity.

During free choice time, students basically have free reign of
the room.

I don't want to paint a picture of a chaotic situation

where there is a "free for all," because that certainly is not the
case.

A great deal of time is spent discussing behaviors that are or

are not appropriate during free choice.

During free choice time,

there are no requirements for areas that students must visit or
activities they must complete.

Instead they generate their own

activities from their own interests.
or offer suggestions for engagements.

I often demonstrate activities
At the end of free choice

time, we also come together, briefly, before recess, to offer
students the opportunity to share with others what they engaged in
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during their free choice time.
In addition to the center activities that are set up in the room,
there are additional areas that include: the painting area, art
materials, blocks, math manipulatives, games, chalkboards, dry
erase boards, a variety of writing supplies, the library corner, and
the sociodramatic play area (known to the children as the drama
area).
Sometimes children choose to repeat a particular center
activity.

More often than not, the centers that are repeated are the

art and science centers, but there were others that became favorites
as well.

An example of a science center that was repeated was one

in which students were exploring primary and secondary colors.
They used watercolor markers and drew designs on coffee filters.
They then folded them, and dipped the tip into a cup of water. The
water soaked slowly into the entire filter, and then when the filter
was opened the students could see how the marker colors separated
(for example green separated into blue and yellow, but red did not
separate into other colors).

I believe that this particular center was

repeated more than any other all year. Eddy was one student who
engaged in this activity every day for a week.

He kept a running

total of the number of designs he had made. At last count he had
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made 19 designs. We went through an entire box that contained 150
filters.

Eddy was disappointed when we ran out.

I suggested that

students who wished to continue this project bring filters from
home.

About a week later, Alicia did bring another box of coffee

filters, and the day she brought them, she, Eddy, Joey, and Shawna
made a few more, but then they cleaned up and went to other areas
of the room.

The coffee filters remained out on the art supply shelf

for another week, untouched.

Eventually, I put them in a closet.

It is

hard to say whether the week long intermission influenced the
interest in this project or whether Eddy had finally achieved
satisfaction.
Art Materials.

Other art activities that children frequently

engage in involve painting.

An easel is set up behind my desk with

several containers of different colored washable paint.

The

watercolor paints, brushes, and cups are stored under the sink, and
students get those whenever they want to use them.
shelf has a variety of art materials.

The art supply

There is playdough with rolling

pins and cookie cutters (which are often changed to match the focus
studies or seasons.

There are scissors (including the type with

textured edges), white glue, glue sticks, markers, old magazines and
newspapers, and baskets of collage or construction materials

including popsicle sticks, yarn, and scraps of
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fabric, construction

paper, and wrapping paper, as well as itenns that students brought
from home.
shelf.

Alison brought several coloring books to add to our art

While I wasn't really excited about kids coloring in coloring

books, I did not discourage her from placing them on the art shelf. I
was pleased, however, that she was the only child who chose to use
them, and I only observed her coloring twice.

She tried to enlist

Alicia and Dallisa to join her, but Alicia told her that she colors all
the time at home, and didn't want to color at school.

Dallisa

concurred.
Building Blocks. The block area contains a classroom set of
commercially bought large wooden blocks in a variety of shapes.
Most are rectangles, but there are also a few triangles and several
cylinders.

A rubber stamp company that was going out of business

donated several small wooden blocks that would have been used to
mount the rubber stamps. We have several hundred of these in a
large plastic bin.

It is heavy enough that it usually took two

children to move it if they wished it to be in a different area.
Duplos are also included in the block area. The math manipulatives
are not housed directly with the blocks, but they are often used
together with the blocks.

Many of our math manipulatives are stored
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on a shelf with small cubbies just the right size for dish tubs full of
manipulatives. Each tub is labeled with the name of the type of
blocks contained and a picture as well which facilitated clean-up.
Manipulatives include unifix cubes (small cubes that hook together
in a linear fashion), locking cubes (small cubes that can be linked on
any side of the block)

pattern blocks (small wooden blocks in the

shape of hexagons, triangles, trapezoids, squares, diamonds, and
rhombuses), color tiles (one inch wooden tiles in several colors), and
cuisenaire rods (wooden rods of differing lengths, each length is the
same color).

Other building materials include Linclon Logs, and a

wooden train and track.
Materials for Sortinc. Another shelf, opposite the math tubs,
is dedicated to "sorting bins."

When I initiated their use, it was

typically for sorting or counting, however students use them In
these ways as well as for props for some kind of building or
dramatizing.

Each collection is stored in a clear plastic shoe box,

and labeled with the name and a picture. Many of the manipulatives
in these bins were donated by students In the class, while others
were objects that I purchased or saved from collections of years
past.

Some of the purchased items Include several types of small

plastic animals or miniature plastic cars and airplanes.

However,
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most others were considered our "junk collections" containing such
items as, nuts and bolts, buttons, beads, coins, keys, spoons, cards,
and kitchen gadgets.
Games and Puzzles. The games and puzzles are contained on
the same shelf. Some of the games are board games such as Chutes
and Ladders, Candyland,and Pie Face. There are also memory games,
bingo games, and card games. The puzzles are mostly the cardboard
type, but we do have a few boxed floor puzzles as well.
Chalk and Dry Erase Boards. The chalkboards are not small
individual ones, rather they were the large classroom boards that
were mounted to the wall.

There is one at the front of the room, and

one in the drama area. The one at the front of the room is always
available, however the availability of the one in the drama area
depends upon the setting there.
posters or pictures.

Sometimes it is covered with

Colored chalk as well as white and yellow chalk

are in a basket on the chalkboard ledge. The dry erase boards are
individual lap boards.

These are stored on the writing materials

shelf along with containers of dry erase markers (in red, green, blue
and black) and sponges for erasing the boards.
Writing Materials.

The writing materials shelf also has a

variety of other materials including many different kinds of pens,
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fine point markers, and colored pencils (see Figure 3.1). Regular
pencils and erasers are stored along with crayons in caddies on each
of the center tables. There are book making supplies such as
staplers, staple removers, hole punchers, and tape.

Word cards with

words and phrases that students asked me to spell for cards notes
and letters (such as "Happy Birthday" or "Dear" and "From") are
included here.
Students' names are also written on word cards and attached
to a metal ring.

A basket of stickers is utilized as postage stamps

for notes or letters that are put in envelopes.

Occasionally, rubber

stamps and stamp pads that relate to our focus study are included.
Paper and envelopes are stored on a separate shelf. Both are of a
variety of types, sizes, and colors.
Reading Materials.

The library corner contains multitudes of

books of many genres that are both fiction and nonfiction.

Most of

the paperback books are stored on a spinning rack in plastic baskets.
The baskets and the books are labeled with the letter that the
author's last name starts with to assist students in replacing the
books so that a particular book could be found when it is desired.
Two other book shelves contain books in a random order. An
additional display bookshelf is by the computers and it holds books
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which support our focus study. Other books that support the focus
study or held favorite books are contained in large plastic baskets
on the rug near our group meeting area. Further sources of reading
include big books, some of which are stored on the big book holder,
and some of which are stored in a compartment made for them
behind the holder and charts with nursery rhymes, poems, and songs.
Multifarious Engagements. I have tried to give details of the
multifarious engagements that students choose from during their
free choice time.

Basically, I provided the materials (which is

certainly not all inclusive), but as stated earlier, the students
choose how to utilize the materials.

Sometimes their engagements

relate to their personal inquiries, and other times their choices
reflect our focus study.

When the focus study was farm, I noticed

that several children chose to engage in activities throughout the
room that related to this study.

Children built corrals out of the

large wooden blocks, and placed the large plastic farm animals
there.

They used the smaller plastic farm animals for counting and

sorting. They designed farm scenes on a computer program called
The Playroom.

A few utilized the props from an earlier drama

experience to reenact the story, Mrs. Wishv Washv (Cowley, 1987).
Children sat together looking at books on farm animals.

Still others
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were observed drawing pigs and other farm animals.
While all this was going on, however, other students chose to
pursue their own inquiries. For example, Michael, Benny, and Mark
were fascinated with making paper airplanes.

They each were

making several planes a day (I had to tell them that they were
welcome to make as many planes as they wished, but they needed to
use paper from our scrap paper basket rather than new sheets of
white paper).

At first, the interest was more on the process of

folding the paper to make the planes, but eventually they decided to
try flying the planes in the room.

Again, I intervened.

I told them

they would have to wait until recess or Outdoor Play in order to test
the flight of their planes.
I did offer demonstrations and invitations for activities that
children could participate in during their free choice time.

For

example, I showed some new stationary that has been added to the
paper shelf, or I suggested an activity to go along with particular
objects on the art materials shelf.

One day, we brainstormed ideas

for role playing in the sociodramatic area (or the "drama area", as
the children called it) to help alleviate a problem with a group of
boys who daily wanted to be babies whose sole purpose seemed to be
destructive.
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Inviting Literacy Through Drama.

The sociodramatic area

began as a home or housekeeping setting, and the children called It
the "home center."

I initiated calling it the drama area, because I

knew that eventually we would change this setting, and I wanted the
area to have a name that would not change, one that could be used to
describe this area of the room, no matter what the activity within
the area.

I explained that drama is another name for acting, and that

when we play in this area, we are acting. During the first week of
school we dramatized a few nursery rhymes such as "Jack Be
Nimble" and "Humpty Dumpty" so that children would have a better
understanding of what I meant by acting and drama. For "Jack Be
Nimble," the children lined up, and we said the nursery rhyme,
substituting each child's name for Jack, as they jumped over a
candlestick that had been set on the rug. This gave the children the
opportunity to experience dramatizing, and it also served as a way
of learning one another's names.

For "Humpty Dumpty," one child

was chosen as Humpty Dumpty, and that child sat on a table which
served as our wall. The rest of the children decided whether they
wanted to be one of the king's horses, or one of the king's men, who
try to put Humpty Dumpty back together again.

At this point, we

also discussed the fact that when they are engaging in drama, they
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can act as a male or female; they don't have to take on a role that is
the child's gender.
In doing drama, I want children to understand that this is an
opportunity to act the same or differently than they normally do.

I

have found that explaining this early in the year helps children to be
more accepting in all of the drama we do.

We frequently reenact

stories that have been read aloud, and this is one kind of drama, but
children in the drama area engage in another type of drama. In the
drama area, children negotiate roles such as who will be mom, dad,
baby, etc., and then they have to work together to invent a situation,
whereas in the reenactments of stories, the situation has already
been established.

For example, children playing in a drama area that

is set up as a home or housekeeping area can decide that the daddy is
cooking dinner, and the mommy is coming home from work or vice
versa.

As each event unfolds, the children continually have to

negotiate how they will continue the role playing.
I encourage many types of drama because it increases oral
language, and it enables children to see beyond their own
perspectives.

Young children are egocentric, but, drama, or role

playing, puts them in a situation where they have the opportunity to
take a different outlook.
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As previously stated, the drama area started as a housekeeping
area equipped with a toy stove, refrigerator, sink, and cabinet.
After several weeks of utilizing the drama area as a housekeeping
area, the children generated a list of possibilities for changing our
drama area (See figure 3.4).
Parts of a House
living room
bedroom
playhouse
backyard
School
Hospital
Bookstore
Beach
Pet store
Deli
Merrill Lynch Office
Aquarium
Store
grocery store
Circle K
drug store

Figure 3.4.

Restaurant
Movie Theater
Fort
Playground
Woods
Doubletree Hotel
Veterinary clinic
Airport
Zoo
Daycare
Hamburger stand
Office
Ice cream store
Bank
Gym
Bakery

List of possibilities for our drama area.

Focus Studies
Figure 3.5 depicts the focus studies for the school year in
which this study took place, and some of the curricular engagements
that corresponded to each study.
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Self
Opinion Graphs
Abilities and Disabilities
Names
Five Senses
Healthy Bodies
Field Trip to Grocery Store
Nutrition
Text Set Hospitals
Food Groups
Zoo Animals
Habitats
Field Trip to the zoo
The Lion and the Red Bird
Zoo Keeper Text Set
(Color Mixing)
Movement: Animal Actions
Pets
Students brought pets to visit
Field Trip to a pet store
Caring for pets
Text Set- unusual pets
Discuss Millions of Cats
Farm Animals
Guest brought a horse to school
Field Trip to the U of A Farm
Field Trip to the Rodeo
Text Set of Three Little Pias
Dramatize Mrs. Wishv
Food from farm animals
Washv
Dramatize Three Billv
Goats Gruff
Insects
Hatched praying mantis egg sack
Guest entomologist
Watched silkworms moths go
Students collected a variety
through complete
of bugs, and put them
metamorphosis
on display in our classroom
Plants
Observed plant
Planted a variety of seeds
growth
Kept a plant log
Discuss Jack and the Beanstalk
Figure 3.5. Curricular engagements which correlated with focus
studies.

In the midst of the focus study on ourselves, I stressed my
desire to have the drama area reflect what we were studying in our
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classroom, thus one child suggested we set up our drama area as a
hospital.

The other children agreed that this was a logical

suggestion.

Thus, the children generated a list of materials they

thought necessary to stock a play hospital. I recorded and typed
their list and photocopied it so that children could take it home, and
enlist their parents in stocking our hospital.

Karrisa's mom is a

nurse at a local hospital, and not only did she supply a number of
props for our hospital drama area, she invited us to visit the
hospital as a field trip.
Figure 3.6 lists the focus studies for the year, and the
sociodramatic setting that went along with the focus studies.

The

only drama area setting that did not correlate with a focus study
was the "school" setting.

This setting was established between the

students and my student teacher.
discussion.

I was present during this

We were in the middle of a farm unit, and although a few

students wanted to make the drama area into a farm, most thought
that this was not feasible.

Danny suggested making the area into a

school where students could learn whatever they wanted.

We

obtained a few extra desks and chairs from the storage closet at our
school, and proceeded to design a miniature classroom in one corner
of the room.
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It surprised me that children would be so excited about playing
school at school, but the draw to this setting was that the children
wanted to be the teacher. I overheard more than one argument about
which student would get to portray me, and who would get to portray
my student teacher.

Rarely were there any "students" in the drama

area. There were mostly teachers teaching to one another.
prompted an interesting discussion.

This

I explained to the children that

I expected them to be teachers in all areas of the room, not just in
the drama area, and although they were all agreeable about the value
of sharing and helping one another, they still saw this "teacher role"
as very enticing.
however.

This drama setting had the shortest duration,

Once our focus study moved on to insects we discussed

making part of the "play school" into a science area so that children
would have a place to observe the insects that had been brought into
the room. We made one area of the play school a science area, but
soon the insects took over the entire area, and that is when it was
decided that the classroom would be transformed into an insect
science lab.
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Focus

Drama

Study

Area

Self
(Abilities and Disabilities)

Hospital

Healthy Bodies
(Food Groups)

Grocery Store

Zoo Animals
Pets

Pet Store

Farm Animals

School

Insects

Insect Science Lab

Plants

Flower Shop

Figure 3.6.

List of focus studies and related drama areas.

Mv Role Purina Free Choice Time
In the beginning of this study, I tried not to interact with the
children while I was taking field notes during free choice time.

I

thought that it was important to record only literacy learning that
was done independent of adult interaction.

I wanted to be sure that

the activities that the students elected to engage in were their own
choice, without my influence.

I explained to my students that I was

taking notes to help me to learn more about what they already knew,
so that I could help to teach them more.

I offered invitations of
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activities before the free choice time began, but made no effort
during their free choice time to engage children in any specific
activity.

I also explained to them that they were not to disturb me

unless it was absolutely necessary.

I encouraged them to utilize the

"Ask three [peers] before you ask me" rule.

For the first two and a

half months, I rarely interacted with the children when I was taking
notes, but eventually I realized that I was missing teachable
moments by isolating myself from my students during this time.
For example, at one point when our drama area was set up as a
pet store, I added sign holders and sign making materials as props.
Before the children became engaged in free choice time, I introduced
the sign holders and the materials, and the children brainstormed a
list of possibilities for signs that might be seen in a pet store.
After this brainstorming session, I expected there to be a mad rush
to this area of the room.

I visualized every child wanting to make a

sign, and imagined they would argue over the sign holders. In the
five weeks that the pet store was available, I talked to the kids
about the sign holders and materials at least five times before
children engaged in free choice time, however, only one child elected
to actually make a sign: The Pet Store. This sign was placed in the
front of the pet store, and no matter how many times I said that it
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was okay to re-name the pet store as often as they liked, and that
they could change other signs, they just weren't interested in doing
this.

In retrospect, I think that if I had entered this drama area,

took on the role of a pet store employee, and modeled making a sign,
that might have influenced the children into becoming sign makers
themselves more than my just talking about these materials.

If they

still chose not to participate in this activity, at least I would know
that the lack of participation was not due to a lack of understanding.
I tested this hypothesis a few months later when the drama
area was transformed into a flower shop.

Once again, I brought out

the signs, but this time, rather than discussing them with the class,
I just placed them in the drama area. Then when the children were
playing, I went over to the drama area and pretended to be a new
worker. I told the others that we were going to have a sale on roses
today. I asked Danny how much the roses should cost, and he said,
"250." Thus, I made a sign that said, "Sale Roses 250." The next
day, Dallisa made a sale sign, "oil flawers 250" (All flowers 250).
The following week, someone made a flower arrangement and then
left it there, so I made a card that said, "Happy Birthday" and put it
next to the flowers. Farah saw my card, and decided that we needed
some wedding flowers. She made an arrangement, and then made a
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card that said, "Wding" (Wedding).
In considering my role during this free choice time, I realized
that on one hand I was telling the children not to disturb me, but at
the same time, I interacted with them, and questioned them if I
didn't understand their process, or if I wanted to ask a child what
he/she was working on.

The students seemed reluctant to answer.

At first I thought this strange since this was the only time of the
day when my students showed this reluctance.

It finally dawned on

me, that the children did not understand being asked not to talk to
me, yet I was asking them questions. How could they be expected to
answer me without talking to me?

I am not sure at what point I

made this realization, but it seems that about halfway through the
semester I shifted my role and began engaging more with the
children.
For the most part, I continued to try to focus on my notetaking
during this time, but in the second half of my data collection, I
engaged more with children during their free choice time which was
more typical to how 1 would behave if I weren't "doing research."
For example, a few boys became rather rambunctious with some
insect puppets that had been added to the room during a unit on
insects. Jacob had the bee puppet and he ran around the room
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chasing other students, pretending to sting each person he canrie
close to.

The situation was getting slightly out of hand, so I stepped

in. I turned a table onto its side and explained how the children
could duck behind the table and use it as their puppet stage. I also
took two puppets and modeled how they might talk.

1 suggested they

think about some of the stories we had read, to see if they might
reenact one of those. Mark came up with the idea of copying The
Grouchy Ladybua by Eric Carle. They personalized the story by
changing the animals that the ladybug confronted to those for which
we have puppets.

I feel strongly that my engagement with these

students at this particular time was not only appropriate, but
integral to expanding their use of the puppets as well as increasing
their literacy behaviors.
puppets."

I never said, "Here is how you play with

I merely demonstrated one way that puppets could be

used.
Although I preferred not to, there were times when I had to be
the disciplinarian.

Often, this became necessary when students

were involved in imaginary play that involved some kind of
confrontation between the props.

The confrontations often were

initiated with the props, but then the children would take over and
the dispute became personal (and on a few occasions physical).
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Fighting of any kind is not tolerated in the classroom.
toys are expected to treat one another with kindness.

Even

I explain to

children that they control the actions of their toys, thus they can
decide whether the toys will fight or find another way to solve their
problem.

There are several notations in my field notes of me asking

a child to "make a new choice," when "fighting" took place and was
not rectified after a single warning.

Most times, I could just say,

"Without fighting, how could this problem be solved?"
is the nature of the young child and their play.

Perhaps this

Fighting is not the

focus of this dissertation, thus I do not dwell on evaluating this
situation, but it is important to note that physical fighting among
peers was virtually non-existent, so perhaps all frustrations were
taken out with the toys.

Another aspect of this situation that Is

important to note, even though it is not part of this study is that the
students engaged in a considerable amount of oral language which is
believed to enable literacy.

Rowe (1998) points out:

Through conversation about their play they involved others in
important ways. . . . This pattern supports the hypothesis,
based on semiotic views of language learning and use (Eco,
1982) that social interactions served to help children
construct their personal interpretations in ways that were
shared with others in their interpretive community (p. 27).
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Conclusion
This is a study of young children's explorations of written
language during free choice time. It took place in my kindergarten
classroom.

The 20 students in my classroom are primarily middle

class children of European American heritage.
The curriculum I adhere to is based on inquiry.

It reflects the

curriculum that is mandated by my district but is negotiated with
students through discussions and observations.

Students' interests

and motivations are reflected in the curriculum.
Students in my classroom engage in learning centers.

When

they have completed their assignments at the centers, they have
"free choice time."

This free choice time is the time that is

focused on in this study.

During this time, I often offer invitations

for activities, but students are expected to take the initiative for
their engagements. There is never an assigned task during free
choice time.
In addition to the center activities that are set up in the room,
there are additional areas available for free choice time which
include: the painting area, art materials, blocks, math
manipulatives, games, chalkboards, dry erase boards, a variety of
writing supplies, the library corner, and the sociodramatic play area
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(known to the children as the drama area).
As the teacher and the researcher, my role during free choice
time was primarily to take field notes of the activities that 1
observed children engaged in.

At times I engaged in play with

students in order to demonstrate another possibility for the use of
materials (such as making signs for the dranna area which had been
transformed into a flower shop).
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CHAPTER 4
TYPES OF WRITTEN LANGUAGE;
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
Four questions guide my analysis and interpretation of
children's ability to acquire literacy during free choice time:
1. What are the types of written language that occur in the free
choice engagements of kindergarten students?
2. What are the functions of written language within the free choice
engagements of kindergarten students?
3. How do kindergarten children integrate written language into
their free choice engagements?
4. What knowledge about literacy are kindergarten students
demonstrating/exploring through their free choice engagements?

This chapter addresses the first question.

The second and

third questions are addressed in Chapter Five, and the last question
is addressed in the case studies in Chapter Six.
The data for the analysis and interpretation of students' use
of written literacy through their free choice engagements and play
were collected in my kindergarten classroom during the children's
daily free choice time.

This free choice time is discussed in detail

in Chapter Three of this study.

In analyzing the data, I utilized the

constant comparative method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), thus data

analysis for this study was ongoing.
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As I collected data, I searched

for patterns between concepts in order to develop categories from
the data.

These categories were identified through careful analysis

of the data sources: field notes, checklists, student artifacts, and
transcripts of audio tapes.
This chapter focuses on the types of written language that
occurred with my kindergarten students during free choice
engagements and play (question one). I describe the data and the
analysis techniques that were used to examine the data relevant to
this question.

The types of literacy that were identified are

described with examples of each type.

The chapter concludes with a

discussion of the data.
Types of Written Language
My first research question relates to the types of written
language that occurred during the free choice engagements and play
of my kindergarten students.

In order to evaluate this, I grouped

together all data for each literacy event. I used Dyson's notion of a
literacy event.

According to Dyson (1993), any activity in which a

child utilizes graphic media (print or drawing) can be considered a
literacy event so long as the child perceived the activity as a
"reading" or "writing" event.

In order to determine a child's intent
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for an artifact, I prompted children to describe their artifacts to
me.

I recorded the children's descriptions in my field notes.
In order to group the data for each literacy event, the first

thing I did was to read through my field notes and mark, with a
highlighter pen, any occurrences of writing or reading that I had
recorded. Each occurrence was listed on a separate sheet of paper. I
reread my field notes several more times for two purposes.

First, I

wanted to make tallies of the types of reading and writing events
that I had observed and written about in my field notes.

Secondly, I

wanted to be sure that I had not missed any reading and writing
events.

I used the list on a separate sheet to tally of all the types

of reading and writing that were recorded in my field notes.

Using

this tally list, a new list was developed in which I grouped the types
of writing and reading events that were similar.
Next, I sorted the students' artifacts into the types that were
identified on the tally sheet.

When this sorting was completed, I

made sure each piece was in chronological order, so that I could then
compare the actual artifact with my field notes.

I verified that each

of the artifacts had been recorded in my field notes and on my tally
sheets.

In this process, I identified artifacts that had not been

recorded in my field notes, and added them to my tally list.

The
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reason there were artifacts that had not been recorded in my field
notes was because at the end of each free choice time, I invited
children to share any writing they had done that I had not seen.
About once a day a child brought me a piece of writing that I had not
observed being composed. Although I made an effort to be aware of
all the activities that children engaged in, there were times when I
was involved with taking field notes in one particular area of the
room, and was not able to observe the specific engagements of
another child. In these cases, I made sure the piece had a name and a
date, and I asked the child to tell me about the piece.

If it contained

writing that was not easily decoded, I made a note on a post-it, and
stuck it on the piece.

Table 4.1 shows the types of writing that

were observed in my classroom, and their frequency of occurrence.
Sometimes it was difficult to discern the type of writing for a
particular artifact.

For example, some students stapled several

pages together as a book, but the writing reflected a letter format.
The first page might say Dear Mom and Dad, then the second page
might say, "I love you."

Other times, it appeared as though the text

was written as a story, but then the child would write "To Mom" on
the top or back of the story.

In these cases, I categorized the type

according to the intent of the writer.

With each piece, I always

asked the writer to "tell me about what you have written."
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Children

would usually respond by saying, "I wrote a story," or "I wrote a
note to my mom."
# Writing Events
74
Notes
to family member
to classmates
to teacher
38
Stories
24
Labels
14
Names
12
Signs
10
Chalkboard or Dry Erase Boards
7
Lists
6
Daily News

#
45

18
12
9
6
4

Reading Events
Books
Trade Books
Predictable Books
Classmade books
Names
Notes
Computer Stories
Word Cards
Environmental Print

Table 4.1. Types of Written Language. The number of each type is
displayed before the name of the type.

Harste, Woodward, and Burke (1984) observed that it is
important to note the process of a child's writing because if we only
observe the product, we might not recognize the storiness of a
piece.

For example, a child who draws a horse, and writes, "This is

a horse," may not have the same sense of storiness as a child who
draws a horse without text but reads the piece as "The wild horse
was running through the field looking for the other wild horses."
This example serves to remind us that the product is not enough to

gain an understanding of a child's literacy knowledge.
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In collecting

data, I kept this in mind, and it is for that reason that I asked
children to tell me about what they had written.
If the child merely read or described the piece, or I did not
have the child's explanation of the piece, then I categorized it
according to the type that I thought it most resembled.

This was

most difficult to determine in terms of children's notes to me.
Quite often, children would draw pictures and give them to me.

At

the beginning of school I started the habit of saying, "Please put
your name on it so I know who it is from, and stamp it with the date
so I will remember when you did it." Because it was routine for
children to record their name and the date on each piece they had
composed, students often gave me pictures they had drawn, and at
the top it would say, "To Mrs. Laird" (in a variety of spellings).

As

usual, I asked the child to tell me about what they had drawn or
written, and I only recorded these as notes, if the child said, "1
wrote you a note," or something to that nature which made it clear
that there was a message for me in the drawing that was presented
to me.

If the student proceeded to describe the picture as a piece of

art, but not as piece as writing, then I did not record it as a note to
me.
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This is not to say that I don't consider drawings to be a part of
children's literacy.

I agree with Dyson, (1993) who says.

By literacy, I do not mean sinnply children's handwriting and
spelling. I mean children's use of print to represent their ideas
and to interact with other people. The 'written' texts of 5- and
6-year-olds, are often multimedia affairs, interweavings of
written words, spoken ones and pictures (p. 4).
Friedrich Froebel (cited in Caplan, 1974) was aware of the
interweavings of written words, spoken ones and pictures as well:
The drawing properiy stands between the word and the thing,
shares certain qualities with each of them, and is therefore, so
valuable in the development of the child. The true drawing has
this in common with the thing, that it seeks to represent it in
form and outline; like the word, however, it never is the thing
itself, but only an image of the thing. The word and the
drawing are again cleariy opposed in their nature: for the
drawing is dead, while the word lives; the drawing is visible,
as the word is audible. The word and the drawing, therefore,
belong together inseparable, as light and shadow, night and day,
soul and body do (p.79).
Dyson goes on to point out that only a small part of young
children's multimedia productions will be actual writing.

Again,

however, I only considered the pieces as literacy events if children
perceived their artifact as reading or writing.
In the following section, 1 list each of the types of writing
events that I identified, and I describe how those types were
constructed.

I explain some of the other activities that took place
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in our classroom which may have influenced the composition of the
pieces.

Following the section of writing types, I follow the same

procedure to list and describe the types of reading events that were
observed.
Types of Writing Events
There were eight different types of writing events that were
identified within my data (see Table 4.1).
writing was writing notes.

The most frequent type of

In addition to writing notes, students

also frequently engaged in writing their own stories.

Other types of

writing included the writing of labels, names, signs, writing on
chalkboards or Dry Erase boards, writing lists, and writing daily
news.
Note Writing
Note writing includes the writing of notes, cards, letters, and
any other correspondence that was meant for another person.

To

simplify my reference to this type, however, I refer to all artifacts
in this category as "notes."
Owocki (1998) points out that letter writing is a genre that
many children are familiar with, and through writing letters,
children begin to understand principles of writing that can be
generalized into the exploration of other genres.

Furthermore, letter
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writing provides an opportunity to explore a variety of functions of
literacy. (Functions of literacy will be described in Chapter 5.)
The materials for notes and letters were readily available on
the writing materials shelf.

All year, there were various sized

papers in assorted shapes and colors. There were fat and skinny
markers, as well as pencils, colored pencils, and several different
kinds of pens.

A friend's mother works at a local Hallmark store,

and the store has been very generous in donating their extra
envelopes, so there was always an assortment of sizes and colors of
envelopes as well.

Any lick-and-stick sticker served as the postage

stamp. When Easter Seals came in the mail, I asked parents to
donate them to the class, as they made good pretend postage stamps.
Stationery, usually of a seasonal design, photocopied in a variety of
colors, was available as well.

Often, especially in the beginning of

the year, children wanted to use the stationery as a coloring sheet.
Because of the expense, and the limit of photocopying allowed by my
school, I told children that they could only take the stationery if
they were going to write to someone.
Students often utilized this stationery, but they also wrote
notes on every kind of paper imaginable. Sometimes, one sheet of
paper was not enough, and students would staple or tape papers
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together to make a bigger paper on which to record their message
(see Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1. Shawna's note to
her dad- written on on two
pieces of paper glued
together. (The line shows
where the two pieces were
joined together.
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The most frequent message in the notes was, "I love you"
written in various ways.

By the end of the year, almost every

student in the class was able to write this phrase conventionally,
but earlier in the year, students used invented spelling.

The

following examples (figures 4.2-4.6) show the variety of inventions
that different children created for "I love you."

Their inventions

seem to move toward convention over time.
Figure 4.2. Alicia's I love
you (November 5, 1997).
The graphic symbol of a
heart is a substitute for the
word heart.

no
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Figure 4.3. Elizabeth's I love you
(October 30, 1997). One letter
represents each word.

Figure 4.4. Eddy's I
love you. (April 2,
1998). Lines
between the words
u are meant to depict
spaces
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Figure 4.5. Ryan's I love
you. (April 8, 1998). The
heart and the word love are
synonymous to him.
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By the beginning of the second semester,

love you" (Mi
11, 1998)

I felt that many of

the children were ready to move beyond the "I love you" message
that seemed to permeate the focus of almost all letters.

Thus, I
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began encouraging some children to "write more" in their letters.
For Farah, Figure 4.7 shows her attempt at expanding on the "I love
you" theme.

When she finished this letter she said, "Mrs. Laird, look!

1 wrote a lot more than just 'I love you.'"

Figure 4.7. Farah's
Expanded I love you letter,
love Mom and Dad forever
till I die I will love you
From, Farah).

(I

Much of the note writing that students engaged in during free
choice time was probably related to a letter writing activity that
students had been required to participate in.

Later, students chose

to continue using this writing style during their free choice time.
fact writing notes was the most frequent type of writing that
students in my classroom engaged in during free choice.

In
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Before engaging in writing a letter as a center activity,
students discussed purposes for writing notes, cards, or letters.

I

brought in letters and cards from my friends and family, and I
encouraged students to do this as well.

The first week in February,

the activity at our writing center was to write a Valentine letter to
their parents.

Centers are the required activities that students

complete prior to engaging in free choice.

Before beginning this

writing center the students brainstormed a list of words that they
might need in order to write these letters and I recorded the words
on a piece of chart paper. Students could refer to the chart as
needed, or they could write the entire letter using their invented
spelling.

A few who were still having difficulty with letter sound

relationships chose to draw a picture for their parents.

The

homework assignment from the previous week was to practice
saying their addresses.

Students wrote their letters to their

parents, and then they read their letters to me.

If the note was not

easily decoded, I transcribed it on the bottom. I could have let the
children read it to their parents, but I have found that many young
children who are not yet inventing their own spellings are not able
to remember what it was they wanted their letter to say.

By

transcribing their note on the bottom, parents were sure to get the

true heartfelt message as it was meant when it was written.
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If it

was easily decoded, I did not make a transcription, rather I left the
letter as it was.
I asked all students whether they wanted to address the
envelope, or whether they wanted me to do it. I had them dictate the
address, if they were able, and I wrote it on the envelope. I had a
class list handy to check that addresses were recorded correctly on
the envelopes.

Students wrote their names in the return address

part of the envelope, and then they stamped the return address of our
school with a rubber stamp and ink pad. Finally, they put a postage
stamp on their letter, and took it to the office to be placed in the
outgoing United States mail.

On the weekly class newsletter for

that week I encouraged parents to respond to their children's letters
by writing their child a letter, and sending it through the United
States mail to our school.
As the return letters came In, the children were so excited.
Students were invited to open their letters in front of the class, and
all accepted that invitation.

If they were not able to read the letter

for themselves, then I offered assistance with parts or all of the
letter, depending on that child's reading ability.

The focus on letter

writing lasted longer than I anticipated partly because some parents
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seemed to procrastinate about sending a return. I continued for two
more weeks to add a reminder to parents on the newsletter, but
after this, I wrote a letter to the three children who still had not
received a letter from their parents.
During the times that I was collecting data, the students in
my class utilized their free choice time to write 74 notes.

These

notes could be separated into three kinds of notes. There were notes
to family members, notes to the teacher, and notes to classmates.
Notes to Family Members. Notes to family members were the
most common.

There were 32 notes to family members.

Almost all

of those were to a mom or a dad. Dylan frequently wrote to his mom,
dad, and brother, and Laura wrote one note to her sisters.

All other

notes were to one or both parents.
Typically, the letters started with a traditional format.
Alison was talking to herself as she wrote.

Outloud, she said,

"Dear

Mom and. . . ." she paused to allow her pen the opportunity to catch
up, but after the pause, Alicia finished her greeting, and said, "And
Dad." Alison asked her, "How did you know I was writing to my mom
and dad?"

Alicia responded, "That's who everyone writes to."

Sometimes children wrote letters to their parents as a plea
for something they wanted, or as a thank you for something they had
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received (See Figure 4.8)

Figure 4.8. Dylan's
thank you note to his
mom. (Dear Mom,
You made my day
better because you
got my bike, and I
like my bike, and I
rode it a lot of
times.)
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Farah and Shawna wrote a letter together to Farah's mom
thanking her for allowing Shawna to come over after school.

They

had been anticipating this for days, and wanted Farah's mom to know
how appreciative they were for allowing them the opportunity to be
together after school.
At holidays, we usually made cards for parents as a whole
class activity, or as a center activity, but some children chose to
write additional cards or notes to their parents on holidays.
4.9 is an example of a note from Alison to her parents for
Valentine's Day.

Figure
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Figure 4.9. Alison's Valentine's Day note
to her parents. (Dear Mom and Dad.
Happy Valentine's Day. Love Alison).

Birthdays were another time that children wrote notes to their
parents. Figure 4.10 shows a birthday card from Alicia to her mom.

front of card

inside of card

Figure 4.10. Alicia's Birthday card to her mother.
Mom. Love, Alicia)

(Happy Birthday

Notes to Classmates.
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The second most common type of note

was students writing to one another.

During my data collection,

there were 24 notes written from student to student in our
classroom.

There were a few additional notes written to other

friends who were not in our class, but because of the limited
number, I did not include those in this category.
In our classroom, each student had an individual mailbox
labeled with his or her name.

These mailboxes were different from

the cubbies that contained their backpacks, lunches, towels for rest
time, etc.

Sometimes students put work that had been completed

and was to be taken home in their cubbies, and other times they put
the completed work in their mailboxes. The decision was up to them.
Any correspondence from the school or from me was placed in their
mailboxes.

Students also used these mailboxes to send notes to one

another.
In analyzing the notes written from student to student, the
first thing I noticed was the limited number of students who are
represented in this category.

Another factor that was quite

interesting is that students seemed to be paired with whom they
corresponded to.

These pairs reflected the close friendships that

were apparent. Dallisa and Alicia, Dylan and Benny, and Farah and
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Shawna wrote to one another quite frequently.

There were notes

from these children to others in the class, and vice versa, and notes
to and from others, but the majority of the notes in this category
were from these pairs of students.

I will not go into great detail on

these notes in this chapter because I will focus on Dallisa and Dylan
in the case studies Chapter Six.
I knew that the above mentioned pairs frequently engaged in
note writing to one another, and other students were aware of it as
well. Jacob complained that Benny and Dylan only wrote to each
other, and that they never wrote to him.
complaint for a second time, I
wanted a note.

After hearing this

suggested that he write to them if he

At this point in the year, it was mid November, and I

had never observed Jacob writing during free choice time, however,
on this occasion, he took my advice, and got some paper and markers
and set to work.

He drew two jack-o-lanterns on a piece of white

paper, and he colored them orange. He left the eyes, nose and mouth
shapes uncolored. He very quickly cut out the jack-o-lanterns.

He

then solicited the help of Karrisa to find Benny's and Dylan's
mailboxes (he was not able to read the names on his own at this
point).

He put the jack-o-iantern cutouts In their mailboxes and

then went back to building with Duplos.
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A short while later, I observed Benny at his mailbox looking at
the jack-o-lantern.

He brought it to me, and said, "Someone put this

in my mailbox, and it isn't mine."

I don't think it occurred to him

that it was meant for him, he merely thought someone made a
mistake in putting it away.

I told him that I thought that it was a

note from Jacob, but he turned it over for a closer examination and
said, "This isn't a note, there isn't any writing on it."

I suggested

he take it to Jacob, and ask Jacob about it. Benny went to Jacob and
told him that if this was a note, then he needed to write something
on it. Jacob must have decided that writing on it would be too much
effort, so he said, "If you don't want it, just give it back to me, and I
will keep it."

He didn't seem discouraged, in fact, I think he was

pleased to have it returned to him. Jacob then went to Dylan and
asked if he wanted to keep the jack-o-lantern, or did he want to give
it back? Dylan said he would keep it, and Jacob said, "Are you
sure?"

Dylan did keep the jack-o-lantern, but it was February

before I saw Jacob write another note to another friend.

This time

it was a note to Mark who had recently been over at his house to
play.

Jacob drew a picture of himself along with Mark and some

aliens in the air. Apparently they had been playing a Nintendo game
in which the goal was to kill aliens.

Mark was very pleased with the
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note, and although there was no written text, he seemed to
understand completely the message therein.
Often times the implied note was more important than the
actual written note.

For example, Alison was very pleased to

receive a note from Alicia (see Figure 4.11), even though the
message is not quite clear. When I asked Alicia to read the note, she
read it as, "Dear Alison, I love you. You love my are my mom and my
dad. Mom Dad." When she finished she made a face as though she
realized that what she had just read did not make sense, and then
she said, "I just wanted to say that she was my friend, that's all."

Figure 4.11. Alicia's note to
Alison. (I love you. You love
my are my mom and my dad.
Mom Dad) The implied
message is "I love you. You
are my friend."
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Frequently, a note to a friend consisted of a picture of each
friend with their names listed.

This is the type of note that Benny

engaged in repeatedly (see Figures 4.12-4.14). In these instances
the mere picture of two friends together represented the friendship
that was symbolic of the message that was intended to be sent.
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Figures 4.12-4.14. Benny with
friends. Each note consists of a
picture of Benny and the friend and
is labeled with both names.

Sometimes notes were more unconventional.
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I went into the

drama area one day, and found a piece of paper on the floor that had
"41 DAU" written on it (see Figure 4.15). I asked whose paper it
was, and Danny announced, "I had to fire Joey, but then I re-hired
him for 41 days, and I told him to write it down so I wouldn't forget
how long he gets to work before I fire him again."

Figure 4.15. Danny's note to Joey. (41
Days). This note serves to inform Joey
that he has 41 days before he will be
fired.

Writing Notes to the Teacher. Notes to the teacher were the
third type of note that students in my classroom composed. I
received 18 notes during the time that I was collecting data for this
study. Again, the "I love you" theme resonated in many pieces.
Students also wrote notes to me with other messages, however, just
writing my name proved a challenge for many students, and I saw my
name written with a variety of spellings.

Figure 4.16 shows

examples of the many ways that my name was spelled.
My name was listed as "Mrs. Laird" on the attendance chart
along with everyone else's, and often children would borrow my
name card, copy it, and then return it to the attendance chart.

Of
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course, as the year went on, many children had memorized the
correct spelling for my name, while others felt comfortable
inventing their own spellings of my name.
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Figure 4.16. Spellings
of my name (Mrs. Laird)
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Ryan was a little boy who rarely engaged in invented spelling.
Writing was one of his favorite activities, but more often than not,
he copied text from a book or the environmental print in the room.
Although I frequently encouraged him to write his own ideas rather
than copying, perhaps part of his apprehension stemmed from the
fact that he was aware of the fact that "conventional spelling Is a
courtesy to the reader" (Y. Goodman, personal correspondence).
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On one particular note written to me, Ryan was attempting to
record the date at the top of his note. I had discussed the day before
that our stationery has blanks at the top for the date.

I explained

that it is customary to include the date on such correspondences.
Ryan was attempting to include the date on his note to me. He had
written "TUES, December" on his paper (see figure 4.17) when he
showed it to me. He told me that he copied Tues. off the calendar, ,
but asked if the rest could be copied from the previous day's daily
news. I told him that the month was the same, but instead of it
being the 1st, that it was the 2nd. He asked, "So do I write a two
next after the December part?"

"Yes," I answered him.

the number two, and then asked, "Is this right?"

He wrote

I told him that it

was a number two, but that it was backwards. He asked, "Is that
okay with you?"

I said, "What do you think?

Is it okay with you?"

He answered, "Well I made this for you, so I need to know if you
think it's okay."

I told him that it was okay with me, and he

continued writing his message.

Figure 4.17. Ryan's date. (Tuesday,
December 2, 1997. He copied the date
from the calendar and the previous day's
news hanging on chalkboard.

£
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Earlier, I stated that most common sentiment of the notes
was "I love you."
received.

This was particularly true of the notes that I

The students showed a great deal of affection in the notes

that were written to me (see Figures 4.18 and 4.19).
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Figure 4.18. A goodbye note from Karrisa. (Dear Mrs. Laird. I hope you
have fun as a teacher. I will visit you. I love the way you teach me.
Bye) This note was written the day before our spring break.

Figure 4.19. A note from Shawna.
(Dear Mrs. Laird. You have been a
good teacher. Love Shawna.)
This note was written to me
during the last week of school.
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Other types of notes that I received included holiday cards.
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Figure

4.20 shows a note from Alicia. When I asked her to tell me about her
note, she said, "That is the Easter Bunny. He is there to say, 'Happy
Easter.'"

Fioure 4.20. Alicia's
Happy Easter note.

There was one occasion when I received a card as what seemed
like a matter of default.

Ryan wrote, "Happy Easter" on a piece of

lined paper, and decorated it with stars and a few Easter eggs.

He

brought me the note and said, "You can have this because we don't
celebrate Easter at my house."
Mother's Day was another holiday when I received numerous
cards and notes. The students were very interested in the fact that I
was a mom. Because I live within the neighborhood of my school, I
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sometimes run into students from my class at neighborhood
restaurants or the grocery store. I also shared stories about my
children with my students, and on a few occasions such as the
school book fair, or when a friend of mine brought a horse for a
visit, I had my babysitter bring my two-year-old son, Brett, and my
four-year-old son, Jake, to school to visit. On the second to last day
of school, I allowed (with the permission of my principal) my son,
Jake, to spend the day in our classroom. The students in my class
had been asking when my children would return to visit, and Jake
hounded me daily about getting to go to school. The following day,
the last day of school, Danny gave me a note (see Figure 4.21).

Figure 4.21.
Danny's note (I
like Jake.).

Although, this note was given to me, it was probably meant for
Jake because Danny told me to be sure to show it to Jake. Jake was
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only a student in our class for one day, but he was already being
drawn into literacy.
Writing Stones.
The students in my class engaged in the writing of 38 stories
during the free choice time when I was collecting data for this
study.

Most of the stories were made into books which took on many

shapes and sizes, and were connected in a variety of ways.
Sometimes they consisted of several blank sheets of paper stapled
together, and not always stapled on the left side.

Others were sewn

together by using a hole punch to make holes along the edge, and then
the pages were sewn together with yarn.
Harste and Short (1988) point out that "celebrating authorship
is an important component of an authoring cycle.

Although there are

many different ways to celebrate authorship, some type of
publication program is clearly an important way that authors can
present their authorship publicly" (p. 238)
During Love of Reading week, each student dictated a story to
their parents at home.

The parents transcribed their child's story

and then sent it in to school. I typed the stories, and the children
illustrated them, and then they were bound into hardcover books
made of cardboard, and covered with butcher paper and clear shelf

paper.
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There were lots of leftover materials after this project, and

I put these extra materials on the art materials shelf.

A few

children took advantage of these materials, and made an additional
hardcover book. They drew pictures, and a few added words to their
stories,

Still others used the extra materials to make folders to

carry papers to and from school. Ryan noticed that I did not have a
homework folder, thus he decided to use the extra materials from
our books to make me a homework folder including my name on the
cover (See figure 4.22).

He also informed me that if I didn't want to

use my folder for homework, then I could use it as a writing folder,
and I could write in it everyday.

Figure 4.22. Ryan's
homework folder for me.
(Julie's homework folder).

Many times stories were written on one page, rather than in a
book format (see Figure 4.23).
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Figure 4.23. Alicia's
story. (I love you said
the cloud.
Well said the
trees I love
you tool)

During free choice one day, Karrisa asked if she could get her
writing notebook out.

Writing notebooks were typically used during

our writing block as a kind of journal or reflection log.

The children

always had the opportunity to write on their own chosen topic
within these notebooks, but I did offer suggestions of topics for
children who wished to have a suggestion. When I gave Karrisa
permission, she got out her notebook, and announced that she was
going to write a chapter about dogs and bunnies. Her text read,
"Dogs and bunnies are pets. I like dogs and bunnies. Bunnies need a
cage to live in so the dogs won't get them. Some dogs don't get
bunnies. Bunnies eat carrots. Dogs eat dog food." She told me that
each day she was going to write another chapter to her book, but the
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following day, when I reminded her of her chapter book, she told me
that she was done, she just wanted a book with one chapter.
The most common format for stories, however, was a book
format.

Frequently, when a child wanted to write a book, he or she

would gather the pages, and staple or attach them in some way
before the writing was initiated.

On a few occasions, I suggested

that they wait until they were

finished writing their stories before

they stapled them together, but this suggestion was rarely accepted.
On one particular incident Joey was struggling to straighten a stack
of papers.

He finally got them in a fairly neat stack, and then

stapled them together.

The stapling was difficult however, due to

the large number of papers in the stack. Joey and I had the following
conversation:
Mrs. Laird: Why don't you wait to staple until you are done
writing your book?
Joey: I have to staple them first so my pages don't get all messy.
Mrs. Laird: But how do you know how many pages you will need
for your book?
Joey: I just write until I am done.

It seemed so simple to Joey. He really could not understand my
confusion at all.
The following example could have been in the note section.
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since it is a book that was written by Farah and Shawna to Farah's
mom as a thank you for Farah's mom taking them skating together.
They were to go after school that day. The product was definitely a
book, however, and they referred to it as a book for Farah's mom,
thus I coded it as a book. They started their book, by stapling
several pieces of paper together in one corner of the paper. Then
they punched holes down the left side and sewed the pages together
with yarn. They argued about how to tie the yarn at the ends, and
finally decided to tape the ends down after each had been
unsuccessful in tying a knot.
On the first page, they used an ink pad, and they each made
thumbprints all over the page.

Shawna went to the art materials

shelf to get some fat green yarn, and Farah went to the art center to
retrieve two fine point black markers and the Ed Emberley
thumbprint book that was there.

The activity at the art center for

that week was to make thumbprint pets using Ed Emberley's style.
Emberley books were there for children to use as a guide, but they
were also encouraged to use their own creativity to make other pets
(which was our focus study at this time) that were not in the book.
Farah began using the markers to decorate the thumbprints they had
made. She made a flower, a bumble bee, and a cat, and then said.
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"Shawna, look what I made." Shawna replied, "SShhhl I am trying to
make a bow for the cover with this yarn, but I can't get it even. How
can I make a bow." Farah responded, "Use this book." and she handed
her the Emberley thumbprint book.

"That won't work." Shawna

responded, and handed it back to Farah, "there are no pictures of
bows in there."

Shawna finally got a bow that was sufficient, and

she glued it on the cover.

They skipped the rest of the thumbprints

and went on to the next page. At this point, Farah went back to the
art materials shelf and retrieved a container with packing foam.
They used ample amounts of glue to stick these pieces all over the
next corresponding pages.
I left their table as they were gluing the packing pieces, but I
watched periodically from across the room, and noticed that more
time was probably spent negotiating and arguing about the piece, but
nonetheless, they persevered.

At one point they were arguing over

who would get to do the writing on the page they were on. They
finally came to a compromise, and decided that rather than working
on one page together, they would each do a page of their own. They
were pleased with the idea, until Shawna said, "Okay, I will do my
page first."

Then the battle began again.

They tried doing their

pages at the same time, however, the fact that the pages were

already sewn together made this a difficult task.
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Farah finally gave

in (as was usually the case when Shawna threatened to not play with
her), and Farah let Shawna work on her page first. She wrote, "DeAr
Sarah's mom Thank you foR taKing me sKating today." Thank you was
copied from a card that was on the shelf with the writing materials,
however the rest of the sentence was written independently.

(These

cards will be explained in more detail later in this chapter in the
reading section.) On Farah's page, she drew a picture of a heart and
wrote the letter "U" next to it.

Shawna tried to persuade her to

write an "1" at the beginning so that it would read, "I love you," but
Farah explained that she couldn't write "1" because it was from both
of them.

Shawna agreed and told her to write, "We" instead, but

Farah said, "I can't spell 'we.'"

Shawna replied, "W-E, that's easy."

Farah still declined, however, and said, "I like it how it is."
Surprisingly, Shawna let her leave it the way she wanted.
On the next page, Farah said, " I get to write first this time,
and she proceeded to write, "MOM WelU Ve melB Farah
HOANdShawna." Once again a heart was drawn, but this time it was
above her invented spelling of love (lUVE) (Mom we love you. From
Farah and Shawna). Shawna watched intently as Farah said each
word outloud, slowly, dragging out each sound, and writing the
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sounds that she heard. When she got to the names, Shawna spelled
her name outloud for Farah.

Farah was annoyed by this, "Don't tell

me, I know." Shawna replied, "You need to learn your lowercases."
Even though Shawna's writing skills were much more advanced than
Farah's, she made no reference to Farah's spelling.
They continued on the next page working together to make a
collage with scraps of fabric that they had gotten from the art
materials shelf.
book.

When it is time to clean up, they brought me their

They had spent their entire free choice time working on this

piece. I asked them to share what they had done. As they tried to
open the book, they realized that the glue from the bow on the cover
had seeped through, as had the glue on several other pages. They
carefully pried the pages apart.
two weeks to dry."

Shawna said, "This is going to take

Farah responded, "No, just a couple of minutes."

They share each page, and at the end they come to three blank pages.
Shawna told Farah, "When you get home, go right into your room, and
finish this before your mom sees it, and then when you guys come to
get me for skating, bring it with you, and we can give it to her
together."
this?"

Farah asked, "Are you sure that my mom is going to like

Shawna confidently replied, "Of course she will, moms

always like the stuff kids make."
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At lunch, I attempted to make a copy of the book they had
worked so hard on, but the pages were completely glued shut. I did
not want to risk tearing any of their artwork, thus I left it as it
was.
This example was a book in which two children collaborated on
one piece.

However, most of the time when children collaborated,

they talked together but did not work on the same piece.

Instead the

collaboration was a way of providing support for one another during
the process of writing. For example, one day Ryan brought a book
that had his name in the title.

He explained that his mom's tattoo

company (his mother owned a company which produced children's
temporary tattoos) was going to start making books, and this was
their first sample.

The book was about a magical farm.

In the story,

Ryan was the farmer, and the animals on the farm did lots of
magical and silly things.

The middle of the book had a pull-out

section of temporary tattoos of the characters from the story.

His

mother later explained that the company was considering expanding
into the publishing market, and they had printed a few "demos to
check out the market." I read the book aloud to the class. The story
and the illustrations were delightful.

It had been written by one of

his mother's friends, and she purposely used Ryan's name in the
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title.

He was quite proud to tell everyone this fact, and he spent

most of his free choice time sharing his book with several friends.
It was a patterned language story, and he was able to read most of
the story.
The second day, Ryan announced to me that he was going to
write his own magical farm story.

He got several pieces of white

paper and a basket of markers. He joined Dallisa and Alicia at a
table, and began writing. He
book onto his paper.

started by copying the name of the

Then he brainstormed outloud what kinds of

things the animals in his book would do:
Ryan: I am going to start with a pig, because I know how to draw
one. Now what should I have my pig do?
Alicia: Have him roll in the mud like Mrs. Wishy Washy's pig.
Ryan: No, it has to be something magical. You know like this book
[points to the book he brought from home].
Dallisa: You could make dancing butterflies or cats and dogs.
Alicia: Make a dancing cow.
Ryan: That's a good idea. But I forgot how to draw the cow.
Dallisa: First you make an oval for the body, [Scott begins
drawing as the directions are given] and a circle for the head.
Then you make some legs. And then put a tail on your cow.
Alicia: And you have to put spots on your cow. And it needs a
face.
Ryan: I know I am putting one in. And little ears too right?
Dallisa: And if it's a girl, then it's a cow, and you could put a uh
[she pauses as If she is thinking].
Alicia: A bow in its hair?
Ryan: Cows don't have hair.
Alicia: Yes they do.
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Ryan: Well they have hair all over, not hair that you could put a
bow on it.
[Laura comes over to table. She had been listening to the
conversation while with playing blocks nearby.]
Dallisa: Girl cows have those things where the milk comes outudders.
Alicia: yea, but on a magical farm, a dancing cow might have a
bow.
Ryan: That would look pretty silly with a dancing cow with a bow
in its hair. Okay, what else should I draw?
Laura: You could do two dogs kissing.
Ryan: Aaagh [He is thinking about that one]
Dallisa: You could have ladybugs flying, no ladybugs jumping.
Alicia: Ladybugs flying.
Dallisa: They already can fly.
Ryan: I like ladybugs jumping.
Laura: Or you could have ladybugs that are giant and can sing.
Ryan: Cool!
Alicia: Or you could put a dog.
Dallisa: A dog?
Alicia: A dog that is going to chase a mouse.
Ryan: No. Okay what next. [Laura goes back to her blocks].
Alicia: Flying chickens.
Ryan: Oh I never heard of that, that's a bad idea. Get it? A bad
idea. You know like they can't really do that?
Dallisa: I know because they can't really fly.
Ryan: How about a pig with horns? [He starts drawing a pig]
Dallisa: How about a rooster that cock-a-doodle-doos instead of
singing? And instead of cock-a-doodle-dooing, it can lay
eggs.
Alicia: Roosters do cock-a-doodle-doo.
Dallisa: Only if they are male, oh wait, you're right, all roosters
are male huh?
Ryan: Here's a pig.
Dallisa: That looks more like a cow.
Ryan: No, it looks more like a pig.
Dallisa: Don't pigs have really curly tails? [Ryan makes the tail
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curl at the tip].
Ryan: Look, I made big moose horns. I put moose horns. Uh. It
looks like a cow.
Alicia: And don't forget to name your animals.
Ryan: Oh. The end.
Alicia: You could put a pig rolling in the mud, or a . . .
Ryan: I am already making a pig with horns, now I need to make
the horns.
Dallisa: Well, what are those? [points to what Ryan was calling
moose horns]
Ryan: Those are the ears. Now I have to make the horns. [Adds
horns]. Hey Mrs. Laird [I am at the next table taking notes as
the recorder is on at their table], look at my pig with horns.
Get it? A pig with horns?
Mrs. Laird: I get it. That is a very strange pig.
Ryan: I know. It's a pig on a magical farm.
Dallisa: Okay Ryan, lets's get back to work.
In this example, (see Figure 4.24) Ryan is seeking assistance
and approval from Dallisa and Alicia.

Dyson (1989) points out that

"over time children will differentiate the boundaries between the
written, drawn, and spoken symbols" (p. 10).

Harste, Woodward, and

Burke (1984) concur that for many young children the story is
contained in the drawing and talking rather than in the written
graphics. This is the case with Ryan's story of his magical farm.
completes only two pages in his book about the magical farm.

There

is no written text on either page, yet it is evident from his
conversation with Dallisa and Alicia that there is a definite story
contained.

He
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Figure 4.24. Ryan's "Magical
Pig" from his Magical Pig Story.

Often times, children believe that print related to a picture
says the name of the items represented in the picture, not that it is
an oral language equivalent to the print.

According to this theory

for children at a particular level of understanding, print that reads
'the boy plays ball' says 'boy' and 'ball,' although the children may
interpret the picture as 'the boy is playing ball.'

Children later

develop the idea that there is an equivalence between oral and
written language, first treating it as syllabic and finally as
alphabetic (Goodman, 1984, p. 106).
Shawna demonstrated this theory in the following example
(Figure 4.25). On the first page of her book, Shawna drew a girl with
a heart next to her. Next to the drawing she wrote, "Girls and
dimins" (Girls and diamonds). The second page in her books depicts
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a boy, and the word, "boy," however she read the text to me as
"Girls like to have lots of diamonds," and "Boys don't need any
diamonds."

Fioure 4.25.
Shawna's
story. (Girls
like diamonds.
Boys don't
need any
diamonds.

In three instances, children illustrated a story, and then asked
me to write words to their story.

This happened frequently during

our regularly scheduled writing time, but rarely during free choice.
The fact that at the beginning of my data collection I discouraged
interactions with the children may have influenced why many
children chose to not elicit my help in this way.

I should also note,

that while I would not have turned down a child's request that I
scribe a story, only once did I offer to take dictation.

This was for

Elizabeth who came to our school after the winter break, and was

very timid about attempting her own writing.
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She knew many of her

letters and sounds, but she was aware that her writing was not as
advanced as some. Part of her feeling of inadequacy came because
she frequently played with Alison and Karrisa, who were both rather
advanced in their reading and writing skills.

Elizabeth was living

with her mother and grandfather, and her grandfather had voiced a
concern to me about Elizabeth's lack of self confidence.
came quickly if she felt unable to complete a task.

Her tears

When I saw that

she had made a series of pictures and stapled them Into a book the
following conversation ensued:
Mrs. Laird: Elizabeth, tell me about the book you made.
Elizabeth: It's not a book.
Mrs. Laird: Oh, I thought when I saw the pages stapled together
that you had made a book.
Elizabeth: 1 was going to but I don't know how to write the
words.
Mrs. Laird: Would you like me to help you write the words?
Elizabeth: Okay.
At this point, I don't think she was overly excited about the
idea, but she went ahead and showed me her pictures. Her dictation
was more of a labeling of pictures, rather than a story, but she was
proud of her work nonetheless. When I asked her if she wanted to
add a title, she said yes, and titles her story, "Emily's Book."
Figure 4.26).

(see

After I wrote the words for her, she took her book over
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to Alison, and read it to her.

Figure 4.26. Elizabeth's dictated story: This is a rainbow (left).
These are pretty flowers (right).
Writing Labels
I recorded 24 instances where children drew a picture, and
then labeled it.

Wortman (1990) defines labels as a text wherein

the purpose is to describe a piece or relay information.

Dyson

(1989) describes labels as a strategy that children use for
representational language, in which the representational language
"serves to give information about events and situations" (p. 284).
Wortman (1990) states "signs, labels, and captions are perhaps the
most authentic writing that can be utilized in the early childhood
classroom" (p. 286).
One day Danny and Tye were drawing together. Danny was
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drawing an animal of some kind and Tye was directing him how to
draw it.

I listened briefly, and learned that Tye was directing him

in how to draw a guinea pig (See figure 4.27).

Figure 4.27. Danny's guinea Pig
named "Fudge," drawn by Danny.
Figure 4.28. Tye's guinea pig. It was
drawn from Tye's directions,
without the visual form In front of
him, and then labeled the picture with the name of the Guinea Pig:
Fudge.

When Danny finished his picture, I asked if I could copy his
picture, and Tye offered me a copy of his too. I told Tye that I hadn't
seen his drawing, so he went to his mailbox to retrieve it.

The paper

he brought back had a similar picture of an animal (see Figure 4.28),
but on the top it said, "Fudge."

Danny related that he didn't write

anything on his picture because he was taking his home and hanging
it in the guest room where his pet guinea pig, Fudge, was. "This
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way," he explained, "Fudge can look at it, but he doesn't need his
name on there because he already knows his name."
The following are examples (Figures 4.29-4.32) of some of the
labeling that 1 observed during the data collection of this study.

As

part of the figure, I will detail what the child revealed to me about
their work.

Figure 4.29. Eddy's
"dinosaur."
"This is a
stegosaurus. It has
spikes all over its
back, just like my
hair was on 'bad hair
day' [a student
council spirit day].
Remember when my
hair was all spiked
like that?"

5

Fioure 4.30. Alison's cat. "This is a cat
named Casey. I knew how to spell it because
had a friend at my old school named Casey,
but I accidentally wrote it backwards on the
bottom, so I crossed it out, and wrote it the
right way on the side."
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Figure 4.31. Michael's dinosaur
"This dinosaur is saying, 'I don't feel
good.'" "This is a very sick
dinosaur, and he said, 'I don't feel
good.'"

6
^ 0

Figure 4.32.
Danny's sun.
"This is a love sun
because he has hearts
for his eyes, and
hearts mean love."

In each of these examples, the written text is the
representational language used to describe the drawings.

In some

cases the students wrote one word to describe their drawing, and in
others there is a short sentence, but in each of the examples, the
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children had a great deal nnore to say about the drawing than was
represented.
Writing Names
There were 14 instances when I observed children writing one
another's names.

Of course they wrote the names of their peers

when corresponding with one another, but this type of name writing
was different.

Sometimes they copied names, and other times they

asked a friend how to spell his or her name. There were numerous
places where names were available in the room, and I saw students
utilize almost every one of the different places to copy names.
Names were on cubbies and mailboxes. They were on different
charts such as the birthday chart, the job chart, and the Book-It
reading chart. (Book-It is a reading motivation program sponsored by
Pizza Hut. The children have a goal of how many books they will
read each month. If they meet their goal, they receive a coupon for
free pizza from Pizza Hut, and they get a star on the Book-It chart
that hangs in the classroom.)

At the beginning of the year, we made

a graph of how many letters were in each person's name. This graph
remained on the wall for the entire year, and children often referred
to it and discussed whose names were longer or shorter. We also
used it for other math concepts such as, "How many more letters are
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in Jacob's name than Tye's?"
As stated in chapter three, when children came into the room
in the morning, they turned over their name cards.
break, the attendance chart contained first names.

Before winter
In the spring, the

attendance chart was changed to last names. On the chalkboard,
there was a ring that held cards with students' names in
alphabetical order.

An identical ring with name cards was on the

writing materials shelf because the students asked for a second set,
as they often had to wait for a turn to use the first set.

Each day we

turned over the next card to reveal who would be the helper of the
day.
There was a "chooser cup" which is a cup with each student's
name written on a tongue depressor. The chooser cup was utilized
when I needed to choose someone to do a job or take a turn. For
example, when we are doing a small group activity in which I wanted
a heterogeneous group, I might choose names out of the chooser cup
to decide who would get to be in the first group.

When students

were dismissed to centers, I pulled out four names at a time from
the chooser cup, so that all children weren't rushing to the same
area at the same time. This was an easy way to make the selections
random, and it ensured that I wouldn't inadvertently forget someone.
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Within this category of name writing, children sometimes
copied names off the sign-in chart, used the rings of name cards, or
asked one another how to spell a name. Danny copied everyone's
names onto name cards, and then asked for a ring like the one on the
originals to keep them together.

He planned to use his personal set

when he played school at home.
Martens (1994) points out that for many children, learning to
write their name is a high priority, but her daughter was not
interested initially in writing her name because there didn't seem to
be an authentic purpose or function for doing so.

Once in preschool,

however, learning to write her name became increasingly important.
There were implications for learning to write her name as well as
the names of others.
Once Sarah knew how to write her own name, she worked
intensely over the next several weeks on learning to write
Matthew, Mommy, and Daddy. These names, as well as her own
name, were the most personal and meaningful writings Sarah
had produced, and the only writing she learned and wrote
conventionally and did not invent. These names, along with the
names of her friends at preschool, made her keenly aware, as
no other writing had, that we as a society have specific ways
of spelling specific words (Martens, 1996, pp 46-47).
As with other types of writing, many of these examples in this
writing names category could have been placed into another
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category, but I placed a writing sample in this category if the
primary motivation for the writing seemed to be the joy of writing
one's own name or another's name. I have not included examples in
this section as the names used in this study are pseudonyms, and the
writing samples have the children's actual names, but I will
describe a few of the ways in which students wrote names.
In three different samples, Karrisa wrote the names of the
friends who were sitting at the same table with her.

She decorated

the papers with hearts or rainbows or colored dots, but gave no
other explanation as to the purpose for her writing.
Benny made a poster with his first and last name. He had just
learned to write his last name and was quite proud of himself.

He

wrote his first and last name all over a 5 X 7 inch piece of tagboard,
and then he punched holes two in the top. He got yarn and tied it
through the holes, making it into a sign that could be worn around
his neck.

He wanted to be sure that everyone was aware of the fact

that he could write his last name.
At the end of the year, students made a booklet about their
Kindergarten memories.

It was a "fill in the blank book" that I made

up with entries such as, "My favorite school lunch was
or "My favorite free choice activity was

."
."

One of
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the last pages said, These are my friends

I

anticipated that students would write just a few friends on this
page, but several children were motivated to take out these booklets
during free choice time in order to write all of their friends' names
themselves (which in some cases was a listing of the entire class),
or to go around and have a friend sign his or her name like an
autograph book.
Dallisa was one student who went to each person in the class,
and asked if she could write their names in her memory book. When
she got to Laura, Dallisa asked Laura how to spell her name. Laura
started spelling her name, "L-A-U. . . ."

After the U, Laura stopped

Dallisa, and said, "You didn't make the U right.

You forgot the stem."

Dallisa gave her a confused glance, so Laura leaned over and added
the stem (or "monkey tail" as it is sometimes called with D'Nealian
handwriting) to make the U. Laura was now pleased.
Sometimes names were part of an artistic creation.

Benny

began his creation by cutting up an 81/2 X 11 inch piece of paper
into strips that were about one to two inches wide.

On each strip he

wrote a friend's name. Then he glued the strips onto a larger piece
of manila paper.

A short time later, I noticed that he was drawing a

picture of a tree on a new piece of paper. I asked him if I could see
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his name piece that he had been working on, but he told me that he
didn't like it so he threw it away.

I tried to retrieve it from the

trash, but found that he had torn it up into several pieces.
An art activity involving the writing of names was one that
Janice initiated. Janice came to our school in March, and she shared
an art activity that she had learned at her school in Chicago.

Janice

joined a group of girls who were painting with watercolor paints.
She initiated the project by writing her name with a white crayon
onto her white paper. She then told the group at her table that she
was going to do a magic trick. She asked the others if they could
read her name on her paper. Shawna argued that she hadn't written
anything on her paper.
the watercolor paints.

Next, Janice painted over her writing with
When the name appeared in the white spaces

of the paint, everyone at the table became excited, and begged
Janice to show them how she had performed this trick.

Once Janice

had shown this group her secret, it took only a short time until
virtually everyone in the class had been shown the trick, and almost
all tried it for themselves with their own names.

Some children

continued making names of their friends in the same manner.
Using art for making names was not uncommon. This may be
related to the fact that at the beginning of the year, students
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participated in several art activities involving the spelling of their
names, however they may have been drawn to these types of
activities simply because children are fascinated with names as
significant labels in their lives.

My goal for the name writing

activities was to help children learn to recognize and write their
names with the only the first letter capital and the rest lowercase
(which is part of the kindergarten curriculum).
Most of the kindergartners in my class came to school already
knowing how to write their names.

However, the majority used all

capital letters, so we focused a great deal on names at the beginning
of the year.

Children wrote their names in shaving cream and in salt

or sand. We used materials such as beans or rice to glue on top of
their names, and then made crayon rubbings over their textured
name. We made playdough, and then the children rolled the playdough
into long snake like shapes which were used to form the letters of
their names.

Playdough was available throughout the year during

free choice time, and the children would often make their names in
this same manner when playing with it. In January, I added some
alphabet cookie cutters to our playdough materials, and the children
again enjoyed making their names out of these cutouts.
As the year went on, the children never seemed to tire of
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making projects with their names.
painting at the easel was her name.

Alicia's primary product when
She would use different colors,

and paint her name as big as the paper (which was 18 X 36 inches).
Karrisa and Farah and Shawna used a variety of math manipulatives
such as cuisenaire rods, locking cubes, and color tiles to form their
names.
When we were in the middle of our focus study on pets, Tye
made a dog out of scraps of PVC pipe glued together for the body and
the legs. The head was made of construction paper. When he brought
it to me to show it to me, he said, "All I have to do now is write his
name on it." He went and got a marker and wrote his name on the
paper. I asked, "Is that your name or the dog's name?" He answered,
"It's both," meaning that he had named his dog after himself.
Mark and Michael used sand that was at the art center for
another activity to copy an activity we had done at outdoor play.
Students wrote their names with a pencil or a marker, and then they
carefully traced over the letters with glue.

Next they sprinkled sand

over the glue, and then tilted the piece so that the sand that was not
on the glue would slide off.

Again, the product was a textured name

piece. Ryan, Farah, and Shawna used this same technique with
glitter instead of sand to make their names.
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Writing Signs
During my data collection there were 12 instances of sign
making.

Wortman (1990) reported numerous designations for signs,

labels, and captions.

While he included these three types of writing

into one category, I have isolated signs as a category of its own
because I have defined the labels category as congruous with
representational language.

While some signs may be

representational, more often than not, the signs contain the intended
message, whereas the labels are often only representational..
Within Wortman's kindergarten/First Grade classroom, signs were
used identify personal artifacts from home or constructions made
with manipulatives.
settings.

Signs were also used in imaginary play

Additionally, signs were made to announce upcoming

events.
While the drama area in our classroom was transformed into a
pet store, I acquired some signholders from a clothing store that
was going out of business.

I anticipated that the children would get

very excited about the signs, and argue over whose sign would get to
be in a signholder. It didn't happen like that at all.

In fact, I

reminded children daily that we had signholders, and brainstormed
with the class on more than one occasion the kinds of sign that they
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could make.
No one took my suggestions for making signs for almost an
entire week, and then finally Dallisa came up with a name for our
pet store drama area.

Dallisa named the store Sunrise Pet Store,

and Karrisa wrote this name on a sign for her. They displayed their
sign in the front of the pet store.

Several days later, Breven asked

me how to write Washington D.C. because he wanted to name the pet
store the Washington D.C. Pet Store. I wrote the words on a piece of
paper, and he copied them onto a sign. Breven displayed his sign In
the signholder on top of the sign that Karrisa and Dallisa had made,
however, the next day the Sunrise Pet Store sign had been placed
back on the counter, and interestingly, no one knew what had
happened to Breven's sign, although many were willing to speculate
that someone came into the room at night and took it. I told the
children that I did not think that was very probable, yet no one ever
confessed to having removed Breven's sign.
Breven did not seem concerned that It was missing, and so my
speculation (which I kept to myself) was that Breven took it home.
He did have a history of taking home things that he wasn't supposed
to. I don't mean stealing. Breven only took things that belonged to
him, but he never wanted to leave things in the room.

Sometimes
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when we wrote a class book, each student would contribute a page
and then we would bind them all together to make one book. On more
than one occasion, when I went to bind the book, Breven's page would
be missing.

Sometimes he would return it when asked to do so, but

other times, he would confess that he was unable to locate the
missing page, and then I gave him a choice of redoing his page or not
having a page in our class book.
After the Pet Store name signs, very few other signs were
made until the drama area was transformed into a flower shop, and I
went into the area, and pretended to be a worker. I announced that
we were having a sale, and I made a sign that said, "Sale
Sunflowers, Roses, Daisies. 25c each." Mark suggested the sale
price.

After I made the sign, then a few others copied the idea, and

made signs for other flowers on sale.
When the drama area was a pet store, Ryan went through with
mini post-it notes writing prices for all the animals and sticking
them on the pages. The animal prices ranged from one dollar to a
hundred dollars.
Dylan painted a sign once that said, "Bad Boy." When I
questioned him about the meaning of his sign, he told me that it was
from a movie he saw. Eddy made a sign for his room (see Figure
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4.33). He explained it to me, "I made a sign of all the words I know
how to write now. I am going to hang it in my room, so I can read my
words."

Figure 4.33. Eddy's sign. He is showing the words he knows how to
spell: Rabbit. I love you. Mom and and dad
Perhaps the most common type of sign was the sign which
labeled an item as belonging to someone (see Figure 4.34). Students
who built a structure with manipulatives often made signs to alert
others not to touch their structure.

Most of these signs were

similar to that of Jacob who made the following sign to be put on a
Dupio structure he had made.

Figure 4.34. Jacob's sign. (Do
Not touch).
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Wortman (1990) notes that prior classroom experiences with
signs influenced the production of them.

Because his classroom was

a muitiage classroom, the first graders had previous experience
with this type of writing, and kindergartners were influenced by the
signs they observed the older children making.

All of the writing

samples of signs were constructed within the last three months of
school.

This was probably related to the fact that I did not

demonstrate sign making until that time.

If I had children from the

previous year in my classroom, those children may have
demonstrated sign making earlier in the year.
Writinc on the Chalkboard or Drv Erase Boards
There were ten occurrences during my data collection where I
observed children writing on the chalkboard or dry erase boards.
During free choice, students had access to the large chalkboard that
hung on the wall, or they had small dry erase boards that fit in their
lap. There were dry erase markers in red, green, black, or blue, and
the chalkboard had colored chalk in a multitude of colors. I have
grouped these two mediums together because the students seemed to
use them in the same way, and both are nonpermanent, so I have only
my field notes to describe the literacy that took place within this
type.

Again, most of the observations in this category could have
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gone into another category, but because there was no permanent
product that could be taken away from these areas, I felt it
necessary to keep it as a category.
I view this as an interesting way for children to demonstrate
that there are times when the process is as important or more
important than a product.

Some children put tedious details into a

picture on a dry erase board or the chalkboard, only to have to erase
it in just a short time.
Often times children seemed to take great pleasure In just
drawing pictures and erasing them. For example, Joey and Benny sat
one day, and each took turns drawing pictures on a dry erase board.
They each had their own board, yet they waited until the other was
finished with a picture before starting their own.

They said they

were "taking turns drawing for each other."
When playing school, the chalkboard became rather important.
I observed Breven write "FAB" on the chalkboard.

Ryan asked him

what he wrote, and Breven said, "This says, 'Mrs. Laird.'"

Ryan

retorted, "No it doesn't." Breven ignored him, and began making
rapid marks all over the chalkboard.

Ryan continued to watch, and

finally asked, "What are you doing now."

"I am writing like Mrs.

Laird does." I laughed when I heard him say that because I remember
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playing school as a child, and doing something quite similar. I would
write something on the board very quickly and then begin making
circles and drawing lines from one thing to another.
Another activity related to playing school occurred when Farah
and Shawna were writing on the chalkboard. I noticed that Farah had
written something, so I quickly jotted it down in my field notes,
before it could be erased. What Farah wrote was "MASHWNeDI
AYNE." Since I was across the room and I did not have a tape
recorder turned on their area, I had to rely on the author to explain,
however, the text remained only a very short time, and then it was
erased. Still, I went over to Farah and I showed her where I had
copied her writing into my field notes.
me about what she had written.

I asked her if she could tell

She said, "I forgot what it says.

I

was just teaching the kids that they already know how to write."
Sometimes dry erase boards were used to play tic tac toe, or a
variation of the game.

Sometimes they would make the playing

board differently than the traditional game.

For example the board

sometimes looked like this:

Rather than trying to get three in a row, Danny and Joey made
up a game where whoever could write their letter in the most boxes
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the fastest was the winner. Joey decided not to continue this game,
however, after losing to Danny three times in row.
Writing Lists
There were seven examples of children using writing during
their free choice time to make a list of some kind.

In November,

Mark and Tye were playing together in the drama area, which had
been transformed into a grocery store.

Mark was the customer, and

Tye was the cashier. Mark told Tye, "You have to say, 'Paper or
plastic?'"

Tye complied.

Farah came into the drama area, and pretended to be a
customer. She got a shopping basket, and said, "Hmmm. What do I
need?" I replied, "You know, I always make a list when I go grocery
shopping so that I won't forget what I need."
"I forgot my list."

"Oh yea," Farah said,

She left the grocery store and stopped at the

shelf next to the drama area that contained strips of paper that
were placed there specifically for children who wanted to make
shopping lists.

In a matter of 30 seconds, she scribbled on a piece

of paper (see figure 4.35), and came back into the store. She
announced, "Now I know what I need." She stared at her list.
said, "You are supposed to keep the list in your pocket." Farah
replied, "How can I read it if it's in my pocket?"

Tye
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Figure 4.35. Farah's grocery list.

Joey now entered the store with a blank piece of paper on a
clipboard.

He strolled through the grocery store copying labels onto

his paper (see Figure 4.36). When I asked what he was doing, he
said, "I am making a list." Laura noticed Joey making a list, and so
she got another note pad and made a list in the same manner, copying
from the items on the shelves in the grocery store (see Figure 4.37).
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Figure 4.36. Joey's grocery list

Figure 4.37. Laura's grocery list
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Writing the Daily News
There were six instances during my data collection in which
students were observed writing the daily news.

Daily news was

part of our reflection time at the end of the day when we wrote on a
chart the things that we did in school that day. The helper of the
day got to dictate the news, and he or she decided whether to elicit
suggestions from their peers, or whether they had their own ideas
for the daily news.
Some of the children enjoyed copying the daily news from the
chart that hung on the chalkboard (See figure 4.38). Dylan and Benny
sat on the rug with clipboards copying the news one day, but each
substituted his name for Jacob's (Jacob was the boy who had been
the helper the previous day, and who had dictated the daily news).
When they were finished copying the news, they shared it with a few
others, and then brought it to me, and told me I could make copies if
I wanted.
Other students preferred to write their own daily news.
following shows two such examples by Alicia.

The

In the first (see

Figure 4.39), which was done In October, Alicia used random letters
to write her daily news from the activities that she engaged in the
previous day. I transcribed her message in my field notes as she
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read it to me.

Figure 4.38.
Benny's copy of
the daily news.
(Benny says,
"We did our
weavings. We
celebrated
Alicia's
birthday. Alicia
brought a
cookie. We
didn't go out [to]
play.
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Figure 4.39. Alicia's daily news
(October, 1997)."We played outside.
We colored pictures.
We went in the grass.
We painted pictures.
We branged our liquids already."
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In another example, done in April, 1998 (see Figure 4.40),
Alicia used invented spelling to convey her news.
AVxcvo. 50-35 9 2C

-fUA

Figure 4.40. Alicia's
subsequent daily
news. Alicia] says,
"I did the center
where you do the
concentration game.
I played at free
choice. We did math.
I love Mrs. Laird and
Miss Ohlfest [student
teacher]."

Dallisa went through a period of keeping a journal or a log of
all the activities she engaged in at school (see figure 4.41).

Her

entries were written on single sheets of paper in a format similar
to our daily news, except that she deleted the name at the beginning.
These samples will be detailed more in Chapter Six which contains a
case study on Dallisa, but the following is one example of Dallisa's
daily news entries.
Figure 4.41. Dallisa's
daily news.
"So far we had centers.
I went in to go
to the insect
writing. I'm
writing what I'm
on so far
Thursday."
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Discussion of Types of Writing Events
The students in n^iy classroom utilized a great variety of types
of writing, most of which related to writing events that I had
demonstrated for them.

For example, as explained earlier in this

chapter, letter writing is one particular type of writing that had
been focused on in my curriculum.

Students recognized the function

of this type of writing, and they readily engaged In It during free
choice.
Students not only focused on the visual system of writing, but
they used graphic symbols such as drawings to convey their message
(Dyson 1993). There is a common theme among all the pieces of
writing, — the authors of the pieces are attempting to create
meaning.

For some children, written symbols describe their

meaning, but for others, the pictures describe the meaning.
Nonetheless, the goal is the same, to share meaning.
Some types of writing such as lists, or daily news were
written with the writer as the only audience.

In any case, students'

uses of conventions, such as spacing between words and spelling,
became increasingly more prevalent as the year progressed.
Punctuation was sometimes evident, but omitted most of the time.
Children usually wrote on subjects that were particulariy

interesting to the author.
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Stories were often factual accounts from

the children's lives.
Types of Reading Events
The students in my classroom engaged in a wide variety of
events involving reading. Several books were read aloud each day
along with charts, songs, and poems. They engaged in shared
reading, guided reading, partner reading, and independent reading.
During free choice time, many students elected to engage in further
reading activities.

Often the activities they engaged in resembled

those that they participated in as students. Others were activities
that they invented.

It was difficult to observe all of the reading in

which students engaged as I was collecting data, because there was
no "product," and so I have more limited data on this subject.
Sometimes, however, students shared reading strategies, even
in settings that would not traditionally be considered a reading
setting.

One day Shawna was sitting at a table with Breven.

were both coloring with markers.
with stripes of red and blue.

They

Shawna filled her entire page

Breven noticed her work, and

commented, "Hey, you made a pattern. Blue, Red, Blue, Red, Blue,
Red."

Shawna corrected him, "This is not a blue red pattern, it's a

red blue pattern.

You can't start reading from the bottom, you have

to read from the top."
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Breven tried to explain, "I wasn't reading, I

was telling your pattern."

Shawna clarified for him, "Reading is

patterns too, and you can't go to the bottom first."

Perhaps Breven

felt that there was no arguing with her, so he just responded,

"Oh."

In this section I will describe each type of reading that I
observed in the course of my data collection.
Reading Books
The students in my classroom engaged in the reading of a vast
number of books. I collected data on students engaged in reading
books 45 times.

I have a rather large classroom library with a great

number of fiction and nonfiction books on many topics and many
genres.

We also utilized books from the school library, especially as

resources for our focus studies.

Children frequently brought books

from home to share. Sometimes these books related to our focus
study, but other times they were just a favorite story that the
student wanted to share with others.

A basket labeled "favorite

books" was on the rug near our meeting area. This basket contained
an assortment of books from students' homes as well as our
classroom library.

It was a place for them to store the books that

they wanted me to read aloud to them. On occasion, I would add a
book to this basket when I wanted to offer a particular resource for
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something that I saw a child interested in.

The helper of the day

was allowed to choose a book from this basket (or elsewhere) and I
would read it aloud.

This was separate from the planned read-

alouds that I generally selected to go along with our focus study.
When time permitted we would read more than one book from this
basket, but typically it was one per day.

I explain this basket here,

not because I want to focus on the read-aloud aspect, but because
this basket was a well visited place during free choice time.

In

addition to me reading aloud from the favorite books, children
selected books to read to themselves.

I frequently heard comments

such as, "Go get a favorite book."
I did place some limitations to books that could be included in
this basket. I did not allow any books that were about a movie or a
cartoon.

The reason for this limitation is mostly due to my personal

preference.

With the vast array of quality literature that is

available, one could not possibly come close to reading it all to
children. I do not consider these types of books to be quality
literature, thus reading them would take away one more opportunity
for a child to hear quality literature.

This is not to say that these

types of books were forbidden from the classroom; they were
certainly allowed, but the students knew that I would not read them

to them.
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In terms of reading books I have separated the following

examples according to those that involved trade books, Rigby books
(an emergent readers' series of leveled books), and class made
books.
Reading Trade Books. There is a wide body of research focused
on independent reading, and many of these studies (Clark, 1976;
Fader, 1982, ) provide evidence that the amount of independent
reading that a child does greatly affects their reading ability.
Routman (1988) also points out that as adults, most of us choose
what we want to read, and she stresses that children need to have
the opportunity to make their own choices as well.

She stresses

that this is critical in helping children to develop a habit of being
life-long readers.
Karrisa was a student in my class who is a very proficient
reader.

I wish I could take the credit for her reading ability, but she

came to school already reading. I doubt that there was a text in our
room that she could not read and understand. She did not boast about
her reading ability, but she took great pleasure in reading to others.
Sometimes children would ask her to read to them, and other times
she would offer.

Elizabeth was a child who absolutely loved being

read to. She had not been read to very often in her home. She did not
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seem to have a very strong sense of "story," and she had poor book
handling skills.

Luckily for her, however, she found a friend at

school who read to her almost daily. She and Karrisa found a quiet
place to sit alone, and Karrisa would read to Elizabeth.

It wasn't as

though they were being exclusive; they certainly would allow others
to join them, but more often than not, it was just the two of them.
Elizabeth was only at our school for two and a half months before
she moved, but I think Karrisa's reading to her made a real impact on
her desire to learn to read.
Another instance in which Karrisa's reading ability was
appreciated was when Dylan brought me the cassette tape of a
Martin Luther King story. The tape was one that I had made by
reading the story into the tape recorder.

Dylan had wanted to listen

to the story during free choice, and couldn't get the tape to work.
Upon examining it, we found that the tape had somehow been erased.
Karrisa overheard our discussion, and she offered to read the book to
Dylan. Dylan accepted her offer, and they sat together in the
listening center while Karrisa read to him.
Some children, such as Alicia, enjoyed quiet times of reading
alone.

Alicia sometimes got her towel (used for rest time in the

afternoon), and laid it on the floor.

She expended great effort
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getting the towel absolutely straight with no wrinkles.

Then she

selected a book, and laid down on her towel. She turned pages
slowly and carefully, pausing only briefly, however, to look at the
illustrations on each page.

When she finished looking at the book,

she got up, put the book away, refolded her towel, and moved on to
another activity.

The straightening of the towel took longer than

the reading of the book, but Alicia, seemed pleased nonetheless.
Alicia engaged in this ritual

about twice a month.

There were a few

instances when she read more than one book.
Two series of books that I did not read aloud to students, but
in which they were highly engaged were "Where's Waldo" (Handford,
1987) and "I Spy" (Marzollo, 1995) books.

These books are difficult

to use as a read-aloud because the children need to be able to see
the illustrations up close (although some of the "I Spy" books are
being made into Big Books), but several children took great pleasure
in sharing them during free choice time.

These types of books enlist

children in searching through the elaborate illustrations to find a
particular person or object.

In the "Where's Waldo" series, Waldo is

a small elflike creature who is hidden among a huge crowd of others
who look quite similar.

In the "I Spy" books, children are still

engaged in the theme of searching for a hidden object, only this time

each page is a different setting. There is poetry on each page
describing some of the hidden objects that the reader is supposed to
search for.
Mark, Michael, and Breven were the students who were most
interested with these books.

They went through a period of about

two weeks where they engaged in these books almost daily.

It

started around Halloween when Michael found a "Where's Waldo"
book in our classroom library. He invited Breven to look for Waldo
with him. Mark noticed their game, and asked to join them. Mark
told the others that he had another "Where's Waldo" book at home.
Michael said he did too, and they each agreed to bring theirs the
following day.

It took Mark an extra day to remember, but each did

bring a book to share, and they were delighted that they each had a
different book.

They also realized however, that the owner of the

book already knew where Waldo was on each page, thus they
concluded that it wasn't really a fair race.
After a few days of sharing their Waldo books, they began to
lose interest. I added an "I Spy" book to the favorite books basket,
and I offered it to them during free choice.

Breven was so excited

because he had not had a "Where's Waldo" book at home, but he did
have the particular "I Spy" book that I shared. In fact he had two
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Others and he brought them the next day. This time, even Mark
remembered his book the next day. Michael did not have an "I Spy"
book to share. Each day the three of them would lay on the floor and
pour over these books.

A few other children observed their

excitement, and joined them, but others lost interest rather quickly.
Mark, Michael, and Breven, however, were highly interested.
They made a game out of reading the books. They took turns telling
the others which picture to search for, and two who were searching
raced to find the object first.

They did not read the text in the "I

Spy" books. Instead, they made up their own text. Often, they
challenged one another to find things that weren't listed in the text
because their experiences with the "Where's Waldo" books taught
them that the owner of the book always finds the object first due to
practice with it.
Eventually the excitement for these books faded, but it was
rekindled in the spring during our focus study on insects.

I

discovered The Big Bug Search (Jackson, 1996). Again there are
cluttered illustrations, and the reader is asked to search for
specific insects within the pictures.

The boys were quite

successful at reading this text probably because text

had the name

of the insect, and the number of that insect to be found printed in a
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different color.

Photograph 4.1.
Boys reading.
Mark, Michael and
Breven reading
The Big Bug
Search (Jackson,
1996) together.

Books were often included in the drama area. In one particular
setting, the Pet Store, I added a basket of nonfiction books about
pets to one of the shelves in the store. Danny was the cashier in the
pet store, and he moved the basket under the desk that held the
adding machine (which was used as a cash register). He called out
loudly, "Who needs books?" Joey brought him a stuffed cat which he
intended to purchase, and said he would like a book about cats.
Danny searched through the basket, and found him a book on cats, and
handed it to him. Tye brought him a dog, and again Danny found a
book about dogs. Tye suggested that he and Joey pretend they were
workers instead of customers and put all the books with the
matching animals. They continued bringing Danny pets one at a time,
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and he proceeded to hand over a book that matched the animal they
had brought him. When Joey brought a toy mouse, Danny said, "You
need a book about gerbils," and he pulled out a book on gerbils. Joey
objected, "This Isn't a gerbil it's a mouse."

"Well," Danny said, "I

don't have a book that's just mouses, but this one is kinda sorta like
the same thing so you can put It together." Joey agreed and put the
gerbil book with the toy mouse. Next Joey brought Danny a toy bird
that looks somewhat like a goose. Danny asked, "Is this a goose or a
duck?" "It's a goose." Tye and Joey agreed. "Okay," Danny said, "Let
me find you a book about geese." He searched the few books he had
remaining In his basket, and then declared, "A goose Is not a pet."
Tye asked, "How do you know?" "Because," Danny explained, "I
don't have a book about geese."
Reading Ricby Books. The RIgby books contained in our
classroom are a series of predictable leveled emergent readers.
Predictable books are noted for the following characteristics:
"rhyme or rhythmic quality, repetition or cumulative structure,
natural language flow, a meaningful story, and quality Illustrations
that match the text" (Routman, 1988, p. 57).

The advantage of these

types of materials Is that students are able to use these text
characteristics to make predictions based on the meaning of the
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story.

According to Routman (1988), "predictable books diminish

the need for text with limited vocabulary and phonetic regularity"
(p. 57).
Often when two or more children come together to read the
predictable books that are in our classroom, the reading and
coaching that takes place echoes the kinds of comments I make
during the shared reading of a big book. During shared reading, I
often use the strategy of covering a predictable word or phrase in
the text, and then asking children to make predictions for what they
think comes next.

After suggestions are made, I uncover the first

letter of the word or phrase, and give children the opportunity to
affirm or change their predictions.
Early in the year, when I had only done this activity with the
class a few times, Shawna already seemed to have a strong grasp of
the idea. She and Farah were sitting on the couch In the library,
reading from the Rigby series of books.

They each had a different

book. Farah was reading outloud, and Shawna told her, "Just read in
your head." Farah suggested that they get the same book so that
they could read together, and so they did. Farah selected two copies
of In Mv Room. (Bacon, 1997) She started reading,

Shawna

corrected her. "There's a 'n' at the end so it can't be 'I.' It's in."
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Farah continued reading, "In My Bed," but again Shawna interrupted
to correct her, "It can't be bed because there is no 'B.'
see, cause there's a 'r.'"

It's 'room,'

While reading the remainder of the book,

Farah made up a story for each page, and Shawna continued to
correct her, pointing out why Farah's predictions were incorrect.
Danny enjoyed being the leader or playing teacher as often as
he could. One day, he had enlisted Elizabeth and Joey as his students
in the library corner. He was sitting on the couch, and they were
sitting on the rug in front of him. He had a small stack of Rigby
books, and he was reading aloud to them. Breven came over to join
them, and he sat on the couch next to Danny. Danny told him that he
could play, but that he had to be a student, and the students had to
sit on the rug. Breven obediently moved to the rug, and Danny said,
"Okay, now if any of you know the words to this story, and want to
read with me, you may." This was an echo of what I often reminded
students of during shared reading.
Reading Classmade Books. Children often poured over our
classmade books.

Typically, these were patterned language stories

that related to our focus study.

Sometimes students wrote and

illustrated a page, and then the books were bound together and each
student had their own page. Other times, a digital camera was used
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to make the illustrations for class books.

Ruby Campbell (1998)

points out that classmade predictable texts provide opportunities
for expanding children's reading experiences by providing a
meaningful text that can be used for read aloud, independent reading,
or shared book reading.
We utilized our classmade books in all of these ways, but
primarily they were sought for independent reading.

Whenever a new

classmade book was finished, we kept it in the classroom for a few
weeks, and then children were allowed to check them out to take
home and share with their families.
The first digital camera story was written just a few days
after one of the teachers at my school gave a brief presentation on
how to use the school's latest technology. I had borrowed the
camera to take pictures for this study.

I took a few pictures during

free choice, and then put the camera in the closet. I was standing in
front of the students leading a class discussion, and I began itching.
For some unknown reason, I had come down with hives. I wasn't sure
what the problem was, all I knew was that every part of my body
was itching. I began scratching as I was talking, and suddenly I
realized that about half of the children were mimicking me and
scratching. It was not as though they were teasing, or even aware
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that they were doing it, it just seemed to catch on. When I realized
how many of them were scratching, I got the giggles. I drew a quick
sketch of a child on the chalkboard. I Invited children to tell me
what parts of their bodies they would like to scratch, and I wrote
their names on that particular part.

Then, I got out the digital

camera, and took a picture of each child scratching. The students
were hysterica! as many of them started acting like monkeys
scratching every part of their bodies.

The book was titled Itch, itch,

scratch, scratch.

The pattern of this book was

his/her

Even though this book did not tie in with our

."

"

scratches

curriculum, it tied into the moment, and it became a favorite.
Another classmade patterned book that did not involve the
digital camera was a book we did the first week of school where
each child decorated a page of a book that had the beginning letter of
each child's name. For example, Danny's page said, "D is for
[Danny]," and there was a large outline of a letter D for him to
decorate. Ryan's page said, "R is for Ryan," and there was a large R
for him to decorate.

One morning, Danny was reading this particular

book outloud to himself. Ryan came over to join him, but Danny
objected. He told Ryan, "No, I am reading this book." Danny finished
reading the book aloud, and then he turned to Ryan and said, "Do you
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want to look at your picture?" Ryan nodded, and so Danny turned to
Ryan's page. Danny proceeded to connpliment Ryan on the nice
coloring he did, then he turned to what he thought was his own page.
"Man, I didn't do a very good job coloring." Then he realized,
however, that he was on the wrong page. He turned to the correct
page, and Ryan said, "Yea that's a lot better." Danny and Ryan
continued to read the entire book again, yet they were sure to
comment on the coloring on each page.
About two weeks before Halloween, many children In the class
began discussing what they would like to be for Halloween.

Danny

suggested in a group discussion that we make a class book of the
costume each person was going to wear.

As every student had

reported that they were dressing up for Halloween, I decided that it
would be okay to engage in this activity.

(In the past, 1 had students

who do not celebrate Halloween, and if this were the case, I would
not have allowed this book to be made).

Each student drew a picture

of themselves in their costume. They dictated to me, and I labeled
the page with what their costume would be.

During the next free

choice time after this book was completed, Danny went to Tye and
said, "Do you want to read this with me." Tye told him no because
he was busy drawing a tornado. Danny was not discouraged. He said.
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"Okay, you keep drawing, and I will read to you." Tye did not object
so Danny began. Jacob and Breven were playing blocks nearby, and I
wasn't aware that they were listening, but Jacob corrected Danny
when he read Joey's page, and Breven corrected hin^i when he read
Breven's page. "I am not going to be a ghost," he said, "I am going
to be a scorpion." Danny put the book in front of Tye and asked him,
"Does it say ghost or scorpion." Breven answered before Tye had a
chance, "It says scorpion, see the eight legs?" Danny asked, "Yea,
but Where's the 'S [for scorpion]?'"

Breven answered, "I don't know

about no 'S,' I just read the picture."

The text did say "A scorpion,"

but when Danny was pointing at the capital A which he recognized
was not a "s." Danny finished reading the book, and put it back on
the shelf, but later he retrieved it again, and brought it to me.

He

opened to Breven's page and asked, "Does this look like a scorpion?"
Before I could respond, he answered for himself, "No!" and he
returned the book to the shelf.
During "Love of Reading Week" (the week of Valentine's Day
which is set aside in our district to celebrate reading), each child
dictated a story to their parents.

The parents transcribed the

stories on paper, and sent them in to school. I typed them into a
book format. The children illustrated them, and each was bound
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with hardcovers. We kept them at school for a month before
children took them home, and they were read frequently.
Danny read his story to almost everyone in the class. He would
go over to a child and say, "Do you want me to read you my book."
Most students allowed him to read to them, but one morning he asked
this of Joey, and Joey said, "No." Danny started to cry. He had come
to me the day before worried that Joey wasn't his friend anymore
because he hadn't played with him at lunch. We had talked to Joey
together, and Joey had explained to him, that he did want to be his
friend, but that didn't mean he always had to play with him.

Joey

had told Danny that sometimes he liked to play with other people.
When Danny began crying, Joey said, "I told you I don't always have
to play with you to be your friend!" He paused a few seconds, and
then said, "Okay, read me your book." Danny stopped crying, and read
Joey his book.
Next Danny went over to Michael and said, "Can I read you my
book?" Michael said, "Sure." They sat on the couch in the library. I
was listening nearby, and because I remembered the text from
typing Danny's story, I noticed that he was "telling" his story rather
than reading it. I went and sat next to them, and Danny said, "Wait, I
need to start over."

This time he read the story, just as fluently as
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he had when he was telling it. When he finished reading, Michael
said, "Is that the end?" Danny answered, "Yes."

Michael said, "I

thought so." I asked him how he knew and he said, "Because he was
at the end cover." Danny corrected him, "The endpaper." They
argued briefly about which wording is correct, and then decided that
they were both right because Michael was talking about the back of
the book which is the cover, and Danny was talking about the papers
that hold the book into the cover which are the endpapers. Michael
left to do something else, and I questioned Danny about why he
started over when I came over.

Danny said, "I wasn't really reading

the first time, I was just telling it."

I ask him if it's okay to do

that, and he responded, "It's only okay to tell it If you don't know
how to read It, but sometimes I like to just tell It because then It's
easier."
The same day, I noticed Farah reading Shawna's book. Farah
took the book over to Shawna and said, "Shawna, I just finished
reading your book." Shawna very rudely said, "Why do you always
have to be touching my stuff?" Farah seemed unbothered by
Shawna's impudence, and she went to put Shawna's book back on the
shelf. As soon as she left Shawna, however, Shawna went to Karrisa
and bragged to her, "Farah was reading my. book."
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Another part of the Love of Reading celebration is that readers
(parents, faculty, community members) are solicited to come read to
students in class.

Our curriculum specialist accepted our invitation,

and came to read one morning in the middle of free choice time. We
had already established a "Drop Everything and Read" policy which
meant that anytime during Love of Reading Week that someone came
in to read, we stopped whatever we were doing, and came to the rug
to hear a story. Students had done exactly that, and when our guest
had finished reading, I invited her to browse our student-made books
and announced that the students could go back to their choices.
Rather than do so, however, six girls went to get their books.

They

brought them to the guest who very graciously listened as Karrisa,
Shawna, Farah, Dallisa, and Alicia read to her.
last in line with her book.

Elizabeth was the

When it was her turn, she just stood

there without opening her book or saying a word.

The guest asked,

"Would you like to read me your book?" Elizabeth looked ashamed,
and answered, "I can't read."

She didn't realize that a few of the

others had not read their stories word for word.

"That's okay," said

our guest, "You can read me the pictures, or I would be happy to read
your book to you."

"You read it,"

Elizabeth said, and she literally

crawled up on the guest's lap to hear her story.
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A few days later, Jacob got his book out. His was a very long
detailed story about a mother and father dragon who have a baby
dragon. He took his book over to Eddy and said, "Do you know what
the name of my book is? Can you read it?" Eddy looked at it, and
shook his head no. Dylan sat near them, and he read the title to
Jacob's book, and then left the area. Jacob opened his book to the
first page, and again asked Eddy if he could read it. Eddy made up a
story for the first two pages, and then Jacob said, "That's not really
right, but that's okay." He closed his book, and put it back on the
shelf and returned to his favorite activity, building with Duplos.
Reading Names
Reading names was an activity that every child in the
classroom engaged in at some point. I collected data on 18
instances in which children were observed reading names.

When

students wrote letters to one another, and they wanted to put them
in one another's mailboxes, they had to read the names on the
mailboxes in order to be sure the letter was placed in the correct
box.

However, the activity the children enjoyed most was making up

games involving reading names. The names that were read were
usually from the chooser cup, the attendance chart, or the ring with
names. In terms of reading the names, it was almost always done as
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a game or dramatization.
The chooser cup (the cup with tongue depressors with each
child's name written on them) was utilized in numerous games.
recurring favorite called for a small group of children.

A

Often, they

would sit in a circle. The cup would be passed around the circle, and
the object was to try to pull out your own name (without cheating).
As the cup was passed, each person would pull a stick out of the cup
and read the name. If the person who selected the stick picked the
one with their own name, that child was declared the winner, and
the game started over.

If the stick did not belong to the child who

pulled the stick, that child would still read the name, but then he or
she put the stick back in the cup, and passed the cup on to the next
person.
The name cards which hung on a ring on the chalkboard in
alphabetical order were usually utilized in a "playing school"
dramatization.

These were the name cards that were used to

determine who would be the "helper of the day." During free choice,
students would decide who the teacher was, and then the "teacher"
would turn over the name cards to show the name of one of the other
children engaged in the game, and that child would be declared the
helper of the day.

Typically, the helper would then be instructed to
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partake in all of the activities that the helper was responsible for,
lunch count, attendance, etc.
name cards all alone.

Sometimes a child would play with the

Danny did this frequently. He would randomly

flip the cards, and then read the name of the child he had stopped on.
He would then search out that child, and announce that they were the
helper of the day. In this case, the child did not usually go to do
attendance or lunch count, but there was usually some expression of
gratitude for being selected.
Another game which utilized the name cards was one that
Dallisa and Alicia made up. They knew that the cards were In
alphabetical order, and by January many of the students were quite
efficient at predicting who would be the next helper of the day.
Dallisa and Alicia took turns holding the name cards, the other
person had the job of guessing whose name would be next. The
person holding the cards checked to see if the guess was correct.

If

it was, the cards were given to the other person so they each took
turns guessing.

If the guess wasn't correct, the guesser got another

chance. It never took more than two guesses for them to figure out
whose name was next. The only time they even made errors was
when there were more than one students whose names started with
the same letter, but even then, they were correct more often than
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not.
Another game involving the chooser cup and the name cards
together was Initiated by Joey and Breven, and then copied by
several other students.

In their game, one child pulled a name out of

the chooser cup. The name was read aloud, and then the other child
had the responsibility of finding the matching name on the name
cards. When the match was found, they would switch roles. They
continued until every name in the chooser cup had been used. One
day when Janice and Alison were playing this game, Jacob was
playing blocks, but watching them nearby.

When they finished, Jacob

objected that they weren't finished because they had not done his
name. They had been leaving the sticks out of the cup after they
were used. Neither of them remembered reading his name, and so
Alison presumed that he did not have a stick with his name on it in
the chooser cup.
unpleasing.

Jacob found this information to be quite

Janice suggested that they perhaps they did "do his

name," but they didn't remember.

She started to go pull the sticks

out one at a time to read the names, and search for Jacob, but Jacob
said that since it was his name that was missing, that he better be
the one to check. Happily, he did find his name, and then he asked to
play the game with them. Janice and Alison obliged him, and they
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went through the entire cup playing the same game.
Reading Notes
As described in the writing notes section of this chapter, many
children engaged in writing notes to one another, and those who
received the notes read them. I would expect that for every note
written, there was a note read, but I did not always observe the
reading since students usually put their notes in their friend's
mailbox, and sometimes the friend did not discover the note until
later in the day. I only took field notes during free choice, but I do
recall several instances when it was time to go home, and children
were emptying their cubbies and mailboxes and someone would say,
"Hey, I didn't know I got a note today."
Often the student who received a note was not able to read it,
but they were able to read one another's names so they could figure
out who the note was from, and they went to that person and asked
to have the note read to them.

Sometimes, in this instance the

student who sent the note would not remember what they had
written.

For example, Mark wrote a note to Michael, but when

Michael inquired about the note, Mark said, " I just wrote you a note.
I can't remember what it says, you read it." Michael responded, "I
can't read it."

Mark still had a solution, "Have your dad read it when
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you get home."
Sometimes students would read me the notes they had written.
One day Eddy brought a packet of stationery from home, and he was
writing a note to his parents. He had already sealed one letter in an
envelope, and I asked if next time, I could make a copy before he
sealed his note. He told me, "I am going to write another note, and I
will show it to you before I put it in the envelope." He did so.
the bottom of his note it said, "Form, Eddy."

At

I started to point out

the misspelling to him, but he said, "I know it doesn't say 'from,'
but I maked a mistake, but I just read it the right way, cause that's
what I meant to write."
Readinc Stories on the Computer
Another medium students sometimes used for reading was the
computer.

B. Reynolds (1998) points out that in establishing a

literacy enrichment program, classrooms need a computer "section"
containing at least one computer equipped with a CD Rom so that
children can have opportunities with stories and language games.
In our classroom, there Is a computer area and I recorded data
on nine episodes in which students were using the computer for
reading, but I imagine that this number is extremely low, as
computers were one of the favorite activities according to the daily
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checklist that was kept on the activities that students were
engaged in. I do recall the computers being used almost constantly
during free choice time, and while there were some games that did
not involve reading, many of the computer activities did.
There were several C.D.'s that belong to the school, and
children enjoyed reading along with those, as well as others I
borrowed from my own children's collection from my home.

Most of

those that belonged to the school were part of the Living Book
Series which contained a story complete with text and illustrations.
In most of these stones, the children listened as the computer read
the story, and then the children had the opportunity to click on
different areas of screen in order to explore all the sounds and
movements that accompanied each page.
Children often enjoyed reading a computer story in partners.
They would sit next to one another in separate chairs, or sometimes
they even shared one chair. They took turns being in control of the
mouse as they manipulated the objects on the screen that went
along with the story being read.
Reading Word Cards
There were six instances when data was collected on children
who were reading word cards.

The word cards were on the writing

materials shelf.
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The word cards were cut-up sentence strips that

listed words that children frequently asked me how to spell such as
friend, mom, dad, dear, and from. There were also word sheets
which were pictures with labels which were related to our focus
studies.

For example, when we were studying farm animals, there

would be a sheet of paper with numerous farm animal pictures, and
the name of the animal listed next to the picture.

I tried to Include

a sheet similar to this for each focus study that we were engaged in.
When I added a word card or a word sheet, I always showed it to the
children, and explained that it was there to help them spell words,
but that if they preferred to use their invented spelling, that was
fine.

My intentions with the cards were to offer the correct spelling

of key words for children who were hesitant about using invented
spelling, but also described them as a way of checking their
invented spellings.

We discussed the fact that correct spelling is a

courtesy to the reader, and that these cards could help with that.
Other words or phrases were added to the word cards as the
year went on. Early in the year, several children had asked me how to
spell Happy Birthday, so this was written on a word card along with
a small drawing of a birthday cake on the bottom.

At holidays,

phrases such as Merry Christmas, and Happy Hanukkah were added.
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The Merry Christmas word card had a small picture of a Christmas
tree, and the Happy Hanukkah card had a small picture of a Menorah.
On his mother's birthday, Breven wanted to make her a card.
He had the Happy Birthday, and the Happy Hanukkah word cards. He
asked Farah which one said, Happy Birthday. She answered him, "The
one with a birthday cake, not the Menorah." "What's a Menorah?" he
asked. "You know. Remember that story about Herschel and the
Hanukkah Goblins (Kimmel, 1989). The candle thing he was lighting
was a Menorah."
Ryan probably used the word sheets more frequently than
anyone.

As mentioned earlier, he was rather hesitant about using

invented spelling.
written correctly.

He was a perfectionist, and wanted things to be
Copying was an activity he enjoyed, and so he

would sometimes copy the word sheets, and then read them to a
friend, saying "Look at all the words I wrote."
Reading Environmental Print
Environmental print is defined as "print found in the natural
environment of children" (Kuby, Aldridge, & Snyder, 1994, p. 3).
Examples are labels, signs, billboards, and logos.

"An important

aspect of it is that it is contextualized print that can be personally
meaningful for children (Miller,1998, p. 113).

In addition.
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Environmental print provides encounters with written
language. As a result of these encounters, young children learn
words, as well as learning about how written language works.
They learn that language is meaningful; it communicates a
message. They learn that it is used by human beings for the
fulfillment of many objectives. It provides a vast resource for
looking at and thinking about written language (Hall, 1987, p.
29).
Taylor (1983) described children's exposure to environmental
print in their homes, and she documented the ways that literacy was
embedded into the children's lives. Environmental print Is useful
within a classroom, however, because it helps to provide a bridge
between the home and school settings (Kuby, Aldridge, & Snyder,
1994).
Our classroom was littered with environmental print.

I

collected data on only four specific events in which children were
engaged in reading environmental print, but like some of the
previous categories, I assume that there were many other
occurrences that I was not available to record.
There were labels for supplies and materials to help the
students return things to their proper place, but also to enable them
more opportunities to read print that was all around them.
Even the block shelf that held the big wooden blocks had
outlines of the blocks to show the children where to replace them on
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the shelf to keep the shelf neat and orderly. There were two types
of rectangular blocks, one of which was fatter than the other.

In the

spaces where they belonged, one outline said fat, and the other
skinny to show where to stack each of the different types.

Only

once did I hear a discussion of these words when Farah asked
Karrisa which word said, "fat," but obviously students were aware
of the words, because the fat and skinny rectangular blocks always
seemed to be in the correct place.
Benny finished painting one day, and Janice was next, but she
didn't know where to get the painting paper.
over in the cabinet that says, "Paper."

Benny told her, "it's

This information did not help

Janice, but he clarified, "It's the last cupboard over there, and it has
the purple writing with a 'P' on it."

Janice found the painting paper

after Benny offered the additional directions.
When we were in the middle of our focus study on pets, the
math center incorporated dog bones as the manipulatives for a
counting game. During free choice one day, Danny brought me the box
of dog bones. "Mrs. Laird," he said, "See these dog bones, this dog on
the box looks just like my grandma's dog."

"Really," I answered,

"What kind of dog is that?" "I don't know he said." He stared at the
box, and then responded, "It just says, 'Bones.' It doesn't say what
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kind of dog it is."
Discussion of Types of Reading Events
While the reading process is difficult to observe, there were
still many different types of reading events that were observed
during our free choice time. Reading books seems to have been the
most prevalent of these types.

This is not to say that other types of

reading events are not important or were not observed.
is the easiest to recognize.

Book reading

However, I am sure that there were

multitudes of examples of students engaged in other types of
reading events such as reading environmental print, but since this
often happens with just a glance, I no doubt missed many of these
examples.

Harste, Woodward, and Burke (1984) point out "while we,

as professional language educators and as adult members of the
child's linguistic community, know a lot about language, children
must discover it for themselves" (p. 230) The free choice time in
our classroom gave children just such an opportunity, and they
seized it.
Conclusion
This chapter described the variety of types of written
language events that students engaged in during free choice time.
Each type was defined and then examples were provided.
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Within my classroom, what I attempted to create was an
environment that was conducive for authors and authorship. RevelWood (1988) points out that educational experiences should reflect
an integration of reading and writing across the curriculum.

She

goes on to state, "such a plan Is necessary to provide students with
a multitude of invitations to read and write and to allow them the
freedom and control they must have to develop as learners" (p. 169).
Harste, Woodward, and Burke (1984) contend that children
should be given ample opportunities to engage in enticing language
opportunities.

Furthermore, they indicate that children need the

freedom to experiment with these language opportunities.

The free

choice time in my classroom allows children the freedom that
Harste, Woodward, and Burke suggest is necessary.
Students' uses of types of written language were strongly
influenced by the classroom experiences outside of free choice time.
I continually demonstrated ways that children could engage in
reading and writing.

Because the students were involved in an

inquiry based curriculum, I created center invitations based on their
inquiries, thus they emulated many of these types of events during
their free choice time.
Student's experiences with literacy in their homes also
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influenced their engagements in school.

Yetta Goodman (1984)

points out:
Although it may seem obvious, it is important to remember
that children's development of literacy grows out of their
experiences, and the views and attitudes toward literacy that
they encounter as they interact with social groups (the family,
the local community, and other socio-economic classes, races,
or ethnic groups). The soil in which the roots of literacy grow
has significant impact on each child's development" (p 103).
Another important consideration is that students utilized the
type of written language that they felt most served their needs to
communicate.

The types of written language were also influenced

by the function and context of the written language.

The functions

and contexts of their written language will be described in the
following chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
FUNCTIONS AND CONTEXT FOR WRITTEN LANGUAGE:
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
This chapter addresses the second and third questions of this
research study.
2. What are the functions of written language within the free choice
engagements of kindergarten students?
3. How do kindergarten children integrate written language into
their free choice engagements?
Within the second question related to the functions of written
language, I investigate the purpose behind the written language of
kindergarten children.

I am also interested in the students'

perspectives of the functions for their literacy.
The third question in this study relates to the context in which
children use written language.

I have identified these contexts as

either "Literacy as the Context for Exploration," or "Imaginative
Events as the Context for Literacy."
Both of these questions are explored in this chapter.

As in the

previous chapter, I utilized the constant comparative method (Glaser
& Strauss, 1967), thus data analysis for this study was ongoing.
I collected data, I searched for patterns in order to develop

As
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categories from the data. These categories came from many
different sources including my field notes, checklists, artifacts, and
transcripts of audio tapes.
This chapter will focus first on the functions of written
language that occurred during the free choice engagements of my
kindergarten students (question two).

Next, I describe how the

kindergarten students in my class integrated written language into
their play and free choice engagements (question three).

For each of

these questions, I describe the data and the analysis techniques that
were used to examine the data relevant to each question. I then
discuss the categories that were identified from the data.
Functions of Written Language
To me, the term "function" identifies a broad term.

Smith

(1983), however, points out that a function is whatever an object
exists to do.

He views this as a detraction from the flexibility of

language. The sole purpose of a function, he says, is to put types of
literacy into neat compartments according to how they are utilized.
This limiting nature of the word function was bothersome to Smith,
thus he elected to embrace the term "uses" of language, rather than
"functions" of language.
the user.

According to Smith, a use is determined by
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I view this as a matter of semantics, and will use the terms
functions and uses interchangeably.

Both Halliday (1975) and Smith

(1984) agree that children do not learn language for the purpose of
applying it to various functions.
with their learning of its uses.

They learn language in conjunction
Smith goes on to say,

I have argued elsewhere (Smith, 1982, Chap. 4) that written
language can be used for every purpose for which speech can be
used (although some purposes are better served by speech and
others by writing) and speech can be used in support of every
human intention. Thus to catalog the possible uses of written
language one would have to catalog every possible human
intention in terms of both understanding and producing effects
(p. 145).
Yetta Goodman (1984) states that, "the functional principles
are the understandings that children have about the reasons and
purposes for written language" (p. 105).

She also (1986) points out

that written language is one form of language expression, and it is
the considerable means through which literacy is represented.
Children learn written language in much the same way that they
learn oral language, but written language does not serve the same
functions as oral language.
literacy."

Children develop their "roots of

Goodman describes five roots of literacy, however, for

the purpose of this study, I focus only on the root of literacy that is
functions and forms of writing.

She goes on to describe the
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functions and forms of writing by stating:
As we gain greater insight into the processes of reading and
writing, it becomes apparent that writing and reading are not
mirror images of each other. There are both similarities and
differences in reading and writing processes, depending on the
particular functions and purposes each serves, although each
no doubt has impact on the other. I believe that the various
functions and forms of writing develop in direct proportion to
the functional experiences children have engaged in writing,
rather than in relation to biological stages or critical moment
of learning (p. 10).
Goodman stresses the importance of providing an educational
environment which promotes children's use of their prior knowledge
about written language.

Children come to elementary school, and

even preschool, with a vast amount of knowledge of written
language. This knowledge needs to be valued first, and built on,
secondly. This is the nature of the job of an educator. In order to
value the functions of written language, it is important first to
describe the functions.

Numerous educators and theorists have

written about the functions of language, but most of these writings
seems to point to the work of Halliday (1973) who identified a set
of seven functions of oral language a child uses in "learning how to
mean:"
1.
2.

Instrumental ("I want"): satisfying material needs.
Regulatory (Do as I tell you"): controlling the behavior of
others.
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Interactional ("Me and you"): getting along with other
people.
Personal ("Here I come"): identifying and expressing the
self.
Heuristic ("Tell me why"): exploring the world around the
inside one.
Imaginative ("let's pretend"): creating a world of one's
own.
Informative ("I've got something to tell you"):
communicating new information (p. 37).

While Halliday contends that these are hierarchal functions of
oral language, I would argue that this is not the case in terms of
written language.

Others, such as Schrader (1991), have placed

children's writing samples into Halliday's categories and found the
functions not to be sequential.
Shuy (1981) states.
Good language learners begin with a function, a need to get
something done with language, and move gradually toward
acquiring the forms that reveal that function. They learn
holistically, not by isolated skills. Such learners worry more
about getting things done with language than with the surface
correctness of it. They experiment freely and try things out
unashamedly (p.107).
As I read the works of various theorists (Goodman, 1984;
Halliday, 1975; Heath, 1983; Shuy, 1981; Smith, 1983; Taylor &
Dorsey-Gaines, 1988; Sulzby & Teale, 1991; and Teale, 1986b) who
have identified functions of language, each made sense to me in
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terms of the researcher's own data, but the functions did not seem
to correlate to my data. The students in my classroom were using
some of the functions that had been identified by each of these
scholars, but I realized that I needed to develop a list of functions
that were specific to the data I had collected on the students in my
classroom.

Also, this study is based in grounded theory (Glaser &

Strauss, 1967) where categories are developed from the data rather
than being imposed apriori on the data in order to generate theory.
Smith (1983) cautions that lists of functions of language often
become oversimplified.

He also points out that:

[A] list is also incomplete because it considers language
primarily from the point of view of the intentions of its
producers, speakers, or writers. But listeners and readers
have intentions also, although the use they make of an instance
of language may not be identical or even complementary to the
purpose of its producer (p.56).
With this in mind, I want to stress that the functions of
literacy that I identified are specific to the students in my
classroom for the data that I collected during free choice time.
Data collected on literacy events at a different point in the day, or
with a different group of students may not utilize the same
functions.

In the following sections, I will describe the process of

identifying the functions, and I will then describe each of the
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functions and provide specific examples of literacy events which
depict each of the functions.
Identifying the Functions Used By My Students
In order to identify the functions of literacy that the students
in my classroom used, I primarily analyzed my field notes since the
functions focus on the process of the literacy act rather than the
product.

Again, I used the constant comparative method (Glaser &

Strauss, 1967) in order to search for patterns of language uses that
could be developed into categories for the functions.
Wortman (1990) points out that the intended audience
influences the function of a piece of writing.

For example, a child

who intends him or herself as the audience may write their name on
a piece so that the name serves as identification, a way for the
child to differentiate his or her piece from someone else's.

When

other students are the intended audience, however, a name might
also be written as an indicator to others that a particular piece is
claimed by the author.
I analyzed each literacy event separately to identify what the
purpose was for the composition of or interaction with literacy.

I

recorded my observations in the margins of my field notes, and kept
a working list of the categories that were emerging.

When a new
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category was developed, I went back through my field notes, and
reread to see whether any of the previously labeled literacy events
fit into the new category.
Through this process, I identified nine functions of written
language (see Figure 5.1) that were utilized by the students in my
classroom during free choice time.

Using the format that Smith

(1983) used to describe Halliday's functions, I have listed a broad
descriptive label for each function followed by a brief example of
the language use, and then an explanatory elaboration. The functions
are listed from the most frequently engaged to the least frequently
engaged.

The number of occurrences for each of the functions is

listed before the name of the function category.

Following this

figure, I list each of the functions and provide specific examples
from my data of literacy events that exemplify each of the
functions.
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65 Declarative: "This is how I feel." (Stating ones's feelings
toward another person. Usually involves the writing of a note
to show affection or build a relationship.)
51 Pleasurable: "Just for fun."
pleasure of doing so.)

(Reading or writing just for the

29 Informative: "What does it say?" (Reading or writing labels or
directions in order to describe a text.)
27 Confirmational: "Making sure." (Referring to a text or
alternate source to confirm information.)
26 Imaginative: "My own idea."
to create an original text.)

(Using creativity and imagination

24 Explanative:
"This is how to do it." (Giving directions or
clarification for how to perform an act of reading or
writing.)
19 Recollected: "I remember." (Writing a list or other text
which serves to aid in memory or recollection.)
18 Repetitive:
"Do it again." (Displaying perseverance in copying
a text or practicing writing a text - usually related to the
composition of names.)
14 Self-assured: "I can do it." (Reading or writing to show self
or others an existing ability or new skill.)
Figure 5.1. The functions of written language that were identified
in this study (along with the number of occurrence for each function
category).
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Declarative
This function relates to declaring one's feelings toward
another person.

Usually it involves the writing of a note to show

affection or build a relationship, but it can also be an unkind note.
The focus is on sharing emotions with another person.

This function

closely relates to Halliday's (1975) "interactional" function in
which he describes two people conversing in order to get along with
one another, and his "personal" function which serves to show the
child's uniqueness through the expression of personal feelings.
Students engaged in the declarative function 65 times.

This is

the most frequently identified function within the data of this
study.

This is because note writing was the most frequent type of

writing, and most of the notes were focused on interacting with or
expressing a fondness for one another. "I love you" was the theme
that resonated through most of the notes, thus almost all of the
examples that were listed in the note writing types of the previous
chapter fall under this declarative function.

Although the message

was typically the same, the format was not.

These types of notes

were also written with a variety of media.
painted by Alicia.

Figure 5.2 is a note
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Figure 5.2. A note painted by Alicia given to her teacher

Almost all notes that were written were declarative of
emotion.

Even if the feeling wasn't recorded directly on the note,

most of the notes seemed to represent emotions for another student
rather than providing information.

A picture given to a friend was a

way of saying, "You are my friend." For example, one day Benny drew
the outline of two pumpkin shapes with a blue marker.

He drew two

faces that were quite similar, and then cut them out (see Figure 5.3).
He showed both of the pumpkins to Joey, and asked, "Which one do
you like?" Joey chose one, and Benny asked, "Don't you like this
one?" (referring to the one that was not chosen). Joey nodded, not
really seeming to notice a difference in the two.

Benny wrote, "To

Joey" on the back of the pumpkin shape that was not chosen and put
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it in Joey's mailbox. The other pumpkin was placed in his own
mailbox.

Figure 5.3. Two pumpkins made by Benny and given to a friend
Some samples, such as Elizabeth's (see figure 5.4), have no
writing but the intent is still the same, to express a fondness for a
friend.
herself.

In this example, Elizabeth has drawn a picture of Alison and
When she was finished, she handed the picture to Alison

who immediately showed it to Farah and said, "Look Elizabeth wrote
me a note."

Figure 5.4. Elizabeth's
picture of her and
Alison. It was given to
Alison as a
demonstration of
friendship.
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Sometimes a perceived text rather than an actual written text
is what causes a particular example to be identified within a
specific function. For example, Figure 5.5 may not seem obvious as
declarative unless the intent of the piece is known.

In this example,

Ryan gave me two pictures of bunnies and said, "I made these for you
because I thought you might like pictures of bunnies."
In the first, Ryan drew a picture of bunny, and then his second
picture was copied on a computer program called Kid Pix. I should
note that our computer lesson for the previous week, had been for
the children, in class, to draw an insect with all the correct body
parts.

We brought these pictures to the computer lab, and the

students copied their insect pictures on Kid Pix.

The hand drawings

and computer drawings of insects were mounted side-by-side on a
large piece of construction paper, and they were hung in the hallway.

Figure 5.5. Ryan's
bunny pictures.
(A) was drawn on
construction paper.
(B) was drawn on
the computer.

5.5 A
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Holiday and birthday cards were another frequent example of
declarative functions.

In Figure 5.6 Karrisa wrote me a note before

Mother's Day. She wrote the exact message to her mother
substituting mom for my name.

\/

V/. -

. .

Figure 5.6. Karrisa's Mother's
Day note to the teacher.

Originally, in defining this function, I anticipated that it would
only include pieces that were affirmative, but there were two
examples (that I was aware of) of children writing notes that were
not kind. I am pleased that the two notes never were given to the
intended person because that would have been rather hurtful. These
notes were uncharacteristically written by Dylan and Benny, and I
discovered the notes by accident. I had been observing them playing
a game they had made up on one side of an old checklist of student
names that had been selected from the scrap paper basket. I left
their table, and when I returned they were writing on the backs of
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their papers.

Before I could inquire about what they had written,

they both quickly flipped over their papers.

When I did inquire, Dylan

said that the writing was too messy, and he didn't want me to see it.
Benny agreed that his paper was also too messy, and they both folded
their papers and immediately went to put them in their cubbies.
Their reactions were not like any I had observed from either of
them before, which left me very curious, and so later in the day, I
checked their cubbies and retrieved the notes.

I was surprised to

find that each had written an unkind comment about Ryan. Given
their humbling reaction when I showed them the notes and
questioned the content, I doubt that they intended for Ryan to see
the notes. They had apparently argued with him, and were merely
expressing their feelings.
I debate still whether it was appropriate for me to go into
their cubbies and take the samples without permission.

I was so

intrigued with capturing every bit of literacy that it hadn't occurred
to me that what was on their papers might have in fact been private.
Lindfors (1991) argues that students are often forced to talk with
one another surreptitiously.

She suggests that teachers provide a

sanctioned place in the classroom where students can go to talk
privately. She goes on to state that teachers should only respond to
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that writing which a child has given permission for the teacher to
read the material.
I always offered students an invitation to share writing that I
had not observed. While I was not compelled to check everyone's
cubbies to see if they had something that hadn't been shared with
me, I was curious, however, as to whether this negative type of note
writing occurred from other students.

My guess is that it probably

did happen occasionally. I say this because later I observed Farah
writing a note to Tye, that said, "Tye and Farah kissing." The
picture at the bottom depicted the two of them holding hands.

At

this point in the year, Farah was quite infatuated with Tye, and they
had spent the entire Outdoor Play time the previous day, walking
around the playground hand-in-hand.

Tye had allowed this for one

day, but the next day Farah asked him if he wanted to hold hands he
said, "No, I rather go play in the water table."
Farah had not noticed me watching her as she wrote, and when
she did see me, she quickly scribbled over all the writing on her
paper.

When I questioned her, she said, "I didn't think that I was

supposed to write that at school." I told her that she could make her
own choices about what she thought was or was not appropriate to
write about at school.

Her spelling was correct, however, and since
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Farah did not engage in conventional spelling very often, I asked her
how she knew how to spell "kissing."

She replied, "From the song

about sitting in a tree, K-l-S-S-l-N-G."
In this section I have only included examples of students'
writing, but it should be noted that the reading events that occurred
each time a note was received is also exemplary of the declarative
function.
Pleasurable
There were 51 examples of the pleasurable function.

A

literacy event was recorded as pleasurable when It occurred
primarily for the child's pleasure of the engagement.

Of course

there is always a perceived benefit to the act of reading or writing.
As students engaged in these acts, they became more confident and
more competent in their abilities.

Children may or may not have

been aware that this was true, but I doubt that they had the goal of
competency in mind every time they picked up a book to browse or
wrote something on a piece of paper. For many children, the act of
this engagement was truly a joyous event.
Ken Goodman (1984) states that "most of the esthetic reasons
for reading come under this heading.

The point is that this kind of

reading is done at the reader's own discretion for the reader's own
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enjoyment, and by personal choice" (p.99).
Most of the reading that students in my class engaged in during
their free choice time fell into this category of being pleasurable.
In the previous chapter, I described Alicia getting her towel, and
laying on the rug to read. This again, was for the enjoyment of
reading, not to practice a specific skill or to gain any specific
information.

Alicia was relishing good literature.

Another example from the previous chapter is that of Karrisa
reading to Elizabeth. This also serves as a pleasurable function.

As

stated earlier, there were other benefits gained for both
participants, however, they engaged in this activity primarily
because they both enjoyed sharing the reading of a book.
As stated in the types of reading, there were many different
ways in which students read stories.

In several instances, students

read or listened to stories on the computer.

Most of these stories

were from the Living Books series, and students took great pleasure
in reading and interacting with the text and illustrations.

The

motive seemed to be the pure enjoyment of the story.
Many of the name games that were described in the chapter on
types of literacy also were engaged in because it was a pleasurable
experience.

Again, there were other benefits, but the primary
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motive was the delight that came about from these games.
Another activity that seems to have been engaged in mainly for
the joy of the activity was the utilization of mini-alphabet stamps.
These are stamps that resemble a marker, but leave the imprint of
letters or pictures that look like miniature icons.

The writing shelf

contained a set of mini-alphabet stamps and other mini-stamps of
pictures such as hearts, lips, and smily faces.

Students made

designs with the stamps, and occasionally they incorporated them in
making a book or a specific picture, but, typically, they stamped
random letters on a paper with no particular method or pattern
easily evident.

In some cases, this type of activity would be

considered art and not literacy, but there were times when students
had a literacy focus such as when they stamped the letters and
named them as they did so (see Figure 5.7). As Farah engaged in this
activity, she chanted in a sing song manner R-R-R-R-R, and she
stamped the letter R each time it was sung. Then, she randomly
selected another letter, and continued the same pattern of singing
and stamping several times.

This continued until her paper seemed

to have little room for stamps.
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Figure 5.7. Farah's letter stamps.

Informative
Within the informative function, there were 29 occasions in
which the reader or the writer read or wrote labels or directions in
order to describe a text.

Halliday (1975) identified an "informative"

function, but he contends that this is a rather sophisticated
function.

He says that the informative function "depends on the

internalization of a whole complex set of linguistic concepts that
the young child does not possess" (p. 21).
I am identifying the informative function rather broadly.

In

terms of how I have identified the informative function, students
engaged in this function when they drew pictures and labeled them.
This was a way of showing the reader what was in the picture
without too much elaboration.

When Dallisa and Karrisa made the

sign for the pet store, the sign served to inform others of the name
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of the store.
Ken Goodman described an "informational reading" function
whereby "readers make frequent use of texts to gain information for
immediate use" (p. 99).

Similarly, the informative function could

also be described by what Teale (1986b) calls "literacy mediated
entertainmenr which he observed in three different ways.
"Sometimes the literacy itself was the source of the
entertainment" (p. 185).

Literacy as a mediation to entertainment

refers to one reading the movie section of the newspaper in order to
see what movies are playing at the theater, reading instructions to a
game, or reading captions such as those in cartoons which help to
describe the story.

The latter type reminded me of a cartoon I was

watching, Tom and Jerry, with my two young sons.

In this cartoon, a

cat, Tom, repeatedly tried to catch a mouse, Jerry, but was never
successful.

In this episode, however, two twin cousin cats worked

together to antagonize the mouse until at the end he walked into a
building with a sign that said, "Home for mice with nervous
breakdowns." My children were not able to read this text, and even
if they had been able to decipher the words, they probably would not
have constructed a meaning, yet they were still entertained by the
cartoon.

Teale (1986b) would describe this as literacy that is
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incidental to entertainment; it is not essential to the entertainment,
it just adds to it.
The interaction with environmental print falls under the
informative function because environmental print serves to provide
information.

Ken Goodman (1984) points out that "environmental

print is read not so much by choice as by necessity" (p. 98).
As an example, Alicia drew a picture of a Teddy Bear, (see
Figure 5.8)

and then just In case the reader wasn't sure, she wrote

the words "TeDDY Bair" (Teddy Bear) to help to identify her picture.

Figure 5.8. Alicia labeled
her picture (Teddy Bear).

In Shawna's picture, she took a picture from our scrap paper
box, and labeled it.

This was similar to the activity that week at

the writing center in which students selected pictures of various
pets engaged in a variety of activities, and they used their invented
spellings to record a sentence about the pets in a picture. Shawna
copied this notion of writing about a picture (see Figure 5.9).
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Figure 5.9. Shawna's
decoration. A scrap
piece of paper with
tissue paper and then
wrote (The little
mouse).

s

Much of our scrap paper came from the computer lab, and after
the particular writing center that I just described, several students
selected pictures from the scrap paper box and then wrote about
their pictures.
When I recognized that students were engaging in this type of
activity on a frequent basis, I attempted to expand on it.

I cut out

several pictures from magazines and placed them in a basket on the
writing materials shelf, and invited students to write about the
pictures.

A few others went through magazines and found their own

pictures, but engaged in the same activity with them.
Benny modified the activity by using stamps to make his own
picture (see Figure 5.10).

He stamped several pictures of holiday
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icons on a sheet of paper, and then labeled his picture, "Happy
Holidays."

Figure 5.1Q. Benny's
holiday stamps labeled
with "Happy Holidays"

In some ways, my definition the informative function is
parallel to the regulatory function identified by Halliday (1975).
Halliday defines the regulatory function as the language children use
to control the behavior of others.

This type of control was strived

for when children left signs to remind one another not to touch a
treasured building structure.

We had several class discussions

about rules and regulations for leaving structures in place.
At first it was agreed that students could leave a structure up
as long as it was labeled with their name, however, this issue was
revisited when Jacob made several "rockets" out of Duplos, and then
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Ryan wanted to use the Duplos, but there were very few pieces left.
Ryan asked Jacob if he could destroy his rockets to make something
new, but Jacob said, "No. They are labeled with my name. You can't
touch them."

Although he was right in terms of the rule that had

been established, the issue was discussed in a subsequent class
meeting, and it was decided that objects could only stay up for one
day, and they should not be left if they were not going to be used
again.

Obviously there was flexibility to this rule because not every

structure that was left was revisited, but this helped students to
realize that structures could not be left up indefinitely because
others may want to use the materials.
Students were attempting to regulate the rules governing the
use of Duplos. They were being informative by leaving the signs, but
negotiation was still necessary to make students feel that the
blocks were available to all students.
The informative function was also evident when Dallisa and
Alicia were looking at Dallisa's pictures on the child of the week
bulletin board, and reading about her favorite things.
student was randomly selected as Child of the Week.

Each week a
Their pictures

were displayed on a small bulletin board along with descriptions of
things like their favorite foods, their favorite animal, and favorite
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favorite activity at school.
Dallisa's favorite things.

Dallisa and Alicia were reading about

Alicia read each item, and then she would

ask Dallisa If she was correct.

Some might think of this as

confirmational, but the focus here seemed more on reading and
learning about Dallisa.

Even though Dallisa was one of the children

engaged here, she interacted with Alicia as though she were learning
some of the information about herself for the very first time.
Confirmational
In this function, which was identified 29 times, students
referred to a text or alternate source to confirm information.

It

was a way for children to establish the truth or accuracy about
something usually related to reading or writing, but sometimes just
for the sake of the information.
Tye engaged in the confirmational function when he went to
get Benny's name card from the attendance chart, and then matched
it with the names on the mailboxes so that he could locate Benny's
mailbox, and put a note in it. I was rather confused by his process
because I knew that the names on the attendance chart were
shuffled daily.

This was a classroom job performed by students, and

generally the child with this job made a point of moving every name
on the chart at least once, and sometimes several times. Thus I
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knew that Tye was not just getting Benny's name from a place on the
chart that was constant.

The names on the mailboxes were

constant, thus I was puzzled by his process. I asked Tye why he
could read Benny's name on the attendance chart, but not on the
mailboxes, and he replied, "Benny's name was under mine today, and
plus I remembered what letter it started with, but too many people
have names that start with that letter on the mailboxes."

Given his

explanation, I now understood. The names on the mailboxes were
arranged alphabetically, and there were several students with
names that started with the same letter as Benny's.

I could see how

this clarification was necessary for Tye, who was just beginning to
identify beginning consonant sounds.
In a similar example, Danny was making a list of students for
his class in the drama area which had been arranged as a classroom.
He was talking to Joey, and he said, "I think there are four people
with names that start with D, but I don't know who the other one
is." (He had already recorded three.) Joey suggested that Danny
check the attendance chart, but Danny declined this suggestion
stating that there were too many names.

Actually, he had already

thought of another idea. He retrieved a classmade book that had
been made at the beginning of the year in which each child had a
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page with a large outline of the letter that the child's name started
with.

The children's names were in alphabetical order.

Danny

thumbed through the pages until he found the first name that started
with a D, and then by process of elimination, he discovered the name
that was missing from his list.
The attendance cards, the student name cards on the writing
shelf, those hanging in the front of the room, and the names in the
chooser cup were all used to confirm the spelling of a friend's name.
Some of the name games, such as seeking one's own name from the
chooser cup also was confirmational.

In this game, students

continued to pull names from the cup until they had selected their
own, thus ending the game (often to be immediately played again,
however).
Sometimes the confirmational event was an imaginative one.
For example, Breven and Eddy were playing in the drama area one
day, and they were discussing their ages. Breven announced that he
was 16. Eddy did not believe this to be true, and so Breven tried to
prove it, by showing Eddy the daily calendar. This calendar was one
in which a marker could be slid across to highlight the day of the
week as well as the date. Breven showed the calendar to Eddy. The
date was highlighted at number 16.

"See," said Breven, "it shows
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you here next to Monday that I am 16." Eddy was satisfied with this
explanation, and so their play continued.
Sometimes students sought books to confirm information.
Jacob and several other students were dramatizing Mrs. Wishy
Washy (Cowley, 1987). Jacob was the pig, and as he rolled in the
mud, he said, "Oh what lovely mud." Laura who was not even
involved in the drama said, "You aren't saying it right.

It's just, 'oh

lovely mud,' not 'oh what lovely mud.'" Before Jacob or any of the
others could argue with her, she went to the big book which was
open on the big book shelf. She pointed to the text, and said, "Do
you see 'what?'"

This was particularly interesting to me because

during a shared reading of this text the day before, several students
were adding the word "what," and I had stopped to have them
analyze the text closely and look for the word "what."

We had

discussed that adding the word "what" sounds right, but it doesn't
look right.
Another example of students using books to confirm
information included Mark and Michael who were observing the
silkworm moths In our classroom.

Mark announced that he thought

that two of them were stuck together.

Michael who is quite

knowledgeable about all aspects of insects responded, "They aren't
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stuck they are mating."

Mark did not question the meaning of the

word mating (although we had discussed it rather briefly when
reading an informational text on silkworm moths).

Michael

retrieved the nonfiction book about the moths, and leafed through
the pages until he found a picture of two moths mating. He showed
the picture to Mark, and said, "See they are just mating like these
ones."
Sometimes the confirmation came from another student.

Our

shelf that contained the large wooden blocks was labeled with
outlines of the shapes of the blocks to help students return the
blocks neatly to the shelf.

There were fat rectangles and skinny

rectangles, however, and since the outlines looked the same, 1 had
written "fat" where the fat rectangular blocks belonged, and
"skinny' where the skinny rectangular blocks belonged.

Farah was

returning the blocks to the shelf one day. She was was working
alone, and when she had just the rectangular blocks left, she sought
out Karrisa to help her read which word said "fat," and which said
"skinny."
Imaginative
Within the imaginative function, students used creativity and
imagination to create 26 original texts.

Halliday (1975) describes
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his "imaginative" function as one in which students have the
opportunity to create an environment of his or her own.

Most of the

stories and books that children developed during their free choice
time functioned as imaginative.
The description in the previous chapter of Ryan's story about
the magical farm, written with the help of Dallisa and Alicia is a
prime example of written language of the imaginative function.

The

three of them worked diligently at coming up with a text that was
both unique and creative.
I also noticed that students who engaged in the imaginative
function were frequently the children who chose to write during free
choice only on rare occasions. Jacob, for example, seldom chose to
read or write during free choice. More often than not, he chose to
build with some kind of manipulatives, but there were a few
instances when he drew pictures of aliens at battle, or a tornado
ripping apart a house (both drawings looked similar), but he had
elaborate fictional stories to dictate and share about his pieces.
Students wrote imaginative stories in many different formats.
The previous short story was written by Dallisa (see Figure 5.11).
It was written on one sheet of paper with a line down the middle.
The text reads, "A penguin is alone. Now he found another penguin."
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Figure 5.11. Dallisa's penguin story. (A penguin is alone. Now he
found another penguin).

Taylor (1988) points out that it is not only the content of the
text, but the format that defines an imaginative function.

She

describes a "creative" function, in which students engaged in
writing their names with bubble letters (outlining the letters in
their names).

I would elaborate this to point out that the format of

a book also added to the imaginative function. Many students
collated their books by punching holes, and sewing the pages
together with yarn.
The imaginative function enables students to use their
creativity to compose a truly original piece.

Alicia demonstrated

the imaginative function by making an ABC book with only three
pages, stapled on the right, and in random order (A, then J, then B).
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She read her story to me, "A is for apple. J is for lots of J's. B is
for blue, the color."
Sometimes the imaginative function was displayed when
students made up their own stories to go along with a written text
in a book. Farah engaged in this frequently. Although she did not
have the ability to read conventionally, she was more than willing to
make up a story to go along with any illustrations in a book.
Explanative
The explanative function was identified 24 times.

Within this

function one student leads or directs another through a reading or
writing task.

It is one child giving directions or clarifying for

another how to complete a task.

While this function seems closely

related to the informative function, the difference is that while the
informative function clarifies a text, the explanative functions
explains how to perform the written literacy event.
One such illustration is in the previous chapter within the
"labeling" type of writing.

In this example, Tye gave Danny

directions for how to draw a guinea pig. In the end, it was a
collaborative effort which allowed them to collaboratively write
the name of Danny's guinea pig, Fudge, on one of the papers.
Another frequent example of the explanative function revolved

around students enlisting Karrisa in the spelling of words.
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Students

seemed to realize quickly that if they asked me how to spell a word,
I made a lesson out of trying to get the children to identify sounds,
etc., however, Karrisa was willing to just spell any word she was
asked to spell.
Students frequently asked one another to spell words.

When

Farah's mom was sick with the flu, she selected the stack of word
cards from the writing shelf, and asked those near her if any of them
said, "Get well," or "I hope you aren't sick anymore."

When she

learned that the words she needed were not on the cards, she went
to Karrisa to enlist her help in spelling the words for a get well
card. She brought Karrisa a piece of scrap paper asked her to write,
"Get well soon" on her scrap. She then took the piece of paper in
which Karrisa had spelled the words she needed and copied them
onto her card. She had already written, "DER MOM I HoP u" (Dear
Mom, I hope you...) on her own, and then she copied the words that
Karrisa gave her.
As previously stated, Karrisa's literacy skills were quite
advanced for her age. She did not boast about her reading or writing
abilities, however, students were aware of her abilities and she was
sought more frequently than any other student for words to be
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spelled or something to be read. In fact, on one occasion, Shawna
had asked Karrisa how to spell "from" and Karrisa had spelled it as
"F-O-R-M."

When I attempted to point out the misspelling to

Shawna, she said,

"No this is right because Karrisa spelled It for

me.
Other times, Karrisa volunteered in the explanative role, such
as when she read to Dylan when the tape he wanted to hear at the
listening center was broken, or when she engaged in reading aloud to
Elizabeth.
When Danny and Ryan made up their own math worksheets with
addition problems, they engaged in the explanative function as they
were trying to explain to others how to "do math."

I found this

particularly interesting because they were never given these types
of worksheets in our classroom, yet they both made worksheets with
addition problems in columns. Neither has older siblings.

Ryan is

the oldest of two children, and Danny is an only child, but
somewhere they have gained experiences with this type of work, and
they shared their worksheets with several others.
Recollected
This function was evident 19 times when students read or
wrote a list or other text which served to aid in memory or
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recollection.

The types of lists that students created were

described in the list section the previous chapter.

The two most

frequently engaged in lists were grocery lists (when our drama area
was set up as a grocery store) and lists of names of friends.
At one point when our drama area had been transformed into a
school, a few students suggested that additional school supplies
such as scissors and glue be added to the area. It was Danny who
suggested that they make a list of needed supplies.

They enlisted

our student teacher as the scribe, and made a list, then went around
the room gathering additional materials that they felt were
important to have in the drama area.
An additional type of recollection was the daily news that the
students engaged in at the end of each day. Chapter Three described
our process of recording our daily news which was a remembrance of
the events that occurred on the day that the news was written.

At

the end of the day, the helper of the day dictated the memorable
events from the day, and the events were recorded using a shared
writing technique.

Some children, most frequently Dallisa, used a

similar technique to record their own daily news for memory
purposes. Figure 4.41 in the previous chapter depicts an example of
one of Dallisa's self-initiated Daily News.
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One last example of a recollected function was the use of
graphs. Students had made many graphs throughout the year, and
some enjoyed making their own graphs of materials in the room such
as colors of crayons.

This activity was initiated because Farah

wanted a red marker from the basket that Karrisa and Shawna were
using at a different table.

When Farah tried to take the marker, the

other girls strongly objected.

Farah explained that the basket she

had didn't have a red, and that she could see that they had three in
their basket. They still did not want to give her a red marker.

Farah

was compelled to prove the inequity in the markers, thus she sorted
her markers, and made a graph to represent the colors of markers
that were in her basket. This served as a memory device so that
when she went back to Shawna and Karrisa, she showed them her
graph and the three girls then compared the markers in the two
baskets using Farah's graph, and the other girl's basket. They
discovered that Farah had three yellows, and they had only one, so
they compromised to trade a red for a yellow.
The previous example was most likely influenced by the fact
that about a week prior to this experience, we had done a similar
math activity in which the students worked cooperatively at their
tables to sort and graph the colors of crayons that were at their
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tables.
Repetitive
Within this function, students displayed perseverance in
repeating the same activity.

This function was identified 18 tinries.

The artifacts within this function were usually done as practice to
improve one's skills.

Rowe (1986) pointed out that "children often

consciously repeat the same activity several times until they
understood it fully" (p. 338).

Clay (1975) also described the

"recurring principle" in which a child might produce similar
drawings or writings on several different occasions. She points out
that if a teacher assigns a copying task, it becomes rather boring to
the child, however, if the child initiates a copying task, then it is an
enjoyable experience which helps the child achieve a sense of
accomplishment.
For some students, it seems that they can engage in the same
activity over and over, never seeming to tire of it.

For example,

Dylan wrote Ryan's name several times on a piece of paper, and then
announced that he knew how to write Ryan's name. In order to prove
his new skill, he turned his paper over, and wrote Ryan's name again
on the back of his paper.
Many children felt compelled to learn to write their names.
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Most knew how to write their first names before entering school,
however, as stated earlier, most of those wrote their names in all
capital letters.

Sometimes children would write their own name

almost like a graffiti all over a page.

Tye did this frequently when

learning how to write his last name.

He usually wrote the first

initial of his name, but one day I noticed his entire last name spelled
correctly several times on a sheet of paper.

When I complimented

his writing he said, "I didn't know how to spell my name, but then I
looked on my backpack, and my name was on there so I just copied it
on my paper. I copied it a whole bunch of times, and now I know how
to write it without copying."
Many of the student-initiated name games involved the copying
of one another's names. This was often done on a dry erase board.
Ryan engaged in a repetitive function as he copied texts from
the classmade books. More than any other child, he enjoyed copying
books, posters, charts, and any other environmental print.

When I

asked him once why he had copied the words form one of our books,
he replied, "I just like to copy stuff."
Sometimes the repetitive function was evident in the way that
students repeatedly drew or made the same objects.

Michael

probably went through a ream of paper exploring the folding
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techniques of his paper airplanes.

Benny probably went through a

skein of yarn in making kites, and then tying yarn as the string.
Self-assured
This function which was identified 14 times served as an
opportunity for children to show themselves and others their newly
accomplished skills.

Children take great pride In new skills, and

will often ask others to observe them.

For example, when Tye

learned to write his last name, he was happy to demonstrate this
task for anyone who was willing to watch him write.
The reading of the hardcover books that students made during
"Love of Reading Week" are another example of children having the
opportunity to share their skills in reading.

Even those who could

not read their text verbatim were usually willing to share their
story with anyone who was willing to listen.

The children gleamed

with pride as they went in front of the class to share their books.
Discussion of Functions
The previous section has described the functions of written
language that I identified through the analysis of my data.

The

functions were declarative, pleasurable, informative,
confirmational, imaginative, explanative, recollected, repetitive,
and self-assured.

Many of these function categories were influenced
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by the work of others (See Goodman, 1984; Halliday, 1975, Smith,
1983; Taylor, 1988; and Teale, 1986).
If the functions identified by each of the above authors were
put together as one consecutive list, the list would be incredibly
long, but still not all-inclusive of the possible functions of written
language.

Each author described categories of functions in relation

to his or her own data. While there is some overlap among the
functions identified by the above listed authors, many of the
functions are unique to each author's data.

Frank Smith (1983)

points out that lists of functions "illustrates the range of uses to
which language can be put. The list can by no means be considered
to be complete; indeed, such a catalog would have to cover all of
human psychology" (p. 52).
This description is particularly interesting given the fact that
every written literacy event did not fit neatly into one specific
function.

Because some of the categories are closely related, that

made the sorting of the data more difficult.

For example children

often wrote notes that were categorized as declarative, but many of
these notes were also confirmational as children attempted to
confirm information with a

friend.

It might also be argued that

most of the pieces described in this study could be categorized as
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pleasurable because children chose their writing engagements, they
v/ere never imposed.
Furthermore, there were additional functions that were
considered, but not included in the final analysis.
was a "participatory" function.

One such function

When Ryan gave me his pictures of

the bunnies, it may have been true that he gave me the pictures to
primarily to show his affection, but I suspect that another
underlying intention was to fit in with the other children at the
table where he was sitting who were drawing bunnies and other
Easter pictures and cards. Ryan may have been Imitating the play of
his peers (drawing pictures of bunnies), but he individualized his
piece by then going to the computer to replicate it.
In considering a participatory function, it was difficult to
identify because I could only speculate on a child's motivation.

A

child may be influenced by others, but Bodrova (1996) suggests that
in the primary grades, children begin to acquire intrinsic motivation.
She states that "by engaging In learning activity, children become
interested in learning for its own sake.

Instead of learning to please

others, or learning as a by-product of play or learning to keep social
relationships going, learning becomes an end to itself" (p. 62).
Another category that was considered was an interrogative

category.
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Within my classroom, children were encouraged to proceed

with their own inquiries.

It seems natural that their writing would

reflect the questions they are pursuing.

Although this was not

evident in my data, I speculate that an interrogative category could
have been identified.
An interesting factor that Halliday (1973) points out is that
children do not learn language so that they can apply it to a function,
they learn language as they need to apply it to a function. Ken
Goodman (1984) adds that "while it is true that the form a text
takes follows Its function, it is also true that functions are both
limited by and take advantage of forms" (p. 91).
Before the students in my class started school, they had
experienced functions of oral language.

The development of oral

language forms are useful developing forms for written language.
Goodman reminds us that meaning "is represented by a writer
in a text and constructed from a text by a reader.

Characteristics of

writer, text, and reader will all influence the resultant meaning"
(p. 81-82).

The reader and writer both have intentions related to the

comprehension of a text.
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Integrating Written Language Into Free Choice Engagements
The third question of this study relates to how children
integrate written language into their free choice engagements.

My

beliefs about how children learn written language is founded in both
theory and practice.

I expect that much of the reading and writing of

my kindergarten students may be unconventional, but I also expect
meaning to be the focus of their written language engagements.
Chapter Three highlights my beliefs of how children learn, and how I
established a curriculum and an environment to support learning.

My

analysis of how children use written language within the context of
free choice engagements and play during free choice time is based in
these beliefs and curriculum.
I began the analysis of this question by considering the
"context" of the written language that the students in my classroom
utilized.

The context is the key element in understanding their

integration of free choice engagements, play, and written language.
As stated earlier, I utilized the constant comparative method
(Glaser and Strauss 1967).

As I collected data, I searched for

patterns in order to develop hypotheses about how children
integrated written language into their free choice engagements and
play.

For this particular question I was concerned more with the
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process of written language rather than the product of the written
language.

Since process can not be easily observed, I had to infer it

from the products, and my observations of the composition.

Thus,

my primary data source was my field notes which contained rich
descriptions of students engaged in literacy.

My field notes were

crucial as I focused on the context of each literacy event in order to
identify patterns that were emerging within the data.

As I read and

reread my field notes, I made lists of the ways in which I had
observed literacy being integrated into free choice engagements and
play.

More specifically, I took note of the context for each event.
During this phase of my data analysis, I started making a list

of the different contexts in which written language was used, but
eventually I narrowed this list to just two categories, both of which
related to the context of their play.

I observed the context of

written language as either a "Literacy Event" or an "Imaginative
Event."

These categories were influenced by the work of Owocki

(1995) who described three ways that a literacy event was
experienced through play.

In her study of teacher facilitation of play

in emergent literacy in preschool, Owocki stated that literacy could
be identified as a support for play themes, as a frame for play
themes, or as an extraneous aspect of play themes. Her categories
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of support and frame of play themes are those that are related to the
categories I have identified.

Her third category of literacy as

extraneous to play was not represented in my study.
In analyzing my data, I used a photocopy of my field notes and
literally cut apart the notes separating each of the literacy events
onto its own sheet of paper.

Then, I sorted the literacy events from

my field notes into the two categories I had identified.

When the

context of the free choice engagement was a literacy event, the
literacy event itself was the focus, whereas when the imaginative
event was the context of the engagement, the imaginative event was
the focus.
It should be noted that while my field notes contained
examples of students engaged in various activities throughout the
classroom (including block play and art projects etc.), examples
were only included in this section if the child(ren) engaged in
reading or writing or made a reference to a reading or writing event.
Again, I focused only on the free choice time when students had the
freedom to make their own choices as to what they would engage in,
with whom, and for how long. The categories of Literacy as the
Context for Exploration, and imaginative events as a context for
literacy should become clearer in the next two sections of this
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chapter which provide further explanation and examples of these
two contexts.
Literacy as the Context for Exploration
In analyzing my data, I theorized that when an actual literacy
event was the focus of the play, and the literacy was not part of
some broader play event, then the event fell into the category of
Literacy as the Context for Exploration.

Similarly, Owocki's (1995)

category, literacy to frame student's play, was observed in her
study,

"When literacy was used to frame a play theme, the literacy

event constituted the play event." (p.99).

I elected the different

term to identify this category because in Owocki's category, the
literacy event influences the play, whereas in Literacy as the
Context for Exploration, the literacy event does more than influence
the play event, the literacy is the play.
This category was much more prevalent than the Imaginative
Events as the Context for Literacy category.

There were four times

as many literacy events that fell into the category of Literacy as the
Context for Exploration than the Imaginative Events as the Context
for Literacy category.

Initially, I was rather surprised at this

finding because the data was collected during "free choice time"
time, thus, I presumed that children would utilize the imaginative

play concept more often.
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A closer look at the types of literacy that

students engaged in, however, made it clear that writing notes and
stories were among the most frequent types of literacy events.
There seems to be a direct relationship between these types of
literacy and literacy as a Context for Exploration.

Other types of

literacy that were predominantly represented within this context
were the writing of labels, names, and daily news.

Within the

reading types, all of the types seemed to correlate to Literacy as a
Context for Exploration with the exception of environmental print
which could sometimes be identified as an Imaginative Event as the
Context for Literacy.
The following scenario provides an insight into story writing
as It pertains to this category of Literacy as the Context for
Exploration. Shawna and Ryan were seated across from one another,
and Ryan initiated a conversation:
Ryan: What was your story about?
Shawna: The cat and my mom were playing around.
Ryan: I know how to spell cat, C-A-T.
Shawna; I know too, I already put that on here. See. [Shawna
pointed to the last word on her paper, but then realized that
she made a mistake, spelling the word cat as C-TJ. Oops, I
forgot to put the 'A.' [She added an 'a' at the end of the word].
Ryan: Why did you put a plus sign?
Shawna: I didn't put a plus sign.
Ryan: Yes you did, see right here [He pointed to the lowercase 't'
on the word Shawna had already pointed out to him].
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Shawna: That's not a plus sign it's a "t."
This example (see Figure 5.12) took place early in November
before Shawna understood many of the conventions of writing that
she displayed by the end of the year. While the product does not
convey the intent of the writer's message, Shawna clearly
understood her intent. When I asked her to share what she had
written, she slowly read each word of her story as: "A cat is my cat
and my cat doesn't my mom and my mom Is a cat." As soon as she
finished, she said, "I didn't put all the words in the right place."
Within her story (which is how she described her piece), Shawna
spelled the word cat three different ways ("eta,"

"ctc," and "ct").

The last spelling matched one of the previously used spellings.

In

this sample, one might argue that Shawna is "playing with language"
and/or "playing with invented spelling."

I would agree with both of

these statements, but the context behind her writing or the purpose
for her writing was to convey a story which is a an act of literacy,
thus this example was coded as "Literacy as the Context for
Exploration."
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Figure 5.12. Shawna's cat
story. She read it as "A cat
is my cat and my cat doesn't
my mom and my mom is a
cat."
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In another example from this category, Alicia was sitting
alone, in March, reading our class version of the pattern language
story Marv Wore Her Red Dress and Henrv Wore his Green Sneakers
(Peek, 1993). In our class book, which had been completed in August,
each child followed the pattern of Mary Wore Her Red Dress by
drawing themselves, and then chose which article of clothing they
wished to write about. Each page had blank spaces where children
could fill in information about their name and clothing:
wore his/her
(Name)

(Color)

(Clothing).

all day long.
After Alicia finished reading the book, she went back to her

own page

in
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the book, and looked at it for a long time. Then she went

over to the painting easel, and painted her name on a piece of paper.
There were no other pictures or designs, just her name.

The context

of Alicia painting her name is difficult to understand without the
previous description, but again, both are examples of Literacy as the
Context of Exploration.
Students reading classmade books was a type of literacy that
was recurrent, and almost every example of this type fits into this
category of Literacy as a Context for Exploration.
pairs or individually to pour over these books.

Students sat in

All of our classmade

books were patterned language books, and the children were quite
familiar with the texts, thus they were quite confident in reading
these books either alone or with a friend.
Occasionally students copied a text from a book.
favorite activity for Ryan.

This was a

He was often seen selecting a classmade

book, and then copying a portion of it onto a piece of paper. He
enjoyed the act of copying, but he also appreciated having his own
copy of the text to read. If the students were in the book, then Ryan
would copy the page that was his, but if the children were not in the
book, then he would usually copy enough of the book to get a sense of
the pattern. For example, when my friend brought his horse to
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school, each child had an opportunity to sit on the horse, and have
their picture taken. I made duplicates of the photographs, and the
students got to take one photograph home, and the other was put Into
a classmade book with a very simple pattern that the children
developed:

rode on a horse named Jody. When

copying this text, Ryan copied only his page.
Another classmade book made from digital photographs taken
on our field trip to a pet store began on the first page as "We went
to the pet store."

Subsequent pages said, "We saw

The children were in a few of the photographs when they were
holding mice or rats. Ryan is shown holding a mouse, thus he copied
the page that said, "We saw mice," and then he copied the page that
said "We saw lizards." When I asked how he selected which pages to
copy, he said, "The mice and lizards were my favoritist things at the
pet store."
Perhaps one of the reasons that our classmade books fit into
the category of Literacy as the Context for Exploration is because
the majority of our classmade books were written about real
experiences rather than imaginary experiences.
In addition to being engaged with classmade books, students
were equally intrigued with their individually made books.

A
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student who competed a book often elicited "listeners" to hear the
completed story.

This was often done informally, but I also allowed

students the opportunity to share what they had completed with the
class at the end of free choice time. This served as a good strategy
for clean up as well.

All I had to say was, "If we don't hurry and get

the room cleaned, we won't have time for anyone to share the work
they have done today."

The writing and reading of these individually

made books was done with the focus on the literacy event.
Another media that was utilized in my classroom was the
computer. Frequently students in my classroom engaged in listening
to a story and interacting with the text on the computer.

Sometimes

students seemed more interested in playing with the computer and
clicking on pictures to make them move or make noises, but in these
instances, the story (the written language) was still the primary
focus of the engagement.
Computers were also used to write stories.

Some children

typed random letters quickly in a manner that resembled real typing,
and then told a story about the piece. Others used a program called
Storybook Weaver which allows the author to put pictures in a story,
and then add text at the bottom. We engaged in the writing process
with our fifth grade "buddy class."

Kindergartners independently
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added the pictures for their stories.

The following day the

kindergartners dictated their stories to the fifth graders.

A few

days later the fifth graders went to the computer lab with us, and
typed the stories for the younger children.

The kindergartners

engaged in the writing process as the older children reread the story
to their younger buddy, and offered suggestions for revision.

The

final copies were printed so that each student had their own book to
take home and share with their families.
Although this previous example did not take place during free
choice, I have offered it because many children later replicated this
process, and utilized this computer program in our classroom to
write and illustrate their own stories during free choice time.
Debbie Rowe (1986) points out that quite often, the process is
more important to young children than the product.

She described

several students in her study who worked intensely on projects, only
to destroy them when they were completed.

Rowe reported that the

students in her study often had a primary goal of learning about a
media rather than conveying a message.

Occasionally, this type of

behavior was observed in my classroom as well.

This behavior

describes the students who engage in literacy as play rather than for
communication purposes. For example, Benny selected a large piece
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of newsprint, and a large piece of manila paper. He cut the
newsprint into strips, and on each strip, he wrote the name of one of
his peers.

Then, he carefully glued these strips onto the manila

paper. I watched as he worked on this project over an extended
period of time.

I left the area where he was working momentarily,

however, and when I returned, Benny was gathering materials for a
new project. When I asked to see his previous work, he informed me
that he had thrown it away.

In questioning his decision to throw it

away, he shrugged, and said, "I was done, but I didn't want to keep
it."

I tried to retrieve the piece from the garbage, but found that it

had been torn into several pieces, and had already been covered with
several wet paper towels.
Imaginative Events as the Context for Literacv
Owockl (1995) describes literacy as a support for a play theme
when "the theme determined the ways in which the literacy would
be used" (p. 96).

Her examples from this category usually depicted

children engaged in make believe play such as a pretending to be a
worker or customer in a grocery store or a restaurant.

Within these

types of settings, students typically engaged in writing or reading
that was functional for the setting.

For example, in a restaurant, a

waitress would use writing to record a food order from a customer,
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and the cook would use reading to read the order so the correct food
could be prepared.
When a literacy event is integrated into a play experience, or
when the play is the context of the literacy event, then these
examples fall into the category of "Imaginative Events as a Context
for Literacy."

As stated earlier, this context for literacy was

engaged in most frequently during a dramatization.
For example, students often engaged in reading or writing
while "playing school."

Frequently, students in my classroom took

turns role playing as the teacher and directing other students in
specific tasks. When Breven and Ryan were playing school, and
Breven was the teacher, the two of them stood at the chalkboard
discussing whether or not Breven's spelling of my name was correct.
Breven was unconcerned by Ryan's criticism and he began scribbling
on the chalkboard, and defended his marks by stating that he was
"Writing like Mrs. Laird does."

Many children engaged in reading the

helper of the day name cards while in the midst of dramatizing being
a teacher or a student.
Danny especially liked the role of teacher, and he engaged in
this role as often as he could find another student willing to be a
student in his role play situation. He led several students in doing
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cheers for others in the class as their name cards were turned over.
This was part of our normal classroom routine.

Each day, after the

helper of the day had been identified by the turning of the name card
on the ring that was hung on the chalkboard, I would call out a cheer
for the helper. If Tye was the helper, I would say, "Give me an T.'"
After students echoed the T, the same procedure would be used for
the remaining letters in his name.
Most of the written language that took place in the drama area
fell into this category.

For example, when students brought books

into the drama area to be matched up with the pets in the Pet Store,
that was an example of students who were engaged in imaginative
play as the context for literacy.

When they wrote grocery lists for

shopping in the grocery store, those events fit this category, and
when they wrote prescriptions for the ill people in the hospital
setting, again they were utilizing Imaginative Events as the Context
for Literacy.

All of the signmaking activities that children engaged

in in the drama area fell into this category as well.
Shawna's mom was a medical transcriber, and ran her business
out of her home. Farah had visited Shawna's home, and was intrigued
with having seen Shawna's mother type so quickly.

The following

day, Farah sat at the computer nice and straight. She wore a
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stethoscope on her ears, pounded away at the keyboard while
watching the conriputer monitor, and only rarely looked at her hands.
Mark, who was playing in the hospital drama area, was looking for a
stethoscope, and he objected to her having taken this prop, but Farah
explained, "These are my headphones, and I need them to write my
doctor notes."

The text on Farah's screen was random lettering, but

there was great intent in this imaginative event.
Michael used an imaginative event as the context for literacy
when he sang the "Star Spangled Banner" while reading the book by
the same title (Spier, 1973).

The act of "singing a text" could be

interpreted as a literacy event, except that in this particular case,
he was singing the National Anthem as an introduction for students
who were going to dramatize Mrs. Wishy Washy (Cowley, 1987).
This dramatization was described earlier in this chapter, and
Laura's confirmational reference to the text is another example of
an Imaginative Event as the Context for Literacy.

Within this same

play episode, Jacob was acting as the duck and he quacked as he
paddled in the mud. Mark said, "You are the pig! You are supposed to
roll in the mud."

Alicia stepped in quickly and corrected him, "No,

he's the duck. See there's no 'P' for pig." (Each character wore a
nametag with the name of their character pinned on them in case

there was any confusion about who was who.
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Alicia was referring to

the letter 'D' for duck on the nametag).
Sometimes literacy was brought into a play situation which
had been initiated without written literacy.

For example, Elizabeth

and Karrisa were doing puzzles together, and they were almost
finished with their third puzzle which was a puzzle of Cinderella,
when Karrisa said, "Hey we have the book to this."
Literacy was brought into the block area in subtle ways.
Jacob, Tye, Michael, and Mark were putting the finishing touches on a
castle they had built together when Michael asked, "Can I huff and
puff, and blow it all down?"

The others thought this a marvelous

idea, and they all commenced huffing and puffing and blowing down
the castle, which would have been fine if they had stopped at their
own, but Laura and Joey showed no appreciation for the literacy that
had been initiated into the block play area when the boys blew down
their castle as well.
Another event related to building with blocks is the signs that
students made asking others to not touch a structure.

The focus of

this situation was on preserving the structure, thus the sign was an
Imaginative Event as the Context for Literacy.
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Discussion on Context Children's Use of Written Language
In reflecting on the written language that has been discussed
in this chapter, I am reminded that written language is a tool used
to convey meaning. Smith states (1983), "Language and human
intentions are inseparable (p. 52).

He continues:

If it is the case that mastery of language uses depends on
familiarity with alternative means of achieving the same ends,
then indeed the only way to promote language skills in children
would be to foster their more general development, especially
their self-awareness, and to extend their interactions with
others and with the world. On the other hand, interference
with their language in any way would interfere with the
development of the children themselves. Where children
exhibit reluctance or apprehension about any aspect of
language learning or use, one should perhaps look for a failure
of education, an inhibition rather than an inability (p.58)

In this section on how written language was integrated into
the play of my kindergarten students, there were predominately
more examples of Literacy as a Context for Exploration than
Imaginative Events as a Context for Literacy.

Students in my class

regularly engaged in literacy events during their free choice time,
and the focus of their engagement was the literacy event.
A factor to consider is that my classroom organization was
reflected in the functions that students engaged in.

As I reflect on

the engagements that were taking place immediately before free
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choice time, I realize that students' interest in written language
may have been influenced by the fact that most of the engagements
that I offered as invitations during free choice time were
engagements involving written literacy.

Another factor which may

have influenced students' choices for engaging in written literacy is
the time of day when our free choice occurred.

Students engaged in

free choice time immediately following our learning centers.

Our

centers were not all focused on written language (there were also
art, math, and science learning centers), but students often chose to
replicate the centers that did involve written language.

For

example, when students were required to write letters, then many
continued to do so during their free choice time.
Other times, it wasn't a classroom activity that influenced an
engagement, rather it was my participation with students during
their free choice time.

This was evident in the description of sign

making that students engaged in after they observed me making
signs for our drama area. This example made me realize the power
of my demonstrations.

I believe that this demonstration was more

influential than if I had made sign making a required activity.
Regardless of my attempts to describe the uses and benefits of
signs, it wasn't until students actually saw me making signs that
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they began engaging in this type of writing in the drama area.
Regardless of the engagement, students were not concerned
with identifying the specific function or context of the written
language, but they were definitely aware that written language
occurred for a function, and thus their literacy reflected the
functions of the real world.
Conclusion
Literacy was an integral part of my classroom.

It was used for

a variety of functions during and outside of free choice engagements
and play.

Kindergartners used writing purposefully.

The functions

of the writing seemed to correlate to the types of writing.

For

example, the notes that students wrote were primarily declarative.
Students wrote notes to express their feelings or build a
relationship.

Their stories were often from personal experiences,

and the function was pleasurable.
The functions of writing were also driven by the context of the
literacy.

Students who were engaged in imaginative events as the

context of play engaged in literacy for the same functional purposes
during an imaginative event as In real life.
Owocki (1995) points out;
The context of the event, the purposes and goals of the
individual children, the relationships among children and
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between teachers and children, the social roles that are
established in the classrooms, and the children's individual
backgrounds, all influence (and are influenced by) each literacy
event (p. 142).

Goodman (1986) and Taylor (1983) have expressed the notion
that understandings about the functions of written language
influence understandings of specific features of written language.
If this is the case, then early childhood teachers should not be
focusing instruction on specific features of written language.

Young

children should not be asked to engage in decontextualized activities
such as copying words, phonics activities, or rote activities related
to naming letters and sounds. This study has shown that given a
literate environment where written language is a part of daily life,
children explore written language during their play because it serves
a purpose in their activity and in their life.
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CHAPTER 6
KINDERGARTEN STUDENTS' KNOWLEDGE ABOUT LITERACY:
THREE CASE STUDIES
The previous chapters describe the types, functions, and
contexts for how written language is integrated into the free choice
engagements of the kindergarten students in my classroom.

What

remains is a description of the literacy knowledge of these
students.

Mills (1986) points out that literacy knowledge is a

transactive process rather than a linear sequential process.

This

being true, students' literacy knowledge over time needs to be
described.

This chapter contains case studies of three different

children in my classroom in order to address the fourth question of
this study:
What knowledge about literacy are kindergarten students
demonstrating/exploring through their free choice
engagements?
Defining a Case Study
Merriam (1988) describes the case study design as one which
provides an opportunity for "gain[ing] an in-depth understanding of
[a] situation and its meaning" (p. xii).

Thus far, I have provided a

general description of how the children in my kindergarten class
learned written language during free choice engagements.

This
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chapter moves from the findings reported in Chapters Four and Five
to individual case studies which provide an in-depth understanding
of this process of written language learning for individual children.
According to Merriam (1988),
"case study research is defined and described from the
perspective of the qualitative or naturalistic research
paradigm, which. . . defines the methods and techniques most
suitable for collecting and analyzing data. . . . Research
focused on discovery, insight, and understanding from the
perspectives of those being studied offers the greatest
promise of making significant contributions to the knowledge
base and practice of education" (p. 3).
In writing these case studies, I have considered Bogdan and
Bilkin (1982) who suggest three types of focuses for a case study;
thesis, theme, and topic. A thesis argues and defends an assumption.
It often emerges out of an incongruity between previous research or
theory and actual events that occur.

A theme is a expansive concept

or the formulation of theory that has developed from the data
analysis.

A topic is descriptive and deals with a particular aspect

of the study.
The following case studies will utilize all three of these
focuses.

The thesis I am arguing is that kindergarten children

demonstrate a great deal of knowledge about written language
through their own free explorations.

A theme is represented through
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the categories that have been identified from my data.

The topic

that will be studied is the individual child from each case study.
Participants
The participants who were chosen for case studies are Laura
Dylan, and Dallisa. These children were selected based on several
criteria.

First of all, I ranked my students academically by placing

them on a hierarchical list from highest to lowest according to
academic performance. The ranking was done according to my
observations of their abilities.

I did administer the test of basic

skills which was required by my district, however my primary focus
was observations of the children.

The purpose of this list was to

ensure that I had diversity within the academic performance of the
students represented.

Using this list, I chose one student from the

top of this list, one student from the middle, and one from the
bottom. I wanted to have a balance between male and female
students, but because I had elected to focus on three students, I
could not have equal numbers of male and female children, and so I
selected one male and two female students.

An additional factor to

consider was ethnic diversity. One of the selected children is
European American, one is Iranian and European American and the
third is Indian and European American.

Finally, I chose students who
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showed diversity in their choices of engagements during free choice
time.

I kept a daily checklist which identified the activities that

each child was engaged in during free choice time.

These checklists

were evidence of the diversity of the choices that the selected
children made.
Data Collection and Analysis
First of all, it is important to note that the written literacy
discussed in this chapter relates only to that which took place
during free choice time.

In writing these case studies, I utilized the

same data collection and analysis procedures as were used for the
rest of this study, along with a few additional data collection
techniques.

The first of the additional techniques was an informal

sociogram developed specifically for this research question.

The

purpose of the sociogram was to evaluate how children were
accepted (or not) as part of the classroom community.

In order to

obtain the information needed for the sociogram, I privately asked
each child in the class to respond to the following:
1. Tell me the names of three students in our class who you
really would like to sit by and/or work with.
2. Tell me the names of three students in our class who you
really would not like to sit by and/or work with.
While the focus of this study Is literacy during free choice
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time, I did not ask each child who they would or wouldn't like to
"play" with because students already made that choice
independently daily. Students also chose who they would sit by for
most times of the day, but there were periods when students were
told to sit at their "home tables" which were assigned tables.

Of

course within the confines of the "home tables," students had the
freedom to choose their seat.

The sociogram information also

helped me to describe each child in relation to how that child was
perceived by others.
Other data that was utilized in writing these case studies
were the checklists of skills that were required by the district
along with my own anecdotal notes about student knowledge in
relation to literacy.

This information enabled me to reflect on the

child's literacy from the beginning of the year to the end, even
though my other data sources did not reflect data from the beginning
of the year.

There was some initial data collection from October to

December, but the primary data was collected from January to May.
An additional data source utilized for the background
information on the children was an informal interview with the
mother of each child.

The purpose of the interviews was to obtain a

glimpse of the reading and writing that took place within the home
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of the child.

Teale (1986) stresses that "children's progress in

reading and writing is the product of; (a) adult-child (or siblingchild) interactions, which involve literacy, (b) the child's
independent explorations of written language and (c) observations of
others using written language" (p. 174).

All of these aspects point

to the influence of the home on children's literacy development in
school.

Yetta Goodman (1986) stresses that educators need to

recognize the child's "roots of literacy" to support the child's
development in reading and writing by building on the child's
strengths.
While this study focuses on children's literacy during free
choice engagements in school, I recognize that children's home
environments influence their knowledge about reading and writing,
thus this facet cannot be ignored. I take pride in getting to know my
students, and strive for open communication with parents.

The

weekly newsletter that I send home frequently reminds parents to
contact me if they have questions or concerns, and I adopt this same
stance by calling and talking to parents about their child's
development at times other than when there is a problem.
In interviewing the parents, I felt comfortable with the fact
that information they shared was not new or surprising.

Because of
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the relationship I had with their child and with them, I already had
some knowledge about the child's literacy at home that was
confirmed by the interviews.
In analyzing the data for the case studies, I sorted my data
once again. Using a fresh copy of my field notes, I cut them apart
separating the notations that pertained to each of the case study
students.

I also sorted through the student artifacts, and grouped

the samples for each of the case study students.

All of the field

notes, artifacts, and any other data for each of these students were
compiled in an individual folder for each case study child.
Once the data for each student was separated, I went through
the data and categorized the types of written language that each
student used, utilizing the same methodology as in Chapter Four.

I

also identified the functions and contexts for how written language
was integrated into free choice engagements and play as described
in Chapter Five.
There are four categories used to organize the case studies.
These categories were decided upon as I looked closely at the data
that had been collected, and reflected on the purpose for the case
studies. For each of the case study students I provide background
information about the child.

Since one of the criteria when

selecting students for these case studies was diversity in the
children's engagements and play, I describe child as a "player."
After describing the child as a player, I then offer a portrayal of
how the child explores his or her written literacy, including the
ways that he or she utilizes the types and functions described in
Chapters Four and Five, as well as how they integrate literacy into
their free choice engagements (as described in Chapter Five). I
utilize the previous information to describe the child's literacy
knowledge.

Finally, I discuss connections between the child as a

player and as a written language user.
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Case Study of Laura
Laura is an delightful young girl. In fact she was one of the
youngest children in our class.

I remember her mother bringing her

to our school on the visitation day before school started. I was
talking to another parent when she entered with her mother and her
younger sister, but Laura was not shy at all. She had a stout bodynot overweight, just sturdy and solid, and her shoulder-length blond
hair swayed as she walked right past me, and began exploring the
room.

As I continued talking, Laura continued to roam about the

room with her younger sister following.

Finally, she stopped at a

table where there were some pattern blocks out, and a few other
children were playing.

She sat down and started playing while her

younger sister retreated to mom.

After a few moments, I said

goodbye to the parent I was talking to, and began talking to Laura's
mother while making my way over to Laura to introduce myself.
Laura told me her name, and that she was five. Having just turned
five a few weeks earlier, she was still proud to announce the news.
Her blue eyes sparkled with curiosity as she made slight
conversation with me, but peered with interest around the room.
This was to be a foreshadowing of Laura's behavior throughout the
year.

She certainly adhered to rules and regulations, and did what
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was expected in the classroom, but she was always looking about as
if she was checking to see if there was something else more
interesting going on.
Laura comes from a large family with five children.

There are

three siblings who are much older and in high school, and one
younger sibling who is about a year and a half younger than Laura.
Judging from the interactions I have observed, and Laura's fond
comments of her siblings, they have good relationships.

Laura talks

mostly of her oldest sister who graduated from high school at the
end of Laura's kindergarten year, and her younger sister.

Laura's

oldest sister was a volunteer in our classroom one afternoon a week
in the fall.

Laura's mother volunteered an hour to two hours in our

classroom each week as well. I also counted on her to do work at
home such as stapling books together or cutting out patterns for
upcoming craft projects.
Laura's parents are both professionals. Her father has a degree
in marketing, and is a salesman for a major computer company. He
will soon celebrate his 25th year with the company.

Laura's mother

has a degree in elementary education, but only worked as a teacher
for one year before starting her family.

Presently, she does interior

design work which stemmed from a love of art, and a desire to have
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a career that could be done part-time from her home.
In discussing the reading habits of the family with Laura's
mother, I was told that Laura's father reads the local newspaper
almost every evening. Occasionally, he reads magazines as well.
Laura's father sometimes works at home, and most of his workrelated reading and writing are done on his connputer.

Laura's

mother reported that most of her own reading utilizes the
newspaper, magazines, or job-related catalogs.

She enjoys reading

books, but says that she does not have the time to do the latter as
often as she would like. One of the high school age siblings enjoys
reading for pleasure.

The other two are rarely seen reading for

pleasure, but all three often engaged in reading and writing related
to high school homework.
Reading aloud to the children is not part of a regular routine.
Laura's mom reported that they began reading aloud to Laura when
she was two- to three-years-old, but their reading schedule has
always been rather sporadic.

Occasionally, she takes the children to

the library, and they check out lots and lots of books. Then over the
following few weeks, the motivation will be high, and the children
will be read numerous books daily.

Eventually however, the

motivation lessens, and they fall back into their normal routine.
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Typically, Laura Is read aloud to once or twice a week. There are
many books in Laura's home, but, it is rather rare that Laura will ask
to be read to or will select books to read independently.
Laura's favorite activities at home include playing with
Barbies or imaginary play with her younger sister.

She sometimes

chooses to color or draw, but mom reports that her writing is
almost always a note that says "I love you." Once in a while, she
will ask someone to write a message, and then she copies it. She
rarely uses invented spelling, and her mother reports that Laura
becomes frustrated when her mother suggests that she try it.
Laura the Plaver
At school, Laura's Interests were similar to at home.
Imaginary play was her favorite type of activity.
identified her as one of the "block kids."

Actually I

What this means is that

the activity she engaged in most frequently was building with some
type of blocks.

As discussed In Chapter Four, there were ten

children who chose to build with manipulatives more often than any
other activity and who were affectionately termed (only to myself)
as the "block kids."
Laura's favorite blocks were the large wooden ones, and she
probably built more castles in her kindergarten year than any other
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child in our class (Photograph 6.1). After designing the external
structure, she usually added small plastic figurines from our math
sorting shelf, and engaged in some type of imaginative play.

Photograph 6.1. Laura (left) building a castle out of blocks. Tye and
Alicia watch to see whether the castle will collapse.
As for her next most frequently chosen activity, it is difficult
to discern because there is a very close tie between the drama area,
drawing, art, games, math tubs, and computers. If Laura was playing
with blocks, she usually remained engaged for a long period of time,
otherwise, she tended to jump from one activity to another, not
pausing long enough to ponder or consider a true inquiry.
Laura got along well with other children, which was good since
she changed activities frequently, thus allowing her the opportunity
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Laura was not a follower

to interact with many different children.

by any means, but she was willing to play with any child who was
engaged in something she wanted to do. On a sociogram of the
students in our class, only two children selected Laura as one of the
three children they would most like to sit by and/or work with, but
Laura was not chosen at all for someone that the others would not
want to sit by and/or work with.

Interestingly, the children Laura

chose as the three she would most like to work with were not the
same as either of the two children who selected her.
that there was not a mutual friendship.

This shows

In fact, I am not even sure

who Laura would consider as her friend. This was not because Laura
didn't have any friends.

Instead, it was indicative of the fact that

she didn't have a best friend; Laura had everyone as a friend.
Many kindergartners begin to want to only play with children
of the same gender, but Laura interacted with boys as easily and
frequently as she played with girls.

At the beginning of the year,

there were only six girls In our class.

Dallisa and Alicia attached

themselves to one another rather quickly.

Laura got along well with

either of them, and she sometimes interacted with them together or
separately. Karrisa, Farah, and Shawna formed a triad, and they
often treated one other less than kindly.

It seemed as though it was
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always two against one, and whomever was the "one" who was on
the outside would offer to play with Laura.

Luckily, I think, Laura

did not succumb to their bickering, and did not allow herself to get
in the middle of their arguments.

Instead, she played with one or all

of them depending on whether they were playing something she
wanted to play, not just because she wanted to be a part of their
clique.
More often than not, Laura interacted with the boys, because
typically, it was the boys who played with blocks more so than the
girls.
How Does Laura Plav with Literacy?
When Laura chose to participate in written language during
free choice time, she seemed more interested in the process than
the product. In fact she often did not complete her pieces. She
would work for a short time, but then it was as if she couldn't
refuse the blocks any longer, and would put her unfinished written
pieces in her cubby, and return to building with blocks or some other
type of imaginary play.
Laura did not behave this way with assigned tasks.

She

sometimes had to be reminded to "get to work," but usually that was
because she was socializing rather than working, but she did not try
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to get away with not completing her work.

She strived to do the

same as the other children, and became rather good at the "game of
school."

By this I mean that if there was something that she did not

understand, she either asked her peers for assistance or watched
those around her until she figured out what she was supposed to be
doing.
Reading and writing engagements did not come easily for
Laura. It was the end of February before she wrote her first note,
but I am happy to say that It was the first of many yet to come.
In the fall, Laura's favorite activities included playing with
manipulatives (primarily blocks) or playing in the drama area.

Her

mother reported that Laura owned Legos which she did play with at
times, but she has no large building blocks. The fact that she had a
limited amount of building materials at home may have related to
the fact that she was so intrigued with these materials at school.
During the first semester, experiences with writing were
virtually nonexistent.

Occasionally Laura chose to read with a

friend or independently, but I rarely observed her drawing or writing.
She did participate in some self-designed art projects such as
painting or collage.

Her artwork seemed to be explorations of media

and process rather than focused on the making of a product. When
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asked to describe a painting, she would list all the colors in her
painting. When asked to describe a collage, she would list the
materials that were on the collage.
I stated earlier that I thought process was more important to
Laura than product.

Another reason I believe this to be true is

because many of her paintings and collages never made it home.
They would sit on the drying racks in our classroom for days, and
when I would remind her to take them home, she often took the
pieces and put them in the garbage, stating, "I don't want to take
this home."
Writing

In January, Laura started engaging more in drawing

and making specific objects.
Figure 6.1).

It started with the making of kite (see

Several other children were already engaged in the

process, and Laura decided to join them.

Fioure 6.1. Laura's kite
drawn on construction paper.
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In making the kite, Laura took a large piece of white
construction paper, and drew a diamond in the middle of it. Then she
used a red marker to make squiggly lines followed by dots.

She cut

out her diamond, punched a hole in the bottom with a hole puncher,
and tied about four feet of yarn for the kite string.

Tying the knot

for the kite was particularly difficult for her, so she asked me to
help.
While the making of the kite does not tell us a great deal about
Laura's literacy skills, I have described this experience because I
see it as a turning point in Laura's literacy development.

This was

the first time that she described a meaning to go along with the
piece.

Rather than telling me there were red dots and a string, Laura

told me, "I made this kite, and when I get home I am going to fly it,
and it is going to go way up in the sky."
After making the kite, Laura went through a period of about a
week where she frequently engaged in "making things." The
following two buses are representative of the types of things she
made. For the first bus (see Figure 6.2), Laura drew it on a piece of
paper, and then cut it out.

In the process of cutting, she accidentally

cut off one of the wheels that she had drawn. "Oops," she said, "I
cut off one of the wheels, but that's okay, I will just make another
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one." I suggested that we could use tape to attach the wheel that
had been cut off, but she responded, "No, that's okay. It was easy. I
can just n^iake another one." For the second bus (see Figure 6.3),
Laura did not draw it first.
cutting.

She got a piece of paper and just started

After it was cut, then she added the details for the wheels

and the windows.
Laura gave me both of the buses, and said, "You can have both
of these, but the first one only has one wheel." I asked her if she
wanted me to make copies of the buses, but she said, "Naagh [No].
You can have them."

Although Laura did not engage in a written text,

the buses are symbols of meaning for her.

6.2

6.3

Figures 6.2 and 6.3. Laura's buses. The first was drawn, and then
cut out. The second was cut out, and then the details were drawn.
In evaluating Laura's use of the buses as symbols, it is helpful
to note that Dyson (1989) contends that children rely on other kinds
of symbols as they explore the visual system of writing.

Dyson goes
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on to say that, "over time children will differentiate the boundaries
between the written, drawn, and spoken symbols.

Gradually, more of

the meanings of their stories will appear within the written
graphics themselves, rather than only in their drawing and their
talking to themselves and to friends" (p.10).
This was evidenced in the future pieces created by Laura.

In

Figure 6.4, Laura drew two separate pictures and then stapled them
together.

When she gave me the pieces, she said, "It rains on this

one, and this one has hearts." Again, the meaning is in the symbols
rather than a written text, but the one difference is that Laura
provided a spoken text without me having to ask for one.

w 5 ^0

Figure 6.4. Laura's pictures of "raindrops and hearts."
pages were stapled together.

The two
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Up to this point, the function for most of Laura's pieces was
pleasurable, but in this last example, even though it is still
pleasurable, Laura made an attempt at an informative function.
Laura continued to use pictures as symbols of meaning, but this time
she added oral language as way to convey the implied meaning of her
piece.

She did not have written text, but her oral language provided

labels for the piece.
The very next day, however, Laura engaged in the declarative
function for the first time ever.

In doing so, she made a card for her

mom and dad, saying "I love you" (see Figure 6.5). Laura wrote this
same message numerous times (see Figures 6.6-6.8). In some ways,
it could be argued that Laura's love notes fell into the repetitive
function because she reiterated her feelings for her
parents over and over.

Figure 6.5. Laura's Love
note to parents. This
is the front (A) and
inside (B) of her card.

UCUr,
(A)

(B)
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Figures 6.6 - 6.8. More love notes to parents.

6.8

Sometimes Laura used her same, "I love you" theme to make a
book (see Figure 6.9). In one such book, she selected four pieces of
paper. The papers were not all the same size, but that did not seem
to matter. She lined them up on the left side, and used a hole punch
to punch holes in the pages, and then she used a piece of yarn to sew
the pages together.

A few months earlier we used this technique to

sew together mittens as an extension activity to Jan Brett's book,
The Mitten (1989), and several children had adopted this as a book
binding technique.
On the cover of Laura's book, she wrote her name first with
lowercase letters (except for the L) and then all in capital letters,
and finally she put her initials on the bottom.
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Figure 6.9. The four pages from Laura's book. (p. 1 Laura Laura LB
(initials), p.2 I love you. p.3 I am Laura, p.4 Is a self portrait).

Laura's book reflected the content of most of her notes at this
point.

It seemed as though the function of this book was

pleasurable. She was not intending to convey any message, rather,
she was enjoying the process of making a book, and then reading to
herself and others. The sharing and reading could be categorized as
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a self-assured function, and the context was Literacy as the Context
for Exploration.
In March, Laura added to her declarative notes by not only
stating her feelings for her loved ones, but expanding her content to
ask a question of her mother, "How is it doing?"

Before Valentine's

Day when the required activity at the writing center was to write a
note to a parent so that it could be mailed, we had discussed, in
great detail, the features of letter writing related to the format as
well as the content of a letter.

Earlier in the morning, on the day

that Figure 6.9 was written, we had reviewed this discussion. The
discussion came about partly because some children were
complaining about never getting notes, while others seemed to be
getting notes almost daily.

We discussed that letter writing is a

reciprocal process, and that in order to receive a letter, one often
has to write one first. Then I brought up a new issue. I suggested
that some students who were sending letters may not be getting
responses because they weren't saying anything in their letter that
needed a response.

We discussed questioning as a strategy for

receiving a return response.
In Figure 6.10, Laura acted on my suggestion.

She started with

the usual, "I love you" which she wrote quickly and easily. Then she
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enlisted Karrisa's help in how to spell the rest of the words.
Karrisa was busy with her own writing, and while she was willing to
oblige Laura's request, she helped in between her own writing, thus
Laura had to sometimes wait for Karrisa to finish her own before
she would spell another word for Laura.

Laura remained patient,

however, and recorded each letter that Karrisa told her to write.

Figure 6.10. Laura's first
expanded letter written to
her mother. (I love you. How
is it doing?)

When she finished her sentence however, she said, "That is too
much work."

She left the note unsigned, and was putting it in her

backpack when I asked if I could make a copy of her note. She handed
me her note, and returned to her favorite place, the block area.
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it was almost a week before Laura decided to try and write
another note. She wrote her usual "I love you" note to her mom and
dad, and then said, "Done." I asked her if she would like for me to
help her write anything else, but she said, "No."

She took her note

that was "done" and went and watched some boys playing with
blocks for a few moments.

Then, instead of joining them, she came

back and said, "Will you help me write a letter to my sisters?" I
told her that I would.
Laura selected a piece of stationery and a piece of scrap paper.
She asked me to write her older sisters' names on the scrap paper,
and so I did.
to write 'and.'"

She copied the first name, and then said, "I forgot how
Her previous note to her parents was sitting on the

table in front of her, and I said, "You knew how to write 'and' when
you wrote this note." She giggled and said, "Oh yaagh."

Then she

wrote the word "and" followed by her other older sister's name.

She

wrote "I love you" on her own, and then she paused. I asked her what
she wanted to write, and she said, "I want to write, 'How are you
doing at school?'" (see Figure 6.11). We each repeated her sentence,
and then she asked me to help her write "How are you." For the word
"how," I reminded her to say the word slowly stretching out each
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sound. She was able to identify the H and the o, and I told her there
was a w at the end of the word. She was not sure how to write a w,
so I showed her one on the alphabet strip attached to the table. For
the word "are," I asked her, "What do you hear?"

She said "/r/,"

and then wrote the letter r without any further prompting.

She

stopped at this point, and said, "I don't know what comes next." I
reminded her to reread her sentence. In doing so, she was prompted
to write "you," which she did independently.

oveSn!^Sr~'
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Figure 6.11. Laura's note to
her sisters. I have marked
through their names to
preserve their anonymity.
(Dear
and
. I love
you. How are you doing at
school? Bunny Love,
Sincerely, Laura. ("Dear" and
"Sincerely" were already on
the stationery.)
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For the next word, "doing" she supplied the d, but then said,
"Write the rest on this paper," and she handed me the scrap paper. I
wrote "doing," and she said, "No, write the whole thing-- 'Doing at
school.'"

I encouraged her to write doing, and that I would help her

write the rest.

She copied the word doing, and was able to identify

the sounds and letters in the word "at," but when we got to the word
"school," she handed me the scrap paper again, and said, "I will
write the 's,' and you write the rest, and then I will copy it."

I

obliged her and wrote the word "school" for her to copy.
Next she said she wanted to write, "Bunny love." I was not
sure of the meaning of that phrase, but it seemed to have an implied
meaning to her. I helped her write the word, bunny, by saying it
slowly, and deliberately dragging out the sounds of the word.

She

was able to identify the /b/ and the /n/, and she wrote those
letters.

Then, at the end of the word, she said, "e."

I said, "It

sounds like an 'e,' but the word bunny ends like '[Eddy].'" [Eddy] was
at the same table writing his own letter, and he quickly said, "Y."
Laura wrote a backwards Y on our scrap paper, and asked me if it
was a Y. I told her it was, and she then made two little symbols
which at first I didn't recognize, and so I asked her what they were.
She responded, "It's what you put when you're done talking."
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I would love to say that after this experience Laura took the
initiative to elaborate on all of her letters and notes, but that
sinnply was not the case.

Most of her writing continued to fall into

the category of declarative, with the message continuing to be the
same: "I love you."

She expanded only if she had adult assistance, or

if she found the word cards that described what she wanted to say.
Word cards (as described in Chapter Three) were words or phrases
that were written on sentence strips or word cards, and placed on
the writing materials shelf.

Using my name card from the

attendance chart, and the word card that said, "Happy Mother's Day,"
Laura wrote me the following note (Figure 6.12).
In designing the note, she utilized a new skill, drawing roses.
We were in the middle of a focus study on plants, and I had taught a
lesson on drawing various types of flowers. I did not know how to
draw roses, however, so I enlisted the help of our school counselor,
who I knew to be rather artistic. She was happy to come and
demonstrate how to draw a rose. Afterwards, many children,
including Laura, became quite accomplished rose drawers.
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Figure 6.12. Laura's Happy
Mother's Day note written
to teacher. (Mrs. Laird,
Happy Mother's Day.
I love you,
Love, Laura

Z

^

In making my card, first she drew the large rose on a piece a
pink paper. She cut it out, and glued it on a blue piece of paper.
Using the scrap paper from her rose, she cut a long stem, and glued
it on the rose. Now the stem hung way below the paper, and so she
got another blue piece of paper and glue it to the bottom of the first.
On this second paper, she wrote her message, using my name card
and the word card from the writing materials shelf. The "I love you"

part could probably have been written In her sleep at this point.
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She

added another rose to the bottom of the paper, and gave me the note.
In the previous example, Laura demonstrated the ability to
combine new and old information. The drawing of the rose was a
new skill that was nicely integrated into the subject of her note.
Laura also utilized her ability to retrieve the information that she
•

needed. She knew where to find my name so that she could copy it,
and I was impressed not with her copying of the "Happy Mother's
Day" card, but with the fact that there were other cards that said,
"You are my friend," and "Happy Birthday" to name a few.
Independently, Laura was able to differentiate which card contained
the message that she wanted to convey. I know that she got the card
that she intended to get because I asked her to read the note she
gave me, and she read it to me correctly.
Laura wrote one last note to her mother during the last week
of school, and it was the only note I ever saw her write that did not
say, "I love you" (see Figure 6.13.). She had made a collage of lots of
different types of flowers that she had drawn on scraps of colored
construction paper, cut out, and then glued onto the front of a folded
piece of construction paper.

Some of the flowers stuck out from the

card, thus the finished piece was three dimensional, and could not be
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copied on the copy machine. While the front was a rather interesting
design, more exciting to me, though, was the message on the inside
of the card. Laura used invented spelling for much of the note, and
completed the entire piece independently.

She had difficulty

containing her excitement when she brought me the note and said,
"Look I wrote the whole thing myself, and I can read it too!" I
shared in her joy.
In this and almost all of Laura's writing, literacy was the
Context for the Exploration.

Her activities with written language

were not part of an imaginary play episode, but focused on a literacy
event.
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Figure 6.13. Laura's
last note of the school
year. It was written to
her mom. (Mom, I am
giving you some flowers.
Love, Laura.)
(punctuation added.)
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There were only a few examples of Laura engaging In an
Imaginary Event as a Context for Literacy. One such example (Figure
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4.36 in Chapter Four) involved a shopping list that Laura wrote while
playing in the drama center when it was set up as a grocery store.
In imitating Joey, she went around the store, copying labels, in order
to make her list.
Reading. Laura's excitement for reading was shared in the
above example of her last note of the year to her mother. It is
interesting, though, that while she took great pleasure in her own
reading accomplishments, she did not choose to participate in
reading events very often. Laura engaged in reading more often
during the first semester, but when she started writing in the
second semester, she chose to read less often. Of course she read
her own written pieces, but the content there was not very diverse,
and she rarely engaged in reading for other purposes or functions.
One type of reading Laura, like many others, particularly
enjoyed, was reading the names from the "chooser cup." The chooser
cup was a cup with tongue depressors containing the names of each
child.

The sticks were used when I wanted to randomly "choose a

child" for any purpose. Chapter Four describes many of the games
that students made up in reading the names. Laura engaged in many
of those games, as well as another one not described there that she
and Danny made up. In their game, each of them took turns pulling a
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name from the cup. Whoever pulled the name would read it, and then
announce to their partner whether the person named on the stick was
a "best friend."

If it was a best friend, they laid the stick on the

floor with the name facing the right.
then the stick faced the left.

If it was not a best friend,

Interestingly, all of the sticks Laura

selected faced the right, thus depicting several children as her best
friends. Danny, on the other hand, had only one stick facing the
right, thus depicting only one best friend.
It is difficult to assign a function of written language to this
game.

It was declarative in that it defined how Laura and Danny felt

about each of the peers that they selected from the cup, but more so,
I think it was pleasurable. The playing of the game, and not the
product of who was or was not a best friend, was the focus.

In fact,

neither of them ever responded to the fact that there was such
inequity in the number of best friends identified to each of them.
Instead, they continued to take great pleasure in pulling a name from
the cup and reading the name. In terms of how this reading activity
was integrated into play. Literacy was the Context for the
Exploration.

While it was a game, there was no imaginary event as

the focus, and as already stated, the reading was done primarily for
the joy of reading the names.
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Laura sometimes read the "RIgby Books" from our classroom
library.

She usually selected those that she had already taken home

as part of the "I Can Read" program (a program which allowed
students to take home an "easy reader" each evening). By reading
books that she was already familiar with, Laura elicited the selfassured function.

She was confident because she already knew the

books.
Occasionally, Laura selected books from our classroom library
to read and browse. She generally turned the pages quickly, and
while I can't be sure, I don't think she focused on the print.
she seemed to use the illustrations to make up a story.

Rather

Another type

of reading that Laura sometimes engaged in was the reading of books
on the computer.

In this case, the computer actually read the

stories, but Laura followed along and then interacted with the
illustrations on the page before turning to the next page so that the
computer could read the text once again.

Sometimes Laura would

have the computer read the text and then she would repeat it. On one
occasion, I observed her command the computer to read her the same
page three times, and then she attempted to read the page on her
own.

Both of these examples were pleasurable functions of literacy,

and again Literacy was the Context of the Exploration.
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The only time I observed Laura reading when an Imaginary
Event was the Context for Literacy, was in the example described in
Chapter Five when Laura intervened with students who were
dramatizing Mrs. Wishy Washy. Jacob was the pig, and as he rolled in
the mud, he said, "Oh what lovely mud." Laura stepped in at this
point and said, "You aren't saying it right.

It's just, 'oh lovely mud,'

not 'oh what lovely mud.'" To prove her point, she went to the big
book which was open on the big book stand, and pointed to the text.
She asked, "Do you see 'what?'" In this example, Laura used text as
a confirmational reference.
Laura's Literacv Knowledoe
Throughout her kindergarten year, Laura made a great deal of
progress in her knowledge of written language.

She went from being

able to identify only a few letters and no sounds at the beginning of
the year, to identifying almost all of her letters and sounds at the
end of year.

At the beginning of the year she struggled with writing

her first name, but by the end of the year, she easily wrote her first
and last name.
Laura came to school with moderate book handling skills.

She

knew where the front of the book was, and knew to read the left
page before the right, but she was not always certain where the
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written text was in relation to the picture, and got the two
confused.

She did not have control of left-to-right directionality in

reading and writing, and so it makes sense that she did not have oneto-one correspondence with reading.
By the end of the year, however, Laura made great strides in
all of these areas.

One-to-one matching in reading remained

inconsistent, but could be achieved with a well rehearsed easy
reader.

In writing, Laura had control of directionality, and was

beginning to use invented spelling.

Although she was hesitant to try

it independently, she felt successful with adult assistance.

It is my

opinion that children like Laura who are on the "breaking edge of
cracking the literacy code" need someone to be their memory as they
write.

What this means is that when Laura was writing

independently, she worked so hard to sound out a word and record the
sounds that she was hearing that by the time she finished one or two
words, she forgot her sentence.

I consistently stressed the

importance of rereading what was already written in order to retain
the context of the writing, but Laura had difficulty doing this.

If I

sat with her, and reminded her to reread what she had written after
each word, then she was more successful because she could focus on
recording the sounds from each word, without worrying about was
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was coming up next.
Toward the end of the year, I introduced a strategy to Laura
which became helpful to her. When she wanted to write a sentence, I
suggested that she repeat it to herself at least twice.

Then, as she

said it aloud a third time, she drew a line on her paper to represent
each word of her text.

This sometimes proved challenging in long

words with multiple syllables, but more often than not, Laura was
able to perform this task successfully, and then could write the
words for her sentence.
One such example of this strategy came about in April after
Laura and Danny had read our classmade book, "On Halloween I Will
Be. . . ." When they were finished reading, they both got pieces of
paper. Danny began drawing, and Laura began writing. Beforehand,
she did not say her sentence outloud, but her eyes squinted in
concentration as though she were focusing in her mind on what she
would write.

After several seconds, she drew four lines on her

paper, and then went back and began writing (see Figure 6.14).
This particular example shows a great deal of what Laura
knows about literacy.

She has control of directional movement, and

even though she is not consistent with the spacing of her text, she
does leave spaces between her lines, showing that she knew that her
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sentence contained four separate words. The size of her lines makes
it clear, also, that she anticipated the word "a" to be a shorter word
than the word "princess."

She did ask Danny how to write the word

"was" and she wrote it as he spelled it, but the rest was written
independently.

Figure 6.14. Laura's writing. (Laura was a princess).
Laura's writing of the word "princess" was an interesting
process.

She said the word, princess, out loud several times before

attempting to write it.
the letter "P."

Finally, she said the initial /P/, and wrote

She repeated the sound, and wrote another "P." She

syllabicated the word, and repeated the first syllable "prin" several
times.

The letters, "W E N," were written to symbolize the rest of

the first syllable.

Then, she repeated the second syllable, "cess,"
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several times, and wrote one letter for each sound, "O A S." She
prolonged the /S/ at the end, and finally decided to add another "S."
Although the letter sound correspondence is not completely
evident, Laura has achieved the beginning and ending sounds for the
word princess and the other letters seem to serve as holding spaces.
Even though she is not able to identify all the sounds, Laura knows
there are letters needed to represent the sounds.

Her sentence

contained a complete thought that she was able to reread.
Discussion
This case study has helped me to glean a great deal of
information about Laura's emerging reading and writing, but there is
also much more that can be learned.
In this case study, I described information about Laura's
background including descriptions of her family and their interests
in literacy.

In describing Laura's interest in play, I portrayed her as

a "block kid" which is an affectionate term used to describe the
children whose primary interest in play is to build with
manipulatives, and especially blocks. Next, I gave an account of the
ways in which Laura plays with written language, and then I utilized
this information to define her literacy knowledge.
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Laura was a constructor of blocks and of literacy knowledge.
Although she did not begin writing early in kindergarten, I had
confidence that she would do so because I knew that within the
context of her play that she was a risk taker.

Laura was a child who

got along well with others and played with whomever was engaged
in something she wanted to engage in. I see this as related to
Laura's interest in written language.

Laura did not engage in written

language because it wasn't "what she wanted to play" not because
she wasn't able.
Because of my knowledge on the cognitive benefits of play, I
was not concerned that Laura was not choosing to engage in written
language during her play. I had confidence that she would engage in
written language when she was ready and saw a function that was
important to her.

Equally important, I believed that she was

benefiting cognitively from her constructive play.
Given the traditional school context, however, Laura's lack of
interest in written language is problematic.

After Laura's

kindergarten year, I interviewed her mother.

She stated that she

was concerned about whether Laura was truly ready for first grade.
I told her mother that I believed she was. I described many of
Laura's strengths that I had recognized. I told her that Laura had a
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great deal of knowledge about written language. I described her as
an emergent reader who would continue to need support with reading
and writing, but I had confidence that her strengths and motivation
would benefit her in the years to come.
Sadly, Laura's first grade teacher does not recognize Laura's
strengths.

There is no time allotted for free choice engagements or

play, and Laura is missing those engagements. Her teacher
expressed her concern early in the year that Laura did not know her
sounds consistently.

She told me that when she asked Laura what

letter words started with, Laura was able to respond correctly,
however, she was not completing her phonics worksheets correctly.
Her teacher concluded that this was due to an inconsistency in her
letter/sound knowledge.

I suggested that perhaps Laura did not

understand the objective of the worksheet, but it was explained to
me that Laura had already received instructions more than once.

I

also believe that Laura may not have seen a function for doing the
worksheet.
Given a context that values free choice engagements and play,
Laura is an incredible learner. My hope for her is that in the future
she will have the opportunity to be in an educational setting that
values her for the type of learner that she is.
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Case Study of Dylan
Dylan is a very attractive young boy. His birthday was in May,
and while there were several other children who were younger than
hinn, he was one of the smallest children in our class. Dylan was
well groomed.

His gel-slicked hair was almost always combed back,

and styled neatly.

Amazingly, his hair stayed in place except for a

few strands that would hang down on his forehead by the afternoon.
He was greatly concerned with his appearance, and often shared at
headline news (oral sharing that took place first thing every
morning) about new clothes, a new haircut, or who had styled his
hair. By the end of the year, he was frequently doing his hair
himself, and was rather proud of himself for it.
One day in the spring, near his birthday, his father took a day
off from work, and took Dylan out of school so they could enjoy a day
together. They had a very busy day, but the first thing Dylan shared
when he returned to school the following day was that his father had
taken him shopping, and he had bought some new shirts picturing Taz
(a cartoon character that also served as our school mascot).
In his family, Dylan is the youngest of two boys.

His older

brother, David was in fourth grade when Dylan was in kindergarten,
and they have a very close relationship.

Their mother reports that
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they do have their share of arguments at home, but at school you
would never know it. They both watched out for each other. In the
fall, an older child was harassing David on the playground, and Dylan
came to me very concerned, wanting me to do something about it
right away.

Later in the year, David threatened another

kindergartner whom he thought was picking on Dylan.
At lunch time, the fourth graders were usually making their
way onto the playground at the same time that the kindergartners
were lining up to go in. David always made a point of checking on
Dylan and saying, "hello," before going to play on the area of the
playground designated for the older children.

Dylan looked forward

to this, and would be close to tears if he didn't get to see his
brother before he had to go back in.
Dylan was very well behaved. He was always attentive, and
strived to do his best work.

I wouldn't describe him as shy, but

perhaps reserved. He had a quiet sense of humor, and would throw in
"one liners" that could easily be missed if you weren't paying
attention, but the glint in his eye revealed his playfulness. Dylan
thrives on challenge, and is also quite competitive, especially with
his brother, who is non-competitive.
Dylan's father is a training manager for a major auto dealer.
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He came to the United States from Iraq in 1978. His sister sent him
to the United States just prior to the Shah being overturned so that
he could complete high school in this country. He knew no English,
but learned mostly from watching television.

Now he speaks fluent

English, and sadly, I think, English is the only language spoken in the
home.

Dylan's father does very little reading for pleasure, but he

does read aloud to the boys.

Often his father enjoys "telling"

stories rather than reading them.

The rest of the family enjoys this

too because Dylan's father is known for his sense of humor in
making up a story or embellishing it to go along with the
illustrations.
Dylan's mother is a transaction coordinator, but she jokingly
calls her profession that of a "paperwork princess."
background in real estate,

With a

she went back to work after taking a few

years off, and found that she did not really like realtor's hours, but
loved all the work that went along with the buying or selling of a
home. She ended up creating her own position by offering to do the
paperwork for other brokers.

Within her job, she engages in a vast

amount of reading and writing, but she is also an avid reader at
home. Her own mother was an English teacher and inspired in her a
love of classic literature and poetry.
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Both of Dylan's parents agree that it is important to instill a
love of reading in their children.
walls of books.

Dylan's home contains walls and

His mother reports that reading aloud has always

been a part of the boy's lives, but that once his older brother, David,
became an accomplished reader, which he did well before
kindergarten, they enlisted his help in reading aloud to Dylan.
Reading together turned out to be enjoyable for both Dylan and David.
After school, the two boys are cared for by Dylan's great aunt and
uncle who share the same love of reading. His aunt is a retired
librarian. Both his aunt and uncle read to the boys, and take them to
the library and bookstores frequently.

They remind the boys to do

their homework, and offer assistance when needed.

They also

volunteered to be helpers in our classroom whenever we had special
projects or field trips. In fact, they were present for all six of our
field trips taken throughout the year.
Dylan's mother reports that the family enjoys spending time
together, and the children often engage in activities that resemble
what their parents are doing.
his older brother.
same thing.

More so, Dylan imitates the actions of

If David reads, writes, or paints, Dylan does the

His mother also told me that at home, Dylan enjoys

playing with action figures and Lego Building Blocks, and that he
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makes all of his play into an adventure.
Dylan the Plaver
At school, Dylan engaged in a number of activities throughout
the room, but according to my observations on the checklist,
drawing and writing were his two favorite activities.

He also

enjoyed, however, using the math manipulatives and building with
blocks.

The blocks he chose frequently were pattern blocks (small

wooden geometric shapes in various colors). He enjoyed making
designs and/or patterns with these blocks, but he also enjoyed the
large wooden blocks where he designed large castles.
Dylan's closest friend at school was Benny.

They spent a great

deal of time writing, drawing, and building blocks together.

Benny

and Dylan had similar personalities and shared a similar work ethic,
so they made a nice combination. It was not as though Dylan had
difficulty making friends, but these two just hit it off right away.
In December, Benny went with his family to Mexico for a month to
visit family there, and Dylan had no trouble finding others to play
with.

As soon as Benny returned, however, the two were together

again as though Benny had never been gone.
Not surprisingly, on the sociogram in which I asked children to
name three students they would or would not like to sit with and/or
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work with, Dylan and Benny chose one another as the first person
when asked to name three children they would like to work with.
One other child identified Dylan as one whom they would like to
work with.

What was surprising, however, was that three students

chose Dylan as a student whom they would not want to sit or work
with. I did not ask for reasoning on the sociogram, so I am not sure
why this was so. Dylan was not a child who annoyed or distracted
those around him. He typically worked alone. The only child that
Dylan ever showed an aversion toward was Ryan. Chapter Five
describes unkind notes written by Dylan and Benny about Ryan,
however, Ryan was never aware of the notes, and he was not one of
the children who listed Dylan as someone he wouldn't want to work
with or play with.
Dylan is what Elizabeth Jones (1997) refers to as a "master
player."

Jones does not use this term as a comparison of children or

as a standard of play skills that a child should be taught, rather she
"find[s] the concept useful because it communicates to others the
value of childrens' quality play" (p. 2)."

Jones says that master

players use simple statements to initiate play.

They play to

understand the rules even though they may be initiating the rules as
they go along. This is an area I frequently saw Dylan engaged in
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with Benny. Together they made up games with rules, but the rules
changed as the game developed.
at using props for imaginary play.

Dylan was also quite accomplished
Dylan's absolute favorite type of

free choice engagement, however involved writing.

This next

section describes Dylan's ability to play with written language.
How Does Dylan Plav with Literacy?
In his initial attempts at writing, Dylan used pictures without
text to convey his stories.

His pictures were not easy to identify,

but he was always willing to share his stories.
wordless book created by Dylan.

It was made with three pieces of

white paper stapled on the right side.
he started drawing.

Figure 6.15 shows a

The stapling was done before

He worked silently and diligently for about ten

minutes, and then closed his book, and started to leave the table. I
stopped him, and said, "Will you tell me about what you have done?"
At this point, Dylan set the book back on the table, and pointing to
the first page (which was also the cover), he described the events
that took place in his story.

The character was Tasmania (also

known as Taz, or the Tasmanian Devil) who is the same character on
his new shirts described earlier.
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Page 1

Page 2

6.15. Dylan's book about Taz
playing basketball.
Page 1 - "This is Tasmania
making a shoot."
Page 2 - "It was almost in."
Page 3 - "He made a score."

Page 3
In the cartoon that this character is from, Taz is often seen
spinning rapidly in a circle thus making him look like a tornado.

It

appears that Dylan was trying to depict the tornado image in his
drawings. I asked him if he wanted me to write the words for his
story, but he said, "No, that's okay, I'll just write his name."

At

this point, he added the word "Taz" to the cover page.
This example depicts the pleasurable function. There was no
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specific message to be conveyed, the piece was composed just for
the enjoyment of it, but it is also of the imaginative function.

While

the character was already known, Dylan used his imagination to
create a story to go along with his favorite character.
Overall, the type of writing that Dylan engaged in most
frequently was notes to the members of his family.

In the

beginning, there was no message in the text. Instead the notes
consisted of pictures of the family members with labels for each of
their names. Eventually, he added "I love you" which he then added
to every correspondence for quite some time.
of his family contained this message

Figure 6.16.

Almost every picture

(see Figure 6.16).

Dylan's family picture.

Sometimes his notes were written in a book format (see
Figure 6.17), but the message was unchanged. Throughout the year.

almost all of Dylan's letters were declarative.
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They served to state

his feelings about his family members or show a fondness for a
friend. It wasn't until after the winter break that Dylan started to
elaborate on his "I love you messages." The transition didn't happen
all at once; at first he needed reassurance.

It wasn't his ability that

inhibited him, It was his self-confidence.

Page 1

Page 2

Figure 6.17. Dylan's "I love you book."

map
Page 3

Like Laura, Dylan sought Karrisa for assistance. The first
time he did so was in January when his mother was ill with the flu.
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Dylan was quite concerned about her, and decided on his own to make
her a "Get well card" (see Figure 6.18).
On the cover, Dylan wrote, "To: Mom" along with a picture of
one of his dogs, Sable. Then he went to Karrisa and said, "Do you
know how to spell From?"

"Yes," Karrisa replied, "I just wrote it

right here," and she pointed to a word on her paper which said,
"From." Dylan asked to borrow her paper, and he took it to the table
where he was working and copied the word, "From.' When he
finished, he returned her paper, and asked her how to spell "wish."
She spelled it outloud, "W-l- S-H."
hard to tell if he was satisfied.

Dylan walked away, but it was

A moment later, however, he

returned to Karrisa and asked, "Can you write it for me?"

Karrisa

advised Dylan to get a piece of scrap paper. Once he had done so, she
wrote the word, "wish" on his paper.
"weren't."

Soon he returned for the word

Again Karrisa wrote the word on his paper.

After she

wrote "wern't" (weren't), she smiled, and Dylan asked, "What does
that spell?"

Karrisa responded with the word that had been

requested, and Dylan, still not sure, said, "Then why are you
smiling?" Karrisa did not respond to him, and so he asked, "Can you
just write "sick" too?
For this word, Karrisa responded, "Do you know how to spell
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'six?'" Dylan told her that he did not, but she said, anyway, "Sick is
easy, it's just like six, except at the end." She wrote sick on Dylan's
paper, and he took the words to continue copying them onto his card
for his mother (Figure 6.19).

f.

©

Figure 6.18. Dylan's card for his mother when she was sick. Front
(left) and inside (right) of "To. Mom From [Dylan]. I love you-Mom.
wish you weren't sick. (X's and O's represent hugs and kisses.)
l/VfSh

ICk

Figure 6.19. Scrap paper with the words
supplied by Karrisa

It wasn't long before Dylan had the confidence to continue on
his own, but I realized his lack of confidence while observing him
writing in his writing notebook (not during free choice time). When
doing so, he rarely asked me for help, but would gladly accept it
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when help was offered. For example, at about the same time as his
Get Well card to his mother, he had drawn a picture which he later
identified as a whale, and then just sat looking frustrated.

I

overheard a deep sigh, and asked if I could help. "Yes," he answered,
"I want to write about Shamu, but I don't know what makes that
/sh/."

I told him that Shamu started with S-H, and he wrote those

letters, and then said, "I know there's a M, but is it a U or a O at the
end?"

I told him that it was a U, and he finished writing the word.
At this time, Dylan began to make more attempts at using his

own invented spelling, but he still had a favorite theme of saying I
love you to his family members, and he practiced it almost every
day. Gradually however, he began to expand on this theme. Figure
6.20 shows how he used a computer program called Kid Pix, in our
classroom, to write his "I love you" message. Max, Sable, and Meco,
are his dogs, and he informed me that he spelled their names all by
himself.

He was quite proud of this accomplishment.

Thus far, most

of Dylan's writing samples have been of the declarative function.
wrote these pieces to convey his feelings for his family members.

He
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Dylan's "I love you
message" typed on
the computer. His
brother's name
(line two) and his
name (bottom)
have been marked
out to preserve
anonymity.
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Another expansion written by Dylan was difficult to decipher
at first, but that was only because of his lack of spacing.

The

message is virtually the same as the computer message from Figure
6.20, but this time, he added a question at the bottom; "Do you love
me if I'm [Dylan]?" Curved lines on the right at the end of most
lines of text are quotation marks.

As a class, we had frequently

discussed quotation marks since they were on our Daily News that
was written at the end of each day.

Dylan was utilizing this

information to experiment with this type of punctuation.

After he

read me this piece, I pointed out that he had asked a question, and
that questions end with a question mark.

I briefly explained what a

question mark was, and then I wrote one on the top of my field notes
to demonstrate for him.

In my explanation, I asked "What is your

favorite color?" and explained that that was a question.
responded that his favorite color was blue.

Dylan
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At this point Dylan turned his paper over and wrote a question
on the back.

He wrote, "Is your favorite color blue?" (without the

question mark). Then below his question, he drew a smily face, and
wrote "smile." His writing was done with a marker, and after he
wrote it, he put the lid on his marker. I thought that he was going to
leave the punctuation off, but, then he picked up a pencil, and wrote
a question mark. Then he said, "Look, I made a question and a
question mark.

I didn't put another one after 'smile,' though,

because that's not a question."
The example with the question mark represents writing done
for a self-assured function.

Dylan was confident that he understood

this new punctuation mark, and he wrote a question to demonstrate
his understanding and his ability.
Dylan often engaged in the informative function when he made
signs to identify Dupio (snap-together building blocks) structures
that he had made, and that he didn't want anyone to tamper with.
Figure 6.21 shows a few of these examples.

He wrote all three of

these examples on one day when It was time to clean-up. He placed
his three structures with his signs on the science table, and the
signs and structures remained there for a week.

Finally, Jacob

asked to use the blocks, and Dylan removed his signs and gave the
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structures to Jacob so he could disassemble them and use them in
his own design. Dylan's signs proved useful in that Jacob knew not
to take the pieces without permission, but due to the signs, he knew
who to seek consent from.

Figure 6.21. Dylan's signs made to alert others not to touch his
Dupio structures.
For a period of time, Dylan went through a stage of making
blank books and notebooks as well as other types of binders to be
used for writing.

In these cases, he usually did not write, he merely

designed a place to write.

One such example utilized a large piece

of construction paper folded in half. On the inside, he stapled two
stacks of papers. On the left, was a stack of 5 X 7 inch pieces of
unlined paper, and on the right was a stack of lined notebook paper.
When I questioned him about this Innovation, he responded that he
had made this folder for his mom so she would have something to
write In.
Dylan enjoyed many of the name games described in Chapters
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Four and Five, and along with these games, another type of writing
that he sometimes engaged in was that of making lists of names of
his peers. In March, I observed him making such a list. When I
Inquired about his list, he informed me that he was making a list of
students that he would invite to his birthday.

His birthday was still

two months off, but perhaps he wanted to be sure he was prepared.
On any given day, it was not unusual for Dylan to create
several pieces of writing.

Figures 6.22 - 6.24 represent three of

five different pieces of writing composed by Dylan in one day.

In

Figure 6.22, Dylan took a piece of stationery paper with a picture of
a leprechaun on it from the stationery shelf.

I had demonstrated

using this particular paper to write a short note to a friend In the
clover shape.

Instead, Dylan merely colored the shamrock, wrote

"To: [Benny]," and put it in Benny's cubby. When Benny discovered
the piece, he went to Dylan, and asked if it was from him. When
Dylan acknowledged that it was, Benny reminded him that there was
no name on the piece, but said that it was okay because he had
guessed who it was from. Then Benny asked, "Why didn't you color
the rest?" to which Dylan responded, "I didn't feel like coloring."
The next piece was a note to Dylan's brother, David. Judging
from the context of this and the next few pieces Dylan must have
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received a bike. I had not heard him discussing it before this day,
but one of the letters refers to it as his "new bike."

Figure 6.22.
Benny.

A picture to his friend,

My Bxf- fr

i^Lairv

C)

Figure 6.23. Thank you note to David. "Dear [David], I love you. Thank
you for finding finding my bike. I love you."
Figure 6.24. A thank you note to Dad. "Dear Dad, I love you because
you make my day better like when you smiled at me. I love you.
Thank you for my bike - my new bike you are my favorite dad
because you be nice to me because you made my day better.
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Two additional notes were written on the same stationery on
the same day. The first said^ "Dear Mom, I love you because you be
nice. You made my day better because you got my bike and I liked my
bike and I rode it a lot of times."

The last note written to mom

said, "Dear Mom, I love you. You are my favorite mom. I love you
dad."
In addition to the writing, on this same day, Dylan cut out
three different heart shapes.

On the first heart, he wrote, "To:

[Dallisa] From: [Dylan]" on the back. On the second, he wrote, "To:
Mrs. Laird From: [Dylan]," and on the third he wrote only his own
name and kept it for himself.
This vast amount of text, created ail in one day, shows his
devotion for writing.

Again, most of these examples are

declarative, but they not only share feelings, they show
thankfulness for his kind and loving family, as well as for the new
bicycle.
As the year went on, letters were still the preferred genre,
but he utilizes different functions.

Dylan uses the informative

function to tell his parents that he would like to go to a carnival
that he saw in the parking lot of the mall. He told me that he had
told his parents that he wanted to go this carnival, but he was
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writing the note so they wouldn't forget.

In this example, Dylan

came to me and asked for my assistance in spelling the word
carnival. I asked him to say the word slowly. Then I asked him to
count syllables. He was able to say the word slowly, and he was
able to tell me there were three syllables.
first syllable and then stop.

I advised him to say the

He said, "Car, hey, I know that word,

car, but wait is it C-A-R or is it C-R-A?

I asked him to say it

slowly again, and listen to which sound was heard at the end. He
identified the R at the end of the word, and said, "I hear the /R/ at
the end, so it must be C-A-R."

After this, he finished the word on

his own, and did not seek my help any longer.
More often than not, Dylan engaged in written language in
which literacy was the context of the exploration.

This means that

the majority of his writing was done with a focus on literacy rather
than a focus on play. The only time I observed him engaged in and
Imaginary Event as the Context for Literacy was when he made signs
asking others not to disturb his Dupio structures.
While the descriptions that have already been given have
provided a peek at Dylan's literacy knowledge, this next section
describes in detail the knowledge that Dylan possesses about
written language.
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Dylan's Literacy Knowledge
Throughout his kindergarten year, Dylan made excellent
progress in his knowledge of written language. When he came to
school in the fall, he was already able to identify most of the
letters of the alphabet, and about half of the sounds.

Within a few

months, he was able to distinguish all letters, and most of the
sounds. His knowledge in these areas continued to progress. At the
beginning of the year, his fine motor skills seemed slightly below
many of the other children, but, as previously stated,
chronologically, he was younger than most of the other children in
the class.

Interestingly, while he greatly enjoyed writing, he did

not enjoy coloring or cutting, perhaps because these skills seemed
difficult for him.

It was Dylan's picture of the letter that his name

started with that Danny was looking at in Chapter Four when he
commented about the poor coloring.
on his own.

Dylan rarely engaged in coloring

He drew pictures frequently, but usually chose not to

color them in.
Dylan and Benny were two of the first students in the class to
initiate letter writing.

Early in the year, they sat together during

free choice time, and decided to write a letter to Michael.

They each

made several attempts at marks that resembled cursive writing, and
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then they took the paper to Michael, and told him that they had
written a note for him (see Figure 6.25). Michael glanced quickly at
the note, and said, "This doesn't say anything. It's just 'scribble
scrabble.'" Michael probably wasn't aware of it at the time, but he
had just invented a phrase that would be repeated many times in our
classroom throughout the year to describe writing that resembled
scribbling.
Dylan seemed very aware of the point that Michael was
making, and did not argue that his writing was legitimate, rather he
and Benny giggled as though they had just been caught at a trick.

Figure 6.25. "Scribble
scrabble" writing by
Dylan and Benny in a
note given to Michael.
-

-

- "

• :

While I did observe Benny using scribble scrabble on later
occasions, this was the one and only time that I witnessed Dylan
using this type of writing. Although Dylan did not continue with
scribble scrabble, this is not to say that he was conventional right
off.
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Eventually, Dylan added a message to his notes, however,
initially the message was the typical "I love you" that Laura and
several others in the class engaged in.
Although Dylan's letters seemed to serve the same function
throughout the year, they did not look the same all year.

Sometimes

the message was written as a note or a letter, and other times it
was made into a book.
In terms of Dylan's book handling skills, Dylan showed control
of directional movement in reading and writing, but at times his
writing products did not portray left-to-right directionality or the
return sweep from the right side of the page back to he left side on
the next line. In one such example, (Figure 6.26), his message was
typical, the directionality seems confusing unless you observed him
constructing this piece.
In this example, he drew a rainbow and then wrote, "I love
you" in the middle of the page above the rainbow.

The continuation

of the message was "Mom and Dad," however he wrote "Mom" under
the rainbow, and then went back to the top of the page to write "and
dad."

If one was to read the text as it is written it says, "and dad I

love you mom," However, when I asked Dylan to read me his text, he
read it as "I love you Mom and Dad," and he pointed to each word as
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it was read. I pointed out the error in the sequence of his words, but
he casually responded, "I know, but there wasn't room at the bottom,
so I had to put the rest at the top."

Figure 6.26. Dylan's
note to his parents
written as "I love you
Mom and Dad."

After this vast amount of writing, it is obvious that Dylan has
control of many of the strategies of an emergent reader.

He has

control of one-to-one matching and directional movement, even
though his products don't always show these skills, observing his
process makes it clear that he utilizes many strategies when
reading and writing.
but informative letter.

In Figure 6.27, Dylan is writing a pleasurable
He is voicing a desire to return to the

mountains, but his words are not written in chronological order.

He

started with the text on the right, "I want to go to the mountains"
then he added the word, "Again," but instead of writing it below the
existing text, he added it on the left in about the middle of the page.
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SO it is very difficult for the reader to figure out where to start

reading.

Figure 6.27. Dylan's
mountain picture.
"I want to go to the
mountains, again."

In Figure 6.28, Dylan wrote a note to his mom, but he was
writing so quickly, that he left out several words.

As he read the

text to me he added the missing words. When he finished he
said, "I think left some stuff out, but my mom will know what it
says."
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Figure 6.28. Dylan's note to mom with several missing words.
Dear Mom, I love you and thank you for saving me [at the pool while I
almost drowned. Thank you for taking] care of the dogs. Thank you
for taking care of me and your towel. Dylan
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Discussion
This case study has helped me identify many of the strengths
that Dylan possesses as a reader and especially as a writer.
began with a physical description of Dylan.

It

Then, his interests in

play and literacy were portrayed along with his family's interest in
literacy.

Using the information drawn from Dylan's ability to play

with literacy, I described his literacy knowledge.
Dylan was a child whose favorite free choice engagement was
writing.

Given the vast amount of writing he engaged in, it seems

logical that he would continually show improvement in these areas
and he did. In fact, although I did not rank the children's academic
abilities at the end of the year as I did in the beginning of the year, I
know that if I were to do so, Dylan would not be in the middle of the
ranking as he was at the beginning of the year. I am certain that he
had moved much closer to the top of the class.
Although he primarily stuck to one type of writing (note
writing), his notes served a variety of functions.

Given the expanded

nature of the last note written to his mother, it is not surprising
that words are missing.
writing speed.

At this point, Dylan was increasing his

Earlier in the year he wrote slowly and deliberately

sounding out each word. Now that he knew all of his sounds, he was
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able to write much more quickly, and with this increased speed
came less attention to convention.

More importantly, however,

Dylan is not the least bit timid about his writing.

When he decided

that he had something he wanted to write, he picked up a piece of
paper and a pencil, and he was ready to write.
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Case Study of Dallisa
Dallisa is a beautiful little girl with long, slightly wavy black
hair and dark eyes. She is quite petite almost to the point of
seeming frail.

Dallisa is amiable, although often shy when meeting

new people. She is quite well behaved and seems to enjoy school and
shows a passion for learning.

There was one particular pattern of

behavior, however that was rather disturbing.

Dallisa sometimes

cried and clung to her mother claiming that she did not want to come
to school.

What was most disturbing about this behavior was that I

could not uncover the reason for it. Her mother and I discussed this
behavior on several occasions, but we were not able to solve this
enigma. Dallisa did not cower behind her mother everyday. In fact, I
don't remember this becoming an issue until later in the year, and
her apprehension seemed to get progressively worse as the year
went on. Some days she was in line with others when the bell rang,
and she appeared to be happy and anxious to start the day. At other
times, however, she would come into the room only after strong
coaxing from her mother or me, and then she would put her things
away and sit on the rug with silent tears streaming down her
cheeks. At one point I hypothesized that Dallisa's apprehension was
related to a fear of being late, because she did not react tentatively
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when she was In line with the others when the bell rang. Her mother
reported, however, that the days she was not in line with the others
were not related to being late, rather she was not in line with the
others because she refused to do so.
I am still puzzled by this behavior.

Dallisa strives to please.

She was rarely, if ever, reprimanded and did not engage in other
types of attention getting behaviors, thus I don't think she was
engaging in a ploy for attention.

Dallisa is a very rational child, in

fact she is able to engage in quite mature conversations requiring
reflection and reasoning.

In trying to discuss this behavior,

however, Dallisa shut down, and would not respond, so I thought it
best not to pursue the probing, rather I looked for the times when
she came into class readily, and I complimented her efforts therein.
Dallisa is the oldest of two children. She has a younger
brother who is three-years-old. Dallisa was born in Okinawa, Japan.
Her father is in the United States Air Force, and was stationed
there. They lived on base, and most of the people around Dallisa
spoke English. Her mother reports that for a short time she did have
a Japanese babysitter who spoke Japanese and English, but that
English is the only language Dallisa speaks.
Dallisa's father is from Sri Lanka, and although he spoke the
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language of his country as a young child, he learned English early on,
and uses only English in their home. He works with computers, and
most of the reading and writing Dallisa sees him do is on the
computer.

Occasionally he reads informational texts such as

manuals related to computers, but he does not enjoy reading for
pleasure.

Nonetheless, Dallisa's mother reports that he does most

of the reading to the children.
Dallisa's mother works part-time.

She was working full-time

when Dallisa started kindergarten, but changed jobs half way
through the year to enable her to work less hours.

Dallisa's mother

has a passion for reading and writing, and has recently started
taking writing classes to enrich her use of writing.

Writing has

become more than just a hobby for her mother.
Both parents were active volunteers In our classroom.
Dallisa's father chaperoned several field trips as did her mother,
and her mother was a helper every other week in the classroom, as
well as when needed for special projects.

Both parents are

dedicated to their children's education.
Dallisa's mother explained that they began reading aloud to her
when she was a baby. Once she was a toddler, they started working
with her to teach her letter and number recognition.

I am not sure
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of the exact techniques used, but her mother told me that they
regularly set aside about an hour four to five times a week to work
on these skills.

Once Dallisa could recognize all the letters of the

alphabet, they often wrote sentences and Dallisa copied them.
Eventually, Dallisa began writing her own sentences using invented
spelling.

Dallisa's mother reported that this was a very enjoyable

time for Dallisa. Her mother describes her as "a sponge" who
readily soaks up new information.
everyday routine.

Questioning is part of their

In the car, Dallisa will often asked to be quizzed

on the spelling of words, or math problems.
Dallisa the Player
Dallisa is usually serious, even as a player.

Her mother

reports that, unlike her younger brother, Dallisa rarely engages in
imaginary play. Most everything she plays functions as real and
purposeful.

She enjoys reasoning and figuring things out more so

than make-believe play.
books.

Playing at home often involves reading

Before school started Dallisa wrote more than she read, but

once school started this reversed, and she then spent more time
reading at home than writing.
At school it was the opposite, Dallisa wrote much more
frequently than she read.

In fact writing was the activity Dallisa
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engaged in most frequently during free choice time.
most popular activity was drawing.

Her second

She sometimes played in the

drama area, but engaged in real activities rather than imaginary play
or role playing. For example, when the drama center was set up as a
flower shop, there were numerous artificial flowers in the setting.
Dallisa made it her job to identify each of the types of flowers.

She

knew the names of several types already, but she used a flower
arrangement catalog which I borrowed from a local flower shop in
order to identify the types.

This was one of the rare occasions when

the imaginative play was the context of the literacy.
was not the case for Dallisa.

Typically this

If she engaged in reading or writing, it

was usually for the sole enjoyment of the act, not as part of another
play episode.
Dallisa was well-liked by virtually all the students in the
class. Perhaps this is due to her kind and gentle nature.

According

to the class sociogram, Dallisa was chosen more often than any
other student as the one whom others would most like to sit with or
work with. She was not identified by anyone as a child who someone
would not want to sit or work with.
most frequently was Alicia.

The person she interacted with

Although they both enjoyed each other's

company, their friendship did not influence their free choice

engagements.
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They both enjoyed writing, and often sat together to

do so, but they were both independent enough to venture on to other
friends and activities as well.
How Does Dallisa Play with Literacv?
As previously stated, Dallisa's favorite activities during free
choice time were writing and drawing.

Dallisa was very focused

when she was engaged in writing, and she wrote for many purposes.
She utilized more genres than any other child in the class. She
wrote notes, letters, cards, invitations, stories, signs, labels, lists,
and her own daily news. She wrote quickly and easily, rarely
stopping to sound out a word aloud.
Dallisa's notes, letters, and cards were usually declarative,
stating affection for a friend or family member.

On one occasion,

during rest time, Alicia had already laid down on her towel on the
rug. Dallisa was stepping over her, and somehow she stepped on her
own towel that she was holding, and she tripped and fell, kicking
Alicia in the eye in the process.

Alicia got a small bump and bruise,

and they both were in tears. Had I not witnessed the incident, I
might have thought they were both hurt, but Dallisa was crying
because she felt so badly about hurting her friend.
day, Dallisa wrote a note to Alicia (see Figure 6.30).

The following
The note was
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written on stationery that was designed to be folded and sealed to
resemble an envelope.

It was truly a heartfelt apology.

Figure 6.29 Dallisa's apology note to Alicia.
Sorry for hitting your eye."

"I hope you feel better.

The declarative function was also utilized by Dallisa in many
of the cards she made. Dallisa made cards for everyone in her
family on their birthdays.

Figure 6.30 shows the inside of a card

Dallisa made for her grandfather on his birthday.

Fioure 6.30. Dallisa's card
to her grandfather. This is
only the inside of the card
Dallisa made for her
grandfather on his birthday.
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The messages on Dallisa's cards were usually short. The card
for her grandfather is typical of the type of writing she did.
Although her message was short, the cards usually took a great deal
of time because she worked hard at decorating the covers.
In addition to making cards for family members, Dallisa wrote
cards and notes to friends in the class.

Dallisa and Alicia were very

good friends, and they often engaged in ongoing correspondence
through the writing of notes.

They usually enjoyed sitting with one

another, but when they were writing to one another, they chose to
sit at different tables.

I asked why they sat separately when

writing to one another, and they said they didn't want the other
person to peek.

While they were at separate tables, however, they

kept an eye on one another. When one finished a note, she would get
an envelope, put the letter inside, and then deliver it to the other's
mailbox.

Because they monitored one another, the receiver knew

when she had mail, and she would rush to her mailbox to retrieve it.
During the reading, they usually came together to help one another
decipher the invented spelling.
The notes between Dallisa and Alicia showed the reciprocal
process of letter writing.

They read the letters that had been

written from one another, and then responded to the information in a

return letter.
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Other students in the class engaged in this process

occasionally, but Dallisa and Alicia had a strong pen pal relationship
in addition to their regular friendship.
When Dallisa wanted to invite Alicia to her home for a tea
party, she wrote a note to her (Figure 6.31).

Some of the writing is

upsidedown because this note was written on a piece of stationery
designed to be folded and stapled or taped shut like an envelope.
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Figures 6.31
Dallisa's tea
party invitation. (Please
come to my tea party this
day on the March 15 or 14).
In the middle section, on
the right side, there is a
date stamp and next to the
date stamp it says, "The
day I wrote this letter."
The date is stamped twice
because the first one was
accidentally stamped upside-down.

This tea party became the focus of a series of notes written to
one another.

The day after the first letter of invitation, Dallisa

wrote another note to Alicia (Figure 6.32).

When she showed me the
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note she said, "I wrote her another note, in case she forgets" (which
seemed highly unlikely since that was all I heard either of them talk
about that entire morning).

In this second note, however, Dallisa's

product did not show left-to-rlght directionality.

This was the only

time that I observed a lack of directionality in her writing.

I

suspect that it may have been related to her pure excitement over
the tea party.

The words in the note were written in the correct

sequence, and she read it to me in the correct sequence, but it may
be confusing to a reader who did not see her produce the note.

Figure 6.32. Dallisa's 2nd tea party
note. There is a lack of left-to-right
directionality. The text should say,
"To [Alicia] from Dallisa. Can you
come to my house?

After each note, Alicia responded.
invitation is shown in Figure 6.33.

Her response to the first

This response was carefully

folded and had a bow made from yarn taped to it.
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Figure 6.33. Alicia's response. (Dear Dallisa, I hope I go to your
party. Love, Alicia).
Eventually they did actually get together after school and have
a tea party.

Afterwards, Dallisa wrote another note to Alicia asking

whether she liked the party (Figure 6.34).

Figure 6.34. Dallisa's note
to Alicia after the tea
party. (Dear [Alicia]. You
are my friend. Did you like
my tea party? I hope you
have a good time on Easter.
From [Dallisa]).
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Alicia responded in a note saying, "Yes, I liked your t prde. Do you
want to cum to my hws?" (Yes, I liked your tea party. Do you want
to come to my house?) Of course Dallisa responded. Her response
was in the form of a card although from the text, it is not clear
whether the answer is yes, or no (Figure 6.35).
Figure 6.35.
Dallisa's response
to being invited to
Alicia's house. (To
Alicia. This card
is about going to
your house, From
Dallisa). It is not
clear whether her
answer Is yes or
no.

To"

6»'et,

This is just one of several series of correspondences between
Dallisa and Alicia.

These writing samples were declarative, but

they were informative and confirmational as well.

They were

informative in that they gave information about what one child
expected from another (Dallisa expected Alicia to come to her tea
party).

The letters were confirmational because they confirmed

information information such who was invited, to what, and when
(although there was a choice of two different dates).
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Another type of writing that Dallisa frequently engaged in was
story writing.

Sometimes her stories were written on one page, but

usually her stories were put into a book. One type of book that
Dallisa made frequently had a single illustration or several of the
same illustration on one page, and then the illustration was labeled.

Figure 6.36. Dallisa's dog book. (Big dog, and baby dog.)

Dallisa described the book in Figure 6.37 as a "stamp book."
Each page was illustrated with several of the same picture, and then
labeled with the name of the object in the pictures.

This example

serves as an informative function because the labels describe the
text.
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Figure 6.37a-c Three pages from a
"label book." An informative book
with labels of each type of picture
on each page. Page 1 stripes. Page 2
hearts. Page 3 lips.

6.37c
Dallisa did not only write simple books like this.
in writing many different types of stories.

She engaged

They were usually short,

but they made sense, and had a beginning, a middle, and an ending.
Figure 6.38 shows an example of a short story that Dallisa wrote
about two mice.

The theme is quite similar to the penguin story
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described in the previous chapter in Figure 5.11.
represents the pleasurable function.

This story

It was not written to convey

any specific information, it was written merely for the joy of the
story and the illustrations.
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Figure 6.38a-b. Dallisa's story about two mice. (Page 1- A little
mouse was lonely. He didn't know what to do. Page 2 - Pop. Another
mouse came over. They were friends.).

Dallisa also used books she had read or heard as the foundation for a
storyline.

In Figure 6.39 she has written one verse copying the

format of Brown Bear (Martin, 1967).
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Figure 6.39 Dallisa's
version of Brown Bear.
(Bunny bunny, Who do you
see? I see someone
drawing me!!!)
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Other topics for Dallisa's stories came from her personal
experiences. One of her stories is a description of what took place
on Easter Sunday (Figure 6.40). The story was written on one piece
of paper, and on the back she wrote "to" and then listed apparently
everyone who was present for her family's Easter celebration
including mom, dad, brother,grandpa, grandma, aunts, and uncles.
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Figure 6.40. Dallisa's description of what happened on Easter
Sunday. (The Easter Bunny didn't hide the eggs, but he came back and
hid the eggs. Before he scratched on the door, he left them.)
Another type of writing that Dallisa engaged in was the
making of signs. When the drama center was set up as a pet store,
Dallisa and Karrisa worked together to make the first sign.
"The Pet Store."

It said,

Most of the signs that Dallisa made were

decorations for a holiday. Around Easter, she made an Easter sign to
hang in her house (see Figure 6.41).
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Figure 6.41.
Easter sign.
(Happy Easter.
Have a good
Easter. Love
[Dallisa].)

In designing the border of her sign, she copied a piece of
stationery from the writing shelf which had Easter eggs all around
the edges, just as her sign does. Dallisa showed me her sign, and
read it to me. I asked whether the sign was a gift for someone, and
she responded that it was not a gift, she was just going to hang it
somewhere in her house. I asked why she wrote, "Love, Dallisa" and
she said, "It's like a letter sign for my whole family."
As always, Dallisa's writing served a purpose.

Another

purposeful type of writing that she engaged in was the making of
lists. When the drama center was set up as a grocery store, she
made a list to go shopping.
In another example, Dallisa had started making a list of her
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friends. She was sitting at a table with Michael and Benny. Their
names were first on her list.

The following names were children

who were in close proximity to her somewhere in the room.

She

appeared finished when she put her pencil back in the container on
the table. At this point, Michael glanced at her paper and asked,
"What are you writing?"

Although his name was first on the list, it

wasn't spelled correctly, so I am not sure if he recognized it as his
name.

"I am making a list of my friends," she told him.

everyone in this class your friend?"

"Well, isn't

"Yes, but I am only writing the

ones that are close around me," she responded. "If you are making a
list of friends, then you should put all the friends, or someone might
feel sad."

At this comment, Dallisa picked up her pencil, and

continued writing names as she gazed about the room to see who she
had missed. When she thought that she had everyone in the class
listed, she counted the names, and there was one missing.
"How could I be missing one?

I thought I wrote everyone who

was here," she said. Michael suggested that she read the names on
the attendance chart to see who she was missing.

At first she told

him that she didn't want to use the attendance chart because she
wasn't adding [Alicia] because she was absent.

After thinking about

it, however, she decided to try his suggestion, and she walked over
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to the attendance chart, and began reading the names and checking
her list to see if each name was recorded. In less than a minute, she
identified the person who was missing from her list, and so she
recorded that person's name.
One additional type of writing that Dallisa engaged in was the
writing of her own "daily news."

Chapter Three describes how at

the end of each day, the activities of the day were recorded as daily
news on a chart.

Dallisa adopted this writing style, and began

recording events and information from each day.

Many of her daily

news pieces resembled information that seems more like an entry in
a diary (Figure 6.42).

Another one of Dallisa's daily news recordings

is described in Chapter Four (see Figure 4.41).

Figure 6.42
Dallisa's personal
daily news.
(Thursday, April 1,
1998
Kindergarten.
Dallisa says, "I'm
iNV
in kindergarten.
I'm having a good
T I / A *
time. My friend is
[Alicia] and [Eddy]
and of course I
Ol/
like me. [Dallisa].
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Dallisa frequently read the environmental print in our
classroom.

Others were aware of the fact that she could read, and

they sought her help in this area. For example, on one occasion,
Jacob wanted to read the information about the "child of the week."
This is a bulletin board which shows pictures of a selected child
along with labels of the child's favorite food, color, activity at
school, etc.

When Jacob enlisted Dallisa to help him read the

bulletin board, she readily accepted his request.

She seemed

honored by others asking for assistance with reading.
Dallisa enjoyed reading to and with others.

Photograph 6.2

shows Dallisa in the library corner reading to Shawna and Janice.
After hearing this story, Shawna left the area, but Janice and
Dallisa decided to read the same book chorally (see photograph 6.3).
The first book they selected was one that they both had practiced
numerous times.

They continued reading several books in this

manner, and their book selection was based on whether it was a book
that Janice had practiced.
Dallisa enjoyed participating with others, especially in the
name games that were described in Chapters Four and Five relating
to the "chooser cup."

Photograph 6.2. Dallisa reading to Shawna and Janice
Photograph 6.3. Dallisa reading with Janice
The chooser cup is a cup with each child's name listed on a
tongue depressor. It was used to randomly select children for a
variety of activities. The children utilized it however to develop
games involving the reading of one another's names. The games
were played many ways, but typically the game Dallisa enjoyed
playing involved trying to find one's own name on the sticks in the
chooser cup. In this game, each player took turns pulling a stick out
of the cup, and naming the person whose name was listed on the
stick. If the person pulling out the stick, pulled out his or her own
name, then that child was identified as the winner, if not, the stick
was set aside, and the next player got a turn, and the game continued
until someone found his or her own name.
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In most of Dallisa's engagements with literacy, the literacy
event was the context for the exploration.

She greatly enjoyed

playing with literacy.
Dallisa's Literacy Knowledge
Dallisa came to school with a great deal of knowledge about
literacy.

She already knew all of her letters and sounds, and could

even identify 18 out of the 30 isolated sight words that were part
of the required kindergarten assessment.
On the first day of school, I passed out writing notebooks
(three prong folders with blank white paper inside), and discussed
how children could use these notebooks to write about anything they
wanted.

I demonstrated drawing a picture and labeling it or writing

a one-sentence story to go along with my picture.

Then, students

were sent to tables to do their own "writing" in their notebooks.

As

I observed, I noticed that Dallisa was the only child in the class who
wrote her own text to go along with her illustration.

She seemed

proud of herself, but as she looked at the work of others, however,
her glow seemed to fade. It was as though she thought that she had
done something wrong because no one else had writing on their
papers.

It was several days before I could convince Dallisa that her

story was "correct," and that she could continue writing.
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Dallisa was an accomplished writer, and during the writing of
the Daily News which was done as a shared writing experience, she
responded so quickly that others did not have a chance to ponder the
sounds for a particular word. Once Dallisa announced a letter to go
along with a sound, others would echo her without thinking about
whether or not she was correct, they just assumed that she was.
I did not want to stifle her abilities, but at the same time, I
felt others were not being challenged in making their own
predictions for letters and sounds.

In order for Dallisa to continue

at her pace without taking away from others, I suggested she write
the daily news on a sheet of paper at the same time that the class
was engaged in this activity.

She relished this idea, and each day

she got a clipboard, and a pencil, and wrote the news as it was
dictated. Using this method, she was able to record her news as
quickly as she wanted without taking away the opportunity for
others to offer input.

Dallisa enjoyed this opportunity so much that

after a few days of engaging in the news in this manner, she started
recording her own daily news during free choice time.
Although I believe that Dallisa entered kindergarten with
advanced reading activities as well, she did not seem to have
confidence in herself as a reader. This confidence did come
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eventually, however.

In my field notes, I described an event in

February in which Dallisa read me the book Look Closer (Wildsmith &
Wildsmith, 1993).
insect habitats.

It is a simple patterned language book about

My student teacher had read it aloud to the class a

few times, and most of the children were able to read it chorally.
Dallisa came to me, and asked if I wanted to hear her read. I told
her that I would love to hear her read, and so she read me the book,
pointing to each word as she read. When she finished, she said, "I
wasn't just reading it because I know the story, I really know all the
words."

She seemed surprised at her own ability.

When writing, spelling did not seem important to Dallisa.

She

often spelled words more than one way, and seemed uninterested
when I tried to focus individually on conventional spelling with her.
I explained to her that once she knew how to spell a word
conventionally, then she should always spell it that way, but she did
not always heed this advice. The birthday card (see Figure 6.31)
made for grandfather has the word "birthday" misspelled.

While

birthday is not a word that I would expect most kindergartners to be
able to spell, I do think that Dallisa could have learned to spell it
conventionally if she so desired.
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This particular card was made In April, and by this time of the
year, she had designed many birthday cards. I had shown her the
conventional spelling for the word "birthday," and I had also shown
her the word cards that were on the writing materials shelf that
listed words and phrases such as Happy Birthday so the children
could copy them. Dallisa rarely used these cards. She seemed to
prefer making up her own invented spelling.

In actuality, it could be

inferred that Dallisa's invented spellings show more sophisticated
knowledge than if she were to copy the phrase off of a word card.
Another example of this can be seen in Figures 6.43 and 6.44.
The first is a Valentine note written to me by Dallisa.

In February,

she spelled my name conventionally, yet when she wrote me a
goodbye note at the end of the summer, she spelled my name
differently.

Figure 6.43. Dallisa's
Valentine note.
(To Mrs. Laird. Happy
Valentines From [Dallisa].)
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Figure 6.44. End of the year note from Dallisa (To Mrs. Laird. Have a
good summer From [Dalllsa]).
As I study these two figures, I am struck by the notion that
although the second example of my name is misspelled, it shows her
sophistication in her independent writing with letter/sound
relationships.
Discussion
This case study began with a description of Dallisa.
Background information and descriptions of her interest in play and
free choice engagements were provided.

In conjunction with

describing her play, there was a description of Dallisa's interest in
"playing with literacy."

Using this information, 1 provided a

narration of Dallisa's literacy knowledge.

Dallisa came to

kindergarten with a great deal of knowledge about written language.
She wrote freely, and continued to do so throughout the year.
Dallisa's favorite free choice engagement was writing, and
Dallisa was very independent. I can't recall a time when she ever

asked for help with her writing.
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This did not keep me from offering

unwanted help however. I asked her once why she didn't use one the
word cards from the writing materials shelf to copy the spelling of
"Happy Birthday" on a card.

Her response was simple, "It's easier

to just sound it out."
Even when I showed Dallisa a conventional spelling, she often
used it a few times and then reverted to her own invented spelling.
My description of Dallisa's spelling errors is not meant to portray a
deficiency in her writing.

Improved spelling is not the only evidence

of Dallisa's progress in writing. She appeared to be a child who was
primarily focused on meaning and function, not form.

Yetta Goodman

(1992) states that,
Development does not mean simply doing something better
according to an adult standard. Rather, development must be
seen from the writer's perspective. Development reflects the
growing experience of writers and their personal histories
within a specific cultural context as they begin to control
written language to express their meanings (p.11).

Using this criteria, Dallisa made great progress in her writing.
She increased her genre usage, vocabulary, sentence structure, and
story structure. She had no trouble controlling her use of written
language to express meaning.

Dallisa engages in literacy for
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authentic purposes, and is joyous in doing so.
Conclusion
Laura, Dylan, and Dallisa engaged in written language in
various ways during their free choice engagements.

Dylan and

Dallisa engaged in written language daily. More often than not,
Literacy was the Context for their Explorations.

Laura was very

different in that Laura's engagements primarily involved
construction of manipulatives.

Each child was a different type of

learner however.
Dallisa rarely took risks.

She usually engaged in new

activities only after they were demonstrated for her.

After a

demonstration, however, she often continued with similar types of
engagements.

For example, Dallisa was one of the children who

began making signs for our drama center (which was set up as a pet
store) after I demonstrated making a sign.

In a traditional school

setting, however, I assume that Dallisa will be successful because
she is quiet, adheres to rules, and never questions an activity that
has been assigned. She strives to do her best no matter what the
assignment.
Dylan, however, is more apt to question if he can do an activity
in a different way.

In his play, he looks for new ways to utilize

objects.
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For example, he was the first child to discover that a train

track built over a chair makes the train excel as it descends from
the chair.

As a written language user, Dylan does not take for

granted that the teacher's description of an assignment is the best
way to complete a task.

If he is required to do an activity that he is

not interested in, he will rush through it just to be "done."

If it is

something he is interested in, however, he will take his time and
work diligently on completing the task the way he would like it to
be done. One such example involved a required center activity where
students were asked to use rubber stamps of farm animals to stamp
the animals and then use their invented spelling to write the names
of the animals.

Rather than just stamping the animals all on one

page, Dylan got smaller pieces of paper and made a counting book
with the stamps by putting one zebra on the first page, and writing.
"1 horse." On the second page he stamped two pigs and wrote, "2
pigs." His book continued in this manner.
Although Laura's play primarily involved construction with
manipulatives, she was a risk taker in this setting.

She made

castles almost daily with large wooden blocks, but her play was
diversified according to the type of figurines she decided to add to
her castle.

She utilized almost every object from our math sorting
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kits (buttons, small plastic animal figurines, spoons, ceramic tiles,
etc.).
All three children were quite proficient in their use of
language.

Dallisa and Dylan frequently utilized written language,

whereas Laura utilized oral language, but all were effective In their
engagements.
One issue which seems important in a child's success in school
is the child's ability to "play the game of school."

1 initially

believed that each of these children was quite adept at this.

Dylan

and Dallisa were able to complete most tasks quickly and easily, and
although Laura often struggled, she usually did get her work
completed.

She was proficient at asking her peers for help when she

needed it. This Is a strategy that I not only value, but I teach.

1

often stress the fact that friends have a lot to teach one another,
and that it Is okay to ask for help. I explain that helping Is not the
same as doing for someone else, and eventually most come to
understand that I want them to explain to a friend, but they may not
do the task for the friend.
While I value the communication between children, I know that
this communication is frowned upon in many other classrooms,
particularly the first grade classrooms at my school.

I have heard
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one teacher say on more than one occasion, "I keep telling these kids
that they need to be quiet so they can get their work done."
All of this points to the fact that a different environment can
make a child appear to be a different kind of learner.

While

children's communication and play is valued In my classroom, they
may not be valued in others.

Children who rely on communication

and play to learn are at a disadvantage in a setting that does not
value these traits.
Since children's communication and play was valued in my
classroom, I was fortunate to have the opportunity to observe not
only Laura, Dylan, and Dallisa as they engaged in literacy, but the
other 17 students in my class as well. In these cases studies I have
focused on these three students, however, and each has shown me
their unique ability to engage in written language.
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CHAPTER 7
LITERACY THROUGH PLAY:
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS
This teacher research study was initiated because I wanted to
understand more about how the children in my classroom explore
written language during their free choice time. I have always had an
intuitive sense that children learn written language through play.
Thus the purpose of this study is to examine my belief that allowing
children time for play during free choice time is not only
appropriate but necessary for their development.

By systematically

studying the students in my kindergarten class, I wanted to gain a
better understanding of the written language that children are using
and exploring within the realm of their free choice engagements and
play.
This study took place in my kindergarten classroom during our
free choice time.

The following research questions guided this

study;
1. What are the types of written language that occur in the free
choice engagements of kindergarten students?
2. What are the functions of written language within the free choice
engagements of kindergarten students?
3. How do kindergarten children integrate written language into
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their free choice engagements?
4. What knowledge about literacy are kindergarten students
demonstrating/exploring through their free choice engagements?

I utilized teacher research because I wanted to systematically
and intentionally Inquire (Lytle and Cochran-Smith, 1990) about the
written language of the students in my own classroom.

Using my

own classroom was important because this context provided the
opportunity for in-depth, long-term data collection related to the
research questions.

Through this study, I strove to develop

knowledge that would enable me to make informed decisions in order
to establish and sustain a curriculum and an environment that would
support children's literacy.

My hope is that the information I gained

would influence the practice of others in the field as well.
Data collection took place over a six month period, with the
bulk of my data collection occurring from the last week in October
to the first two weeks in April.

As I collected data, I searched for

patterns among concepts and events in order to develop categories
from the data.
The primary data sources were field notes, audio transcripts,
collections of student artifacts, and checklists of students'
activities.

Secondary data sources were my lesson plans, a
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sociogram, and the kindergarten assessment device.

Data was

collected during free choice time which occurred each morning for
35-45 minutes each day.

Throughout this study, I utilized the

constant comparative method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), thus the
data analysis for this study was ongoing.
Theory and research in the areas of play and emergent literacy
provided the basis for this study, especially the work of Christie,
1991; Dyson, 1993; Y. Goodman, 1984, 1986; Hall,1991; Holdaway,
1979; Owocki, 1995; and Rowe, 1986.

In relation to play, I examined

the theoretical explanations of play, types of play, and other
components related to the effect of play on cognitive growth.

My

review of the literature on emergent literacy included a description
of the history of emergent literacy as well as the factors which
influence emergent literacy.
The context for this study is my kindergarten classroom of 20
students. Most of the students in my classroom are from European
American middle class families.

There was 1 Native American child,

2 Hispanic children, 3 African American children and 14 European
American children.

The students determined their own pseudonyms

used in this study, so their confidentiality was maintained in the
vignettes and writing samples.
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My classroom is based on inquiry (Short & Harste, 1996), thus
students are active participants in designing the curriculum.

We

negotiate themes in discussion groups, but I also listen carefully to
their talk throughout the day, so that I can lead them into a focus
study based on their interests.

The focus studies are linked together

by a broad concept which I select before the start of the year. I
chose the concept of "Change" during the year of the study because
it was one that could encompass a wide range of themes or topics.
Once the focus study is decided, the children also help to
determine the questions to be pursued related to the focus study.
Our daily schedule (see Figure 3.3) is arranged into flexible blocks of
time.

While blocks of time are arranged into different subject

areas, the subjects are integrated into the focus study.

This is not

to say that every activity is limited to the theme or focus study.

If

the theme is not conducive to a particular subject, I do not contrive
it.
Centers are a major part of our negotiated curriculum.

There

are centers which represent five subject areas: listening, math,
writing, art, and science.

Students choose which area to participate

in each day, and afterwards they move into free choice engagements.
Some of the engagements available during free choice are the
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sociodramatic play area, writing, drawing, listening, computers,
games, blocks, math manipulatives, and art.
The free choice time in my classroom is grounded in theory
from Piaget and Vygotsky.

Piaget (1974) believed that a rich

learning environment was of utmost importance.

Teachers are

responsible for providing a rich learning environment, but the
materials within the environment, rather than the teacher, provides
the curriculum (MacLachlan-Smith, 1991).

Vygotsky (1978) placed

more emphasis on social interaction as a contributor to cognitive
development.

Using Piaget's provision for materials and

environment, and Vygotsky's notion of a scaffolded learning
environment (which depends on the support of an accomplished peer
or adult), I have developed a free choice time that allows children
the opportunity to engage in activities with materials which fit
their inquiries, but they also have opportunities to interact with
their peers which heightens their academic ability.
In this chapter, I review the findings of this study related to
my four research questions.

After examining these findings, I draw

some conclusions about what I have learned from this study, and how
this information can inform other educators and researchers in the
field of early literacy.
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Though my role as the classroom teacher has influenced my
methodology and my findings, I have written about these findings as
a researcher.

I have presented the patterns that I identified in my

data, and my perspectives on the meanings of these patterns for a
theory of how children develop written literacy through free choice
engagements and play.

What remains, however, are the implications

of these findings which will be addressed after the summary of the
findings.
Summary of Findings
For each research question 1 will describe the data analysis
and the major findings for that question.
Types of Written Language
My first research question was, "What are the types of written
language that occur in the free choice engagements of kindergarten
students?"

The data that I utilized for this question was my field

notes, student artifacts, and the checklists of activities in which
students engaged.

Using the artifacts and my field notes, I sorted

the artifacts into different types, and recorded the types on a tally
sheet.

I utilized my field notes to verify that each artifact had been

recorded and to ensure that I was categorizing

each piece correctly.

Any artifact that was perceived by the child who composed it as
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reading or writing event was considered a literacy event, and I coded
the events according to the student's intent.

In order to obtain the

student's intent, I always asked the composer, "Tell me about what
you have written." or "Tell me about this piece."
responses were recorded in my field notes.

Students'

As Milz (1983) points

out, "Understanding the child's meaning was usually not difficult, as
the teacher and the children shared the same experiences and
environment" (p. 53).
The reading pieces were identified solely from my field notes.
After categorizing the student writing samples and my field note
entries, I identified eight different types of writing events, and six
different types of reading events (see Table 4.1).
The types of writing that were identified were notes (to
family members, classmates, and the teacher), stories, labels,
names, signs, chalkboard or dry erase boards, lists, and daily news
(listed in the order of frequency of occurrence).
The most prevalent type of writing event was note writing.
Within this type, children wrote for many purposes, but mostly to
support social relationships with their family and friends.

Children

believe they are writing to communicate even when their writing
isn't alphabetic or syllabic.

As the teacher, I am responsible for
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encouraging children's attempts at reading and writing.
Often the writing events that students engaged in were the
same types as what I had demonstrated for them. For example,
letter writing had been a focus in our curriculum, and thereafter,
students readily engaged in this type of writing event.

When

writing, students focused on the visual system of writing (letters
and words) as well as the graphic symbols of writing (illustrations)
(Dyson 1993). Both of these symbols were used to convey meaning.
Regardless of the type or theme, the artifacts shared the same
intent, to convey meaning.

The process of how a writing sample was

constructed was a significant aspect of the analysis.
The types of reading events that were identified were books
(including trade books, predictable books, and classmade books),
names, notes, computer stories, word cards, and environmental
print. The types of reading events that students engaged in during
free choice play were more difficult to identify.

One reason for this

is because the reading process does not leave behind a product. Like
types of writing events, though, types of reading events often
resembled the types that had been demonstrated to them within
classroom literacy events.

It was not uncommon to see children

taking on the roles of teacher and students while one read aloud to
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others or engaged in shared reading. Reading books was the most
prevalent type of reading event that I observed.

I am certain,

however, that there were many reading events that I missed because
there were no products that could be retrieved and described.
Nonetheless, I did observe multitudes of reading events.
Students utilized the type of written language that
communicated their message or interested them in their play.

In

addition, the types of written language that students engaged in
were influenced by the functions and contexts for the written
language.
During the free choice time in which the data from this study
took place, students were responsible for deciding what to engage
in.

I offered many demonstrations, but there were never required

activities or engagements, and students engaged in literacy because
they wanted to, not because they had to. Each engagement with
literacy brought the children closer to more knowledge about and
proficiency in written language.
As students engaged in reading and writing events with and
alongside their peers, they provided one another with new ways of
using literacy.

The context of the free choice time allowed students

this opportunity to transact with peers.

Children are sometimes
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less likely to think of a peer as judging them In their literacy
approximations, thus they may be more willing to engage in literacy
with a peer in the context of free choice engagements and play.
Functions of Written Language
My second research question of this study is, "What are the
functions of written language within the free choice engagements of
kindergarten students?"

The categories for this question came from

the analysis of all the primary data sources: field notes, artifacts,
checklists, transcripts of audio tapes.

Again, I used the constant

comparative method to identify the functions that students were
using while reading and writing.
The functions identified by other researchers in the field such
as Halllday (1973) and Smith (1983) Informed my data analysis. I
identified my own set of functions, because I wanted to determine
functions that directly related to the data I had collected on my
students.

The functions that I identified are:

Declarative: "This is how I feel." (Stating ones's feelings toward
another person. Usually involves the writing of a note to show
affection or build a relationship.)
Pleasurable. "Just for fun." (Reading or writing just for the
pleasure of doing so.)
Informative: "What does it say?" (Reading or writing labels or
directions in order to describe a text.)
Confirmational: "Making sure." (Referring to a text or alternate
source to confirm information.)
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(Using creativity and imagination to

tmaginative: "My own idea."
create an original text.)
Explanative:
"This is how to do it." (Giving directions or
clarification for how to perform an act of reading or writing.)
Recollected: "I remember." (Writing a list or other text which
serves to aid in memory or recollection.)
Repetitive:
"Do it again." (Displaying perseverance in copying a
text or practicing writing a text - usually related to the
composition of names.)
Self-assured: "I can do it." (Reading or writing to show self or
others an existing ability or new skill.)

Halliday (1973) points out that children learn language as it is
functional; they don't learn language in order to apply it to a
function.

Thus, every literacy event does not fit neatly into one

specific function category and so I had to decide what I believed
was the child's primary intent when a piece was composed or read.
Often this intent could be gleaned from a discussion with the
student who composed the piece, but other times, I had to make an
assumption as to the child's purpose when composing or reading the
piece. These categories are not intended to be discrete. The same
reading or writing event could have been placed in several function
categories.
The functions that were most prevalent were the declarative
and pleasurable functions.

The declarative function was evidence of

students' desires for social relationships.

They shared their
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feelings and emotions in order to build these social relationships.
The fact that the pleasurable function was so prevalent is
evidence that students engaged in literacy because it was enjoyable.
The engagements during our free choice time were child-initiated,
thus all children were able to participate at their own ability level,
and they were able to utilize their interactions and experiences to
expand their literacy knowledge.
Intecratino Written Lanouaae Into Plav
The third question of this study is "How do kindergarten
children integrate written language into their free choice
engagements?"

The categories for this section were derived from

the analysis of all the primary data sources: field notes, artifacts,
checklists, and transcripts of audio tapes.

Again I used the constant

comparative method to identify the categories that students were
using while reading and writing.
For this question, I focused on the context of the written
language as a way to identify how this written language was
integrated into children's engagements and play.

The context

categories were identified as either a "Literacy Event" or an
"Imaginative Event."
of Owocki (1995).

These categories were influenced by the work
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When children's reading and writing were the focus of the
literacy event, and were not integrated into an imaginary play event,
it was categorized as "Literacy as the Context for Exploration."
This category was four times as prevalent as the "Imaginative
Events as the Context for Literacy" category. There seems to be a
direct relationship between the types of literacy and the context for
literacy.

For example, the majority of the writing of notes, labels,

names and daily news, as well as almost all of the reading events
seemed to correlate to this category of Literacy as the Context for
Exploration.
Some of the literacy events that children engaged in were also
play events.

For example, children established games that included

reading the names on sticks in the "chooser cup."

Other times,

however, children's explorations with literacy were done for
authentic communication purposes.

They wanted to communicate

with someone and were not just completing a school assignment.
The writing of a letter or the reading of a book are examples of
literacy that took place for authentic communicative purposes.
When the literacy event took place while students were
engaged in imaginative play, or when the imaginary event was the
focus of the play, it was categorized as an "Imaginary Event as the
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Context for Literacy."

Literacy events that were in this category

usually took place in the sociodramatic area. The engagement in
literacy was part of the play, but it was not the focus of the
children's play.
As stated earlier, the types of literacy that student engaged in
were directly related to the functions and contexts for the literacy.
While students may not be concerned with identifying a specific
function or context for their written language, they are aware of the
fact that written language occurs for a purpose, and the functions
relate to the real world.
When Literacy was the Context for Exploration, it was almost
always driven by a real life function.

Owocki (1995) states,

The context of the event, the purposes and goals of the
individual children, the relationships among children and
between teachers and children, the social roles that are
established In the classrooms, and the children's individual
backgrounds, all Influence (and are influenced by) each literacy
event (pp. 109-110).
Students' Knowledge About Literacv
To address the research question, "What knowledge about
literacy are kindergarten students demonstrating/exploring through
their free choice engagements?,"
studies.

I analyzed three separate case

I utilized case studies because I wanted to move from
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findings across all students, as reflected in the other research
questions, to individual case studies in order to provide an in-depth
understanding of this process of written language learning for
individual children.

The case study participants were selected from

several criteria including academic ability, gender, ethnicity, and
diversity In their choices for play and free choice time.
The data collection and analysis was similar to the rest of
this study, except that I utilized a few additional data sources.
These sources included a sociogram and a checklist of students'
academic skills.

For each of the case study students, I provided

background information about the child, and described the kind of
player that the child was.

After describing the child as a player, 1

offered a portrayal of how the child played with literacy, including
the ways that the child utilized the types and functions identified In
the earlier data analysis as well as how they integrated literacy
into their play.

Finally, I utilized the previous information to

describe the child's literacy knowledge.

Although each of the case

study students was unique, each of the three students had a great
deal of literacy knowledge.

They utilized various types and

functions of written language all for authentic purposes which were
determined by the child.
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Laura is the first case study student. When I ranked the
children at the beginning of the year according to their academic
achievements, Laura was one of the lowest children in the class.
During play, Laura usually chose to engage in construction of
manipulatives.

She did not attempt writing until January.

Most of

her writing samples were notes to her parents expressing her love
for them.
Laura was a risk taker in her play and literacy attempts.

While

I valued her play, and was aware of the cognitive benefits, her first
grade teacher has expressed concern of Laura's literacy abilities.
Dylan was in the middle of the academic achievement ranking I
did at the beginning of the year, but by the end of the year he had
made great strides and was one of the more advanced students in
terms of his academic achievements. He was a risk taker, and used
his creativity to enrich many of his engagements.
rules, but not without questioning.

He adhered to

This trait will benefit him in

literacy. He does not take things for granted; he questions and
complies, but only to the level he sees meaningful.

If a task is not

seen as meaningful to him, he will do the minimal, whereas if the
activity is one that he sees as meaningful, he will expand and excel
at it.
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Dylan frequently chose to engage in writing during free choice
time, and he often produced several pieces of writing in one day.
Most of Dylan's writing samples were notes to his family.

In the

beginning of the year, his notes were declarative, expressing his
emotion, but by the end of the year, Dylan was using notes for
several functions.
Dallisa, like Dylan, chose written language as her primary type
of free choice engagement.

Dallisa came to school with a great deal

of literacy knowledge and used it readily in her free choice
engagements.

She did not seem interested in my attempts to foster

her conventional spelling because her major focus was on meaning
not on form.
Dallisa had a penpal in our class, so writing notes was
frequently engaged in, but she engaged in many other types of
writing as well.
purpose.

The type of writing she selected reflected her

Dallisa wrote easily and independently, and she took great

pride in her written language accomplishments.
The one thing that stands out most to me in these case studies
is the fact that these children were in an environment which had the
materials, time, and space for free choice engagements.
attempts at literacy as well as their construction with

Students'
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manipulatives was valued.

During free choice time, I observed

students demonstrating their strengths as learners.
The following section will explain further implications for me
as a teacher, for other teachers, and for other researchers.
So What?:

Implications of this Research Study

Now I am at the point of, "So what?," meaning "What have I
learned from this study?" and "What can others learn from this
study?"

As a teacher researcher, I have used this study primarily to

reflect on and improve my own teaching.

Through this research, I

was able to become more acutely aware of what was happening
during free choice time in my classroom (Calhoun, 1974).

While I

assert that the primary focus of this teacher research was to
benefit me as a teacher (Lytle and Cochran-Smlth, 1992), I do
recognize the potential of sharing my findings.

Bissex (1986) points

out that "we share our meanings with each other [so] that the
meanings of one person's story will help others seek and find the
meanings of theirs" (p. 774).
In this section, I explore the implications surmised from this
study.

Given the fact that this study was a teacher research study,

it seems only logical that the implications of the study should begin
with implications for me as a teacher.

For each implication, I
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discuss it as it relates to my own teaching.

Next, I explore how

information from this study could be useful for other educators
particularly early childhood educators, as well as other researchers
in the field of early literacy.

Finally I evaluate the research design

used for this study.
Implications for My Teaching
As I reflect on this teacher research study and the
implications that it has for me as a teacher, the areas that stand out
are my focus on the soclodramatic setting, the space and materials
needed for this setting, opportunities for demonstrating and
engaging in play, and the need to know my students. This next
section will explore each of these areas in relation to how they
affect my curriculum or my role as a teacher.
Sociodramatic Settino. One finding that surprised me was the
students' limited use of imaginary events as the context for
literacy.

I have already explained in Chapter Five that this category

occurred four times less often than the category of literacy as the
context for play.
Previously, I had not focused on the sociodramatic play area of
my classroom, nor had I encouraged children to play there. As I
became increasingly interested in free choice time and children's
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literacy during this time, however, I began reading about
sociodramatic play areas and the importance of changing this
setting to increase children's excitement and interest in it.
Since the focus of this study was to look at children's
explorations of written language through play, it made sense to
make this area of the classroom a focal point.

In doing so, 1 allowed

more space and encouraged children to visit this area.

During the

study, I worked with children to frequently change our dramatic play
setting so that it related to our focus studies.

In addition to seeking

children's interest and excitement, I wanted students to have
increased opportunities to use a variety of uses of language. I knew
that different settings provided latitude for diversity in literacy.
For example, in a flower shop setting, children used oral and/or
written language to achieve many functions such as taking orders
for flowers,

making signs for prices or specials, and writing checks

to make a purchase. A grocery store gave children many of these
same experiences as well as the opportunity for reading labels on
food containers and writing shopping lists.
These settings were important not only because they provided
excellent play props, but because they give children a context to
discuss their experiences and interests in literacy.

Children come
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to school with a great deal of knowledge about written language, and
an early childhood classroom should have an environment which
allows them to explore this knowledge.
Demonstrating and Enaaaina in Play. What I learned about the
drama setting in my classroom, though, is that space and materials
are not enough to sustain children's interest in engaging in written
literacy.

Unintentionally, I focused more on written language than

on dramatic play.

My reasoning was that if the setting and props

were there, children would naturally be drawn to using them.

I

assumed that children came to school knowing how to play, thus I
did not consider whether children knew how to play within the
specific context of my kindergarten classroom.
Instead, I focused my energies on an area where I felt students
would have less experience-written language.

I provided numerous

demonstrations of literacy skills, but only a few on possibilities for
play.

While many children were drawn to play in the drama area,

they did not engage in literacy there as often as I had anticipated.
Although I did not study social interaction directly, my field
notes suggest a phenomenon similar to what Rowe (1998) describes
in her study of preschool children's interactions with book-related
dramatic play.

I noticed that often in the drama area, students
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attempted to coordinate a playscript, but sustaining the script was
difficult, thus, they moved toward parallel play where students play
in proximity to one another, but not collaboratively.
The sociodramatic center was always the noisiest area of the
classroom.

If it was "productive noise," it didn't bother me, but the

noise tended to be children barking as they pretended to be dogs,
crying loudly as they pretend to be babies, crashing sounds as dishes
and food were dumped on the ground, or shouting as they argued over
a toy in the area.
It was my frustration with these types of behavior, however,
that helped me identify an implication for this study.

I noticed that

once a student engaged in inappropriate behavior, such as dumping
dishes and food on the floor, others wanted to replicate the behavior,
if this type of behavior was allowed to continue, then it became
increasingly difficult to get children to engage in "productive
imaginary play."

I am referring to productive imaginary play as the

type of play that students participate in as they negotiate roles and
devise playscripts that allow them to engage in sociodramatic play.
Watching my older son, Jake, playing at home is perhaps one of
the circumstances that lead me to believe that children naturally
know how to play within a specific context, however, I came to
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realize that this is not always the case. There were some children
who did not seem to know how to engage in role playing or dramatic
play within a kindergarten context.

Children who do not know how to

engage in these types of play in kindergarten, may benefit from
demonstrations and engagements in sociodramatic play.

It's not that

they don't know how to play, but that they have not played with
others and/or played with the kinds of props found In my
kindergarten classroom.
The review of the literature In Chapter Two refers to
conditions in which a child may need play training (Johnson et al.
1987), and as I reflected on this professional literature as well as
my son's ability to play, I realized that I had unintentionally
demonstrated possibilities for play with my son (Christie, 1980).

I

had not consciously made an effort to "teach" my son to play, but
frequently I play with him.

I don't initiate the role playing, but I do

participate in sociodramatic play.

For example, while eating lunch

recently Jake said, "Do you want to pretend we are at a restaurant."
I agreed, and then we began negotiating roles. Although I had hoped
to be the customer, he was persistent, and so it was decided that I
would be the waitress, and Jake and his little brother, Brett, would
be the customers.
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Jake asked for a menu, and I gave him a blank piece of paper.
"No," he said, "I need a real one." Remembering that we had a few
takeout menus in a kitchen drawer, I pulled one out and handed it to
him. He looked at It for a moment, and then said, "Don't you have one
with pictures?"

1 told him that I didn't, but that we could make one.

I used the blank paper I had previously given him, and drew sketches
of a bowl of Spaghetti O's and a grilled cheese sandwich, and I
labeled each picture.

He was pleased with this menu and said, "I'll

have the grilled cheese sandwich. Do you have fruit to go with
that?"

I told him we did and he continued ordering "I would like a

large glass of juice to drink, please."
notepad.

I wrote his order on a small

He proceeded to order for his littie brother, even advising

me how I should cut up the sandwich in small pieces, and to "be sure
to put a lid on his drink." I recorded his order, and asked, "Will that
be all for you?"

At this point he said, "Yes," but asked me to show

him where on my notepad it said to cut up his brother's sandwich.

I

am not sure whether he was checking to see that I had the order
correct, or whether he was attempting to match his oral language
with my written language.

Throughout lunch we continued with this

scenario, changing roles when needed. For example, I had to switch
from waitress to cook, and Jake changed from customer to

dishwasher after the meal (with unwanted assistance).
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During this

play episode, Jake knew that I enjoyed and valued his ability to role
play.
In Chapter Two I describe an incident where I participated in
role playing with students in my classroom who were engaged in the
drama area that had been transformed to a flower shop setting.
collaboration with them helped to guide their play.

My

The students had

initiated the setting and the roles, but didn't seem to know what to
do at this point. I noticed that a playscript was not developing.

This

may have been related to the fact that when they were negotiating
the roles, they did not negotiate for a customer. They had a person
to take orders, one to answer the phone, one to get the flowers
needed, and one to put them in the vase, but none of them could begin
their role without a customer, therefore, I took on that role.

After

they took care of my order, they realized that they needed another
customer, and the child who was supposed to be the person who
answered the phone, volunteered to be the next customer.

This

child's order was almost exactly the same as mine, but as they
continued playing, they changed roles so each got to be a customer,
and eventually the orders became more diverse.
What I have gleaned from this description is that some
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children do need demonstrations of how to play within the context of
a kindergarten classroom. It does not have to be a formal lesson
with a specific objective in mind. I believe that in order to be
effective at demonstrating play, I need to be a careful observer of
the play so that I know when to offer a suggestion for the play or to
join in the play. Once the play is established, then I can gradually
step out of my role, and leave the students to continue.
As I reflect on my son's ability to play, however, I am
reminded of children's natural ability to develop language.

Halliday

(1979) points out that children begin learning language as soon as
they are born. They learn language as they are spoken to, however, if
no one ever talked to the infant, that infant would not develop
language.

My literature review also describes research stating that

children who have frequently been read to learn to read naturally
(Fields, 1989; Holdaway, 1979; Trelease, 1979).
As a kindergarten teacher, it takes me very little time to
identify which students have been read to and which students
haven't. Students who have been read to are able to handle a book
appropriately.

They know where to start reading. They know the

difference between the text and the illustrations, and they can make
predictions about stories. Students who have not been read to have

difficulty with these skills.
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While all children play, students who

have not played with others have difficulty playing in the social
context of the kindergarten.

Playing, like speaking and reading, is

developed through experience.

While children have played in their

home contexts, the context of the kindergarten classroom with
designated play areas and a large group of other children is new to
some children.
Reynolds and Jones (1997) refer to "master players" as the
"competence that we observe when a young child plays well"

(p.1).

They point out that all play does not have to be dramatic play. They
describe two kinds of players, dramatists, and patterners:
Dramatists prefer taking on roles, dramatic play, and games of
strategy. Patterners are builders and artists, sensitive to the
dimensions of objects such as color, size, and shape; they
excel in visual and spatial tasks. However, in the skilled
pretend play of the young child, these two activities are not as
distinct as one might assume, or as has been suggested by
research. . . . Master players are both master dramatists and
master artist/builder (p.2).

As I contemplate the uses for engaging in and demonstrating
play with children, I am reminded of a few disruptive children who
seemed to engage in dramatic play for the purpose of sabotaging the
play of others. It is my policy to remove children who are being
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disruptive.

I thought it a natural consequence—if you can't play

without being disruptive, then you can't remain in the group and
jeopardize the play of others. I always talk to the child who has
been removed about how he or she will behave in the play area, but I
have not consciously tried to find a way to engage this child in
appropriate role play.
challenge.

I conjecture that this will continue to be a

The year of this study, I had a little boy whose only

endeavor in the sociodramatic center seemed to be to dump
everything out of the cupboards and onto the floor. Once this feat
was accomplished, he left the area, leaving others complaining.
must confess that he was barred from this center many times.

I
I

realize now, however, not only in light of my research, but in light
of the fact that removing him did not change his behavior, that I did
not offer him demonstrations of other ways to play.

Perhaps I even

reinforced his behavior by giving him the attention he craved,
regardless of whether it was negative.
Importance of Knowing Mv Students. As I reflect on this
disruptive child, I am also reminded of the importance of getting to
know my students.

Knowing this child's interests and motivations

gave me the information I needed to help redirect his behavior.

I

knew that he liked to search for bugs on the playground at recess, so

I attempted using this motivation in the sociodramatic area.
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I tried

suggesting once, when he had been removed from the group, and we
were discussing how he would behave when he returned, that maybe
he could be the exterminator of the house.

He told me he didn't like

to kill bugs, he just likes to collect them.

He also informed me that

there were no bugs in our drama center, he'd already checked. He
said he would rather go play with the train set.
I have always taken pride in the fact that I do know a lot about
my students. I take time to sit and talk to them in groups and on an
individual basis.

I have always enjoyed this, and felt that it brings a

special bond that helps me encourage children to enjoy school.

Since

most of my experience is in kindergarten and first grade, and since I
have always believed that it is during these years, especially in
kindergarten, that young children formulate beliefs that will carry
over into the next twelve years of school, I want them to know that
their teacher genuinely is concerned about them as an individual.
This research has helped me identify another significant reason to
get to know the children in my class.
At a Tucson Association for the Education of Young Children
Conference (1997), Elizabeth Jones spoke on the issue of knowing
students.

She stated that teachers should sit down and make a list.
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from memory, of every child in the class. Then, next to the child's
name, the teacher should write down something that each particular
child is interested in learning about.

As she stressed the

importance of teachers knowing their children's interests, she also
stated that if there is a child whose name is not remembered or for
whom you can't list an interest, that Is the child who needs extra
attention.

That is the child whom the teacher needs to focus on and

to learn more about.

If teachers have this information, they can

utilize it in designing curriculum.

As I listen to my students, and

observe them closely while playing, I will gain the knowledge I need
to guide their play and their learning.
As I reflect on the implications that I have just described for
me as a teacher, I am struck by an anomaly. The anomaly is that
perhaps the issue is not whether children know how to play, but
perhaps I have not learned to value the type of play they have
acquired before coming to school.

Throughout this dissertation I

have contended that children come to school with a great deal of
knowledge about literacy and that teachers need to value the
literacy knowledge that children already have, and that it is the
teacher's responsibility to close the gap between the two
environments. The same must hold true for play. No doubt children
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have learned to play long before they come to school.
In Growing UP Literate. Taylor (1988) describes the literacy of
families, yet there is chapter devoted to children's literacy at
school because she says, "To understand the ways in which children
learn at home, it is essential that we know something of the ways in
which they are taught at school" (p. 99). I believe the opposite is
true as well.
Heath (1983) describes the language learning of children from
two different communities, Roadville and Trackton, in her book.
Ways with Words.

In Roadville, young children were not permitted to

tell fictive stories.

Rather, they only told true stories verbatim.

To

elaborate or make up part of the story was considered to be "telling
a story" or telling a lie.
fictive stories.

Roadville children were rarely told or read

When they got to school, however, the children from

Roadville were exposed to fictional stories.

Teachers encouraged

the children to elaborate stories and to engage in sociodramatic
play.

The children did tell stories during their sociodramatic play,

however, "children carry their parents' requirement for using
language: report exactly how something is said, maintain a single
consistent label for items and events, and render stories in absolute
chronological order with direct discourse" (p. 165).
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In school, children were required to use materials for specific
purposes, and each play item had a specific place where It belonged.
This was unlike the play to which both the children from Roadville
and Trackton were accustomed to.
realistically.

In Roadville, children played

If they wanted to play "house" or "cooking," then they

did so in a real setting. They played house in the kitchen and cooked
with real ingredients, often while helping their mothers.

In

Trackton, children took most toys outside to play, and in fact most
toys were stored outside.
In school, however, children from both communities were not
permitted to use real ingredients for cooking in the playhouse
corner.

Nor were they allowed to move materials away from an area

where they belonged.

Students were reprimanded for taking blocks

from the block corner to be utilized as pretend food for cooking or
for taking inside toys outside.
I have offered this brief view of Heath's work to show the
influence of home on school and vice versa. Throughout her study.
Heath highlighted children's literacy knowledge.
difficult for teachers to value this knowledge.

In her study, it was
This implicates me

as a teacher because my goal is to use children's strengths, be they
in literacy or play, to increase their abilities in school, not to

expect children to conforrn to the guidelines that I establish.
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I need

to develop ways of finding out more about how my students play in
their home contexts and then build on their home experiences within
play in school.
Klugman and Smilansky (1990) point out that it is imperative
that teachers have an assessment device to enable them to evaluate
children's play.

Without such an assessment, teachers will not know

how to best support children in their play.
While I closely observed my students playing during free
choice time, I did not have a means for evaluating their play. I see
now that I need to find a way to evaluate students' play so that I can
discover their strengths and needs in relation to play and the ways
in which they currently play.

A method of evaluation would enable

me to determine whether I should engage in play with my students or
demonstrate a role play situation, and how to build on their past
experiences with play.
Implications for Other Educators
Now that I have defined the implications for me as a teacher,
the next step is to look at the implications of this study for other
educators.

While the focus of this study was not on generalizing to

other educators, there are implications that can help others to seek
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and find meanings in their own settings (Bissex, 1986). Within this
section, I focus first on the educators of young children and then on
teacher educators.

I describe the theoretical points of connection,

the need for time and space to play, the teacher's role in play, and
play in preservice education.
Theoretical Points of Connection. The premise that children do
learn written language through free choice engagements and play in
school has been validated in this study.

Play helps children to learn

about their environment, express emotions and ideas, develop social
relationships with peers, and increase cognitive development.
the latter that has been the focus of this study.

It is

As Spodek and

Saracho (1988) contend,
Children's play experiences during their first six years assume
an important role in their development of knowledge. Play
helps them to gather the information needed to create new
ideas, compare and contrast this information with their old
knowledge, and then reject, confirm, expand, or modify their
ideas accordingly (p. 15).

Time and Space for Free Choice Engagements and Play.
Students need opportunities to actively participate and take charge
of their own learning.

I am confident that allowing students

extended periods of time for free choice engagements and play is
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highly beneficial.

Early childhood teachers should plan 35-45

minutes a day for free choice engagements and play in the
classroom.

While Outdoor Play was not the focus of this study, I

would argue that at least the same amount of time should be planned
for Outdoor Play. During these indoor and outdoor play times,
children should be invited to spontaneously design activities that
Involve them In taking responsibility for their own learning.
Both developmental and psycholinguistic theorists suggest
that it is necessary for children to have representational ability in
language. Play provides this means to representation. I see play as
a right that all children should have.

Children's right to play needs

to be supported and encouraged. Teachers must provide the time and
the literacy materials so that children will have the opportunity to
play with oral language and to play with reading and writing.
Areas which support oral language development, but not
necessarily written language development are the block area and the
Outdoor Play area. I did not address Outdoor Play in this study
because I focused only on the free choice engagements in the
classroom.
language.

Also, it does not directly involve the use of written
The benefits of Outdoor Play include physical and social

development along with increased problem solving.

While
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participating in block play or Outdoor Play, children also engage in
oral language which supports their written language development.
A further implication is that play areas, especially dramatic
play areas, should be well stocked with general and theme-related
literacy materials.

The materials alone may not be enough to lead

children to use literacy materials in their play.

Teachers may need

to provide demonstrations on possibilities for using these materials.
There should be an area of the room designated as the writing
area or the writing center.

This area should contain various types

and sizes of papers and assorted writing utensils.

In addition,

materials such as staplers, stamps, envelopes, and hole punchers are
often appealing to young children.

These basic materials can provide

children the opportunity to engage in numerous types of written
language.

These materials will often be used when the focus of the

play is the literacy itself.

There are also times, however, when the

focus of play will be the imaginary event.

This type of play often

occurs when literacy materials are part of a dramatic play area.

The

literacy materials in a dramatic play area will depend upon the
setting.

For example in a restaurant setting, notepads for taking

orders, menus for reading, and materials for creating menus will
offer opportunities for written language.

In a flower shop setting.
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books, catalogues, and brochures on plants and flowers will promote
reading, and again, notepads can be used for recording orders.
Signholders and markers can encourage children to make signs to be
displayed in the drama area.

No matter what the setting, teachers

may need to demonstrate the use of the literacy materials.
Teacher Role in Plav.

Vukelich (1993) points out that adults

provide the scaffolding needed to further a child's learning.

Even

Friedrich Froebel who initiated kindergartens in Germany in 1837
(cited in Lilley, 1967) stated that a major part of a teacher's role is
to guide children's play, and when needed, teach children how to play
as well. This can only be achieved as a result of close observation
of children playing.
Observing a child's play provides a glimpse into that child's
skills, abilities, understandings, and feelings (Read and Patterson,
1980).

The researchers contend that teaching cannot be purposeful

without observing children's play.

It is the information gathered

from observations of children playing in an early childhood
classroom that should guide teacher's demonstrations and
curriculum planning.
By observing children playing, the teacher can decide whether
guidance or demonstration is needed.

The review of literature

in
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Chapter Two of this study describes the role of adult interaction in
play. Teachers can guide play by making suggestions, but not
actually becoming involved in the play.

For example, if children are

role playing in a grocery store setting, the teacher may suggest that
they make a shopping list before shopping.

Other times, the teacher

may find that taking on a role, and joining in the play may help the
children to carry out a role play situation.
Plav in Preservice Education. There is a need for including the
field of play in the coursework of preservice and experienced
teachers.

Presently, there are a few courses on play which are

typically offered for early childhood educators.

I am arguing,

however, that these few courses are not enough.

In addition, play

needs to be integrated Into literacy courses as well.
What I see as a challenge here, however, is allowing teachers
(preservice or experienced) to experience the benefit of play for
literacy development.

When trying to teach the benefit of

manipulatives in math instruction or literature discussion groups
for literacy development, preservice teachers can be asked
engage in these activities themselves.

to

Through their engagements

teachers often come to understand the benefits of such
methodologies.

With play, however, one cannot contrive a situation
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in which adults unselfconsciously play as children, and expect the
adults to fully comprehend the benefit.
One recommendation is to have teachers do what Denny Taylor
(1993) defines as a "literacy dig" on an adult and a child.

A literacy

dig involves observing an individual's use of reading and writing to
record observations and/or collect artifacts of the literacy events.
This literacy may be observed in a home, school, or work setting.
Using the information from the literacy dig, the observer can
identify the types and functions of literacy that each individual
engages in.

A comparison of the adult and child will most likely

show that the child, like the adult, engages in literacy for authentic
purposes and may help adults see how children also use literacy as
part of their play.
In addition, I believe that it is necessary for teachers to
observe children playing in literacy-rich play environments, and then
reflect on these observations within class discussions and through
written reflections.

In this way, teachers may come to understand

the benefit of allowing children the time and materials needed for
play, and see the relationship between play and early literacy.
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Implications for Research
The first implication in terms of the study design is that
teacher research was appropriate and necessary for this study.

The

teacher research design enabled me to look at a specific time of day
(free choice time), but I used the information from the rest of the
day to inform my research and my teaching. Because I was the
teacher in this classroom, I was aware of the activities that
influenced the students' play and other engagements.
One problem in relation to this teacher research design was
the difficulty of one person collecting all the data.

My student

teacher did tally the activities In which students were engaged on
the checklist, but I did all of the other data collection.

There were

numerous times when there was more than one written language
activity taking place at the same time, and I really wished that
there was someone else to help take field notes especially for
reading events.
Another researcher or peer debriefer would have also been
helpful for categorizing data.

This would have been particularly

useful in the design of my functions categories (see Figure 5.1).
While I did show the categories to others for feedback, it would have
been beneficial to have another researcher look at my data to
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confirm my functions categories.
In terms of data collection, earlier in this study I identified a
difficulty with using a video camera.

The problem was that in order

for the video data to be useful, I would have had to stand behind the
camera and take notes on the context of the play that was being
video taped.

I was not able to do this while in the role of teacher,

and again, another researcher would have been an asset in this area.
An audio tape recorder was more useful than the video
recorder, but I should have made a habit of using the tape recorder
more often.

There were times when students' discussions during

free choice engagements were critical to understanding students'
processes and products. It might have been easier to record these
conversations and then transcribe them later, rather than trying to
write down the children's words verbatim.
Students became a resource because they provided the
information about the intent of their pieces.

Teachers should not

infer from products that they know the intent of a child's piece.
Only the child who composed the piece can offer this crucial
information.
together.

My field notes and student artifacts had to be analyzed

Neither could give an accurate portrayal in isolation, thus

analyzing them together was critical.
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A further point however, is that the field notes were useful
because I made sure that they were complete.

It is difficult to

record all the details of children's engagements while they are
happening, and too much time before rereading the notes erases the
memories of the events.

For me, it was very important that I reread

my field notes daily so that I could fill in missing information and
add theoretical and methodological notes (Corsaro, 1985).
Debbie Rowe (1986) describes her findings from her
dissertation not as "what is typical in most [early childhood
programs], but what is possible
capacity is supported" (p. 435).

when children's natural learning
I agree with her that this is what is

most important in educational research.
In defining areas for further research, I see a need for studies
which describe the influence of play on children's learning in areas
that don't highlight written language such as the block corner or
Outdoor Play. While these areas may not show an increase in
written language, they do involve students in oral language and a
wide range of cognitive and imaginative thinking which needs to be
studied.
Another Interesting study would be to use the findings from
Taylor ( 1988) and Heath (1983) as a foundation to study children's
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play at home to see how this relates to play in school. This would be
a way to address the anomaly of the relationship between the home
and school setting that I described earlier in this chapter.
Similarly, we know that literacy influences cognitive
strategies such as problem solving, and we know that literacy can be
increased through play.

What would be interesting to study,

however, is the opposite influence: How is play facilitated or
influenced by cognitive strategies or literacy processes?
The free choice time that was the focus of this study took
place immediately after students were engaged in learning centers.
Their free choice engagements often reflected the activities they
had engaged in during centers.

A study of free choice time at

different times of the day following different activities or
engagements may show different results, thus it would be intriguing
to study this issue.
Conclusion
The knowledge I have gained from this study has helped me to
become a better teacher.

I had an intuitive sense that children

would explore their literacy through free choice engagements and
play, and this study helped me to examine and gain a better
understanding of the connections between play and written language.
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I am now more deliberate and reflective as a teacher.

Given the

opportunity to engage in activities of their own choice, students
engaged in many types of literacy all for authentic functions.
Students engaged in literacy activities sometimes within the
context of an imaginary event, and sometimes within the context of
literacy.

I will continue to make play a priority in my classroom,

and I will observe children increase their literacy as a result.
A final implication of this study is one that Christie (1991)
described.
Teachers should not expect play to have a substantial impact
on every child's literacy development. . . . Young children have
distinctly different play predispositions, with some liking to
engage in dramatic play and others preferring other forms of
play. Thus it is likely that some children will rarely choose to
engage in the types of literacy-related dramatic play. . . .
Literacy play is just one component of a well-balanced early
literacy program and should be accompanied by functional
literacy activities (using reading and writing for real-life
purposes), story reading, shared book experiences, and language
experience story dictation. In accordance with the concept of
equifinality, this type of will-rounded program will allow
children to traverse a variety of routes to the same
destination—proficiency in reading and writing (p. 245).
The components of a well-balanced early literacy program,
described by Christie, are present in my kindergarten classroom.
While I was expecting more children to engage in literacy related
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dramatic play, I recognize that this type of literacy engagement may
not be interesting or functional to some children.

As a teacher, I

need to respect each child's literacy strengths and motivations.

I

will continue to offer invitations for engagements in many
functional literacy engagements, and I am confident that students
will engage when they are ready and see the engagements as
meaningful and functional in their own lives.

r
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APPENDIX A
October 23, 1997
Parent Permission Form
Dear Parents,
As many of you are a aware, I am a doctoral candidate at the University of
Arizona. This year, I will be collecting data for my dissertation. The focus of my study
is play. Within this realm, I will be looking specifically at how children's literacy
develops through their play.
I am writing to ask for your permission to collect writing samples, to video and
audio tape discussions and play sessions, and to take photographs of the classroom
activities. These items will be used to help me understand more about how children
learn through play, and they may be used for publications or for presentations to other
educators.
This project has been tentatively approved by the Tucson Unified School
District and my principal, Mrs. Stevenson. Your child's name will not be included in
the study, so privacy will be protected. Your child will not be asked to participate in
any activity that is not part of our regular curriculum, therefore your child will not
experience any negative effects from this study.
If you have any questions, please feel free to call me at school (733-8920).
Sincerely,

Julie Laird
I give my consent:
1. For my child to be audio taped.
2. For my child to be videotaped.
3. For photocopies to be made of any writing or drawing my child does.
4. For photographs to be taken of my child engaging in school activities.
Parent's Signature
Child's Name

Date
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